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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study is to examine the beliefs of teachers in the process of 

developing a whole language philosophy. It is a descriptive interpretive study of seven 

teachers interacting with their instructor as they come to know whole language theory and 

apply it in their classrooms during a graduate education course, "Whole Language: 

Learning and Teaching." The study focuses on the use of dialogue journal/learning logs 

as an interactive tool to help the teachers examine their own beliefs about children, 

learning, and teaching; consider relevant theory and research; and change their teaching 

practice. 

Answers were sought to two questions: What demonstrations of perceiving, 

ideating, and presenting are evident in the dialogue journal/learning logs as these teachers 

come to know whole language, and how does the instructor utilize these journals to 

facilitate the ways in which she collaborates with the teachers in their efforts to become 

whole language teachers? 

The topics introduced and recycled by the teachers and instructor became the 

primary units of discourse analysis that revealed how the individual teachers and the 

instructor interpreted the events and experiences of the course. The analysis revealed that 

the instructor's use of mutuality building discourse and use of statements that build 

bridges between the perceptions expressed by the teachers and her own understanding of 

whole language contributed to the unique learning experience of each of the informants. 

Those teachers who responded to the instructor's request for reflection in their 

journals were the teachers who changed the most They expressed personal concerns 

about their teaching or their students, posed pertinent questions and initiated personal 
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inquiry to find solutions to those concerns. When they wrote reflectively they expressed 

their own thinking or ideating most freely. As they expressed their "wonderful ideas," 

they gained confidence to try them out with their students in their classrooms. 

The study concludes with strategies for engaging all teachers in reflection on their 

classroom practice and for intentionally building mutuality and seeking to build more 

conceptual bridges with each of them. These strategies would enhance the use of 

dialogue journal/learning logs for supporting change in teaching practice. 
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CHAPTER 1 

WHOLE LANGUAGE: LEARNING AND TEACHING 

The purpose of this study is to examine the beliefs of teachers in the process of 

developing a whole language philosophy. It is a descriptive interpretive study of seven 

teachers interacting with their instructor for one semester as they come to know whole 

language theory and apply it in their classrooms during a graduate education course, 

"Whole Language: Learning and Teaching." The study focuses on the use of dialogue 

journal/learning logs as an interactive tool to help the teachers examine their own beliefs 

about children, learning, and teaching; consider relevant theory and research; and 

change their teaching practice. 

Whole Language 

Whole language is a philosophy of education grounded in the work of Kenneth 

and Yetta Goodman and the theory of language and language learning that they have 

developed with many colleagues. K. Goodman (1986) states, "Whole language is firmly 

supported by four humanistic-scientific pillars. It has a strong theory of learning, a 

theory of language, a basic view of teaching and the role of teachers, and a language 

centered view of curriculum" (p. 26). Dorothy Watson (1989) adds, "[Whole language] 

is a spirit, an enthusiasm for teaching and learning that is supported by beliefs about 

teaching and learning. As an authentic zmd natural curriculum develops within the 

classroom, whole language teachers refer to these beliefs again and again" (p. 136). 
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The next section presents "coming to know," a theoretical lens for describing a 

constructivist view of learning that is basic to whole language philosophy. It is followed 

by a discussion of classroom implications for language learning and teaching, 

foundational to understanding concerns about teacher change which leads into the 

purpose of this study. 

Learning as Coming to Know 

K. Goodman, E. Smith, R. Meredith, and Y. Goodman (1987) present learning as 

"coming to know through the symbolic transformation and representation of experience 

[which] involves three phases of mental activity: perceiving, ideating, and presenting" 

(p. 98). 

Perceiving is that first awareness of something new. It may occur because one 

notices or because one is confronted with something new as when a teacher or instructor 

presents a new theme or lesson. It may be something which has been there all along, but 

is new because it is noticed or being attended to for the first time, or it may be something 

totally new, never confronted before. The learner perceives "in terms of past encounters 

with similar events. Some persons perceived the first orbital flight of an astronaut as an 

awesome accomplishment; others, as a foolish exploit; and still others, as a blasphemous 

intrusion into God's heaven. Others had no sense of its significance at all" (K. Goodman 

et al., 1987, p. 100). 

The second phase of coming to know is ideating—coming to terms with what one 

has perceived. "The moment that individuals begin to talk and to think about what they 

have perceived, the phase of ideating has begun" (K. Goodman et al., 1987, p. 102). 

Ideating is thinking or talking in order to connect the newly perceived to what one 

already knows. It involves categorizing, conceptualizing, hypothesizing, analyzing, 

and/or generalizing. Ideating is thinking conditionally. 
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The presenting phase is the third phase. When one has come to terras with what 

one knows, one is ready to try out those ideas on others, to express them in various ways. 

"Conceptions come alive as they are expressed through all the presentational modes" (K. 

Goodman et al., 1987, p. 117)— art, music, dance, mime, film, drama, drawing, writing, 

talking or through any combination of these. "The cycle begins again as those 

presentations meet new events and ideas that have to be newly perceived and 

conceptualized" (p. 98). 

This view of learning, the basis of whole language philosophy, recognizes 

learning as something which the learner does. It is an active, natural, personal, life-long 

process which the leamer controls. Learning depends on thought and language. 

Whole Language in the Classroom 

The leamer is in control of what is learned, of making sense of the world as he/she 

experiences it Children easily learn the oral language of their homes as they interact 

with others who use oral language in meaningful and purposeful ways. They learn oral 

language holistically as they focus on their own meaning and purpose. Children can just 

as easily learn written language when given the opportunity to use it in meaningful and 

purposefiil ways. The teacher's role then becomes that of interacting with the child as 

he/she makes sense of written language. The teacher recognizes the strengths of the 

language leamer and develops with the students a curriculum that is purposeful and 

meaningful, a curriculum that provides for cognitive and linguistic development as it 

supports the interdependence of language and thought (K. Goodman, 1986; K. Goodman 

et al., 1987). 

Research during this century in the fields of child development, sociolinguistics, 

and psycholinguistics offer a constructivist view of how children think and leam (K. 

Goodman, 1982; Piaget, 1952, 1973; F. Smith, 1975) and of how children invent both 
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oral and written language in meaningful social contexts (Qay, 1975; Halliday, 1975, 

1982; Harste, Woodward & Burke, 1984; F. Smith, 1978, 1982). Extensive studies in 

the fields of literacy education (Y. Goodman, 1980,1984,1990; Graves, 1983), early 

childhood education (Bredecamp, 1987), science education (Duckworth, 1987, 1990), 

and math education (National Council of Teachers of Mathematics [NCTMl, 1989,1991) 

advocate radically different teaching approaches to support the constructivist view of 

thinking and learning. There is a growing body of scientific knowledge which supports 

the view that children are naturally whole language learners. 

Whole language learners need whole language teachers, but most classroom 

teachers in the United States have been both students and teachers in an educational 

system that has relied heavily upon behavioral psychology and research, a system that is 

dominated by standardized instruction and standardized testing. Nowhere is this more 

evident than in commercial reading programs which reduce reading instruction to 

teaching phonics skills and comprehension skills (Goodman, Shannon, Freemen & 

Murphy, 1988). Behavioral reading programs assume that if children learn letter names 

and sounds and learn how to sound out words they will become readers. They assume 

that if children learn how to correctly answer literal and inferential comprehension 

questions, they will understand what they read. The commercial publishers and their 

reading consultants have carefully designed programs which break down instruction into 

sequential, easy to present and easy to test bits and pieces of information. They assume 

that if teachers carefully follow the instructions in the teacher's manual and if children 

carefully memorize all of the pieces, the children will become readers. Typically the 

scope and sequence of the basal reading series controls the teacher and the learning 

opportunities provided for children. 

Likewise instruction in writing within a behavioristic model of teaching and 

learning is reduced to handwriting skills, punctuation skills, spelling skills, and learning 
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basic forms of written text, such as business letters, friendly letters, stories, reports, 

essays, research papers, etc. Commercial materials provide carefiilly sequenced exercises 

and models for teachers to teach and students to practice so that they will learn how to 

write. 

The whole language philosophy rejects this traditional, behaviorist view of 

literacy learning. Whole language is based on the understanding that "language learning 

is learning how to mean.... Cognitive and linguistic development are totally 

interdependent: thought depends on language and language depends on thought In a 

word, language development is a holistic personal-social achievement" (Goodman, 1986, 

p. 26). Whole language teachers see children as learners, life-long learners, and also see 

themselves as life-long learners. 

Teacher Change Toward Whole Language 

A critical aspect of change toward whole language is to shift from a behaviorist 

view of teaching and learning to a constructivist view, that is, from a linear, sequential, 

skills-centered view to a child-centered, language and thought-centered view of teaching 

and learning. In the former, the teacher transmits the knowledge which the child must 

learn and usually he/she relies on commercial programs to determine the specific 

presentation of that knowledge. In the latter view the child owns the knowledge he/she 

has already constructed for him/herself and is capable of and interested in constructing 

knowledge for life. The teacher's role is to provide a learning environment which will 

help the child construct the knowledge valued by school and society. 

Y. Goodman, Watson, and Burke (1987) describe the teacher's role in the 

development of literacy: "Whole language teachers create an environment in which 

students perceive themselves, their peers, and their teachers as readers and writers; 

everyone in the whole language classroom is a participating member of an active literacy 
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community. All come to value themselves as language users" (p. 144). Whole language 

teachers learn about and from their students as they learn to be kid-watchers (Y. 

Goodman, 1985b), that is, to be careful observers of children, who seek to understand 

what it is that each child is trying to do, of how it is that each one is making sense of 

whatever it is he/she is trying to do and then using that information to facilitate learning; 

to ask the right question, to encourage "the having of wonderful ideas" (Duckworth, 

1987, 1990); to meet the learner in the "zone of proximal development", offering support 

so that he/she can do more than is possible alone (Vygotsky, 1978); and to provide 

appropriate materials, experiences, and invitations to learn (K. Goodman, et al., 1987; 

Newman, 1985; Jagger & Smith-Burke, 1985; Pratt, 1924, 1948). 

Clearly, change is not easy; yet, many teachers do change (Lester & Onore, 1990; 

Richardson, Anders, Tidwell &. Lloyd, 1991). Some have been fortunate enough to have 

had inservice or education courses which reflect whole language theory and research 

(Bird, ed. 1989; Newman, 1990). Some have been able to learn from the whole language 

teacher who teaches next door or down the hall. Whole language teachers and those who 

are trying whole language ideas are excited about their programs and their success in 

helping children learn. They are collaborating with one another to learn more about 

whole language. Their enthusiasm is contagious. 

Becoming a whole language teacher requires time, effort, and resources that 

support change. It requires a commitment to children and a commitment to one's self as a 

learner. It requires a willingness to reflect on one's pedagogical belief system and a 

willingness to change those beliefs, attitudes, and classroom practices which do not have 

a holistic, learner-centered theoretical base. "Some educators are hesitant to take on such 

introspection and inquiry. If they do, the inquiry will reflect their own personal histories; 

the results will have similarities, but there will be significant and important differences" 

(Watson, 1989, p. 131). 
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Support for Change 

The International Reading Association and the National Council of Teachers of 

English are responding to teacher interest in whole language by offering special sessions 

at their local, state, and national conferences. Both organizations have whole language 

special interest groups. Their professional journals, Reading Teacher ds\A Language Arts, 

publish numerous articles on whole language providing theory, research, and practice. 

These organizations have also published books which support whole language: Miscue 

Analysis: Applications to Reading Instruction (Goodman, 1973), Findings of Research in 

Miscue Analysis: Classroom Implications (Allen & Watson, 1976), Observing the 

Language Learner (Jaggar & Smith-Burke (1985), Ideas and Insights: Language Arts in 

the Elementary Classroom (Watson, 1988), Emerging Literacy: Young Children Learn 

to Read and Write (Strickland & Morrow, 1989), Teachers and Research: Language 

Learning in the Classroom (Piimell & Matlin, 1989), and New Policy Guidelines for 

Reading: Connecting Research and Practice (Harste, 1989). 

Teachers have formed their own support groups such as Teachers Applying 

Whole Language (TAWL) in Missouri, Arizona, and elsewhere so they can collaborate 

with one another as they move toward whole language. They publish newsletters, share 

pertinent books and articles, and even plan their own conferences so they can share their 

expertise with one another. These groups joined together with similar ones throughout 

the United States and Canada to form an international organization, The Whole Language 

Umbrella, on February 18,1989. 

More opportunities for learning about whole language are being made available to 

teachers. Some school districts are offering inservice in whole language and some are 

even adopting whole language policies. Colleges and universities are beginning to offer 

summer institutes and courses to support teachers as they come to know whole language. 

In the context of one of these opportunities, the college course, this study is meant to 
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examine teacher change in beliefs and practice as revealed by analysis of their dialogue 

journal/learning logs. As the instructor/researcher conducting this study, I will also 

examine my use of the journals as a means of collaborating with the teachers to facilitate 

change. 

Significance and Purpose of the Study 

The study is significant in three respects. First, it explains the use of dialogue 

journal/learning logs as a means of helping teachers come to know whole language. 

Second, it examines the change process of teachers as they seek to understand whole 

language and apply the philosophy in their own classrooms. Third, it provides insights 

for instructors and professors who want to plan whole language courses. 

A group of elementary teachers in a small southern Colorado town expressed 

interest in learning more about whole language. Their principal made arrangements with 

me to provide the course as an adjunct instructor for a local college. The school district 

supported the course by providing classroom space, access to a copy machine, a small 

budget for purchasing some books to add to the school's professional shelf in the library, 

and by contributing a portion of each teacher's registration fee. The principal advertised 

the course in her own district and in adjacent school districts. I developed the course and 

made the final arrangements with the college to offer Whole Language: Teaching and 

Learning during the fall semester. 

The purpose of this study is to investigate how and why the teachers who chose to 

take this course changed their beliefs and practice in the process of coming to know 

whole language. It is not realistic to expect that teachers will truly become whole 

language teachers because of a single course. It is reasonable, however, to expect that 

each teacher will come to know some aspects of whole language. Some, of course, may 
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already be whole language teachers, but they, too, will learn because one of the most 

fascinating things about whole language is that there is always more to learn from 

students, from peers, and from the growing body of research which supports whole 

language. 

Each teacher is a unique individual and a holistic learner, bringing to the course a 

personal pedagogical belief system that has been constructed from knowledge gained 

through experience and education. The reasons for deciding to take the whole language 

course will vary for each of them. Both the decision to take the course and what each one 

takes away from the course will be influenced by that personal belief system. What each 

teacher takes away from the course and into his/her own classroom will be related to the 

changes which occur in that same pedagogical belief system. 

The whole language course was based on my pedagogical belief system so this 

study is also a self-study of how and why I made decisions about the course content and 

appropriate ways to collaborate with the teachers to support their learning and movement 

toward a whole language philosophy of education. The expertise and knowledge I 

brought to the course had been developed as a whole language teacher supporting the 

learning of children, ages 5-14, for twelve years and supporting the learning of adults for 

two years at a basic skills center for Native Americans. As a part-time adjunct 

instructor, I had learned from and with both preservice and inservice teachers off and on 

for thirteen years in reading courses, writing process courses, and early childhood 

courses. The course, "Whole Language: Teaching and Learning" was my first 

opportunity to apply whole language theory to a higher education course about whole 

language. 

It is also the first time for me to assume the role of instructor as researcher. 

Though I have used dialogue journal/learning logs in a variety of ways with students of 

all ages, I have never analyzed their influence on my students' learning nor on my own 
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teaching. I accept Vygotsky's (1962) view that writing is an expression of thought and 

consider the entries to represent the teachers' thoughts as they come to know whole 

language. This writing "emerges as relatively unplanned, directly from the students' 

minds, as a direct reflection of their concerns and purposes" (Staton, 1988a, p. 9). These 

journals offer me authentic opportunities to learn about and from my students ("teacher-

watching"), to find out what they are trying to do, and then collaborate with them to do it 

This study provides insights regarding more effective use of dialogue journal/learning 

logs to facilitate whole language learning for teachers. 

Research Questions 

Each of the teachers began the course with unique, personal belief systems about 

each of the "four humanistic-scientific pillars" which, according to Ken Goodman (1986), 

firmly support whole language, "a strong theory of learning, a theory of language, a basic 

view of teaching and the role of teachers, and a language centered view of curriculum" (p. 

26). That is, each of them has personally constructed an understanding of each of these 

pillars, whether or not that understanding is consistent with whole language. As they 

reflect on their beliefs and consider the theory and research presented in class, in their 

readings, and in discussions with peers, each can be expected to question some aspects of 

his/her practice that need to be changed. The teachers were requested to use their 

dialogue journal/learning logs to record their thoughts and experiences. It is assumed that 

these entries "provide a glimpse into the minds of these [teachers] and allow us to hear 

their unique voices" (Staton, 1988a, p. 3) as they attempt to understand whole language 

and apply it in their classrooms; that is, the journal entries provide demonstrations of 

how each teacher perceives, ideates, and presents as he/she comes to know whole 

language. 
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This study is based on analysis of the teachers' journals, my responses, and other 

supportive data in order to answer two major questions, each of which has several 

specific questions (see Chap. 3, p. 49): 

1. What demonstrations of perceiving, ideating, and presenting are evident in the 

dialogue journal/learning logs as these teachers come to know whole 

language? 

2. How does the instructor utilize the dialogue journal/learning logs to facilitate 

the ways in which she collaborates and negotiates with the teachers in their 

efforts to become whole language teachers? 

The journal entries "provide a glimpse into the minds of these [teachers and their 

instructor] and allow us to hear their unique voices" (Staton, 1988a, p. 3) as they attempt 

to understand whole language and apply it in their own classrooms. I believe the teachers 

were candid as they expressed their personal beliefs, expressed their concerns, asked 

questions, described their own students, and described their classroom practices in their 

dialogue journal/learning log entries. I, too, was open and sincere as I responded to my 

students and as I wrote entries in my own course learning log which serves as a set of 

field notes for this study. 

As both the researcher and the instructor of the course, I definitely bring to the 

study my own bias toward the whole language philosophy. However this same bias 

influenced my responses to the students. These dialogue journal/learning logs were an 

integral part of the instructional strategies planned for the course and as such are a "full

blown classroom event which emerged prior to explicit analysis" (Staton, 1988b, p. ix) 

rather than a strategy contrived for the purpose of research. 

Presumably, these teachers chose to take the course because they had a desire to 

learn about whole language. This study examines the changes in belief, theory, and 

practice as reflected in the dialogue journals of seven teachers who wanted to learn about 
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whole language so any conclusions may be generalized only to other teachers in similar 

circumstances. 
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CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

To support the rationale for this study and to explain the procedures selected to 

collect and to analyze the data, this chapter is divided into three parts. The first part 

presents a review of the literature related to the philosophy of whole language and the 

four "humanistic-scientific pillars" which support it: learning theory, language theory, 

the role of teachers, and the language centered curriculum (K. Goodman, 1986). It is 

followed by a review of the research in the use of dialogue journals for teaching and 

learning. The last section provides the support and rationale for doing this descriptive 

interpretive study. 

Whole Language Pillars 

Theory of Learning 

The National Association for the Education of Young Children (NAEYC) whose 

"primary purpose is to act on behalf of the needs and interests of young children" 

(Bredekamp, 1987, p. ix), has published its position statements in Developmentally 

Appropriate Practice in Early Childhood Programs Serving Children From Birth 

Through Age 8 (Bredekamp, 1987). These position statements are drawn from the 

growing body of research in all domains of human development—physical, emotional, 

social, and cognitive. They provide a framework for helping teachers understand how 

young children learn and how teachers can support that learning by tailoring educational 
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programs to meet the needs of children, rather than expecting children to conform to 

programs imposed on them. They reflect a constructivist view of teaching and learning 

consistent with whole language. "Learning in young children is the result of interaction 

between the child's thoughts and experiences with materials, ideas, and people" (p. 2). 

The NAEYC position asserts that self-initiated, self-directed play is essential, not 

only for preschool age children, but also for five through eight year olds. It is a "primary 

vehicle for and indicator of their mental growth. Play enables children to progress along 

the developmental sequence from the sensorimotor intelligence of infency to 

preoperational thought in the preschool years to the concrete operational thinking 

exhibited by primary children" (Bredecamp, 1987, p. 3). 

Young children are active, not passive learners and construct their own 

knowledge firom experience, exploration, interaction and communication. They learn 

best when their learning environment is personally relevant, engaging, and meaningful. 

Bredecamp explains: 

The learning patterns of primary-age children are greatly affected by the gradual 

shift from preoperational to concrete operational thought, a major dimension of 

cognitive development during these years (Piaget 1952; Piaget & Inhelder 1969). 

Between 6 and 9 years of age, children begin to acquire the mental ability to 

think about and solve problems in their heads because they can then manipulate 

objects symbolically—no longer always having to touch or move them. This is a 

major cognitive achievement for children that extends their ability to solve 

problems. (1987, p. 63) 

Jean Piaget (1971, 1972,1973) maintains that only that which the child discovers 

or reconstructs for himself is that which is truly learned or understood. Problem solving 

is natural to young children and becomes increasingly complex as they make sense of the 

world on their own terms. Knowledge or skills memorized to please a teacher or to pass 
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a test are quickly forgotten or lost They do not represent true learning or understanding. 

Having one's own "wonderful ideas" is the essence of intelligence so children can truly 

learn only if they are provided with occasions for having wonderful ideas (Duckworth, 

1987). 

Most children enter school with confidence in themselves as learners and a natural 

desire to learn. Their self-concepts are positive and their self-esteem is usually high. 

These attitudes are essential for continued learning. The NAEYC position states 

(Bredekamp, 1987, p. 66): 

Children have individual, personal interests and needs just as adults do....Children 

are motivated to learn by an intense desire to make sense out of their world and to 

achieve the competencies desired by the culture (Hkind, 1981)....Children are 

optimistic about their own powers and arrive at school confident that they will 

achieve (Covington, 1984; Stipek, 1984), They are developing and acquiring 

skills so rapidly that they naturally assume that what they cannot do today will be 

possible tomorrow (Hills, 1986). 

Schools must offer learning environments that encourage children to pursue their 

own interests as they interact freely and learn from and with one another. "Unfortunately, 

when schools unduly rely on competition and comparison among children, they hasten 

the process of children's own social comparison, lessen children's optimism about their 

own abilities and school in general and stifle motivation to learn" (Hills, 1986 in 

Bredekamp, p. 86). 

Frank Smith's (1975) "basic assertion is that the only effective and meaningful 

way in which anyone can learn is by attempting to relate new experiences to what he 

knows (or believes) already. In other words, comprehension and learning are 

inseparable" (p. 1). The learning process is the same for all people, regardless of age or 

experience. He says that from birth human beings seek to make sense of the world by 
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trying to comprehend and leam fix)m their experiences in it The only way one can make 

sense of a new experience or a new concept is by relating it to what one already knows. 

Anything which the learner cannot relate to what is already known will not make sense; 

it will be nonsense. 

Smith uses the metaphor "a theory of the world in the head" to represent the store 

of knowledge in each person's brain, the meaningfiilness which each person can apply to 

new experiences and ideas in order to make sense of them. The theory in Smith's terms is 

organized by cognitive structure. 

Anything in the environment that can be perceived or interpreted in the light of 

the contents of cognitive structure will make sense. Cognitive structure, in effect, 

imposes meaningfulness upon the world... Anything that cannot be related to 

cognitive structure is nonsense, no matter how meaningful it might appear to 

anyone else. (1975, p. 12) 

According to Smith each person's "theory of the world in the head" is exactly like 

a theory in science. A scientist's theory represents the experience and principles through 

which a scientist perceives and interprets new data. It is also the basis on which the 

scientist makes predictions, forms hypotheses, and conducts experiments. The results of 

the experiment, the discoveries made, provide the scientist with a basis to confirm or 

modify the theory. 

Smith contends a child's approach to learning is comparable to a scientist's, "not 

only because each has a theory, but because both leam by conducting experiments. The 

'scientific method of discovery' is the manner in which every child must leam about the 

world....The basic learning process of every human being involves the experimental 

testing of cognitive hypotheses" (1975, p. 11). It is the hypotheses generated by the 

learner that have the most potential for leaming. 
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In Language and Thinking in School: A Whole Language Curriculum, K. 

Goodman, E Smith, R. Meredith and Y. Goodman (1987) state: "Children are surely at 

the center of the learning process, for they will only leam what they can incorporate into 

their knowing" (p. 16). In their view "children have a right to be children. They have the 

right to grow, to develop, to think and to inquire like children, to leam through play, and 

to take time to explore their world" (p. 11). Learning then is the active process of 

"coming to know," a process which is enhanced by language and thinking. 

Goodman, et al. describe "coming to know" as using the "power of language" to 

make new information or experience "a part of their cognitive maps, of the word-maps 

that place environmental happenings in meaningfiil relationships with each other" (1987, 

p. 94). They explain 

Knowing is more than thinking, although thinking is one of the processes by 

which people come to know. BCnowing is a very personal process, involving 

imagination above all else....Knowing is becoming. As events in the world 

become part of children's worlds and as they gain their own view of people and 

things about them, they begin to become persons, (p. 94) 

As described in Chapter 1, Goodman, et al. (1987) present learning "as coming to 

know through the symbolic transformation and representation of experience [which] 

involves three phases of mental activity;" (p. 98) perceiving, that is, first becoming aware 

of something new; ideating, thinking conditionally; and presenting new conceptions 

through art, music, dance, mime, film, drama, drawing, writing, talking or through any 

combination of these. 

The theory of learning on which whole language is based recognizes learning as 

something which the learner does. It is an active, natural, personal, life-long process 

which the learner controls. Learning depends on thought and language. Leaming is 

constructing knowledge, making sense of the world, coming to know. 
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Theory of Language Learning 

Whole language builds on the constructivist view of learning described above and 

values the child as a constructor of his/her own understanding, an inventor of both oral 

and written language in a meaningful social context. 

Children have done a remarkable bit of learning before they ever enter school, 

that is, they have learned how to talk and they have done so without being taught. 

However, they would never learn oral language if they were isolated from people who 

use it Children learn oral language because they are immersed in it. From birth they 

hear their parents talk to them and they hear their parents talk to one another. Parents 

respond to the infants needs and accompany their actions with oral language. When 

infants reach toward a toy, adults give it to them with the language of what they are 

doing, "Oh, Johnny wants the rattle. Here, Mommiell give it to you. Now Johnny can 

shake it. Yes, you can make it rattle, can't you?" The parent and child enjoy interacting 

with one another through oral language. 

Children also learn to talk because they observe and listen as speakers in their 

environment use language with one another. When Jenny hears her older sister say, "I'm 

thirsty. I want a drink," and watches her mother give her a glass of water, Jenny says, 

"Dink," and sure enough, she gets a glass of water, too. She is learning oral language in a 

meaningful context as she observes persons communicate with language in purposeful 

ways. 

M.A.K. Halliday (1975) maintains that children construct oral language for 

themselves while focusing on meaning. They are actively engaged in making sense of 

their world through language as they interact with the persons in their own social 

environments, usually parents and siblings. These persons actively participate in the 

child's construction of language. They collaborate with him or her through shared 

meanings and experiences. 



One of Kevin's first words was "brr" which he said when birds (seagulls) landed 

on the ocean outside his livingroom window. He also said "brr" when a float plane 

landed out there and when a fly lighted inside on the window. He learned to differentiate 

seagulls fiDm other birds, from float planes, and from flies as his mother responded to his 

meaning in the context of what he knew: 

"Yes, that kind of bird is a seagull." 

"That's a float plane, it lands on the water just like the bird." 

"That's a fly, it flies like a bird, doesn't it?" 

Frank Smith (1978) would say that Kevin was learning by conducting 

experiments, by testing his hypotheses that seagulls, float planes, and flies were birds. 

His mother's responses were relevant feedback that told him which hypotheses were 

justified and which were not. He conducted many of these experiments as he learned the 

distinctive differences between these things, all of which could fly. 

There is an intimate connection between comprehension and learning. The 

children's experiments never go beyond their theories; they must comprehend 

what they are doing all the time they are learning. Anything that bewilders a child 

will be ignored; there is nothing to be learned there. It is not nonsense that 

stimulates children to learn, but the possibility of making sense; that is why 

children grow up speaking language and not imitating the noise of the air 

conditioner. Children do not learn by being denied access to problems. A child 

learning to talk must be immersed in spoken language....The process of 

hypotheses testing goes on instinctively, below the level of awareness. (Smith, 

p. 89) 

Children who are immersed in written language have similar opportunities to 

conduct experiments and test their hypotheses about print They learn at a very early age 

which is the box of cereal and which is the box of cookies. They learn which is the men's 



room and which is the women's room. They interact with meaningful print both at home 

and away from home in situations where print is being used functionally. Children learn 

how to read and write in a responsive, literate environment in which the participants use 

written language for meaningful purposes. Children observe people around them read 

magazines, newspapers, TV guides and street signs. Children enjoy listening to adults 

and siblings read books to them. They love the sound of language in poetry and rhymes 

and literature. Their interest and enjoyment is deeply and personally connected with the 

purpose and meaning they experience with written symbols. 

Children observe their parents and siblings write notes, letters, shopping lists, 

checks, et cetera. It is this everyday purposeful use of print that intrigues young children 

and causes them to see writing as something they want to do and can do. They construct 

written language easily and naturally because they focus on meaning. Their purpose is 

not so much to learn how to write or spell, but rather to learn how to convey meaning in 

print just as the people in their social contexts do. They write grocery lists, checks, and "I 

love you" notes because their parents and siblings do. They notice that adults use written 

language in restaurants and doctor's offices and stores. They discover early on that for 

something to be read, it must first be written. 

Children experiment with writing while they play out their understanding of the 

social contexts in which they live. They write menus to be read in their restaurants and 

write down the orders of their customers. They write newspapers to be read on their 

buses and books to be sold in their bookstores or checked out of their libraries and read in 

their homes. They write signs and price tags so they can play store and office. In her 

studies of family literacy, Taylor (1983) found that "print in various forms is embedded in 

the social practices that the children explored" (p. 54). She maintains. 

Children leam to organize their environment through the use of print The focus 

of their attention is not the print per se, but the social organization of their 
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everyday lives. Print is one means of accomplishing this. Surrounded by the 

literate language activities of their parents, the children come to use print 

themselves, inventively constructing literate language uses in the mediation of 

their experiences of one another, (p. 54) 

Young children begin experimenting with the written form of language the 

moment they are allowed to hold a pen or pencil. Studies of young children constructing 

the orthographic system for themselves (Chomsky, 1975; Qay, 1975,1977; Ferreiro & 

Teberosky, 1979; Y. Goodman, 1985a; Harste, Woodward & Burke, 1984; Read, 1975) 

offer evidence that each child has a unique personal experience coming to know the 

written symbol system of his or her culture. 

At the age of two or three children pretend to write by scribbling in a linear 

fashion, using wavy lines, strokes or circles. They demonstrate their awareness of print 

by using distinctly different scribbles for writing than those they use for drawing pictures. 

Children experiment with various ways of representing print. Many use random letters 

and letter-like shapes, often those from their own names and familiar words. Some use 

the size of letters in relationship to the size of the person, that is a large letter to represent 

an adult and a smaller letter to represent a child. Others represent size through the 

quantity of letters they use, for example, kitten is written with a few letters, cat with 

more, and horse with the most because it is the biggest Some represent the number of 

objects with an equal number of letters, so one flower would be - and three flowers 

would be - —. Children often represent the constancy of print with a repeated series 

of letters and/or represent the variance of print with variations of the same set of letters. 

Some represent each word or syllable with a letter or letter-like shape. These examples 

of hypothesis testing are only a few of the ingenious possibilities demonstrated by 

children as they learn to convey meaning with printed language. 
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As children become more aware of the print in their environment, they steadily 

develop their awareness of how words look and write words from memory that are 

significant to themselves. When they begin focusing on sound/letter relationships, they 

usually use a single, conventional letter to represent the initial sound of each syllable or 

word. They sometimes associate the sound they are writing with a letter's name (writing 

H for the long A or for ch), sometimes noticing only a more prominent sound {E for he), 

and sometimes representing the sound of their own pronunciation (D for th, Jr for dr 

or tr). 

As children construct written language for themselves and continue to test their 

hypotheses, most begin including the ending sound of the word or syllable, then start 

representing the middle sounds and experimenting with vowel combinations. Children 

who have been engaging in purposeful literacy events will solve most orthographic 

problems and use spelling that closely approximates standard spelling by the time they 

are six or seven years old. 

There are children, however, who do not learn to read, write, and spell easily and 

naturally. Some have limited meaningful experiences with written language in their 

homes, but far more suffer from a lack of meaningful experiences after they enter school. 

Rowe and Harste (1986) explain. 

Meaning is what language use is all about, and we have found that 3-, 4-, 5-year 

olds are no less aware of this than adults....In the NIE data we also see a trend for 

children 5 years and older to begin to abandon their meaning focus for a print 

focus. One thing that seems certain, however, is that young children first 

approach written language with an awareness of semantic cues. When they later 

abandon this strategy, we suggest that instruction is likely to be the culprit 

(p. 248) 
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Although Ferreiro and Teberosky (1982) found preschoolers actively constructing 

the written language system, seeking to understand print with reasoned intelligence, they 

also found that "the logical coherence [preschoolers] impose on themselves disappears 

when faced with what the teacher demands from them" (p. 279). When teachers draw 

their attention to the mechanics of forming letters in a "correct" manner and memorizing 

sound/symbol relationships, children's attention is directed away from the meaning and 

purpose of print 

They must worry about perception and motor control instead of the need to 

understand. They must acquire a series of skills instead of coming to know an 

object. They must set aside their own linguistic knowledge and capacity for 

thought until they discover, at a later point, that it is impossible to comprehend a 

written text without them. (p. 279) 

Unfortunately, some children get so bogged down in skill instruction that their 

linguistic knowledge and capacity for thought remain set aside and they are denied the 

opportunity to come to know literacy. Smith (1975) asserts that if children are put into an 

appropriate learning situation at school, they will develop the necessary skills for 

comprehending written language, just as they have developed the necessary skills for 

comprehending spoken language. He defines the appropriate learning situation as one in 

which the children learn to read by reading and learn to write by writing. 

The Role of Teachers in Whole Language 

Accepting the premise that it is as easy for children to learn literacy as oracy, 

brings us to question: "What do teachers do while children leam to read and write 

naturally?" "How do teachers know what to do?" 

Becoming a whole language teacher means developing a personal "theory of the 

world" (Smith, 1975) of language, learning, and teaching. This involves accepting all 
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children as capable of learning and interested in learning. Whole language teachers 

capitalize on the natural language learning ability that children demonstrate before 

entering school. Children learn language because they have a desire to communicate 

with others in the social environment in which they live and they constantiy strive to 

make sense of their world which includes both oral and written language. Whole 

language teachers use whole, natural language to communicate with children. They 

respond to what each child is trying to do, to the sense the child is trying to make when 

using language and thus make it easy for the child to learn. 

Jean Piaget (1971, 1972, 1973) has stressed the need for educators to provide a 

learning environment in which children can learn through discovery. He has shown us 

that children learn best by pursuing their own interests. They need opportunities to work 

alone, to work with other children and to work with adults who are interested in them as 

individuals. 

Education is an area of its own and educators must find the appropriate methods, 

but what Fve found in my research seems to me to speak in favor of an active 

methodology in teaching. Children should be able to do their own experimenting 

and research. Teachers, of course, can guide them by providing appropriate 

materials, but the essential thing is that in order for a child to understand 

something, he must construct it himself, he must re-invent it Every time we teach 

a child something, we keep him from inventing it himself. On the other hand, that 

which we allow him to discover by himself will remain with him visibly...for the 

rest of his life. (1972, p. 27) 

It is the teacher's responsibility to make reading and writing as easy as possible 

for children by allowing them to discover how printed language works. Teachers must 

allow for the individuality of the learner and respond to his/her attempts to make sense of 

written language, understanding that encounters with print must be meaningful to the 



child if he/she is to become literate. The task for the teacher then is to provide materials, 

activities and experiences through which the child can make connections or develop 

schemes which can be applied to new situations. Whole language teachers accept 

responsibility for finding ways to facilitate learning rather than impose knowledge 

(Dewey, 1938; Pratt, 1924, 1948). 

Yetta Goodman (1989) says that it is necessary for whole language teachers to be 

life-long learners, continually developing a professional sense of children, language, and 

learning by personally constructing their own knowledge base. They tune in to their 

students to learn about their interests and to find ways to support their inquiry. They 

learn to be effective kid-watchers (Y. Goodman, 1985b), i.e., careful observers of 

children, in order to evaluate language and conceptual development as well as the 

physical and emotional growth of students. 

Whole language teachers leam to immerse children in print, to create literate 

environments filled with invitations to leam finom literature, trade books, magazines, etc. 

They leam about reading process (K. Goodman, 1973), and the sampling, predicting, 

confirming, and correction strategies efficient readers develop in order to process the 

graphic, syntactic, and semantic cues to get at the meaning of what they read. 

Knowledge of reading process gives teachers insights to help them support children as 

readers. Yetta Goodman, Dorothy Watson and Carolyn Burke (1987) have made this 

knowledge available to teachers through miscue analysis, a tool which helps them assess 

the effectiveness of readers' comprehension strategies while listening to them read. 

Whole language teachers are readers themselves, persons who choose to read for 

pleasure, for information, and for professional growth. 

Whole language teachers leam about writing process (Graves, 1983; California 

State Department of Education, 1983) and often participate with other teachers in writing 

workshops or institutes during which the teachers experience writing process, taking 
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some of their own work througii the processes of prewriting, drafting, revising, editing 

and publishing. They begin to develop a sense of audience as they share their work with 

a group and receive a helpful response from that group. Revision becomes meaningful 

and worthwhile when one knows others are going to read what one has written. They 

gain insights about the process through active participation and take their new 

understandings back to their classrooms. 

Whole language teachers learn from one another, developing their professional 

sense while interacting with other practitioners, sharing ideas and problems, participating 

in child-study groups, attending classes, becoming active in professional organizations, 

attending and presenting workshops and conferences. They add to their professional 

knowledge base by reading professional journals and books, critiquing research about 

language and cognitive development, and utilizing relevant information in their 

classrooms. They often participate in action research in their own classes to learn more 

and to see if research they think has merit rings true for their own students. 

Whole language teachers actively engage in reflective thinking. Y. Goodman 

(1989) notes, "Thinking reflectively about a knowledge base in order to build a 

professional sense cannot be accomplished quickly. The process is cumulative over a 

professional lifetime" (p. 7). 

Whole language teachers are life-long learners who think reflectively about 

children, language, and learning in order to develop a language centered curriculum 

where children are encouraged to be life long learners. 

The Language Centered Curriculum 

The language centered curriculum evolves in a classroom learning environment 

designed by the teacher to offer authentic speech and literacy experiences that children 

find engaging and meaningful, i. e., opportunities to learn language while using language 
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to get things done (Graves, 1983; Halliday, 1975, 1982; Harste, 1989). Many of these 

experiences are integrated with appropriate play experiences for 3-8 year old children, 

(Pratt, 1924,1948; Schickedanz, 1987) recognizing that play is the young child's primary 

way of learning. Halliday (1980) states: 

A child's unconscious awareness of language is largely determined by functional 

considerations; and at the heart of his or her understanding is the awareness that 

"this is what I can do with language." From birth the child has been building up a 

picture of what language is for; he or she knows that it is a lifeline to the others 

that interact with him or her, and that, through such interaction, it is a means of 

doing and of learning. When we come to strengthen and extend the child's 

language development through education, we need to build on this awareness, 

relating the language work in the classroom to what the child already knows about 

language from experience, (p. 18-19) 

It is important then that the school language learning environment be a social one 

in which language use, both oral and written, is as functional for the learners as it is in the 

home and community. Pinnell (1985) maintains that 

a functional view of language means focusing on how people use language in 

their everyday lives to communicate, to present themselves, to find out about 

things, to give information, to negotiate and interact What is important about 

language is what we can do with it—how it functions in a world of people. What 

we can do with language is worth assessing and teaching, (p. 58) 

Functional language learning opportunities in the school would include 

conversations and discussions about real-life experiences as well as new school 

experiences. Through participation in collaborative projects, children can interact with 

peers and with teachers and use language to negotiate with and work cooperatively with 

one another. Children need opportunities to express individuality and personality; to 
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voice their feelings and opinions. "It is through (this) personal language that children 

relate their own lives to the subject matter being taught, establish their own identities, 

build self esteem and confidence" (Pinnell, 1985, p. 59). One whole language teacher 

puts it this way. 

In dealing with language we are working with the very essence of what makes us 

human beings. We are bom with the ability and desire to communicate with each 

other, to pass on traditions, work out current problems, envision the future. As 

teachers our goal is to enable students to realize this innate capacity for 

themselves. They can then appreciate the unfolding of life that has preceded 

them, and make their unique contribution to this story for those who will follow. 

(Lohman, 1989, p. 47) 

Opportunities to explore and investigate ensure the use of the heuristic language 

as children seek and test knowledge while figuring things out with one another. Using 

informative language with peers is a more natural way to demonstrate learning than by 

answering the teacher's questions. Imaginative language should be fostered through play, 

art, drama, and the writing of poetry and stories. 

The school environment should be filled with opportunities for children to use 

print in the same functional ways it is used outside school; i.e., reading and writing signs, 

directions, stories, menus, recipes, lists, letters, schedules, books, magazines, newspapers, 

songs, etc. These authentic literacy events are whole, real, and relevant and provide 

children with opportunities to communicate with others, to make sense of printed 

language, to use language for thinking and learning. 

The language centered curriculum encourages collaborative learning, problem 

solving, involvement in integrated themes, units or projects (Bredekamp, 1987; NCTM, 

1989,1991; Weber, 1971). It encourages children to act on their natural desire to make 

sense of the world by allowing them to make choices; to pose their own questions to 
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answer and their own problems to solve; to determine their own projects to work on 

(K, Goodman, et al., 1987; Newman, 1985). 

Whole language is founded on the belief that learning is a collaborative venture 

and that we are implicated in each other's learning. Whole language is,..a 

radically different way of perceiving the relationships between knowledge and the 

knower, between compliance and responsibility, between learner and teacher, 

between teacher and administrator, between home and school. Taking a whole 

language stance makes for a very different classroom—a classroom in which both 

teachers and students have a voice. (Newman & Church, 1990, p. 26) 

The language centered curriculum fosters children's inquiry and encourages them 

to bring in their outside worlds, their personal interests, their natural sense of wonder. It 

values language as thinking and it values art, music and other modes of creative 

expression. The social nature of learning is acknowledged, so that children can 

collaborate with one another and with adults. It encourages respect of self and others and 

celebrates cultural diversity. It keeps curiosity alive in every child so that each and every 

one will strive to reach his or her full potential. 

Journals 

When people write about something they learn it better. That, in a 
nutshell, is the idea behind asking students to keep journals. While some 
of us who assign these personal notebooks might argue about what they 
should be call^—logs, learning logs, daybooks, thinkbooks, dialectical 
notebooks, field notebooks, diaries, whatever—we would not disagree 
about their purpose and value: writing helps our students leam things 
better and these notebooks provide a place in which to write informally 
yet systematically in order to seek, discover, speculate, and figure things 
out. 

T. Fulwiler (1987, p. 9) 
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"Guidelines for Using Journals in School Settings" (In Fulwiler, 1987, p. 5) was 

approved by the National Council of Teachers of English Commission on Composition 

on November 28,1986. It defines journals as informal notebooks in which "students are 

encouraged to express honestly their personal opinions, take some risks with their 

thought, and write in their own natural voices." This document includes the following 

[Italics in original]: 

Assumptions About Language and Learning 

Students are asked to keep journals for strong pedagogical reasons, based 

generally on the following assumptions about the connections between thought 

and language: 

1. When people articulate connections between new information and what they 

already know, they leam and understand that new information better (Bruner, 

1966). 

2. When people think and figure things out, they do so in symbol systems 

commonly called languages, most often verbal, but also mathematical, 

musical, visual, and so on (Vygotsky, 1962). 

3. When people leam things, they use all of the language modes to do so— 

reading, writing, speaking, and listening; each mode helps people leam in a 

unique way (Emig, 1977). 

4. When people write about new information and ideas—in addition to reading, 

talking, and listening—they leam and understand them better (Britton, 1975). 

5. When people care about what they write and see connections to their own 

lives, they both leam and write better (Moffett, 1968). 



Dialogue Journals 

Dialogue journals are written conversations between students and teachers. They 

provide a unique opportunity for using writing in a functional, thoughtfiil way that values 

individual expression. Typically students are encouraged to write to the teacher about 

any topics of personal interest and the teacher responds as a fiill participant, encouraging 

written expression rather than correcting grammar and punctuation. The teacher 

discusses the topics, asks clarifying questions, expresses his/her own concerns and 

feelings, and introduces new or related topics (Staton, 1988b). "Motivation comes firom 

the rather unusual fimctional nature of the interaction; quite simply, the teacher (in this 

case higher status or power person) shares the power to get things done in the classroom 

through writing with her students" (p. 4). 

Staton (1988a) traces the history of dialogue journal research from the initial 

investigation of the 1979-80 dialogue journals kept by Leslee Reed and her sixth grade 

students in a middle-class school in Los Angeles. This study was funded by the National 

Institute of Education, Analysis of Dialogue Journal Writing as a Communicative Event 

(Staton, Shuy, Kreeft & Reed, 1982). When Reed was transferred to a school with 

English as Second Language (ESL) students, most of whom were new immigrants, she 

continued her 15 year practice of using interactive writing in a journal format A second 

NIE grant resulted in a study of this unique collection of data. Dialogue Writing: 

Analysis of Student-Teacher Interactive Writing in the Learning of English as a Second 

Language (Kreeft, Shuy, Staton, Reed, & Morroy, 1984). Teachers have also been using 

dialogue journals effectively with young deaf students as reported in studies funded by 

the Gallaudet Research Institute of Gallaudet College in Washington, D.C. (Staton, 

1985; Bailes, Searls, Slobodzian, & Staton, 1986). The study of these interactive written 

conversations utilizes "recent research methods of discourse analysis within a 



constructivist framework for viewing the acquisition and use of language as a means of 

thinking and getting things done in the world" (Staton, 1988a, p. xii). 

A number of dissertations have been completed..., exploring other aspects of 

dialogue journal use with different populations-college student attitudes toward 

writing (Markham, 1982), use with mildly retarded young adults (Farley, 1984), 

development of audience awareness among young writers (Braig, 1984), teacher 

strategies for encouraging response (Morroy, 1985), and assessment of 

communicative competence using dialogue journal texts (Gustein, 1987). Other 

studies are underway on use with high-risk adolescents in counseling settings, 

effects of the interaction on teachers, development of literacy with fu^t-grade 

bilingual children, the development of personal voice, and the value of personal, 

interactive written conversations in understanding literature (Staton, 1988a, 

p. xiii). 

Impact of Dialogue Journals on Teacher Education 

In 1982 the Center for Applied Linguistics started publishing Dialogue, a 

newsletter which provides a forum for researchers and practitioners to share their findings 

and experiences with one another. The themed issue in September, 1988 featured articles 

about dialogue journal use in teacher education. University instructors reported using this 

form of interactive writing with both undergraduate and graduate teachers. Irujo (1988) 

found dialogue journals superior to the traditional "monologue" journals she used to 

request from the student teachers she supervises. She believes their success is due to the 

feedback they provide. "As human beings, we all have a need to be listened to and 

understood on a one-to-one basis, and dialogue journals allow that in a way which few 

other techniques do. The anticipation of seeing how the other person responds to your 

entry is a powerfiil motivational force" (p. 3). English as a second language methods 



instructors (Johns, 1988; MacDonald, 1988; Champion, & Dalle, 1988) described their 

programs which provided communicative teaching/learning experiences for their methods 

students by linking them with other university students who were enrolled in English 

language programs for foreign students. The methods students were encouraged to apply 

indirect methods found in course readings for dealing with errors rather than directly 

correcting errors and in the process they learned valuable teaching strategies while 

leaming how to analyze language production in a meaningful context 

Several university instructors described their varied uses of dialogue journals in 

both inservice programs and graduate education courses. Crews (1988) works with 

inservice teachers to help them implement process writing in their own classrooms. She 

generally categorizes the topics: writing as misery, writing as therapy, writing as a 

process, writing to share personal information. She especially values the journals 

because "they establish a sense of mutuality between the workshop leader and the 

participant. The informality encourages ease in communicating ideas and feelings, and 

participants are able to talk directly about their thoughts and concerns" (p. 7). 

Peer dialogue journals provided students working toward a master's degree in 

education a context for collaborative leaming as partners wrote and responded to one 

another's entries about required readings in Roderick's (1988) curriculum design and 

evaluation course. The peer dialogue journals provided "opportunities to seek personal 

relevance, to create meaning, and in general to understand the human experience of 

education individually and in shared relationships" (p. 16). 

First semester doctoral students in the program in "teaching, curriculum, and 

leaming environments" are required to take a proseminar from Cazden (1988). "Qass 

sessions and writing assignments require beginning attempts to relate practice to theory, 

spontaneous to scientific concepts, in Vygotsky's terms" (p. 8). She encourages three 

kinds of topics for dialogue journal entries: "reactions to the substance of this course. 
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tryouts of ideas for the three short assigned papers, and questions or comments about any 

aspect of their developing program of study" (p. 8). Dialogue journals are used in her 

coune on "classroom discourse" to reflect on "connections between our shared course 

content (readings, small peer group conferences, oral reading of transcriptions as play 

scripts, etc.) and personal experience" as a student. "The ftequent result is narratives of 

personal experiences with varying degrees of analysis, that seem to be useful to the 

students, that are always interesting to me, and that would be impossible to incorporate 

into our limited class time. Sometimes pieces of the journal become seeds for a final 

paper" (p. 8). Half the students in each class hand their journals in each week so Cazden 

has time to respond at some length to each one. She uses dialogue journals "as an 

alternative, and complementary, medium of teacher/student communication" (p. 8). 

Research on the Use of Dialogue Journals in Teacher Education 

Though dialogue journals are finding their way into staff development projects 

(Lester & Onore, 1990) and teacher education courses (Newman, 1990), little research 

has been conducted on their use with prospective and practicing teachers. Brinton and 

Holten (1988) analyzed dialogue journals kept by ESL students and their supervisors 

during a practicum experience in the field and established nine thematic categories: 

student population, instructional setting, curriculum and methodology, methods and 

activities, techniques, materials, role of the teacher, lesson organization and awareness of 

self. "Overall, ...student awareness of crucial aspects of teaching deepened as their 

experience in the classroom increased." The researchers concluded that these journals 

"provide a form of scaffolding for novice teachers since the supervisor, by virtue of her 

experience, can help participants make sense of both the negative and positive 

experiences of the practicum and can transform the field practicum into a collaborative 



effort" (p. 5) and the journals "promote reflective writing about the novice teachers' 

talents and techniques, and provide affirmation of their emerging craft as teachers" (p. 6). 

Students keeping dialogue journals with their supervisors during early field 

placements, two days per week for a semester, expressed four levels of concerns about 

their experiences (Richards, 1988; Richards & Gipe, 1987). These concerns changed 

over the course of one semester. Richards (1988, pp. 3-4) found that: 

1. First week concerns tended to focus on feelings of inadequacy. ("Somehow I 

am afraid. I was awake every hour on the hour. What do we teach these 

kids?") 

2. Second/third week concerns focused on feelings of satisfaction. ("This is 

easier than I thought 1 hope my first job goes like this!") 

3. Mid-semester concerns involved blaming others. ("These kids are like 

monsters. My first grade class is horrible.") 

4. Semester's end concerns were more outwardly focused, on their students and 

the teaching profession. ("It was my fault they didn't understand"; "I now 

know that teachers are special people.") 

In a second study Richards and Gipe (1988) compared the student teachers' ability 

ratings with the number of reflective statements in their journals, both early and late in 

the semester. Those who demonstrated the least improvement also wrote the fewest 

reflective entries, 4-20, and those who made the most improvement also wrote the most 

reflections, 34-42. Those student teachers whose ability ratings were "superior" both 

times wrote a mid-range number of reflections, 16-25. The student teachers who 

improved the most were "able to work through their pedagogical dilemmas through 

reflective thinking and writing" (p. 4). The supervisors felt the journals helped them 

understand the student teachers' reactions to their field placements. 
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Hoover, Clark, and Farley (1988) report trends which were becoming evident as 

they studied the dialogue journals from special education raainstreaming courses for 

preservice education students: 1) Experiences working directly with handicapped 

students during their practicum profoundly affected many of the prospective teachers and 

the journal allowed for effective ongoing communication between them and the 

professor. 2) Dialogue journals allowed the participant observer/professor and students 

to use discipline-specific vocabulary in a professionally relevant conversation. 3) The 

participant observer/professor systematically tended to "speak" in the journals in styles 

similar to those of individual students and to extend discussions about topics related to 

the age, sex and interests of the students, 

Han, Moyer, & Surbeck (1991) categorized the dialogue journal responses of 

student teachers who were simultaneously participating in a college course and a field 

experience in a primary classroom. The indepth examination of ten journals revealed 

three categories; reaction, elaboration, and contemplation. Those students who 

organized their entries using all three categories in a reaction-elaboration-contemplation 

sequence demonstrated greater integration of information. The researchers conclude that 

using journals with prospective teachers "assists them in becoming better thinkers who 

probe deeper into both professional literature and their own teaching/learning ideas and 

actions" (p. 27). 

This section has included a pedagogical rationale for using journals, a brief 

history and review of research studies investigating the use of dialogue journals, the 

resulting impact of dialogue journals on teacher education, and has concluded with a 

review of research studies done by teacher educators working with preservice teachers. 

There were no research studies found that focused on the use of dialogue journals with 

practicing teachers as they sought to implement change in their classrooms. 
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Teacher as Researcher/Instructor as Researcher 

A new trend in research on teaching is interpretive research done by the teacher in 

his/her own classroom. The significance of interpretive research in education has to do 

with its "central substantive concerns: (a) the nature of classrooms as socially and 

culturally organized environments for learning, (b) the nature of teaching as one, but only 

one, aspect of the reflexive learning environment, and (c) the nature (and content) of the 

meaning-perspectives of teacher and learner as intrinsic to the educational process" 

(Erickson, 1986, p. 120). To support this trend, the National Council of Teachers of 

English has published Working Together: A Guide for Teacher-Researchers (Mohr & 

Maclean, 1987). The authors share what they have learned while leading teacher/re

searcher seminars and provide information useful for those interested in developing 

similar groups. They describe procedures for organizing the seminars, the general 

research process they follow, some of the issues and complexities of this research 

process, and they present appropriate readings as well as a few teacher/researcher reports. 

The International Reading Association has also encouraged teachers to engage in 

teacher/research with it's publication. Opening the Door to Classroom Research (Olson, 

1990) which presents the teacher as researcher from several different perspectives with 

studies that emanate from different assumptions and, thus, use different methodologies. 

"It is important to acknowledge that whatever the methodology, teacher/researchers share 

a common goal: to better understand the children in their classrooms and the 

teaching/learning that occurs. In that quest, their responses may not conform to 

traditional parameters of research and theory, but the focus should be on their systematic 

involvement in the inquiry process in their own classrooms" (p. x). 

This study is a descriptive, interpretive one concerned with investigating change 

in teacher beliefs and classroom practice, as expressed in dialogue journal/learning logs, 
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while participating in a college course, Whole Language: Teaching and Learning. It also 

investigates the influence of their journal entries on instructional decisions I made as the 

teacher of the college course. 

In effect, my role is that of an instructor as researcher. Because this is an atypical 

role in research on teaching and learning, I present in this section the views of some 

teacher educators and researchers to provide support and rationale for doing this 

descriptive interpretive study. 

Bolster (1983) has been simultaneously a junior high social studies teacher and a 

Harvard professor of education for twenty years . He argues that interpretive approaches 

offer "the greatest potential for generating knowledge that is both useful and interesting to 

teachers" (p. 305) and that they should be based on the premises "underlying symbolic 

interactionism: people act on the basis of the meanings events have for them; the 

meaning of events arises out of social interaction; and each person 'selects, checks, 

suspends, regroups and transforms the meanings in the light of the situation in which he 

is placed and the direction of his action'" (Blumer in Bolster, 1983, p. 303). 

Interpretive approaches then would focus on "situated meanings which 

incorporate the various reactions and perspectives of students....The classroom is viewed 

as a complex social system in which both direct and indirect influences operate" (Bolster, 

1983, p. 305). Bolster continues 

Most important of all, symbolic interactionist research in classrooms necessarily 

relies heavily on the teacher's interpretation of events. The relationship between 

teacher and researcher as colleagues, therefore is more perceptive than political, 

and each has individual and professional reasons for nourishing and extending it. 

(p. 306) 
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An increasing number of interpretive studies are being conducted by researchers 

in collaboration with classroom teachers. The following examples did "generate 

knowledge that is both useful and interesting to teachers." 

Florio and Walsh (1980) collaborated on a study of classroom interaction in 

Walsh's kindergarten/first grade classroom. They focused on questions of mutual interest 

about students and teaching practice. They also made their collaborative process a 

subject of study and examined the changes in their perspectives and consciousness as a 

result of their joint inquiry. "Their relationship became the basis for new ways of 

thinking about the social and academic competencies of children in the class and for new 

ways of thinking about the aims and conduct of classroom research" (p. 88). 

Allen, Combs, Hendricks, Nash, and Wilson (1988) describe the research focus 

which was part of a school district/university collaborative literacy project. "We found 

that we learned from an interactive, recursive model of inquiry rather than a linear one. 

Sometimes our questions led to observations; at other times the reverse was true" 

(p. 380). Sometimes teaching was revised as a result of observations of students; 

sometimes as a result of reading; sometimes it was revised as a result of collegial 

sharing, one of the most exciting aspects of the project 

The above collaborative studies are of interest to teachers, but involvement in 

such studies is not always an option for individual teachers. Bickson (1986) states that 

It is but a few steps beyond this for the classroom teacher to become the 

researcher in his or her own right As Hymes notes (1982), interpretive research 

methods are intrinsically democratic; one does not need special training to be 

able to understand the results of such research, nor does one need arcane skills in 

order to conduct it Fieldwork research requires skills of observation, 

comparison, conti^t and reflection that all humans possess. In order to get 

through life we must all do interpretive fieldwork. What professional interpretive 
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researchers do is to make use of the ordinary skills of observation and reflection 

in especially systematic and deliberate ways. Qassroom teachers can do this as 

well, by reflecting on their own practice. Their role is not that of the participant 

observer who comes from the outside world to visit, but that of an unusually 

observant participant who deliberates inside the scene of action, (p. 157) 

Boomer (1987) advocates "action research" for teachers as a means of 

"reacquainting themselves with certain parts of their brains; a repossession of the 'secrets' 

of research with which they were bom" (p. 5). He likens the teacher's personal inquiry in 

the classroom to the young child's natural ability to leam. Children are bom with the 

ability to pursue their own intents and purposes in order to leam. They exercise their 

imaginations as they invent mles and try them out They own the problems they pose, the 

possibilities they consider, the actions they take to solve the problems, the solutions they 

find, and the ultimate modification of their own behavior. "To leam deliberately is to 

research" (p. 5) and action research allows teachers to leam deliberately in their own 

classrooms much as they leamed deliberately to use language. 

Nancie Atwell (1987) describes the experience of a group of first through eighth 

grade teachers in Boothbay, Maine who studied writing process theory, began applying it 

in their classrooms, and engaged in studying the writing process of one or two students. 

When these teachers focused on their students, they experienced transformations in their 

own classroom behavior. "Six months into our inquiries, every one of us had 

dramatically altered his or her approach to the teaching of writing" (p. 89). Through 

close observation of what these students were actually doing while writing and by 

questioning them regarding their personal intents and purposes, the teachers were enabled 

to shift firom focusing on themselves as teachers to focusing on their students as leamers. 

Their classrooms became "communities of writers and leamers" in which students and 

teachers were "partners in inquiry." Their action research energized them: 
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We no longer feel drained by the demands we impose on ourselves when we view 

our classrooms as contexts we motivate, orchestrate, and evaluate. Instead, we 

are energized as our student writers assume new control and responsibility; 

deciding about topics, modes and audiences, providing response and assistance to 

each other, keeping track of the conventions they have learned, and teaching their 

teachers what they know and can do. (Atwell, 1987, p. 91) 

The Boothbay teacher researchers also changed their sense of professionalism as 

their discussions in the teachers lounge shifted focus from teacher frustrations with what 

students could not do to intrigue with students' resourcefulness and accomplishments and 

"the logic behind a particular writer's particular behavior" (Atwell, 1987, p. 91). With 

new pride in their roles as classroom teachers, they began writing for professional 

journals and presenting their research findings at state and national conferences. The 

richness of the data that they were able to collect in their classrooms because of their 

roles as participant-observers allowed them to thoughtfully explore the real questions 

they had, to better understand the theory and research they read, to make significant 

changes in their classrooms, to begin developing dynamic personal theory, and to 

contribute to the improvement of education. 

These Boothbay teachers were "unusually observant participants who 

deliberate(d) inside the scene of action" (Erickson, 1986); teachers who took 

"repossession of the 'secrets* of research with which they were bom" (Boomer, 1987) by 

deliberately learning through personal inquiry. Their experience supports Berthoff s 

(1987) assertion that "educational research is nothing to our purpose, unless we formulate 

the questions" (p. 29) in our own classrooms. She stresses the RE in REsearch. 

Research, like REcognition, is a REflexive act It means looking-and looking 

again. The new kind of REsearch would not mean going out after new "data," but 

rather REconsidering what is at hand. REsearch would come to mean looking and 
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looking at what happens in the...classroom. We do not need new information: 

we need to think about the information we have. We need to interpret what goes 

on when students respond to one kind of assignment and not to another, or when 

some respond to an assignment and others do noL We need to interpret things 

like that—and then to interpret our interpretations. (Berthoff, 1987, p. 30) 

The teacher's responses to my assignments to use dialogue are the focus of this 

instructor researcher study. It has allowed me to look and look again at what happened 

when I used dialogue journals with the teachers; to look and look again at their thoughts 

while coming to know whole language; to look and look again at our discussions. The 

process has required reflection, interpretation, and reinterpretation as I have come to 

know research as personal inquiry. 
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CHAPTER 3 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The purpose of this study is to examine the beliefs of teachers in the process of 

developing a whole language philosophy. It is a descriptive interpretive study of 

teachers interacting with their instructor as they come to know whole language theory and 

apply it in their classrooms during a graduate education course. Whole Language: 

Learning and Teaching. The study examines: the use of dialogue journal/learning logs as 

a means of helping the teachers examine their own beliefs about children, learning, and 

teaching; consider relevant theory and research; and change their teaching practice. 

Good teaching. Boomer (1987) argues is research, action research, the process of 

"deliberate, personally owned and conducted, solution-oriented investigation" (p. 8). 

This study is concerned with the local meaning and local action of the college course as 

well as the local meaning and action of the teachers' classrooms as reflected in their 

journals, "the stuff of life in daily classroom practice" (Erickson, 1986, p. 156). 

Mishler (1990) describes interpretive and inquiry-based studies as "a sequence of 

different stages-from initial observations, through preliminary coding, through further 

observations, revisions of coding, and so on—which may be viewed as sub-studies 

building progressively on each other" (p. 436). The purpose of such inquiry-based 

studies is to understand how individuals interpret events and experiences. Such 

nonexperimental studies locate methods for systematic study in the world of practice and 

may be meaningful only to those who share that world of practice. 
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Each section of this chapter describes a stage or sub-study (Mishler, 1990) of the 

inquiry process as it occurred in this study. It begins with the first sub-study, the initial 

observations, through which I introduce the dialogue journal/learning logs from the 

instructor's point of view, discuss the beginning inquiry process, the research questions 

and the approach to the analysis. During the second sub-study I began immersing myself 

in the data as a researcher. I selected the specific informants, the teachers whose journals 

would be analyzed, collected the data, and organized it The third sub-study involved 

determining the analytical methods, applying them first to one journal, refining them, and 

using them to examine each of the journals. The fourth sub-study was an in-depth 

analysis of Donna, the high school English teacher. The fifth sub-study focused on my 

role as instructor through an examination of my responses to the topics initiated by the 

teachers and an examination of my strategies for involving the teachers in using their 

journals. An indepth inquiry into my pedagogical roots became an unanticipated part of 

this study. The last section of this chapter presents the plan for reporting the results of 

this inquiry-based study. 

Initial Observations 

This section introduces the first sub-study with a description of the instructor's 

changing uses of dialogue joumal/leaming logs in various classroom settings. The 

inquiry process begins with my interest in examining dialogue joumal/leaming logs fiDm 

a researcher's perspective. The initial research questions were posed as 1 assumed the 

role of instmctor/researcher and began defining the assumptions to guide the approach to 

the analysis. 
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Dialogue Journal/Learning Logs: The Instructor's Perspective 

My personal experience coming to know whole language teaching and learning 

began 30 years ago in my undergraduate preschool education program where I learned 

about child development and started becoming what is today known as a kid-watcher 

(Y. Goodman, 1985b). I first used daily learning logs in 1971 with 5-7 year olds in a 

classroom based on the integrated day of the British infant schools (Blackie, 1971; 

Precious & Brown, 1968; Weber, 1971). 

Learning Logs with Children 

Literacy experiences grew naturally out of this curriculum and one that proved 

especially effective was the log book time at the end of each day. The children were 

provided with spiral notebooks in which to draw a picture about something they had done 

in school that day. I took dictation from them until they began writing independently. 

The children shared these daily logs with their parents at each quarterly conference. 

Although the logs were a record of the most important school events from the child's 

point of view, they also provided clear evidence of the children's progress as their ability 

to express themselves in picture and print developed The logs became one of my most 

effective "kid-watching" tools. Many of the log entries were published in the class 

newspaper or individual books and were read with interest by peers and parents. 

I ceased taking dictation from six year olds during log book time and encouraged 

them to "write it like it sounds" in their daily log books when I was introduced to 

invented spelling (Chomsky, 1975), but I continued to take dictation from the five year 

olds. I began to rethink my role as scribe for five year olds when I attended the 1980 

Impact of Child Language Development Research on Curriculum and Instruction 

Conference. I started encouraging all children to write or pretend to write at least once a 
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day in their learning logs and then I listened to them read what they had written, even 

when the written form was scribble. 

Learning Lc^s Become EHalogue Journals 

I extended the use of learning logs to include entries about personal experiences 

outside the classroom and began conferencing orally with my students by asking 

questions about their writing as I read Graves' (1979-1982) series of research articles in 

Language Arts. I sometimes prompted these entries with prewrite experiences after I was 

introduced to that teaching strategy in an Alaska Writing Consortium workshop. 

After hearing Haussler (1986) present her use of dialogue journals with young 

children, I began writing back to my five year olds in their learning logs. I wrote the 

same kind of responses I had previously made orally, using as many of the child's words 

as possible. For example, a child might scribble or write a string of letters JIOWAJEIA 

and read aloud "I played with the blocks today." I would write back "What did you build 

with the blocks today?" I came to the conclusion that it is in this exchange of written 

dialogue that young children have the most opportunity to discover for themselves the 

phoneme-grapheme relationships and other conventions of print as they construct written 

language for themselves. Their awareness of print increases as they build understanding 

about how written communication works and as they perceive writing to be something 

they can control. 

Influence of Alaska Writing Consortium 

As a participant in the Alaska Writing Consortium Summer Institute in 1984,1 

had my first experience as a student writing in a journal to be read by my teacher/leader. 

Though she did not treat it as a dialogue journal, the teacher/leader occasionally wrote 

brief notes in the margins and I found myself eagerly anticipating her responses to my 

entries. That experience and a variety of institute presentations by teachers who used 
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dialogue journals, writing journals, and learning logs in their classrooms led me to use 

them with teachers the next summer when I became a teacher/leader in the project. 

As I began teaching writing process courses for the University of Alaska, word 

processing courses and early childhood courses for Ketchikan Community College, I 

continued experimenting with various forms of logs and journals. I learned to encourage 

my students to capture their thinking by using journals as a place to freewrite, that is, to 

let their thoughts and ideas just flow onto the paper without worrying about correctness 

and form. I found that having adult students write in dialogue journal/learning logs 

helped personalize the teaching/learning experiences in each of these settings. I got to 

know my students better through these interactive written communications and 

conversely, they got to know me better. Shy students often asked questions or shared 

experiences and insights they did not have the courage to raise in class. Some wrote 

about individual concerns which could be dealt with in my written response. When 

common concerns or themes were expressed, I could also respond to them during class 

presentations. It seemed to me that students participated more actively in class 

discussions based on their readings when they had previously written responses in their 

logs. 

Just as dialogue joumal/leaming logs had been useful learning tools in my 

elementary classrooms, I found them to be useful learning tools for my higher education 

classes. They provided opportunities for "leamer-watching" regardless of the age of the 

student Thus, the dialogue joumal/leaming logs used for this study were an integral part 

of my teacher education course. Whole Language Teaching and Learning. 

So much of what I learned years ago about the child's need to be an active learner 

has been transferred to my beliefs about teaching teachers as active learners. Both 

children and teachers are intellectually stimulated by "having wonderful ideas and feeling 

confident enough to try them out" and my role is to provide "occasions for wonderful 



ideas..., (i.e.) accept(ing) their ideas (and) providing a setting that suggests wonderful 

ideas to (teachers)—different ideas to different (teachers)—as they are caught up in 

intellectual problems that are real to them" (Duckworth, 1973, p. 267). Those 

"occasions" include required and recommended readings, trying something new in their 

classrooms, sharing successes and failures with one another, writing about these 

experiences in their dialogue journal/learning logs, and getting written responses to their 

"wonderful ideas" from me. 

I believe that "writing can change the writer, help the writer grow conceptually 

and expressively. Thus it can be a crucial tool in achieving educational goals" (Edelsky, 

1986) with students of all ages. I believe reading and responding to the journals of my 

adult students provides a means of mediating the learning of each one, a means of 

socially constructing knowledge. This collaborative process is as important to me as a 

teacher of adults as it was to me as a teacher of children. As with Staton's (1988a) study, 

then, the dialogue journals in this study are "full-blown classroom event(s) which 

emerged prior to explicit analysis and theories of (myself as a) researcher" (p. ix). They 

were not added to the classroom for specific research purposes, but as I read about 

Staton's research, I began wondering if I could do a similar study of my student's use of 

dialogue journal/learning logs. 

Beginning the Inquiry Process 

The first sub-study, the initial observations, of this inquiry-guided study (Mishler, 

1990) began much as Staton's (1988a) did: "There is something interesting going on here 

in these journals." My own questions included: I wonder what I can find out about it? I 

wonder how I can find out what is going on? The first sub-study was one of informally 

comparing and contrasting my set of journals with Staton's set of journals. There were 
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enough similarities to convince me that I had sufficient data for a similar study and that 

her work offered guidance for analysis. 

Staton was a teacher/researcher, that is, a researcher examining what a teacher 

does with her students; interacting with the teacher, getting her point of view as to why 

and how she uses journals with her fifth and sixth grade students. One of Staton's 

primary interests was the children's development while using this atypical form of written 

discourse in the classroom. She applied Roger Shuy's (1982) topic analysis of oral 

discourse to her examination of the written discourse in the journals. The topics which 

the writers sustained over time as a topic of interest were identified as substantive topics 

or themes and became the focus of her sub-studies and those of her colleagues (Staton, 

Shuy, Peyton, & Reed, 1988). 

My teacher/researcher perspective differs from Staton's. I am examining what I 

did as a teacher with my own students, who are classroom teachers. Therefore, I refer to 

myself as instructor and as instructor/researcher. I bring to the study my point of view as 

the instructor and through the inquiry probe deeper into the analysis with my point of 

view as a researcher. As a whole language instructor, I bring to the course a 

constructivist view of thinking and learning. That view has been influenced for many 

years by Duckworth's (1973) "having of wonderful ideas." I believe that any curriculum, 

whether for children or adults, should be one that "provides occasions for having 

wonderful ideas." It is through those occasions that each learner comes to know the 

subject matter in a distinctly personal way. As a researcher, I reconsider the course from 

the philosophical stance of "coming to know" (K. Goodman, E Smith, R. Meredith, & Y. 

Goodman, 1987). Would teacher's "wonderful ideas" be expressed through sustained 

topics in their journals as they perceived, ideated, and presented them in dialogue with 

me? Would these topics provide answers to questions I have regarding change in the 

teachers' beliefs, theory, and teaching practice? 



Research Questions 

Each of the teachers in the course has a unique, personal belief system about each 

of the "four humanistic-scientific pillars" which firmly support whole language, that is, "a 

strong theory of learning, a theory of language, a basic view of teaching and the role of 

teachers, and a language centered view of curriculum" (Goodman et al., 1986, p. 26). As 

they reflect on their beliefs and consider the theory and research presented in class, in 

their readings, and in discussions with peers, each can be expected to question some 

aspects of his/her practice that need to be examined further and perhaps changed. The 

teachers were requested to use their dialogue journal/learning logs to record their 

thoughts and experiences. It is assumed that their journal entries "provide a glimpse into 

the minds of these [teachers] and allow us to hear their unique voices" (Staton, 1988a, 

p. 3) as they attempt to understand whole language and apply it in their classrooms; the 

journal entries provide demonstrations of how each teacher perceives, ideates, and 

presents as he/she comes to know whole language. 

This study is based on analysis of the teacher's journals, my responses, and other 

supportive data. The analysis of the seven dialogue journal/learning logs reveals that 

each of the informants has had a unique learning experience. Oonna's dialogue 

journal/learning log was the most extensive and most complex of all the journals 

analyzed, so has been used as a prototype for this study. Though the indepth case study 

shifts the focus to Donna, the answers to the two major questions still relate to the 

teachers in general: 

1. What demonstrations of perceiving, ideating, and presenting are evident in the 

dialogue journal/learning logs as these teachers come to know whole 

language? 

a. What statements do teachers make about their own beliefs, theory, and 

practice? 
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b. What personal belieft do they express about language, thinking, and 

learning? 

c. What questions do they raise? 

d. What concerns do they express? 

e. How do the teachers focus on the learners in their classrooms? 

f. What do they believe about their roles as teachers? Do they see their roles 

changing? 

g. What changes in classroom practice do they discuss? 

h. How do they feel about those changes? 

i. What evidence of change during one semester is reflected in the journals 

concerning the teachers' beliefs, theory, and practice? 

2. How does the instructor utilize the dialogue journal/learning logs to facilitate 

the ways in which she collaborates and negotiates with the teachers in their 

efforts to become whole language teachers? 

a. What types of responses will the instructor make to the teachers' journal 

entries? In what ways do the responses change over the semester? 

b. What resources will be offered to individual teachers in response to their 

concerns and needs? 

c. How will the teachers' entries influence the instructor in planning learning 

experiences for them? 

It was anticipated that some of these questions would change as the investigation 

progressed and I discovered patterns that indicate the frames of intentions (Agar, 1980) of 

my informants. Though the above questions remained of interest, I also sought answers 

to the following questions after I completed the indepth analysis of Donna: 

d. How can the instructor ensure the building of mutuality with each teacher? 

e. What teaching strategies supported reflection and inquiry in the journals? 
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Approach to the Analysis 

The dialogue joumal/leaming logs are authentic demonstrations of the curriculum 

as it unfolded. They were not designed for the purpose of this research study. Rather, 

they were an integral part of the course, "Whole Language: Teaching and Learning." All 

teachers were required to use them because I, as instructor, believed them to be 

worthwhile. 

The first research question is concerned primarily with the teachers' intentions as 

they come to know whole language. It is answered by analyzing the topics introduced 

and sustained by the teachers (See Chapter 4). The second question is concerned with the 

instructor's intentions as she responds to the teachers and as she involves the teachers in 

using the journals (See Chapter 5). The assumptions underlying the approach to the 

analysis of these topics relies heavily on Staton's (1988a) work. 

Basic Assumptions 

The primary source of data for the investigation is the dialogue joumal/leaming 

log kept by Donna and responded to by the instructor. Secondary sources of data are the 

six other dialogue journals kept by the teachers and responded to by the instructor. This 

research study assumes that these private written conversations, which occurred on a 

weekly basis throughout one semester, are unique communicative events. The joumals 

constitute a purposeful use of writing in the learning environment, one which has 

meaning for teachers and instmctor. They offer a substitute for natural spoken 

conversation and serve as a vehicle for getting acquainted. Journal entries include 

teachers' observations in/about their own classrooms, reactions to readings, personal 

questions, insights gained during reflection, and entries made in response to the 

instmctor's prompts during class time. In a sense, both the teachers and the instructor are 

observant participants. 
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Within the framework of Staton's (1988a) study, another basic assumption 

informing this research is the importance of topics as an organizing unit. The topics 

introduced and recycled by teachers and instructor become primary units of analysis. 

Topics are considered "an 'emic' entity, (i.e., an insider's perspective) and [my] approach 

thus represents an emic standpoint for the description of the behavior of dialogue journal 

writing" (1988a, p. 13). Staton adds, "Our definition of'topic' is a pragmatic one; 

something is treated as a topic, whether linguistically expressed or not, when it is taken 

by writer and reader as an intentional object or structure of some type about which 

information is provided or requested (Kates, 1980; Keenan & Schieffelin, 1976)." 

Topic analysis reveals each teacher's primary areas of focus throughout the 

course. The interest is in discovering the teachers' "inner speech" (Vygotsky, 1962), 

their thoughts as they come to know whole language. The writing "emerges as relatively 

unplanned, directly from the [writers'] minds as a direct reflection of their concerns and 

purposes" (Staton, 1988a, p. 9). The teachers'journal entries were, for the most part, self-

generated and my written responses were to the content of the message with intent to 

support learning. In line with Mishler's (1979) contextual, emic approach to the data, I 

began this study by searching for patterns that indicate the frames of intentions (Agar, 

1980) the teachers brought to their journal writing. 

Staton (1988a) explains topics as a basic unit of analyses of dialogue journals: 

First, topics represent a meaningfril unit of language behavior to the participants 

themselves. Vygotsky, addressing the basic problem of understanding human 

behavior and particularly human language in use, ...defined appropriate units of 

analysis as those which retain all the basic properties of the whole (Vygotsky, 

1962, p.4). In the case of dialogue journal writing, [writers] are continuously 

engaged in meaningful discussions of important topics, and particular topics thus 

represent the "units" which participants intentionally and consciously use in 
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constructing the dialogue. By following topics, we are enabled to see the world 

and the interactional relationship from the writers' perspectives and to let their 

interests and concerns guide our analysis. 

Second, the introduction and recycling of topics by students and teacher 

are strong clues to the writers' intentions and goals (Shuy, 1982). As observers of 

human behavior, we logically infer intentions in others by observing repeated 

instances of behavior and then by observing the termination of behavior in the 

presence of a goal or end state.... 

While we cannot know for certain during the observation of a stream of 

behavior what the goal is, we do take repeated behavior as evidence of 

intentionality and we intuitively look for end states, (p. 13-14) 

Relying on Staton's explanation I identified the topics that the teachers discussed 

with me in their journals. I further identified substantive topics, "which reveal the basic 

agenda of the conversational partners, and which answer the question, "Why are we 

communicating? (Shuy, 1982 in Staton & Kreeft, 1988, p. 257), as those that the teachers 

presented in their self-evaluations at the end of the semester and had also pursued over 

time through the three phases of coming to know, perceiving, ideating, and presenting as 

defined in Chapter 1. In some cases, I also identified corollary topics, those which "focus 

on details, methods, or strategies for accomplishing substantive topics" (Shuy, 1982 in 

Staton & Kreeft, 1988, p. 257). 

Analysis of the interactional relationship expressed by teacher and instructor 

reveals our co-intentionality, or lack of same, in maintaining topics throughout the 

dialogue. 
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Collecting and Organizing the Data: Preliminary Immersion and Coding 

In this section, I describe the process of collecting the dialogue joumal/leaming 

logs and organizing them for analysis. I include a list of supporting data, the natural 

artifacts of the course. 

Involving Informants: Collecting Dialogue Jomnal/Learning Logs 

During the final course session of Whole Language: Learning and Teaching, all 

course participants were asked to sign forms giving consent for their journals to be used 

in research as suggested by Staton (1983, p. 6). All of the teachers signed the consent 

forms and those who had their dialogue joumal/leaming logs with them that night, turned 

them in. The rest promised to deliver them to me. Although eighteen people took the 

course, seven were selected for inclusion in the study as they had regular contact with 

school-age children for instructional purposes. There were two transition-first teachers, 

one middle school history/current events, one high school English/drama and three 

Chapter I reading teachers. 

First names are used in discussions of individual teachers as each of them gave 

permission to use their names. The coding, however, is simplified by using initials. The 

teachers worked in three school districts and taught in six different buildings. The names 

and locations of the districts and schools have not been included to maintain the 

anonymity of each informant. 

Information about each teacher can be found on Table 1. The teachers are listed 

from the least to the highest number of interactional units found in each dialogue 

joumal/leaming log. There were two teachers from District A, the district which 

sponsored the course. Donna taught Biglish, creative writing, and drama for grades nine 

to twelve. She was fifty-one years old and had nineteen years of teaching experience. 

She had a master's degree in English with an additional fifty hours of graduate credit 
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She wrote much more in her journal than the others did and had one hundred six 

interactions. 

Clyde taught current events and history to seventh and eighth graders. He was 

forty-eight and had been a teacher for three years, had run his own business for seventeen 

years and had been back in education for only two years. His bachelor's degree was in 

elementary education. There were forty-seven interactions in his journal. 

Four of the teachers taught in District B. Lynn was a Chapter I reading teacher 

who worked with children in first through sixth grade. She had a bachelor's in 

elementary education and had been teaching for eleven years. She was thirty-nine years 

old. There were only thirty interactions coded in her journal because she had misplaced 

one or two of the weekly entries. 

Stephanie was also a Chapter I teacher in District B who taught reading to 

children in grades one through six. She had eight years teaching experience and was 

twenty-nine years old. She had recently completed her master's degree in elementary 

education. There were forty-nine interactions in her journal. 

Janet, thirty-seven, also had a master's in elementary education, but had been 

teaching for ten years. Her journal contained forty-three interactions. At the time of this 

study she was teaching all subjects in a transition-first class in District B. 

Virginia also taught all subjects in a transition-first grade in District B. She was 

twenty-four years old, had a bachelor's degree in elementary education, and had taught 

for two years. There were forty-nine interactions in her journal. 

Bill, twenty-four, was the only teacher from District C where he had just started 

his first year of teaching. He had a bachelor's degree in elementary education and taught 

reading to first through sixth graders. His dialogue journal/learning contained forty 

interactions. 



Table 1 Information about Each Teacher 

Teacher's 
Name & 
Coding 

Number of 
Interactions 

Grade(s) 
Taught 

Subject(s) 
Taught 

Years of 
Teaching 

Experience 
Highest 
Degree 

Major Age School 
District 

Lynn (L) 30 Chapter I 
Grades 1-6 

Reading 11 BA Elementary 
Education 

39 B 

Bill (B) 40 Chapter 1 
Grades 1-6 

Reading 1 BA Elementary 
Education 

24 C 

Janet (J) 43 Transition-first 
(T-1) 

All 10 MA Elementary 
Education 

37 B 

Clyde (C) 47 Grades 
7 & 8  

Current Events 
History 

5 BA Elementary 
Education 

48 A 

Stephanie (S) 48 Chapter I 
Grades 1-6 

Reading 8 MA Elementary 
Education 

29 B 

Virginia (V) 49 Transition-first 
(T-1) 

All 2 BA Elementary 
Education 

24 B 

Donna (D) 106 Grades 
9-12 

English 
Creative Writing 

Drama 

19 MA+50 English 51 A 
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Organizing the Teachers' Dialogue Journals 

The initial step in organizing the data involves indexing and cataloguing the 

dialogue journals themselves (Staton et al., 1988, p. 14), Photocopies were made of the 

entire text of each journal selected for study. They were then paginated consecutively 

using the teacher's initials (JGl, JG2...). 

These written conversations are similar to those of two strangers engaged in 

weekly telephone conversations. When they first meet they have to establish some 

common ground, get acquainted, explore a theme of mutual interest, in this case related to 

whole language. There are numerous possible substantive topics or themes, each of 

which has several possible corollary topics. Personal interests unrelated to the course do 

not appear in any of these teacher's journals. 

The second step involved defining the interactional units. Basically, the 

interactional unit is the teacher's entry and the instructor's response, at whatever point I 

responded, usually in the margin beside the teacher's entry. These interactions are 

numbered and coded using our first initials, that is, J-1, K-1; J-2, K-2; J-3, K-3 

"J" identifies the teacher by first initial and "1" indicates his/her first entry. "K" is my 

first initial and K-1 indicates my first response, thus terminating the first interactional 

unit J-2 indicates the beginning of the second interaction and K-2 terminates it. The 

numbering continues throughout each journal and concludes with the teacher's self-

evaluation, except for Donna who volunteered an exit note at the end of the final session. 

The coded journals have finom 30 to 106 interactional units in them. Table 1 summarizes 

the data to be analyzed. The grade levels, subjects, and school district of each teacher is 

listed. 

The interactional unit in an oral conversation is the direct turn taking which 

naturally occurs and the conversation develops as a continual process of the participants 
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responding direcdy back and forth to one another. The interactional unit in Staton's 

dialogue journal study is a daily student entry about a variety of topics plus the teacher's 

response. The teacher responded directly to one or two of the student initiated topics. 

The following day, the students often responded to their teacher's entry. The turn taking 

within each interaction is more direct in those daily written conversations than it is in my 

weekly written conversations with the teachers. 

The interactional unit in the written conversations analyzed in this study is 

defined as the teacher's entiy and the instiiictor's response, at whatever point I responded, 

usually in the margin beside the teacher's entry. The first interaction would be started by 

D-1 and concluded by K-1; the sixth interaction would include I>-6 and K-6. These 

interactions are not characterized by direct back and forth turn taking because my 

instructor's response never influences the teacher's subsequent statement. My responses 

are written several days after the teacher's entry and many of them appear to be 

interruptions when described as ongoing dialogue. Others, such as "good" or "I see," 

are more like nods of the head that indicate "I'm listening" or "I'm paying attention even 

though I'm not commenting here." Most are written in the margins beside the topic I was 

responding to, so the teacher would know what I was referring to. Some longer responses 

at the end of a teacher's weekly entry refer back to several topics, rather than to just the 

final one. 

Any given interaction between the teacher and me usually has more than one 

topic, some of which receive no response. Some topics are mentioned only once or twice 

and then dropped. Others appear repeatedly and when responded to by the instructor 

become topics of mutual interest. 

As in Staton and Kreeft Peyton's (1988) study, the written conversations in this 

study share the complexity of most oral conversations and are also characterized by the 

presence of simultaneous topics, that is, the nesting of topics within other topics (Bates & 
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MacWhinney, 1979; Rommetveit, 1974 in Staton and Kreeft Peyton, p. 258). Donna's 

journal entry D-20 (see below) represents a typical nesting of topics. She has set off each 

topic in this entry by indenting paragraphs. 

I agree that a student's level of confidence is all important. 
especially in using writing to communicate. 

Goodman's comments on teachable moments have merit. 
This concept holds across the curriculum and requires alertness on 
the teacher's part. The double agenda is difficult to juggle. 

Hmm. On p. 55 & 56 Goodman talks about the same 
students I mentioned above. One girl told me recently she can't 
remember anything she reads. And many of my students won't put 
pen to paper if their composition doesn't spring fiilly developed 
into their head first 

I spend a lot of time trying to encourage students to value 
their own experience. Most of them simply don't believe me. It's 
sad. Ah, yes. Patience, says Goodman. Okay. But also yes, the 
scars are deep. Constant reassurance. 

I can see that whole language teaching and learning could 
act as a prevention tool for language problems. Unfortunately, 
we're not quite there yet (D-2Q) 

The underlined statements in Donna's entry (above) focus on her substantive 

topic. Learners and Learning. The unmarked statement focuses on teaching and the 

boxed statements include both teaching and learning: 

My response to D-20 was written in the margin and completed the twentieth 

interaction. Although Donna's entry contained several topics, mine addressed only one: 

And if the district continues to adopt basals and impose 
them on teachers, you'll never get there. (K-20) 

Supporting Data 

In addition to the dialogue journals, supporting data collected for this study are 

the natural artifacts of the course. They include 
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1. individual teacher's personal comments made on notecards at the first session 

stating purpose for taking the course, 

2. the course outline, 

3. the instructor/teacher contracts, 

4. the text and articles provided for all teachers, 

5. resources provided to support the teacher's personal inquiry, that is, the 

instructor's books and file of articles, 

6. resources provided by the teachers as they collaborated with one another and 

shared in class sessions. 

7. In addition, the instructor's personal learning log, in essence, the reflective 

field-notes of an observant participant, includes 

a. my reflections while planning the course, 

b. entries made after course sessions, remembering as much as possible about 

each teacher's contributions, 

c. entries made after responding to journals, 

d. entries made while planning each upcoming session, 

e. entries made after incidental contacts with teachers. 

This data will be used whenever appropriate to support or clarify questions or 

issues that emerge during analysis of the dialogue journal/learning logs. Each artifact 

that is used will be explicated at the appropriate point in the discussion of the findings. 
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Determining Analytical Methods 

The methods used for analysis of the dialogue journals will be described as they 

unfold so that "their consistency and utility in producing trustworthy findings" (Mishler, 

1990, p. 436) can be assessed. 

Researcher's Journal 

The researcher's journal serves two purposes. It includes entries written to 

provide documentation of the process of doing the research itself. As called for by 

Cicourel (1980), it is a "chronology by the researcher that accounts for the interaction 

between the materials available for analysis and the kinds of inferences which require 

higher levels of predication (i.e., the researcher's own assumptions, beliefs, values, and 

ways of construing the data)" (p. 127). It also includes narratives and other entries 

written "in order to understand more fully the meaning of the experience to the 

participants" (Staton, 1988a, p. 20). Further entries were made as I returned again and 

again to Dialogue Journal Communication: Classroom, Linguistic, Social and Cognitive 

Views (Staton, Shuy, Kreeft Peyton, & Reed, 1988) comparing and contrasting the 

discourse studied there with the discourse in my study. This comparative analysis 

(Glaser & Strauss, 1967) kept my study grounded in their discourse theory. 

First Steps: Immersion and Understanding 

Guided by Staton's recommendations, I first read each teacher's journal straight 

through trying to get a sense of each teacher's personal story, seeking an intuitive 

understanding of the teacher's experience by immersing myself in the data before 

attempting analytical approaches. Following each reading I expressed my "intuitive 

understanding" of the teacher's experience by writing an informal narrative, an essential 
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step in studying cumulative, interactive writing (1988a, p. 21). These narratives are 

included as "field notes" in my researcher's journal. 

Color-coding for Analysis of Coming to Know 

Goodman et al. (1987) state that "the categories [of coming to know] are not 

perfectly distinct, nor do the process phases that they represent always happen in 

sequence. Perceiving, ideating, and presenting overlap and interplay almost 

simultaneously as individuals attempt to come to terms with a new object or event 

brought into their life-space" (p. 99). Though it may not be possible to specifically 

categorize the teacher's statements, coming to know is the theoretical lens which 1 use to 

understand the process of thinking and learning as expressed by each of the teachers in 

their dialogue journals. 

Thus, during my second step I used highlighters to color-code the teacher's journal 

entries for the three phases of coming to know; 

Perceiving - pink 

Ideating - blue 

Presenting - purple 

I used a red pen to write notes in the margins (and on post-its when there wasn't 

room), to remind myself why I made the decisions I did. Every time I thought of 

something that might be pertinent, I made a note of it. These notes represent a portion of 

my researcher's fieldnotes. 

As a whole language researcher, I found Goodman et al.'s (1987) view of coming 

to know as a way to describe thinking and learning a new concept that fit well with my 

constructivist perspective. Believing, as I do, that it is possible to capture one's thoughts 

on paper as they are occurring, I thought perceiving, ideating, and presenting would be a 

useful way to try to understand how the teachers learn about whole language, that is, how 
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they "have wonderful ideas." This process of rereading the journal led me to write a 

second narrative. I wrote notes on the margins and transferred them to the researcher's 

fieldnotes, adding information to what became an ongoing narrative. 

A Preliminary Analysis of Perceiving, Ideating, and Presenting in One Journal 

In the initial color-coding and analysis of one journal, perceiving, ideating and 

presenting were evident, but I felt a need to reconsider my subjective decisions and try to 

be more definitive. 

My first analysis yielded little perceiving, lots of ideating, and most of the 

presenting of coming to know whole language in the teacher's self-evaluation at the end 

of the semester. Reviewing the definition of ideating (K. Goodman, E. Smith, R. 

Meredith, & Y. Goodman, 1987, p. 102) as "coming to terms with what one has 

perceived," "connecting to what one already knows," and "thinking conditionally," 1 

returned to those entries I had coded ideating to see if I could be more specific. I found 

myself overlaying pink for perceiving when I felt the teacher was saying "this is new" 

simply because s/he noted it or wrote, "I want to remember this." I overlaid purple when 

s/he was saying "I already believe that" or "I akeady do that" Many of these statements 

were in parentheses and appeared to be "thinking conditionally." 

The color-coding of perceiving, ideating and presenting has been helpftil to me as 

I have attempted to look at each teacher's personal construction of knowledge about 

whole language as it is occurring in the journals. The color-coding is subjective; 

however, it's inexactness demonstrates if s very nature - that is, the cyclical process it 

represents. One perceives something new, ideates about it, presents it to self and/or 

others. Sometimes the whole process is carried on silendy in the head, but sometimes it 

happens while exploring possibilities through conversation with others. It is in the 

presenting of little snippets of one's perceiving that one can actually build a new concept 
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with others. These journals provide a unique place for thinking on paper. When we 

engage in dialogue, we can think together about topics over time. 

Identifying Topics 

In the self-evaluation at the end of the course, each teacher presents some aspects 

of personal growth as a whole language teacher. While color-coding the first journal I 

noted in the margin beside the teacher's self-evaluation, "I think her choice of articles and 

ideating support this" so I reread the journal with my orange highlighter in hand to mark 

evidence of her coming to know that topic. These fieldnotes proved invaluable for topic 

identification throughout the study. 

There is ample evidence here of intentionality and goals (Staton, 1988a; Shuy, 

1982). Most teachers did not explicitly state their goals at the beginning of the course, 

but their "end state" as presented in self-evaluations is confirmed. By following topics 

revealed in the self-evaluations, I was "enabled to see the world" fiwrn each teacher's 

"perspective and to let (teacher) interests guide (my) analysis" (Staton, 1988a; Shuy, 

1982). 

Appl>ing Analytical Methods to All Journals 

This process of 1) coding interactions, reading for a sense of personal story, and 

writing narrative; 2) color-coding the journal for perceiving, ideating, and presenting and 

revising the narrative; combined with 3) analyzing for substantive topics based on self-

evaluations proved useful for me as a process for thinking with and about each of the 

seven teachers. I completed the third sub-study by following through and using these 

three steps with the six other journals. Identifying substantive topics via the self-

evaluation proved effective for all of the joumals. Whereas Staton felt journals "provided 

a glimpse into the minds" of the learners, my dual process of analysis plus my emic role 

as a participant in the dialogue provides a deeper look into the minds of the learners. 
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Examining the Dialogue Journal Entries from the Teachers' Perspectives 

Tlie teacher's perspective was of primary interest as the dialogue journal/ learning 

logs were first examined. Each one became an individual case study and the most 

complex one was selected for ftuther in-depth analysis. 

Initial Case Studies Focusing on Teachers' Topics 

Each of the seven journals was coded for perceiving, ideating, and presenting. 

Topics of interest to each teacher have been identified and traced through the journal. 

Narratives about each teacher have been written in the researcher's joumal. In each case 

topics were found to be "a rich source of information about [teacher] interests and 

knowledge" (Staton and Kreeft, 1988, p. 245). Excerpts from entries about these topics 

were selected to use in Chapter 5 to demonstrate the teacher's responses to my teaching 

strategies and the types of discourse found in the journals. 

Indepth Analysis of One Dialogue Joumal/Leaming Log 

Donna's joumal was the first one selected for indepth analysis seeking evidence of 

change toward whole language. This investigation revealed that her personal concerns 

regarding her students and their learning generated the inquiry and reflection that became 

the catalyst for changing her classroom practice. The size of the joumal and the 

complexity of our pursuit of topics over the semester resulted in this being the single case 

study reported in this research. 
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Examining tiie Instructor's Role 

My role as instructor is examined from three perspectives. The first is a reflective 

description of planning for the course and the second is an analysis of my journal 

responses to the teachers. The third takes a closer look at the teaching strategies I used. 

Instructor's Self-Reflection 

An unanticipated aspect of the study evolved as I began contextualizing the study 

and found myself making connections between myself as an instructor of teachers and 

myself as a teacher of children. These written reflections became an indepth inquiry into 

my pedagogical roots. 

Instructor's Response to Teachers' Topics 

Each of the seven dialogue journal/learning logs analyzed in this inquiry is an 

individual case study that focuses not only on the teachers' perspectives, but also on my 

responses to them. The initial analysis is concerned primarily with the identification of 

the substantive topics pursued by each teacher. Further analysis of the interactional 

relationship expressed by teacher and instructor reveals our co-intentionality, or lack of 

same, in maintaining topics throughout the dialogue. Those topics which appear 

repeatedly and are responded to by the instructor become topics of mutual interest. 

Discourse analysis ftuther revealed specific types of discourse of interest to the study. 

Instructor's Teaching Strategies Re-examined 

Basing the analysis in the constant comparative system developed by Glaser and 

Strauss (1967), I examine the teaching strategies evident in the course outline, course 

handouts and my instructor's journal to determine whether or not the course, "Whole 

Language: Learning and Teaching," can be defined as a transactional curriculum, one 
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that acknowledges and supports the three phases of coming to know, perceiving, ideating, 

and presenting. 

Both the teaching strategies used to engage the teachers in written discussion of 

topics of interest to them and my responses to the teacher's topics are examined to 

provide some answers to Research Question 2: How will the instructor utilize the 

dialogue journal/learning logs to facilitate the ways in which she collaborates and 

negotiates with the teachers in their efforts to become whole language teachers? 

Report of Results 

Chapter 4 presents the course as it is revealed through the eyes of one teacher. An 

indepth analysis of Donna, it focuses first on examples of the significant features of the 

weekly written conversations and then on the substantive topics and corollary topics she 

pursues throughout her journal Second, it presents the development of three movements 

or phases, each of which contains a dominant focus of Donna's personal inquiry. It 

concludes with a discussion based on answers found to Research Question 1: What 

demonstrations of perceiving, ideating, and presenting will be evident in the dialogue 

journal/learning logs as these teachers come to know whole language? 

Throughout this study, I maintain each teacher's unique way of expressing 

him/herself by preserving any special marks or indentations they use for emphasis. For 

example, I use all capital letters when they do. However, when I transcribe segments of 

their journals, I edit for conventionality of spelling, punctuation, subject-verb agreement, 

etc. because the journals were first draft pieces written informally with no intent to 

publish. I believe each of these teachers would have edited if they had been writing for 

publication. I had encouraged them to write freely without concern for conventional 

form because I preferred their involvement in the process of writing and capturing their 
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thoughts on paper. I have edited the excerpts published herein to disambiguate for the 

readers of this study. 

In Chapter 5 I reflect on my own pedagogical roots in connection with planning 

the course to provide some answers to Research Question 2: How will the instructor 

utilize the dialogue journal/learning logs to facilitate the ways in which she collaborates 

and negotiates with the teachers in their efforts to become whole language teachers? 

Chapter 5 focuses on the instructor's perspective, particularly my responses to 

Donna, with special attention to the development of one of her substantive topics. It 

includes a new interpretation of the curriculum as a transactional curriculum and answers 

questions related to the second major question. It also includes excerpts from the other 

six cases studies of coming to know whole language from the teacher's perspectives and 

focuses on the four types of discoune found throughout each individual's journal. 

Chapter 6 presents the conclusions of the study. 
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CHAPTER 4 

TEACHING AND LEARNING THROUGH NEW EYES 

Writing begins witli all that we have known since we were bom, and 
perhaps wiHi a lot of knowledge that was bom in us. We write, first of 
all, to discover what we know and then what we need to know. 

Words are the symbols for what we leam. They allow us to play with 
information, to make connections and patterns, to put together and take 
apart and put together again, to see what experience means.... Writing is 
thinking. 

D. Murray (1984, p. 3) 

This study is a descriptive interpretive study of teachers interacting with their 

instructor as they come to know whole language theory and apply it in their classrooms 

during a graduate education course. It focuses on the use of dialogue joumal/leaming 

logs as a means of helping the teachers: examine their own beliefs about children, 

teaming, and teaching; consider relevant theory and research; and change their teaching 

practice. 

The dialogue joumal/leaming logs used for this study are authentic products of 

the graduate teacher education course. Whole Language: Learning and Teaching. They 

are filled with the course experience firom each learner's point of view. They include the 

instructor's point of view as she dialogues with the teachers. This chapter presents an 

indepth analysis of two of the four substantive topics pursued in just one of those journals 

to provide some answers to the first major question of this study: 

1. What demonstrations of perceiving, ideating, and presenting will be evident in the 

dialogue joumal/leaming logs as these teachers come to know whole language? 
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The first story is Etonna's, the story of an experienced teacher using language to 

think and learn about learning. Hers is the longest journal, 86 hand-written pages, 106 

interactions with me. Her story is presented here as the story of the course because her 

primary theme throughout the course is Learners and Learning. This substantive topic is 

usually intertwined with another substantive topic. Self as Teacher. Throughout the 

twelve sessions of the course. Donna paints a unique picture of her own construction of 

knowledge and in so doing describes eloquently the positive effects in her classroom as 

she learns to focus on the learners and how they learn. Our co-construction of knowledge 

becomes evident through our dialogue. 

Though all teachers participated in dialogue interactions, there are vast differences 

in the extent to which they used their journals. Lynn had only thirty interactions and 

Donna, the high school English teacher, had one hundred six interactions while most of 

the teachers had forty to forty-nine interactions. Donna's journal is presented here as the 

prototype for this study. As her story unfolds through excerpts identified by topic 

analysis, I first describe the significant features of these weekly written conversations 

and then present the change in Donna's teaching practice as it is revealed through the 

dialogue. 

Experiencing the Occasions with One Learner 

Donna is the chair of the English department in the high school of District A, the 

district sponsoring the course. She teaches English, drama, and creative writing courses. 

My husband. Bob, who teaches math at the same high school is referred to occasionally 

in our dialogue. Our son Matt, also mentioned in the conversation, had had Donna as his 

creative writing teacher and drama teacher and had found his social niche in Donna's 

drama group when we moved to her school community the previous year. I had not 
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become personally acquainted with her because I had spent that school year at the 

University of Arizona. 

Donna summarizes her final self-evaluation for the course in the following 

paragraph: 

The class has allowed me to do several things: look at what's 
happening around me with new eyes, gather in my free-floating 
thoughts and put them into coherent form, make the connection 
between my drama and creative writing classes (ongoing whole-
language experiences) and my English classes, understand more 
clearly some of my own frustrations as a teacher, increase my 
admiration for my elementary colleagues, and, last but not least, 
renew my hope that I can go on and still contribute. (D-105) 

Throughout the course, Donna ftequendy uses her dialogue journal/learning log to 

reflect and capture her thoughts while she is thinking them. She reveals here in her self-

evaluation, the personal value she places on that journal experience which "has allowed 

me to gather in my free-floating thoughts and put them into coherent form." Donna 

becomes a reflective practitioner (Schon, 1983) as she connects whole language theory 

with her own teaching practice. "The new satisfactions open to [her] are largely those of 

discovery—about the meanings of [her response to students], about [her] knowledge-in-

practice, and about [her]seir as she "engages in a continuing process of self-education" 

(p. 299). 

Donna's substantive topics as revealed in her self-evaluation are first and 

foremost, "make the connection between my drama and creative writing classes (ongoing 

whole-language experiences) and my English classes;" second, "understand more clearly 

some of my own fhistrations as a teacher;" third, "increase my admiration for my 

elementary colleagues;" and, "last but not least, renew my hope that I can go on and still 

contribute." 

These statements were supported as I applied Shuy's (1982) topic analysis, but 

"admiration for my elementary colleagues" was the only topic from her self-evaluation 
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which was specifically addressed throughout As I searched for each of the four topics 

Donna had expressed in her self-evaluation, I realized that it was as Donna contrasted the 

learners in her English classes with the learners in her drama and creative writing classes, 

that she made "connections" between the classes. Those "connections" included 

becoming aware of the diverse learning environments she was providing as a teacher in 

each setting. 

Due to her district's emphasis on mastery learning. Donna felt compelled to 

provide mastery learning experiences in her English classes. Yet, in spite of this 

emphasis on mastery learning she felt free to provide "ongoing whole language 

experiences" in drama and creative writing classes. Donna uses her journal to look with 

"new eyes" at her primary substantive topics, Learners and Learning and Self as Teacher. 

From both the learner's perspective and the teacher's perspective, she clearly identifies her 

Drama and Creative Writing Classes as Whole Language classes very early in the course. 

Her identification of her English Classes as those in which both she and the learners are 

Controlled by Mastery Learning. Outsiders, etc. and her realization that many of her 

ftiistrations are due to this wide range of controlling factors emerges more slowly, but 

ultimately she replaces the mastery learning environment of the English class with a 

whole language Learning Club (Smith, 1986). Through her "new eyes" Donna comes to 

know and value teaching as a way to support learning rather than to control learning. 

The topic analysis of Donna's journal is represented in Table 2, Table 3, Table 4, 

Table 5 and Table 6. These charts offer a detailed breakdown of journal interactions as 

they fit into Donna's substantive and corollary topics on a session by session basis 

throughout the course. The horizontal headings state the date she submitted her journal to 

me and the focus of those journal entries. Donna's first journal interaction, D-1 was an 

exit note that included a response to the Know/Question Activity (see first vertical 

column) and a response to Crow Boy (see second vertical column). The substantive 
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topics and their corollary topics have been listed on the left side of the charts. D-1 

appears in 4 places because Donna addressed each of those topics. My responses to 

Donna's topics are indicated with the symbol, ° , which represents K-1, etc. Most of my 

responses to Donna's topics are within that same interaction, but there are times when I 

address a topic that Donna did not in that particular interaction, see for instance, K-I3, 

Her Students as Learners. (See pp. 54-57 for explication of coding of interactions and 

nesting of topics.) 

The analysis reveals four themes or substantive topics: 

Donna's substantive topic. Learners and Learning includes nine corollary topics: 

1) Controlled by Mastery Learning. Outsiders, etc. 

2) In English Qasses 

3) In Learning Clubs 

4) In Whole Language 

5) In Drama and Creative Writing Classes 

6) Her Students as Learners 

7) Specific Students as Learners 

8) Daughter as Learner 

9) Self as Learner 

Donna's substantive topic. Self as Teacher, has five corollary topics: 

1) Controlled by Mastery Learning. Outsiders, etc. 

2) In English Classes 

3) In Learning Clubs 

4) In Whole Language 

5) In Drama and Creative Writing Qasses 
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Table 2 Donna's Topics - Sessions 1-3 

Journal 
Submitted 

Sessiom 
September 26 

Session2 
October3 

sessions 
OctoberlO 

Focus 01 
Journal Entries 

Substantive T opics 
Corollary Topics 

Know/ 
Question 
Exit Note 

Crowboy 
Exit Note 

Response 
to Rrst Half 
of What's 
Whole..? 

Easy Hard 
Exit Note 

Response 
to Last Half 
of IV hat's 
Whole..? 

Return to 
Know/ 

Question 
Exit Note 

Learners & Learning 
Controlled by 
Mastery Learning, 
Outsiders, etc. 

D-5 D-9 
D-10 ° 
0 

D-30 

In English Classes D-27 D-30 
In Learning Clubs 
In Whole Language D-4 D-5 

D-8 D-9 
O O 

D-17 D-20 
D-21 D-27 

D-30 

In Drama and Creative 
Writing Classes 

Her Students as 
Learners 

D-1 K-13 D-17 D-20 
° D-26 

D-27 K-28 

D-29 

Specific Students as 
Learners 

D-20 

Daughter as Learner D-14 
0 

Self as Learner D-14 D-16 
O 

D-26 
° &K-28 

D-30 

Self as Teacher D-1 
0 

D-2 
o 

D-4 D-20 
K-28 

Controlled by 
Mastery Learning, 
Outsiders, etc. 

D-1 
O 

D-2 D-9 D-10 
0 0 

D-11 D-12 
O O 

D-13 
O 

D-18 D-20 
O 

D-25 

In English Classes 
In Learning Clubs 
In Whole Language D-4 D-8 D-9 

0 O 

D-11 D-12 
O 

D-20 D-21 
D-23 

D-25 D-26 
D-27 

In Drama and Creative 
Writing Classes 

Admiration for 
Colleagues in Course 

D-1 
0 

D-12 D-14 D-15 
O 

D-25 
O 

D-29 D-30 

Role as Chair of 
English Department 

D-21 

Administrators K-23 K-28 
English Teachers D-23 D-24 

O 
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Table 3 Donna's Topics - Sessions 4-5 

Journal 
Submitted 

Session4 
October17 

sessions 
October24 

Focus 0 
Journal Entries 

Substantive Topics 
Corollarv Topics 

Begins 
Response 
to Insult to 

Intelligence 

Rrst Project 
Creative 
Writing 
Class 

"Learners 
Manifesto" 

Writing 
Process 

Exit Note 

Continues 
Response 
to Insult to 

Intelligence 

Rrst Project 
Creative 
Writing 
Class 

Fast Write 
Experience 
Exit Note 

Learners & Learning 
Controlled by 
Mastery Learning, 
Outsiders, etc. 

In Enqlisli Classes 

D-31 D-32 
O O 

D-33 D-34 
D-35 D-37 
D-38 

O 

D-43 D-46 D-47 
D-48 D-49 

In Learning Clut)s D-33 D-37 
D-34 D-35 

O 0 

D-39 
O 

D-47 
O 

In Whole Language 
In Drama and Creative 
Writing Classes 

D-42 
0 

D-51 D-52 
D-53 ° 

O 

Her Students as 
Learners 

D-35 D-37 D-42 

Specific Students as 
Learners 

D-33 D-37 D-42 D-48 D-51 D-54 
a 

Daughter as Learner D-34 
Self as Learner D-40 

0 
D-45 D-47 

0 
D-55 

o 

Self as Teacher D-31 
Controlled by 
Mastery Learning, 
Outsiders, etc. 

in English Classes 

D-31 D-35 
D-37 

O 

D-43 D-46 D-47 
D-48 D-49 
D-50 

D-55 
In Learning Clubs D-36 D-37 

O 
D-49 

O 

In Whole Language 
In Drama and Creative 
Writing Classes 

D-42 
0 

D-51 D-52 
O O 

D-53 D-54 
0 

D-55 

Admiration for 
Colleaques in Course 

D-43 D-55 

Role as Chair of 
English Department 
Administrators D-43 D-44 

O O 

English Teachers D-43 
O 

D-50 
O 



Table 4 Donna's Topics - Sessions 6-7 

Journal 
Submitted 

Session 6 
November 1 

Session? 
November? 

Focus oi 
Journal Entries 

Substantive Topics 
Corollary Tooics 

Conclude 
Response 
to Insult to 

Intelligence 

Exit Note 
Focus 
Group 

Begins 
Response 
to Climate 

for Learning 

Exit Note 
Writing 

Activity 
Folders 

Focus Group 
Learners & Learning 

Controlled by 
Mastery Learning, 
Outsiders, etc. 

D-56 D-59 
D-61 D-62 
D-63 

D-64 D-66 D-67 

In English Classes D-56 D-59 D-66 D-67 D-68 
In Learning Clutjs D-59 D-60 0 

In Whole Language 
In Drama and Creative 

Writing Classes 

D-68 

Her Students as 
Learners 

D-62 D-68 

Specific Students as 
Learners 

Daughter as Learner 
Self as Learner D-56 D-57 

D-60 ° 
0 

Self as Teacher 
Controlled by 
Mastery Learning, 
Outsiders, etc. 

D-56 D-58 
D-59 ° 
D-61 D-62 
D-63 ° 

0 

D-67 
O 

In English Classes D-56 D-57 D-64 D-67 D-68 
In Learning Clutis D-59 ° 

° D-60 
D-62 D-63 

O 

In Whole Language 
In Drama and Creative 

Writing Classes 

D-63 D-68 

Admiration for 
Colleagues in Course 

D-64 
0 

D-68 

Role as Chair of 
English Department 
Administrator D-56 D-65 D-66 

O O 

English Teachers D-56 D-60 
K-63 
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Table 5 Donna's Topics - Sessions 8-9 

Journal 
Submitted 

sessions 
November 14 

sessions 
November21 

Focus 0 
Journal Entries 

Substantive Topics 
Corollary Topics 

Response 
to Climate 

for Learning 
& "Critical 
Thinker" 

Response 
to 

Reflection 
Handout 

Second 
Project 
English 
Class 

Exit Note: 
Myself as 
Writer & 

as Teacher 
of Writing 

Second 
Project: 
English 
Class 

Exit Note 

Learners & Learninq 
Controlled by 
Mastery Learning, 
Outsiders, etc. 

D-70 D-71 
D-72 D-75 

o 

D-77 D-81 D-82 
o 0 

D-83 D-84 
D-86 

In English Classes D-70 D-77 D-78 D-81 D-82 
O 

D-83 D-84 
O 

D-85 D-86 

In Learning Clubs 
D-77 D-78 D-81 D-82 

O 

D-83 D-84 
O 

D-85 D-86 
In Whole Language 
In Drama and Creative 

Writing Classes 

D-79 D-85 
0 

Her Students as 
Learners 

D-71 D-72 D-80 D-88 

Spedfic Students as 
Learners 

D-71 D-77 D-81 D-82 
0 0 

D-83 D-84 
D-85 D-86 

Daughter as Learner 
Self as Learner D-80 

Self as Teacher D-80 
o 

D-88 

Controlled by 
Mastery Learning, 
Outsiders, etc. 

D-71 D-72 
O 0 

D-76 

D-73 D-77 D-78 D-86 D-87 
0 

In English Classes 
in Learning Clubs 

D-70 D-76 D-73 D-74 
0 

D-77 
" & K-79 

D-82 D-83 
D-84 D-85 

D-86 
In Whole Language 
In Drama and Creative 

Writing Classes 

D-71 

Admiration for 
Colleagues in Course 

D-88 
O 

Role as Chair of 
English Department 
Administrator D-78 D-79 

0 
D-87 

O 

English Teachers D-78 D-79 D-87 
O 
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Table 6 Donna's Topics - Sessions 10-12 

Journal 
Submitted 

Session 10 
November28 

Session 11 
Decembers 

Session 12 
December12 

Focus 0 
Journal Entries 

Substantive Topics 
Corollary Topics 

Response 
to 

Response 

Second 
Project 
English 
Class & 

Exit Note 

Second 
Project: 
English 
Class 

Entry Note 
re: Miscue 
Exit Note 

Self 
Evaluation 

Exit Note 
Second 
Project 
English 
Class 

Learners & Learning 
Controlled by 
Mastery Learning, 
Outsiders, etc. 

D-105 

In English Classes 
In Learning Clubs 

D-91 D-92 
D-93 D-94 

0 

D-96 D-97 D-105 D-106 

In Whole Language 
In Drama and Creative 
Writing Classes 

D-99 D-102 
° D-103 

o 

D-105 

Her Students as 
Learners 

D-90 
o 

D-98 

Specific Students as 
Learners 

D-91 D-92 
D-93 ° 

0 

D-96 D-97 
0 

D-102 
0 

D-106 

Daughter as Learner 
Self as Learner D-90 K-104 

Self as Teacher D-89 D-105 D-106 
Controlled by 
Mastery Learning, 
Outsiders, etc. 

D-105 

In English Classes 
In Learning Clubs 

D-90 D-91 D-92 
O O 

D-93 D-94 
O 0 

D-96 D-97 D-105 

In Whole Language 
In Drama and Creative 

Writing Classes 

D-99 D-100 
o o 

D-105 

Admiration for 
Colleagues in Course 

D-95 
O 

D-98 D-105 

Role as Chair of 
English Department 
Administrators D-89 D-101 D-102 

o o 

D-103 
O 

D-105 D-106 

English Teachers D-89 
O K-94 

D-101 D-104 
O 0 

D-105 D-106 
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The third substantive topic, her Role as Chair of English Department has two 

corollary topics: 

1) Adniinistrators 

2) English Teachers 

The fourth substantive topic, Admiration for Colleagues in Course, has no 

corollary topics. Though not discussed at length, it is an ongoing topic of interest, one 

that she consistently presents in her exit notes at the end of each session. 

Many of the interactions appear in more than one topic strand because Donna's 

journal entries about her role as a teacher usually include reference to the learner. She 

frequently contrasts these topics from the dichotomous perspectives of mastery learning 

and whole language learning. 

Responding to First Session: Voicing Concerns 

As the course instructor I support Donna's growing awareness of the differences 

between mastery learning and learning clubs, (Smith, 1986) and encourage her to shift 

toward the latter. I am impressed with the extent of change Donna implements in her 

English classroom. As a researcher, I am intrigued with the development of that change 

as revealed through her interest in and pursuit of these topics. I am particularly 

impressed that through her personal concern for her students' self-esteem, she reveals 

three of her four substantive topics in the short exit note she writes after participating in 

the small group task of making charts using the headings. What We Know About Whole 

Language and Questions We Have About Whole Language. These charts were the basis 

of a spirited class discussion as each group shared their unique perspectives. 

Exit note: Response to First Session 

D-l I felt good about the first class meeting, as if I were among 
kindred spirits. Not that I believe we will il agree with each other 
at all times and on all issues. But we seem to motivated by the 
same basic concern for kids, and we share a sense of the 
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importance of developing healthy self-esteem in our students. 
Most of us seem to be seeking reinforcement for our own natural 
inclinations in a world driven by "the bottom line," the measurable 
result. 

Donna's reference to "kindred spirits" introduces her substantive topic of 

Admiration for Colleagues in Course. The shared "basic concern for kids" and "sense of 

developing healthy self-esteem in our students" contribute to this topic and also introduce 

two other substantive topics. Her "basic concern for kids" and their "healthy self-esteem" 

denote Donna's over-all theme, her sustained interest in Learners and Learning, while 

"importance of developing" clearly indicates her belief that Self as Teacher has some 

responsibility for her student's self-esteem. Donna's contrast of her "concern for kids" 

and "natural inclinations" with "a world driven by 'the bottom line,' the measurable result" 

alludes to her personal conflict with her district's imposition of mastery learning (D-IO). 

Donna's concern for her students and sense of her own natural instincts appear to drive 

her personal inquiry throughout the course. (For complete text of all interactions see 

"Appendix A: Text of the Cumulative Dialogue Between Donna and Karen.") 

Responding to What's Whole in Whole Language? 

The Journal Guide for Reading What's Whole in Whole Language? given to the 

teachers at the first class is intended to personalize each one's learning experience by 

prompting journal entries before, while, and after reading the text (for specific prompts 

and questions, see Figure 3). Donna's prediction statements written about the entire text 

before reading it include 14 topics, most of which are stated in very general terms and 

many of which are not mentioned again. She provides for me, as instructor, valuable 

information as she reveals her personal expectations, hopes, beliefs, and concerns. Even 

in her prediction statements Donna alludes to what become her themes of learning and 

teaching and to her hope that whole language will support her belief system. 
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While reading the first half of the Goodman text. Donna responds to many topics 

in addition to those that pursue her substantive topics. Her personal concerns about 

learners and their involvement in learning appear to influence her responses. She 

elaborates by connecting with her personal experience, and expresses her frustration with 

"being forced" to participate in mastery learning courses (D-10). In her earliest responses 

to the text (D-5/D-10), IDonna begins differentiating whole language learning and 

teaching from mastery learning and teaching. 

After reading the first half of the text. Donna reflects on it and on herself as a 

teacher and begins establishing themes of personal interest (D-1 l/D-13). 

Establishing Themes through Corollary Topics 

As noted above Donna introduced three substantive topics (themes) in her exit 

note at the end of the first session. These themes recur in her journal entries throughout 

the entire semester. Donna maintains these themes through corollary topics which 

frequently serve as a means of connecting new information with her personal experience 

as a learner, a teacher, a parent Sometimes the corollary topics serve as a means of 

contrasting differing views of learning and differing views of teaching and sometimes 

they serve as a means for describing teaching/learning relationships. 

When Donna introduces Self as Teacher, in D-1 she also introduces Controlled by 

Mastery Learning. Outsiders, etc. as a corollary of Self as Teacher. Then in D-5 she 

introduces Controlled by Mastery Learning. Outsiders, etc. as a corollary of Learners and 

Learning when she comments on "the difficulties of trying to learn on someone else's 

agenda." Though Donna has not yet mentioned mastery learning, this topic soon 

becomes specific in D-10. Donna's personal experience with mastery learning is 

expanded to the more inclusive topic of Controlled by Mastery Learning. Outsiders, etc.. 

because she comments on "all this control by outsiders" (D-46), when she personally 
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identifies with Smith's (1986) view that programmatic instruction, mastery learning, 

standardized testing, and other bureaucratic controls are an Insult to Intelligence. 

Not surprisingly. Donna's prediction statements about Whca's Whole in Whole 

Language? (K. Goodman, 1986) introduce In Whole Language as a corollary of both 

Learners and Learning and Self as Teacher. The complexity of Donna's pursuit of topics 

is evident in this first statement contrasting whole language learners with controlled 

learners, "The ease with which people learn when they feel a reason to do so contrasts 

markedly with the difficulties of trying to learn on someone else's agenda (D-5)." As 

Donna comes to know learning clubs. Smith's alternative to controlled learning, her 

themes Learners and Learning and Self as Teacher are fiilly explored through her 

corollary topic, Tn r p.aminp Clubs, which she introduces in D-33. 

Donna pursues her substantive topic of Timers and Learning through four other 

corollary topics. This overall theme is introduced with the corollary Her Students as 

Learners in D-1. It shifts toward a more personal emphasis on Specific Students as 

Learners, initiated in D-20. When Donna turns her English class into a learning club, she 

increases her emphasis on specific smdents by discussing their individual reactions to the 

learning club. Corollary topics. Self as Learner and Daughter as Learner, start in D-14 

and receive less emphasis over time than the others. 

Donna's identification of her drama and creative writing classes as whole 

language classes (D-27) is represented on Table 2 by the broken line between those two 

topics as corollaries of both learning and teaching. The broken line is dropped at this 

point on the assumption that those specific references Donna makes about either topic 

refer to both. In the same manner, a broken line separates In English Passes from In 

Learning Quhs until Donna starts her learning club project in her English class on 

November 1. 
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Tables 2 through 6 pinpoint Dorma's topic focus on a session by session basis 

using the dates the journal was submitted to the instructor. The subheadings indicate the 

six types of entries Donna wrote: 1) exit notes requested by the instructor at the end of 

most sessions; 2) responses to the required text. What's Whole in Whole Language? 

(K. Goodman, 1986); 3) responses to other reading materials; 4) descriptions of her 

class projects; 5) occasional entries requested by the instructor during class; and 6) her 

self-evaluation. Etonna pursued her primary interest in Learners and Learning in 93 of 

the 106 interactions and discussed her Self as Teacher in 66 of the 106 interactions. She 

commented on her Colleagues in the Course in 15 interactions and discussed her Role as 

Chair of English Department in 22 interactions. 

During the second week of the course as Donna continues responding in her 

journal while reading the last half of What's Whole in Whole Language?, she firmly 

establishes In Whole Language as a corollary topic to both Learners and Learning and to 

Self as Teacher. 

Sustaining Themes Throughout the Course 

A clearer picture of Donna's sustained interest in each theme or substantive topic 

and its corollary topics is presented in Table 7, Table 8, Table 9, and Table 10. The 

specific interaction numbers are the same as those presented in Tables 2-6, but have been 

eliminated here so that all of the interactions of each corollary topic can be presented on a 

single page. Donna's exploration of each theme can be traced throughout the 106 journal 

interactions by following the "'s on each table. My participation in the discussion is 

indicated by the »'$. The number at the beginning of each corollary topic indicates the 

interaction in which that topic was initiated. The number at the end of each corollary 

topic indicates the interaction in which that corollary topic was terminated. 
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Table 7 can be viewed as a "map" of Donna's exploration of Learners and 

Learning. As a map it offers paths in a linear fashion via the corollary topics. However, 

Donna does not pursue any straight paths in her inquiry. She seems to zigzag up and 

down from corollary topic to corollary topic as she moves linearly across the interactions. 

From her first expression of concern for the self esteem of learners in her own classroom 

(D-1) and her hope that whole language will "deal with the importance of helping the 

student invest himself in the learning process" (D-4), Donna seeks a deeper personal 

understanding of learners and learning. 

Donna builds her understanding of whole language learning by contrasting the 

whole language perspective with the mastery learning perspective. She makes 

connections with her daughter as a learner, herself as a learner, and her students as 

learners. She moves from general comments about her students as learners to statements 

about specific students as learners. As she considers the issue of who controls learning, 

she becomes increasingly aware of the negative effects on learners and learning when the 

control of learning is imposed by teachers, administrators, computer programmers, 

textbook companies, standardized test companies, and other bureaucratic panaceas such 

as her own district's reliance on mastery learning. When she shares her interest in Frank 

Smith's view of R-bbit and distributes copies of his "Learners' Manifesto," Donna 

stimulates a lengthy class discussion. Donna comes to know even more about the whole 

language view of learning as she responds to Frank Smith's advocacy for learning clubs 

as opposed to controlled learning. Very few of the interactions about learning are limited 

to just one corollary topic because Donna continually discusses the theme of learners and 

learning by contrasting corollary topics with one another or by making connections 

between them. 

On both Table 7 and Table 8, broken lines have been used to demonstrate the 

relationship between corollary topics that are sometimes separate topics and at other 
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times combined topics. In D-25 Donna reveals that her Drama and Creative Writing 

Classes are Whole Language classes and in D-27 she reveals that her English Classes are 

Controlled by Mastery Learning. At that point broken lines are deleted from the tables to 

indicate the merging of each pair of topics. The broken lines from 55-74 connect three 

corollary topics for a short time while Donna's entries are not clear that she has changed 

her English Qass Controlled bv Mastery Learning into a Learning Qub. When she 

reveals her project in D-77, the broken lines are eliminated to indicate that the corollary 

topics In English Classes and In Learning Clubs have become a merged topic. 

A pattern that emerges on Table 7 is the steady increase of Donna's inclusion of 

specific learners in her classroom. Though Doima makes general comments about Her 

Students as Learners throughout the semester, she begins referring to Specific Students as 

Learners in the twentieth interaction and increasingly shifts the focus of her discussion to 

Specific Students in the Learning Clubs she starts in her English Class. 

Table 8 "maps" Donna's exploration of Self as Teacher. In her earliest entries, she 

fi^uently contrasts herself as a teacher controlled by the mastery learning emphasis of 

her district with herself as a teacher following her natural inclinations. Her early 

identification of herself as a mastery learning teacher in her English classes contrasts 

sharply with her identification of herself as a whole language teacher in her drama and 

creative writing classes. 

Donna sustains her Admiration for Colleagues in the Course by noting interesting 

points made by others in class discussion, by expressing her admiration for their projects, 

by generally expressing interest in what other teachers and their students were doing. 

Table 9 presents these entries as a steady, straight path throughout the semester. Though 

it does not appear in journal entries, Donna also encouraged other teachers to try new 

things and to be more responsive to their students through her contributions to the class. 



Table 7 Sustaining the Theme of Learners and learning through Corollary Topics 
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Notes; * represents Donna, the teacher, discussing the corollary topic related to the theme of Learners and Learning. 
° represents Karen, the instructor, discussing the corollary topic related to the theme. 
Specific interaction numbers can be found on Tables 1-5. 
Each interaction in the journal starts with the teacher's entry and ends with the instructor's response. Each person may address 

one or more topics in any given interaction. When ° appears directly below' then Donna's topic has been directly responded to 
by Karen within that interaction. 

The broken line separates corollary topics until they merge as one. 
The first number in each row indicates the interaction in which that corollary topic was initiated. 
The last number in each row indicates the interaction in which that corollary topic was terminated. 



Table 8 Sustaining the Theme of Self as Teacher through Corollary Topics 

Theme 
and Corollary Topics Journal Interactions 
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Self as Teacher 
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In Drama & Creative 
Writing Classes 

Notes: * represents Donna, the teacher, discussing the corollary topic related to the theme of Self as Teacher. 
° represents Karen, the instructor, discussing the corollary topic related to the theme. 
Specific interaction numbers can be found on Tables 1-5. 
Each interaction in the journal starts with the teacher's entry and ends with the instructor's response. Each person may address 

one or more topics in any given interaction. When ° appears directly below * then Donna's topic has been directly responded to 
by Karen within that interaction. 

The broken line separates corollary topics until they merge as one. 
The first number in each row indicates the interaction in which that corollary topic was initiated. 
The last number in each row indicates the interaction in which that corollary topic was terminated. 



Table 9 Sustaining the Theme of Admiration tor Colleagues (No Corollary Topics) 

Theme Journal Interactions 
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Admiration for 
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Table 10 Sustaining the Theme of Role as Chair of English Department through Corollary Topics 

Theme 
and Corollary Topics Journal Interactions 

1 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100 105 
Role as Chair of 
English Department 
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Notes: * represents Donna, the teacher, discussing the substantive topic and/or the corollary topic. 
° represents Karen, the instructor, discussing the substantive topic and/or the corollary topic. 
Specific Interaction numbers can be found on Tables 1-5. 
Each interaction in the journal starts with the teacher's entry and ends with the instructor's response. Each person may address 

one or more topics in any given interaction. When" appears directly below * then Donna's topic has been directly responded to 
by Karen within that interaction. 

The first number in each row indicates the interaction in which that topic was initiated. 
The last number in each row indicates the interaction in which that topic was terminated. 
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Table 10 presents Donna's discussion of her Role as Chair of the English 

Department which focuses on her personal interactions with district administrators and 

with English teachers in the high school. Though she introduces this substantive topic 

with reference to other teachers and how they might react to whole language, I extend it 

to include administrators. Her relationship with administrators becomes a corollary topic 

only because we sustain it throughout the rest of her journal. 

Donna's substantive topics or main themes of learning and teaching and their 

corollary topics are easy to identify and chart across her entire journal. Donna's entries 

about each of these substantive topics can be excerpted from the whole journal to present 

Donna's construction of knowledge. Her entries about each corollary topic can likewise 

be traced through her entire journal. However, the isolation of these substantive topics 

and/or their corollary topics is not nearly as informative as those entries in which Donna 

explores the relationship between teaching and learning, for it is in this way that Donna 

actually changes her beliefs, theory, and practice. 

Experiencing Change in Donna's Beliefs, Theory, and Practice 

As shown above in Tables 7 and 8, we can trace Donna's construction of 

knowledge about learning through each corollary topic and we can also trace her growing 

understanding of herself as a teacher through corollary topics. Donna frequently 

discusses learners and learning without referring to teaching, but she rarely makes a 

comment about teaching that is not related to learning. It is when we trace Donna's 

inquiry regarding the teaching/learning relationship that we find the most evidence of 

change in her beliefs, theory, and teaching practice. 

The dialogue about the teaching/learning relationship can be divided into three 

"movements" or phases within which there is a dominant focus (Staton & Kneeft Peyton, 
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1988, p. 259) based on the topics that are corollary to both teaching and learning. Within 

each "movement" Donna and I "each assert [our] own propositions in relation to the 

initial topic(s)" (p. 259) of teaching and learning. Table 11 depicts the journal 

interactions in which Donna discusses Learners and Learning and Self as a Teacher in 

three movements, each of which has a dominant focus: first. In Whole Language: 

second, when Controlled by Mastery Learning. Outsiders, etc.: and third, In Learning 

Clubs. The movements are influenced primarily by her reading and include descriptions 

of her class projects. (Interaction 105 is Donna's self-evaluation so is not included as part 

of the movements even though the corollary topics are included in it) 

In the first movement, interaction 4 through interaction 68, we discuss teaching 

and learning from a whole language perspective that is consistent with the basic concern 

for kids and their self-esteem expressed by Donna in her first entry. Donna identifies her 

drama and creative writing classes as whole language, then engages in and describes her 

first whole language course project in her creative writing class. Donna soon connects 

her frustration as a teacher being controlled by "the measurable result" with adverse 

effects of controlled learning on her students and we discuss the issue of controlled 

teaching and learning in the second movement, interactions 1 through 87. In the third 

movement, interactions 33 through 97, Donna introduces learning clubs. Smith's unique 

form of whole language. Our discussion includes Donna's second project, the 

transformation of her English class into a learning club. 

The following sections will present these three movements, Donna's initial 

experience of coming to know whole language teaching and learning, her ongoing 

experience of coming to know controlled or mastery teaching and learning, and her final 

experience of coming to know teaching and learning as they occur in learning clubs. 



Table 11 Donna Experiences Change in her Beliefs, Theory, and Practice through Three Movements 
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First Movement: Coming to Know Whole Language Teaching and Learning 

Donna sustains two substantive topics, Learners and Learning and Self as 

Teacher, through the corollary topic Tn Whnlp T anguage/In E)rama & Creative Writing 

Classes. Donna first perceives some distinctive features of whole language theory, 

ideates about them as she reflects on what she has been reading, identifies her drama and 

creative writing classes as whole language, and finally presents a description of her first 

class project The part of the conversation reproduced here focuses on the relationship 

between teaching and leaming from a whole language perspective, primarily through 

Donna's responses before, while and after reading What's Whole in Whole Language? 

(K. Goodman, 1986). In Donna's exit note the first night of class, she reveals her belief in 

"the importance of developing healthy self-esteem in our students" and her belief that her 

"own natural inclinations" are worthy of "seeking reinforcement." These beliefs establish 

Donna's personal inquiry and are the foundation on which she builds her understanding of 

whole language teaching as it supports the process of whole language leaming in the 

following excerpts from 17 journal interactions. 

D-1 ...we seem to be motivated by the same basic concern for kids, and 
we share a sense of the importance of developing healthy self-
esteem in our students. Most of us seem to seeking 
reinforcement for our own natural inclinations... 

D-4 Section seven may deal with the importance of helping the 
student invest part of himself in his leaming process.... 

D-5 ...The ease with which people leam when they a reason to do 
so contrasts markedly with the difficulties of trying to leam on 
someone else's agen^... 

D-8 I was stmck by the word 'p^cipants.' Yes, people will leam 
language skills from participating in these events. The key to the 
whole program seems to be enabling people to become willing 
participants in their own education. 

K-8 You've got it. 
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D-9 ...then the person in charge must allow each learner to choose the 
best methc^ to carry out his objectives.... 

D-Il It felt good to me, reading Goodman, to be reminded of the 
importance of respecting the learner. I find when Tm in the respect 
mode that things go much more smoothly and I feel much better, 
more relaxed and happy than when I put on my "traditional" 
teacher hat I think tiiat's because my natural inclinations are to set 
up cooperative relationships and atmospheres rather than 
competitive situations or dictatorships. I'd make a lousy top 
sergeant. 

K-ll So would I. 

D-17 Goodman, pp. 43-79 for class 10/10 
While [reading] - I'm intrigued by Goodman's emphasis on risk-
taking as an absolute requirement for whole-language learning. At 
present, it seems to me that by the time most kids reach high 
school, risk-taking in a classroom is the last thing they're willing to 
do. They worry about appearing 'stupid.'... 

K-17 Sad! 

D-20 I agree that a student's level of confidence is all important, 
especially in using writing to communicate. 

...And many of my students won't put pen to paper if their 
composition doesn't spring fully developed into their head first 

I spend a lot of time trying to encourage students to value their 
own experience. Most of them simply don't believe me. It's sad. 
Ah, yes. "Patience," says Goodman. Okay. But also yes, the scars 
are deep. Constant reassurance. 

I can see that whole language teaching and learning could act 
as a prevention tool for language problems. Unfortunately, we're 
not quite there yet. 

K-20 And if the district continues to adopt basals and impose them on 
teachers, youll never get there. 

D-21 I agree that teachers and kids are the ones who create the whole 
language classroom. The necessary synergy can only develop 
from the people directly involved. 

As Donna comes to know whole language in the above dialogue, she perceives 

that whole language teachers enable learners "to become willing participants in their own 

education," "allow each learner to choose the best method to carry out his objectives," 
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and "respect the learner." Donna ideates as she connects those perceptions to herself 

"when Tm in the respect mode" and realizes that that is when she "sets up cooperative 

relationships and atmospheres." Donna perceives "risk-taking as an absolute requirement 

for whole-language learning," ideates by connecting this new concept with issues of her 

own students' self-esteem: feeling stupid, feeling confident, valuing their own personal 

experience, having deep scars, needing constant reassurance and patience. She also 

connects risk-taking with her own efforts to encourage students and presents her 

emerging belief "that whole language could act as a prevention tool for language 

problems." 

After finishing What's Whole in Whole Language?, Donna expresses her 

awareness of the dialogue journal/learning log guide suggestion to "reflect on your 

classroom practice and how Ken Goodman's view might affect that practice: What will 

you continue to do? Is there something you want to begin changing? Is there something 

you want to know more about? Do you have more questions? Jot them down. If you 

disagree with Ken Goodman, tell why." She responds to this challenge, and reflects on 

her personal transaction with the text. 

D-26 After -1 haven't really been ignoring the questions relating to my 
classroom practices although I'm sure it appears that way.... 

D-27 Today I find my whole language tendencies flowering mostly 
in creative writing and drama. These are the classes with which I 
am most comfortable and involved. I think that has to be because 
the approaches I use there are most natural for me. I also find the 
kids are more involved and happier there than in English classes. 
2 + 2 = 4. 

I don't have many quarrels with Goodman. But one thing that 
bothers me, as a secondary teacher, (and maybe this occurs 
because we don't have universal whole language approaches at the 
lower levels), is that, in general, my students come to school to 
socialize. That is the top priority of the majority. Learning is 
somewhere down the list. To the degree that the socializing aspect 
can be incoqxsrated in classwork (and there are probably more 
ways to do it than Fm seeing), they tend to approach it with some 
enthusiasm. Otherwise— 
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K-27 I think this is a key. And [ think you'd like Atwell's In the Middle. 
Also, Torbe's Climate for Learning. 

D-28 There's more, but m save it for later. Undoubtedly some of 
these topics will come up in class. 

D-29 Class response [Return to Know/Questions I October 10 

Small group discussions followed by whole-group talk 
stimulates me.... 

D-30 The discussion of risk-taking on the part of kids for whom 
things have been fairly easy relates to Goodman's comments on the 
subject of risks. The classroom environment must be one in which 
a person feels safe enough to take risks. I also thought the point 
that kids need to understand that there is more than one right 
answer was very important I don't believe there's anything more 
likely to stop the thinking process than the concept of one right 
answer to everything. Life isn't like that! 

My own learning process seems to respond well to original 
brainstorming followed by reading followed by analysis of our 
original lists and questions. I don't feel threatened in any way by 
this process, so that makes it okay to take risks. The extent to 
which we've discussed several points this evening will help me 
retain the concepts. 

As Donna thinks about her "whole language tendencies flowering mostly in 

creative writing and drama," she realizes that her natural approaches in those classes 

result in both herself and her students being happy, comfortable and involved. It appears 

that as she contrasts the atmosphere of her "whole language classes" with that of her 

English classes, Donna perceives the importance of incorporating learning with 

socializing, perceives "there are probably more ways to do it" and expresses her 

expectation that "undoubtedly some of these topics will come up in class." 

In her exit note written at the end of the third session. Donna first connects a class 

discussion with her earlier perception of the necessity of a safe environment for "risk-

taking" as presented in the Goodman text Then she connects risk-taking with her own 

learning process in the class experience, Return to Know /Questions and the resulting 

discussion (D-29). This personal experience of learning in a risk-free environment where 
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she does not feel threatened seems to confirm Donna's perception that her high school 

students "worry about appearing stupid" because it is too risky (D-17). She notes that the 

discussion will help her "retain the concepts," but is not explicit about the social nature of 

that experience. Though some ideating happens while discussing new perceptions with 

another person as Donna is doing here, most ideating happens silently in one's head. 

Perhaps Donna is also thinking about and assessing the learning environments she 

provides for her students, especially the one in which she has started her first project 

earlier that same day. 

Donna describes the beginning of her first whole language project in the journal 

she turns in one week later. Through her journal we enter the world of her classroom as 

Donna presents it and come to know her as a teacher. 

D-41 Journal for Project No. I, part A, Oct. 10-14 for class 10/17 
Creative writing class- 2 sophomores, 15 juniors & seniors 

Subtitle: The joys & sorrows of trying to sustain a whole 
language project on 45 minutes a day. 

K-41 That must make it really difficult. 

D-42 1 read creative writing journals at home on Saturday, Oct 8. In 
many of them, I found complaints about school, about grades, 
about being penalized for thinking, and the problems associated 
with preserving one's integrity, 'fte day before, I had listened to 
the perceptive lady |Xay &ssna] from the State Dept. of Ed. talk 
about our problems in education. 

On Monday morning I introduced the general topic of school to 
the class after I handed back their journals. The discussion took 
off and went on briskly until I suggested, with about 10 minutes of 
the period remaining, that they do a 5-minute automatic writing 
with school as a starting point and see what happened. 

These writings produced great kernel ideas, of course, as I 
knew they would. We discussed these on Tues. On Wed. they 
formed small groups to decide what topic areas they would like to 
deal with and to select forms of writing in which to present their 
ideas. We continued the group work through the class period on 
Friday. Some groups have completed their projects and placed 
them in the folder for typing, some have not So far, we have a 
poem, letters-to-the-editor/school board, a question page, a survey 
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questionnaire in progress, some cartoon characters, and a piece of 
devastating short prose. 

One problem I observed is that with the 45-minute time 
available to work each day, it's difficult for some groups to sustain 
their momentum. 

Another problem is that creative minds are often also playfiil 
minds (they almost have to be). They will play with ideas 
endlessly and some have difficulty making the commitment to a 
certain form of writing and getting started. In this particular group 
the boys (5 of them) are having this problem. One boy is doing 
some marvelous drawings as the group talks, but they all become 
so fascinated with what he's doing, they have not yet started on 
their writing project I suggested that the drawings certainly could 
be incorporated into their project. I'll see what happens on 
Monday. 

K-42 What a neat project, I would have difficulty with 45 min. 
periods, too. I'm looking forward to your sharing of the project 
with our class. 

I really enjoy reading your journal. Your words flow so 
beautifully.... 

The above project is taking place in one of the classes where Donna finds "her 

whole language tendencies flowering" (D-27). Creative writing journals are an aspect of 

whole language that Donna was using several years prior to taking this whole language 

course, one of those approaches she referred to as "most natural to me." There is 

evidence here that Donna is building on her natural inclinations to "set up cooperative 

relationships and atmospheres" (D-11) by incorporating aspects of whole language theory 

she has perceived in our journal discussion as important to whole language. By initiating 

the project in response to students' expressed concerns. Donna has given them a reason to 

learn (D-5). 

Donna has provided opportunities for her students to learn both oral and written 

language skills from participating in discussions and writing and has "enabled them to 

become willing participants in their own education" (D-8). She has also "allowed each 

learner to choose the best method to carry out his objective" (D-9) by providing choice of 
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topic areas and forms of writing: "So far, we have a poem, letters-to-the-editor/school 

board, a question page, a survey questionnaire in progress, some cartoon characters, and a 

piece of devastating short prose" (D-42). When one group has difficulty getting started, 

she capitalizes on their interest in a boy's art work and suggests they incorporate his 

drawings into their writing. The next week the project appears to be completed. 

D-51 Journal for Project I, Part B. School Week, Oct. 17-21 for 10/23 

The boys did finally write a very short dialogue on Monday to 
include in the booklet. Only three of the five were in class that 
day, so they worked better. Later in the week, these three also did 
several illustrations for the booklet They seemed quite pleased 
with themselves about that One of the boys designed the cover 
(voluntarily) as well. The other two boys have been absent so 
much they hardly figure into this project at all. 

Two girls worked on the preface page, which I think is 
excellent Others typed copy during class, and, with many flurries 
of activity, we completed the booklet after a fashion on Friday. 
The copy machine did not make very good copies of some of the 
pages, so well have to try a different machine to make the rest of 
our copies. 

D-52 It might help to know also that during this two-week period, 
the art department sent over some drawings for the kids to write 
responses to. Those have also been completed and are now being 
typed or hand lettered. 1 guess the point is that, given our 
fegmented schedule of 45 minutes a day, we actually 
accomplished a good deal. 

K-52 That's for sure. 

D-53 I have no doubt that the booklet (title selected by the entire class) 
would have been better had there been larger blocks of time 
available to work on it, but Tm not unhappy with the result This is 
an awfully good bunch to work with. 

K-52 That title [ Within These Walls ] is powerful. It says so much. 

Donna gave xeroxed copies of the book written and published by these students to 

each of us when she presented her project in class that night. She told us that the students 

had decided that day to take their concerns about their high school to the School Board. 

Seeing their book in published form, they decided they would edit it some more before 
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taking it to the Board. They also decided to use the survey with students in other classes, 

compile the data, and analyze the results to share with the board. Near the end of the 

semester Donna notes their progress, shares her concern about administrative "concerns," 

and expresses her confidence in the students: 

D-99 Before I forget, next Monday ni be leaving class early to 
attend the Board meeting. My lads are presenting the Within 
These Walls project to the Board and the drama kids are going to 
try to heighten the Board's awareness of our facilities problems. 

K-99 I wish I could be there with you. I sure hope the Board treats those 
kids with the respect they deserve. 

D-102 [The principal] put a note in my box saying that he wanted to 
meet with me about some "concerns" he had regarding the survey 
the creative writing class was doing and the drama class visiting 
the board. The meeting went fine, I thought, but he's been bugging 
the girl who will make the drama presentation. She also met with 
[the curriculum director] and the poor kid is getting so many 
conflicting messages, she's about to go nuts. 

K-102 Did she have to meet with these adults by herself? 

D-103 They're obviously very nervous about having the kids appear at the 
meeting. It's a situation they can't completely control, and they 
don't trust the kids to handle it well. I think they'll do fine and it 
will be a marvelous experience for them. 

K-103 I agree with you, of course. 

K-104 I wish you the best of luck as you go to the Board with your 
kids. The kids deserve the Board's respect and consideration. 

Donna has put whole language theory into practice and has provided an 

environment that encourages both individuality and collaboration, an environment that is 

a safe place for risk-taking, one that ensures that students have opportunities to learn 

while involved in pursuing their own interests. She has indeed enabled her students to 

become willing participants in their own learning. They are confident enough to take the 

risk of involving other students in their survey, and even feel empowered to risk taking 

their ideas to the School Board. 
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Donna chose to do this project in her creative writing class because it was a safe 

place for her to take the risk of enabling learning rather than controlling learning as had 

been advocated in her district's mastery learning classes. She had defined her drama and 

creative writing classes as whole language (D-27) in the journal she turned in as she 

started the project, but she was not explicit here as to which whole language practices 

were already in place and which ones were new. Concurrently with this project, Donna 

was pursuing the topic of controlled teaching and learning in her journal entries and 

presumably considering what changes she might make in her English classes where both 

she and her students most felt the effects of mastery learning. In the following section we 

experience with Donna her construction of knowledge as she comes to know controlled 

teaching and learning before, during, and after the project described above. 

Secoad Movement: Coming to Know Controlled Teaching and Learning 

Controlled bv Mastery Learning. Outsiders, etc. is a corollary topic to both 

Learners and Learning and Self as a Teacher. It includes all forms of controlling, 

measuring, and standardizing learning that are imposed on the teacher and/or the learner. 

It appears to be the topic that most directly affects Donna, the inquiry through which she 

comes to "understand more clearly some of my own frustrations as a teacher" (D-105). 

Excerpts from 23 journal interactions are presented in this section to highlight Donna's 

inquiry regarding the effects of mastery learning and "all this control by outsiders" 

(D-46). 

In her very first entries Donna acknowledges the negative effects of outside 

controls on herself as a teacher. Perhaps she is wondering if these controls are 

interfering with her efforts to "develop healthy self-esteem" and her desire to be the kind 

of teacher who "can actually change the course of a child's life." When placed within the 

context of these substantive and corollary topics, Donna's first question may actually 
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initiate her personal inquiry, "How can I possibly let that fact slip?" She seems to be 

saying, "I know the 'measurable result' isn't getting at my concern for kids." 

The link between student self-esteem and measurable results is subtle in these 

initial journal entries, but becomes more obvious as IDonna responds to What's Whole in 

Whole Language? (K. Goodman, 1986). Donna perceives the "difficulties of tiying to 

learn on someone else's agenda," then connects the relevance of "Goodman's comments 

on technology" to her district's emphasis on testing, mastery learning, computer grade 

sheets, and curriculum guides. These controlling forms of evaluation, record keeping, 

and curriculum planning certainly influence "the course of a child's life," as well as the 

course of a teacher's life. Donna is just beginning to see how much they are in conflict 

with her "natural inclinations." 

D-1 ...Most of us seem to be seeking reinforcement for out own natural 
inclinations in a world driven by "the bottom line," the measurable 
result. 

K-1 We do need each other, don't we? 

D-2 Crow Boy carries a heavy message. Sometimes, in the blizzard of 
memos and the meeting of deadlines, I tend to forget that the right 
teacher can actually change the course of a child's life. How can I 
possibly let that fact slip? 

K-2 You've certainly contributed to Matt's success in adjusting to 
our move to Florence. Thanks a bunch! 

D-5 ...contrasts markedly with the difficulties of trying to learn on 
someone else's agenda.... 

D-9 ...I was particularly interested in Goodman's comments on 
technology. 

K-9 I think you'd like Frank Smith's Insult to Intelligence . 

D-10 Given the burgeoning emphasis on testing in the district and the 
fact all district teachers have been forced to take mastery learning 
courses, Goodman's comments are quite relevant 

K-10 Have you really? How long ago? 
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D-12 I guess my biggest question at this point is how whole language 
evaluation can be transcribed onto the computer grade sheets ttiat 
we use at the secondary level. I'm all for kid watching and 
consider it a valid means of evaluation. But how do I boil it all 
down to a spot (made with a No. 2 pencil) on a sheet? 

K-12 A truly valid concern. 

D-13 It also seems to me that curriculum guides, which we are now 
being forced to prepare at the secondary level, must be very 
general to allow for student-generated activities. Right? 

K-13 Right - They must emphasize process rather than product; active 
thinking rather than recalling fects; using language to learn rather 
than learning language skills. Teachers Uke you must speak out 
and participate in developing those curriculum guides—keep them 
relevant. 

Donna accepted my recommendation that she read Frank Smith's Insult to 

Intelligence: the Bureaucratic Invasion of our Classrooms (1986) and responded 

extensively, developing her understanding of controlled learning and teaching. The same 

evening that she turned in the journal fixim which the following excerpts have been taken. 

Donna shared in class the article about R-bbit. She expressed the same reaction to it and 

to Smith's point of view that she expresses in these excerpts from our interactions. My 

first responses below, K-31 and K-32, relate less to her journal entry and more to the 

class discussion she had generated, during which another teacher had suggested that 

Donna write a letter to the editor. (Donna included the page numbers only in D-31 so 

page numbers have been added each time she used quotation marks in her journal 

entries.) 

D-31 Smith. Insult to Intelligence, etc. For 10/17 
I took mastery learning in the fall of'84 and spring of'85. 

Others took it the year before and still others the year aJter. I've 
more or less ignored it since I completed the course, but when 
we're formally evaluated, it always comes up. My failure to follow 
the rules hasn't caused me any problems widi my evaluations, yet 
(Smith, p. 76-79) 

Smith, Ch. One 
As luck would have it, just as I was about to finish the first 

chapter, I stopped and picked up Tuesday's Rocky Mountain News. 
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wherein Reader Rabbit app^ed in an article on high tech learning. 
I couldn't believe it! The clip is in the book. 

K-31 I didn't get to see the article you brought Is it all favorable? I 
suppose so. 

D-32 Smith's first chapter alternately sickened and inspired me. His 
descriptions of the various skills programs make my stomach 
queasy, as did his discussion of why R-bbit and simUar programs 
[to control and monitor student learning] are so popular wiA 
administrators and others. His evaluation of what's wrong with the 
program — little relationship to the way anyone learns about 
anyUiing, no reflection of normal reading, writing, or language, 
generally programs designed by people who only know how to 
write the programs, and the deni^ of opportunities to learn or see 
any sense in what is being learned gave me some bolstering 
sp^ifics. 

K-32 Have you written a letter to the editor yet, using Frank's 
arguments? 

D-33 I guess I was inspired because someone is calling attention to 
the very real threat tliis sort of thing poses and is warning teachers 
to beware of the invasion.... 

..."Instead of thinking that failings of students reflect what they 
have not learned, we should regard these failings as what they have 
been taught" (p. 17). Enough said. 

Ch. Two "The Learners' Club" 
...I've been annoyed and frightened by B. F. Skinner ever since 

I first encountered him. He reminds me of Brave New World 
(which I regularly get into trouble with parents for teaching). I 
agree with Chomsl^ that language is too rich, too complex, to be 
regarded as "habit-Ieaming." 

...Funny that Skinner said he did not understand Chomsky's 
writing. 

K-33 Maybe not enough drill and practice? 

D-34 ..."It is only when we deliberately try to learn (or teach) 
something that does not make sense that learning is difficult" 
(p. 29). 

D-35 Kay Cessna's comments about appreciating and celebrating 
diversity really hit home with me. We've tried so hard in the last 
50 years or so to standardize human beings. Thank goodness that 
so far we have failed. And yet, feeling this way, I've been on the 
brink of falling into the standardization trap myself. Scary. 
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In the following excerpts, Donna firmly establishes Controlled by Mastery 

Learning. Outsiders, etc. as corollary to both Learners and Learning and Self as Teacher. 

As she continues reading and responding to Insult to Intelligence, Donna keeps 

developing her personal knowledge about the issue of control. She reveals glimpses of 

her ideating as she connects Smith's perspective on controlled learning and teaching with 

her personal feelings, experiences, beliefs, and with materials she has previously read. 

Donna also thinks about these ideas as she connects with her own students. In the midst 

of all these entries about control, Donna decides to "drop the role of controller" (D-59). 

(Boldface emphases added.) 

D-46 Frank Smith (continued) For 10/24 
Ch. 4-1 emerged from this chapter (and the next 2 as well) feeling 
the chains of "precisely controlled progr^matic instruction" 
tightening around me. Fm anxious to get into Chapter 7 where I 
assume Smith will get into some antidotes to all this control by 
outsiders.... 

D-47 Near the end of this chapter. Smith points out the paradox of 
the people most concerned with students' welfare and learning 
being the ones that confuse them, or most interfere with their 
learning. Ironies abound in the modem world.... 

D-48 Ch. 6 - Again the emphasis on control "The assumption is that 
someone outside the classroom can make better decisions than the 
teacher in the classroom" (p. 125). 

My kids complain about teachers who put volumes of notes on 
the board for them to copy. I tell the kids Aey do that because they 
were taught to do that. 

Add to teacher education the tyranny of testing, and teachers 
are really forced to look for creative ways to unlock the handcuffs. 

By the way I have Walter Karp's article, "Why Johnny Can't 
Thinlc" It's b^n a while since Fve read it but as I remember one 
of the "bottom lines," he said that people in power really don't want 
a literate, thinking public. Such an educated mass of prople would 
ask questions and would be difficult to control (there's that word 
again). Again, the paradox: We say we want a literate, well 
educated populace and then do everting we can to keep them 
from becoming just that. 

K-48 Would you copy it for me? I've heard of it but haven't read it. 
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D-49 Two other things from this chapter — How can fantasy be 
marked right or wrong? It can't. TTiat's one of the beauties of it 
And, "Educational testing is the opposite of the way people 
behave, leam, and are evaluated in clubs" (p. 142). 

Well, two more things yet -Goodman's "idealism" as implying 
that such people are not facing the "facts of life." And, "Things are 
not going to get better. The testers are even more ambitious for the 
future" 167). 

D-56 Smith, Chrs. 7, 8, & 9 For class 11/1 
Ah - "Students could leam much more in the schools we have 

today, if the teachers and students were tmsted." (p. 169). 

D-58 Where I've found myself in a bad emotional place (as I have been, 
for the most part, in this dist.) is where I've allowed myself to get 
caught up in the bureaucracy and have forgotten what it is I do 
best. 

K-58 This book was really meant for you, wasn't it? 

D-59 "Written language is for ideas, action, reflection, and 
experience. It is not for having your ignorance exposed, your 
sensitivity bmised, your ability assessed" (p. 179). 

Smith's "exemplary teachers" do not rely on "commercial 
programs, prescribed tests, inflexible procedures, or tedious drills 
to insure that students leam" (p. 182). 

The Four Criteria of Leaming CHubs (pp. 182-185) 
1. No Grades (the kiss of death) 
2. No Coercion 
3. No Restrictions 
4. No Status (including teacher) 

Drop the role of controller 

I hate the feeling of "having" to be in control of everything. 

D-62 Ch. 9 - "Protecting Children and Schools" 
New York State - critical thinking, a created crisis. 

Depressing. Our sophomores are being given standardized tests 
(state mandated) Nov. 1 and 2. Tm sure that will create a crisis, 
too. Smith's New York professor says a 27% failure rate is 
"acceptable." What on earth are we doing? 

Programs are used primarily for control. When teachers rely 
on programs, it is because they do not tmst students to leam. 

K-62 Nor do they trust themselves to leam from or with their students. 
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D-63 Hmm. Is school a consequence of scxnetal competition or a 
cause of it? That's a dandy. 

"Shards of rote learning should never be used as justification 
for an unproductive instructional method" (p. 261). Shards is a 
good word. 

"The responsibility of the present generation of adults is to 
ensure that the brains of the future generation are not destroyed in 
today's classrooms" (p. 264). Smith's conclusion. 

...Smith's idea that schools (and their outside suppliers) have 
brought about the problems that now plague us as a society is 
valuable. We must understand that more of the same will only 
intensify those problems. 

Donna carries her thoughts about Smith's view of control and educational 

bureaucracy into her reading of The Climate for Learning (Torbe & Medway, 1981), a 

book recommended (K-27) to Donna a few weeks earlier. 

D-65 Climate for Learning. Etc. For Class 11/7 

D-67 The discussion of the opportunity for freewheeling thinking 
around a topic reminds me of mastery learning's "birdwalking" 
concept and what a no-no it is in that system of teaching. The 
constant pressure to stay on a particular track (always one 
determined by the teacher) is exhausting. Students are given little 
opportunity to examine their own reactions to a topic or time to 
m^e their own connections. This is not the way learning occurs 
outside school. 

I can really see how, in most of our educational enterprises, we 
are missing the boat It's related to too much teacher tall^ as 
Goodlad and these authors point out, too much teacher control. 

K-67 True. True. 

Throughout the second movement Donna makes connections between her 

frustrations as a teacher and the controls of master learning theory. She appears to have 

applied mastery learning theory to the more academic English HI classes but not to the 

less academic drama and creative writing classes. She discovers these controls influence 

her and her students much more in the English DI class than in the creative writing class 

where she is doing her first whole language project. She discovers that in the classes 
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whete she exercises less control, her students are happier, more cooperative, and are more 

involved in learning. Her growing awareness that she never has assumed the role of 

controller while teaching drama and creative writing probably influences her journal note 

to "drop the role of controller" and start a learning club in her English HI class. 

While coming to know and understand the issue of control, especially as it affects 

herself as a teacher and her students as learners. Donna engages in the third movement or 

phase and constructs her personal knowledge of Frank Smith's learning clubs. 

Third Movement: Coming to Know Teaching and Learning in Learning Clubs 

In English Classes/In Learning Clubs is a corollary topic to both Learners and 

Learning and Self as a Teacher. Initially Donna makes references to her English classes 

and English students and so the corollary topic In English Qasses appears to be a topic 

distinct from In Learning Clubs. However, when Donna starts a Learning Club in her 

fifth hour English class on October 31 (D-77), these two corollary topics become one. In 

Learning Clubs appears to be the topic that offers an antidote to Donna's frustrations with 

the mastery learning environment she has felt compelled to provide In English Classes. 

In Insult to Intelligence: the Bureaucratic Invasion of our Classrooms, Smith 

(1986) describes the ease with which children leam when someone is willing to help 

them leam something they want to make sense of. He likens learning spoken language to 

joining a club of people who use spoken language and welcome newcomers "by a single 

act of mutual acceptance," with "no special requirement for admission...no entry fees, no 

need of personal recommendations" (p. 29). 

Smith's spoken language club has the same advantages for its members as a tennis 

club, dining club, virtually any club. He maintains that there are three advantages of 

membership in any club: 1) more experienced members show newcomers what the club 

activities are; 2) more experienced members help newcomers to engage in whatever club 
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activities the newcomers find interesting and useful; and 3) more experienced members 

neither coerce newcomers to engage in activities nor do they deny them participation. In 

the spoken language club, members 1) show the infent what speech can be used for, 2) 

engage the infant in mutual activities using speech; and 3) accept the infant as an 

apprentice while taking for granted differences in ability, interest and experience. 

Instruction in a club is always relevant to the learner and always helps the learner make 

sense of something he/she wants to understand (pp. 29-31). Both teaching and learning 

are "continual, unconscious, and effortless" (p. 30). 

Consistent with this view of oral language learning, Smith advocates literacy 

clubs in which members 1) demonstrate for new members their use of reading and 

writing for meaningful, natural purposes; 2) read to and write for newcomers, helping 

them to engage in literacy activities when the children find it interesting and useful to do 

so; and 3) accept the newcomers as readers and writers who see themselves as 

competent readers and writers and therefore challenge themselves constantly to engage in 

meaningful written language activities (pp. 37-38). Smith notes in his introduction to 

learners' clubs, "I am not just talking about children, nor about language. I am describing 

how people of all ages learn everything. ...We all learn in the clubs to which we belong" 

(p. 39), the clubs in which we experience mutual acceptance. 

Donna's inquiry regarding learning clubs is probably influenced by her awareness 

that her English classes are environments in which neither she nor her students are 

involved, comfortable, or happy (D-27) and her perceptions that "to the degree that the 

socializing aspect can be incorporated in classwork (and there are probably more ways to 

do it than I'm seeing), they tend to approach it with some enthusiasm" (D-28). Donna 

does not explicitly connect these perceptions with Smith's learning clubs, but "socializing 

aspects" seem to be the basis on which she begins developing her understanding of 

learning clubs as she reads and responds to Insult to Intelligence. Excerpts from 27 
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journal interactions in which Donna focuses on the teaching/learning relationship in 

learning clubs represent Donna's inquiry in this section. (Interaction 36 is the only one in 

which Donna included the page reference so page numbers have been added each time 

she used quotation marks. Boldface emphases added.) 

D-31 Smith. Insult to Intelligence, etc. For 10/17 

D-33 Ch. Two "The Learners' Club" 
I was reminded of Smith's remarks on learners' clubs today 

(Thurs.) when a big kid in one of my English classes said to the 
counselor who was there, "I don't see why we have to take history. 
My mom and dad don't know anything about that stuff, and they're 
doin' okay." In the club he belongs to, history isn't important. 
And he doesn't identify with, or "hang out," with peers who like 
history. 

D-34 "When learning is successful, it is totally inconspicuous" 
(p. 27), says Smith. "It is only when we deliberately try to learn 
(or teach) something that does not make sense that learning is 
difficult" (p. 29). 

D-36 Ch. Three -
A key paragraph on p. 43 - "Teachers are effective when they 

make themselves understandable to the learner, no matter how 
little the learner knows, not when they overwhelm the learner in 
the vain hope that understanding will eventually follow. It is the 
teacher's responsibilitv to be comprehensible, not the student's to 
comprehend." 

K-36 Wow! That's not the way schools seem to be operating. 

D-37 I'm often caught (or feel that I am) between the need to make 
things "tough" for those who are going on very soon to the tough 
world of college and the professions, etc., and the need to allow my 
students to be comfortable and happy and interested in their 
learning. Being aware of some of Uie kinds of situations they'll run 
into, I feel responsible to help them learn how to deal with 
fhistrations of that kind. And, yet, as Smith says, it must all 
somehow be meaningful to kids. As Kay Cessna pointed out, we're 
trying to cope with aH these conflicting messages from society. 

I was struck by Smith's remarks about the effect of deciding 
one is not a member of a certain club on 

Whoops! I'm repeating myself. 
But this incident really seared my brain. 
(Note in the margin at top of next page.) 
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learning. An interesting thing happened in my 5th hour class 
Thurs. One of the counselors came in to talk with the kids about 
their future, the rest of high school, plans for after high school, etc. 
One of the big boys asked her, "Why do we have to t^e all that 
history junk? My mom and dad don't loiow any of that stuff, and 
they do okay." His sense of "club" was obvious. Somewhere 
Smith also says that most students won't learn to talk like teachers 
because they don't see themselves as teachers. Touchy. 

So I guess my question here is how far do I try to go in giving 
kids choices for functioning in varied situations later on? If they 
won't learn a particular thing now because they don't see 
themselves as ever having to function in that way, then my energy 
is probably wasted. 

K-37 True 

D-38 Time to reconnoiter, and, at the same time, try to block out the 
conflicting messages. 

"Our club memberships are our identity" - Smith (p. 48) 
(Note added to the left margin.) 

Donna's first entry about learning clubs is an anecdote from her class in which she 

connects a student's statements about learning history with social aspects of "identifying 

with" or "hanging out with peers." Four journal pages later, she catches herself relating 

the same incident and notes that it "really seared my brain." She may have read about 

learning clubs either before or after the classroom incident and she may have written the 

two entries on the same or different days. Clearly Donna has been ideating about Smith's 

learning clubs and is, in both of these instances, connecting her perception of his view of 

learning with the personal expression of one of her students. 

Less clear is the possibility that Donna is also coming to terms with her 

perception that "to the degree that the socializing aspect can be incorporated in 

classwork" (D-27) is even more important for learning than she first perceived. This 

ongoing ideating is indicated by the fact that Donna's choice of words in this reflection, 

"the need to allow my students to be comfortable and happy and interested in their 
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learning," (D-37) is consistent with her previous choice of words in the D-27 reflection, 

"I am most comfortable and involved" and "the kids are more involved and happier." 

Throughout D-37 and D-38 Donna is "thinking conditionally" (Goodman et al., 

1987) about the "key paragraph" (D-36) she has just copied into her journal. Smith's 

view that effective teachers take responsibility for being comprehensible to all students 

leads Donna to connect first with her own feelings, then with her student's feelings, her 

own sense of responsibility. Smith's insistence on meaningfiilness, Cessna's inservice 

presentation, Smith's view of non-membership in learning clubs, her student's sense of 

club, and Smith's assertion that students don't see themselves as teachers. Donna 

expresses her agreement, "Touche" dien questions her own teaching practice in light of 

all this ideating, and concludes, "If they won't learn a particular thing now because they 

don't see themselves as ever having to function in that way, then my energy is probably 

wasted." Donna clearly intends to keep thinking about all of this: "Time to reconnoiter, 

and, at the same time, try to block out the conflicting messages." 

Donna continues the dialogue with another quote, shares her decision to copy 

Smith's "Learners' Manifesto" and decides to conclude her journal response to Smith for 

the week- (Note: At the same course session. Donna submitted her journal entries for 

Project 1, Part B [see p. 102] which may or may not have been written before these.) 

D-38 Richard Wanderman: "Maybe making mistakes, a part of 
learning that we are taught to avoid, is so central a part of the 
learning process that our culture in its avoidance of mistakes will 
perish for lack of new ideas, new adaptations...a part of human 
nature that's being slowly destroyed: the enjoyment of learning 
and creating" (p. 52). 

K-38 That's scary, isn't it? 

D-39 (I'm going to make copies of the Learners' Manifesto [See 
Figure 1].) 

D-40 Karen, Fm going to stop this here because Til just go on and on 
if I don't. ...rm finding so much to think about and m&ng so 
many connections... 
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62 INSULT TO INTELLIGENCE 

The Learners' Manifesto 

(1) The brxxLn is aluxxys learning. We can leam exactly what is demon
strated by pwple around us. Schools must stop trymg to teach through 
pointless dnils, activities, and tests. 

(2) Leaming does not require coercion or irrelevant reuxuxL We fail to leam 
only if we are bored, or confused, or if we have been persuaded that 
leaming will be difficult Schools must be places where leaming can 
take place naturally. 

(3) Learning must be meaningfuL If we understand, then we leam. Schools 
must change themselves, not try to change us, to ensure we understand 
what we are expected to leam. 

(4) Learning is inddentaL We leam while doing things that we find usefiil 
and interesting. Schools must stop creating environments where we 
cannot engage in sensible activities. 

(5) Learning is collaborative. We leam by apprenticing ourselves to people 
who practice what they teach. Schools must stop trying to deliver 
instruction mechanically. If teachers carmot teach, there must be better 
teachers, not more tests and programmatic instruction. 

(6) The consequences of uxyrthwhile leaming are obvious. We demonstrate 
the worthwhile things we leam by engaging in those activities. Schools, 
teachers, and parents should not have to rely on marks, scores, or tests 
to discover if we have leamed. 

(7) Leaming always invobes feelings. We remember how we feel when we 
leam and when we fail to leam. Schools must not treat leamers like 
battery hens or like machines. 

(8) Learr  ̂must be free of risk. If we are threatened by leaming, then the 
leaming will always threaten. Schools must recognize that continual 
testing is intellectual harassment 

(Frank Smith, 1986) 

Figure 1 Copy of "The Learners' Manifesto" Distributed by Donna 
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D-43 Class response 10/17 
I found the shared concerns on many topics—standardized 

testing, grades, etc.-of interest ... I hope to be able to present my 
creative writing class project next weelc 

K-45 And thanks to you for bringing copies of Frank's "Manifesto." 
Lots of food for thought. I want to come back to it again later. 

Donna distributed copies of "The Learners' Manifesto" to the other teachers in the 

course and introduced Smith's learning clubs by telling her story about the boy who saw 

no purpose in learning history. She emphasized the collaborative nature of learning (#5 

below) and shared her growing understanding. By presenting her new conceptions "to be 

tested against the ideas of others" (Goodman, et al., 1987, p. 120), Donna involved 

everyone in the class in a stimulating discussion. Standardized testing became a major 

topic of concern as the teachers discussed their personal experiences giving and taking 

tests. Of particular concern were the new pre-kindergarten screenings and the state's 

required exam for certification of new teachers. Donna's brief exit note comment (D-43) 

acknowledging her interest in the shared concerns indicates her satisfaction with finding 

in that experience reinforcement for her new conceptions. 

There is evidence here of Goodman and his colleagues' (1987) assertion that 

"presenting is both the culminating phase of knowing and the beginning of it, for every 

presentation offers something new to be perceived and considered. The phases of 

knowing are thus cyclical" (p. 121). As Donna comes to know learning clubs she has 

moved through the phases of perceiving, ideating, and presenting the concepts she is 

learning and through that process is open to coming to know more. Donna continues this 

cyclical process while reading Insult to Intelligence and responding to it in her journal 

during the following week. She connects with herself as a young learner in her parents' 

literacy club and herself as a teacher preparing to start a learning club in her English 

class. 



D-46 Frank Smith (continued) For 10/24 

D-47 Ch. 5 - This chapter helped me clear up some of my foggy feelings 
about phonics. Because of various childhood diseases floating 
around when I entered first grade, I spent only three months in 
school that year. And yet I did quite well. IVe always been under 
the impression that my trouble-free survival of that year happened 
because the teacher did a good job of teaching us phonics early in 
the year before everyone started getting sick. Now I think it was 
probably because my parents had already invited me into the 
literacy club before I started school and I only lacked about four 
months being seven years old when I entered. There was no such 
thing as kindergarten at that time. To give credit where it's due, 
my first-grade teacher broke her back that year making home visits 
to all those sick kids. But I just think now, after reading Smith, 
there's more to the story than time spent in a schooh-oom. "Red 
language doesn't have holes in it" (p. 119). No, it doesn't. 

K-47 I think your revision of how you learned to read is accurate. The 
first year I taught first grade I thought it was our wonderful 
phonics program that worked so well. A similar revision took 
place as I learned. 

D-49 ... And, "Educational testing is the opposite of the way people 
behave, learn, and are evaluated in clubs" (p. 142). 

Donna connects her own experience learning to read with the observation that 

"my parents had already invited me into the literacy club before I started school." 

Although teaching phonics is not a concern for Donna, she does teach English and her 

next connection is to concur with Smith that "real language doesn't have holes in it," and 

after further reading she shares the quote placing educational testing outside learning 

clubs. 

In the context of the entire conversation, it seems that Donna is beginning to think 

about trying a learning club in her English class and to search for understanding of the 

changes she will need to make. She has been simultaneously considering the problems of 

controlled learning (see above) and the possibilities of learning clubs. Consequently, 

Donna approaches Smith's chapter on good teaching expecting some solutions and 

guidance. 
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D-56 Smith, Chapters 7, 8, and 9 For class 11/1 
Ch. 7 - "Good teaching: The Practical Alternative" 

I want to spend a lot of time on this one. Smith says good 
teachers "create environments in which everyone has a chance of 
learning" (p. 169). 

Two essential characteristics of good teachers: "They are 
interested in what they teach and they enjoy working with learners. 
Indeed, they are learners themselves" (p. 171). 

I think there's hope for me. 

K-56 Of course there is! 

D-57 I have always seen myself as a learner. From students I have 
learned what a distributor looks like, how to clean a fish. Fve had 
motorcycles, pistons, etc., in my classroom.... 

K-57 And more hope for your students than for many! 

D-59 The Four Criteria of Learning Clubs (p. 182-185) 
1. No Grades (the kiss of death) 
2. No Coercion 
3. No Restrictions 
4. No Status (including teacher) 

Drop the role of controller 

I hate the feeling of "having" to be in control of everything. I'd 
much prefer to work with people and see what happens, where 
things go. Delightful stuff happens when I do that. 

Donna perceives the need to "create environments in which everyone has a chance 

of learning," finds hope in the fact that she is a learner and reflects on times when she had 

created such environments and had learned from her students. After she reads about 

Smith's criteria for learning clubs, she decides to "drop the role of controller" and, 

presumably, assume the role of creator and learner. Donna has a personal conflict here 

between what she knows she must do and what her district is imposing on her with 

mastery learning. She appears to be collecting strategies for her own resistance 

movement as she jots down quotes regarding the resistance movement described by 

Smith and convinces herself that if others can resist she can too. 
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D-59 (continued) The resistance movement 

CELT (Center for Expansion of Language and Thinking): All 
children [can] become literate if they [are] treated with respect in a 
supportive educational environment where written language [is] 
used meaningfully, [change in tense is Donna's] (p. 188). 

TAWL - Teachers Applying Whole Language 
Sharon Rich: Whole language is "an attitude of mind which 

provides a shape for a classroom" (p. 189). 

Reading. Writing, and Caring. Cochranes, Scalen^ Buchanan 
"By example, a few dedicated people can achieve remarkable 

results," says Smith (p. 191). Olay. Have, demonstrate die 
courage of your convictions, Donna. 

K-59 Oh, do, Donna. You are right! 

D-60 Lessons from a Child. 
Lucy Calkin's insight from Donald Graves: "teachers should 

always Usten to children, responding to what children indicate 
about their learning rather than depending on what a program or 
test directs should be the next move" (p. 192). 

Collaborative learning is the key, not easy to establish, but 
essential—among students, between students and teachers, and 
among teachers. 

I've felt in myself, on occasion, some of the objections to 
collaboration that Smith mentions. But I like the ease with which 
I'm able to put those aside and get on with the task at hand. These 
objections are simply leftovers from years of indoctrination. 

Idea - invite another teacher into class so that teachers can 
model a discussion or debate for students, among other good 
reasons. 

Tutorials -1 want to try a version of this in my English classes 
second semester. 

D-62 Ch. 9 - "Protecting Children & Schools" 

D-63 I loved the section on being honest with students. I did a great 
deal of this kind of talk with my creative writing class when we 
were designing our project. I was glad Smith reinforced my 
instinct that it was the right thing to do. I'll do more. I've dways 
had that inclination, but then, sometimes, Fve felt guilty after doing 
it Strange. 

Collaborate with parents. Yes. We must have their support or 
we don't have a real chance long term. 
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"The responsibility of the present generation of adults is to 
ensure that the brains of the future generation are not destroyed in 
today's classrooms" (p. 264). Smith's conclusion. 

Obviously, I very much enjoyed Smith's book... 

K-63 I've really enjoyed your journal about Insult... It makes me 
want to finish reading the book. 

I'm so glad this class and Smith's book are giving you much 
needed support.... 

Good luck on your collaboration with other teachers. Try S. 
Bob said she liked my whole language inservice. 

K-64 Would you like some other Frank Smith stuff to read? 

Donna has perceived a number of characteristics of learning environments that 

support Smith's criteria for learning clubs and her own decision to "drop the role of 

controller, characteristics that will help her "create environments in which everyone has a 

chance of learning" (D-56)—environments shaped by a whole language "attitude of 

mind" (D-59) where students become literate, are respected, receive support, use written 

language meaningfully, are listened to, are responded to, have opportunities to 

collaborate with one another and with teachers, and are treated with honesty (D-59 

through D-63). 

Donna acknowledges her perception that "collaborative learning is the key," 

briefly comments on her personal experience, notes an idea for collaborating with other 

teachers, a plan for involving students in collaborative learning, and later connects 

collaborating with parents. Donna reveals here some of her own thinking while coming 

to know the role of collaborator as one that can replace the role of controller which she 

has decided to drop. Collaboration as a key to learning is also consistent with Donna's 

earlier perception that kids are more enthusiastic about classwork when socializing is 

incorporated with it (D-27). 
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When Donna perceives that honesty with students is necessary in learning clubs, 

she connects that with the whole language project in her creative writing class, 

appreciates Smith's reinforcement of her instinct, presents her decision to "do more," then 

wonders about the times she has felt guilty after honest discussions with students, which 

probably generates further ideating in her mind Donna's honest inclinations are also 

evident in her interaction with peers in the course and throughout her journal discussions 

with me. 

Donna finds more support for "creat(ing) environments in which everyone has a 

chance of learning" (D-59) as she reads The Climate for Learning (Torbe & Medway, 

1981), a book recommended (K-27) in response to Donna's first perception of the 

importance of socializing for learning (D-27). 

D-65 Climate for Learning. Etc. For Qass 11/7 

D-67 "It is a basic task of teaching to create climates and environments 
in which thinking something through, perhaps on paper, can be its 
own reward, conversation can be its own reward, and collaborative 
problem-solving can occur. These [active] processes are powerful 
motivators of learning (p. 38)." 

D-68 Response to Class 11/7 
In focus group we began by talking about how good readers 

have become good readers when we all spent the early years of 
school (and beyond) buried in rules. We decided good readers 
become good readers in spite of all this—because of parents or 
having entered the literacy club in some other way. 

Donna's journal entries during the first week she reads Climate for Learning 

include reference to controlled learning (see p. 125) and several notes and quotations 

about thinking, with little reference to teaching as it supports thinking. The quote 

included above (D-67) may represent her perception that Torbe and Medway's climates 

and environments are also "environments in which everyone has a chance of learning" 

because they are motivated by thinking, writing, conversing and collaborating on 

problem-solving. She does not discuss her personal view of Climate for Learning until 
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the following week. Donna's exit note, Response to Qass, regarding her focus group's 

discussion of themselves as members of the literacy club indicates that she has presented 

her understanding of clubs to that group. 

D-70 For class - Variety of stuff 11/14 
The upshot of Climate for Learning seems to be that 

information and ideas "get handled" more effectively when 
students are pursuing communicative purposes of their own.... 

I wonder what percentage of people actually participate in the 
public intellectual Ufe of society. I have no valid way of 
estimating that figure now. Then I wonder to what degree this 
percentage would increase if all classrooms were designed as 
described in Climate for Learning, if all students were allowed and 
encouraged to grapple with knowledge in their own way. I like the 
concept of free traffic in information, ideas, and opinions. I 
suspect the approaches outlined in the book would result in our 
students being more fully engaged in their own learning. It seems 
such a waste to me to go through all these conventional motions 
that we call teaching and learning and have the kids just barely 
there mentally and emotionally. 

D-71 nitting through my mind as so many things do these days, is a 
picture of a boy with brown eyes racing into creative writing class 
Friday and saying to me before class began, "1 need more 
information." My thoughts, moving at the speed of light and 
basically unformulated, went something like this: Of course you 
do, John. But the beautiful part is that you've recognized the fact 
and are willing to go after it. 

So many little (big) things like this happen in the course of a 
day or wee^ I wish I could capture them all and reflect before the 
waves of humanity, bells, deadlines, announcements, memos, 
meetings, etc., wash the marks off the sand. 

K-71 And you could write a book about them. 

D-72 It's one of the ironies/paradoxes of teaching that so much of human 
significance occurs in a system set up to prevent making the most 
of those occurrences. 

Donna reflects on Climate for Learning during the second week and wonders or 

ideates as she connects the process of "students pursuing communicative purposes of 

their own" with society outside the classroom, and decides that "the approaches outlined 

in this book would result in our students being more fiilly engaged in their own learning." 
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Then she connects with a boy in her creative writing class who "nee(i(s) more 

information'' to confirm her growing appreciation of the power of students being engaged 

in learning, continues to think reflectively, and moves on to report that she has read an 

essay by Frank Smith (1988) in another of his books. 

D-75 In other news, I read Smith's essay on critical thinking 
["Learning to be a Critical Thinker" in Joining The Literacy Club: 
Further ̂ says Into Education, Smith, 1988] because that seems to 
be one of the biggies coming around in curriculum development 
these days. 

Key ideas here are the fallacy of trying to break critical 
thinking into separate skills 

K-75 Isn't that bizarre!?! 

D-76 and that being unable to think about something in a particular 
manner indicates unfamiliarity with the subject matter, not an 
underlying inadequacy of thought itself. 

Apparently one can think critically only about matters one 
already understands. Also, we will not think critically about 
something that bores us or if we do not see ourselves as people 
who think this way. 

"A confused child does not learn" (Smith, 1988, p. 54) 
Teachers, products of the same system their students now live in, 
also undervalue their own thought, do not see themselves as 
members of the club of critical thinkers in education. 

Ah, enterprises! I'm slipping into these automatically. 
Schools as learning emporia. Breaking open the curriculum. More 
later-

All of this article is consistent with what Smith says in Insult... 

As Donna thinks about Smith's view on teaching critical thinking skills and his 

concern that teachers who do not value their own thinking, "do not see themselves as 

members of the club of critical thinkers in education," she finds this essay consistent with 

what she has already read by him. 

"Ah, enterprises! I'm slipping into these automatically" is later verified in 

Donna's journal entries about her second project when she discusses the enterprises in her 
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classroom. Donna's choice of the word enterprise is of note here because it is the first 

time she has used this word in her journal, although she has been encountering it 

frequently while reading Insult to Intelligence. 

Smith (1986) uses the term "enterprise" to describe learners' club activities that 

make sense to the members. He states, "And no one ever has to say, "Why am I doing 

this: What is the purpose of this activity?'... 'What am I doing here? Why are we doing 

this?'" (p. 180). He explains further that "any club enterprise that does not meet the 

following four criteria runs the risk of being just another school activity and of missing its 

aim" (p. 182). He then presents "The Criteria for Learning Qubs" that are summarized 

by Donna in D-59. It appears that she has been constructing knowledge about learning 

clubs and fully grasps the connection with "enterprises" here in response to a section 

specifically titled "Engagement in Enterprises" where Smith (1988) states, 

Enterprises should be distinctive because they are engaged in for their own sake. 

Participation is voluntary... The utility of engaging in enterprises must be 

obvious—they are "clubs." There are no restrictions on the basis of age, grade 

level, experience, or ability... 

Enterprises are possibilities for meaningful environments in which 

children can become literate. ...But in practice, enterprises may have to be the 

wedge that teachers begin to insert in the structure of programmatic instruction to 

break it open. (p. 60-61). 

Probably E)onna has been ideating about the meaning of the word, "enterprises," 

and makes it her own when she says, "Ah, enterprises! I'm slipping into these 

automatically." She continues to use it in later journal entries about her learning club 

project. Donna does not use programmatic instruction, but as she is required to write 

curriculum guides, she personalizes Smith's statement with the phrase, "Breaking open 
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the curriculum" and is probably considering her own enterprises as wedges to insert into 

her curriculum guides. 

Along with the Nov. 14 journal "For Class" (above) Donna submits the first of 

five weekly journals in which she offers an on-going description of her second classroom 

project, a learning club in her English HI class. She brings together here both her new 

understanding of controlled learning and her new understanding of learning clubs. 

D-77 E^roject Journal II, Part A for Nov. 14 

Background: My 5th hour regular English IE class was a 
disaster from day one of this school year. In terms of behavior and 
attitude, it was the worst class Fd had in 15 years. I had my plans 
when the school year began and imposed my well-structured plans 
on this group before I ever saw them. They were hostile to me, to 
each other, Uiey wouldn't listen and some wouldn't function at all. 
I realized I had to do something to try to turn things around, that I 
could not survive an entire school year this way. 

As the second quarter began, Oct. 31,... I explained that we 
would be doing things differently. I gave them a list of many 
different forms of writing and one of many different topics, told 
them they could add to either list as they saw fit I told them that I 
wanted them to develop a portfolio of writing by the end of the 
quarter. The first project, I said, would be a large book of their 
writings and drawings which I would show to the class I am taking, 
and which would also travel to the principal, the creative writing 
class, and would also be displayed at Extravaganza in the spring. 
Students volunteered to act as editors, layout people, typists, 
illustrators, etc. I emphasized that individuals could join any of 
these groups as they wished, that there were no closed "clubs". 

...I operate as consultant, as part of the audience, as the "wow!" 
reaction that everyone needs from time to time, as provider of 
pencils, paper, felt-tips, crayons.... 

Clearly, Donna has started a Learning Club in her English III class. In her 

description above and in the subsequent five paragraphs she reveals evidence that she is 

meeting the Four Criteria of Learning Qubs (D-59). First, No Grades: Instead, the 

students are developing writing portfolios. Second, No Coercion: Instead, Donna "gave 

them a list of many different forms of writing and one of many different topics, told them 

they could add to either list as they saw fit" Also, the "students volunteered to act as 
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editors, layout people, typists, illustrators, etc." Third, No Restrictions: "I emphasized 

that individuals could join any of these groups as they wished, that there were no closed 

'clubs.'" Fourth, No Status (including teacher); "I operate as consultant, as part of the 

audience, as the "wow!" reaction that everyone needs from time to time, as provider of 

pencils, paper, felt-tips, crayons." Donna is dropping the role of controller. She is 

working with her students and soon "delightfiil stuff" begins happening in her English III 

class just as it has been happening in her creative writing and drama classes (D-59) where 

she has not imposed the mastery learning controls. 

Donna's inquiry regarding the teaching/learning relationship has been traced and 

analyzed through three phases or movements, each of which has a dominant focus: the 

First Movement: Coming to Know Whole Language Teaching and Learning; the Second 

Movement: Coming to Know Controlled Teaching and Learning; and the Third 

Movement: Coming to Know Teaching and Learning in Learning Clubs. Throughout 

these three movements Donna uses written language to think and learn and in the process 

reveals evidence of change in her beliefs, theory, and teaching practice. 

Now that Donna has started the learning club project in her English III class, the 

focus of her journal entries shifts to how that change in her teaching practice affects her 

students. That focus is maintained throughout her Project II Journals A-E over the final 

five weeks of the semester. In the following sections I will reexamine these three 

movements for evidence of change in Donna's beliefs, theory, and practice; interpret 

those changes as personal inquiry, the having of wonderful ideas and trying them out as 

she creates a Learning Club in her English III classroom. In the final section I will 

discuss the effects of that inquiry on the attitudes and feelings of all of the members of 

the English HI Learning Qub, including Donna and will conclude with Donna's 

presentation in her journals. 
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Change in Beliefs, Theorj' and Practice 

Donna makes very few belief statements in her journal entries, but she makes 

three that are worth noting. All of them are directly related to the theory she encounters 

and discusses in her journal as well as the changes she makes in teaching practice and in 

response to her district's curriculum guides. 

While making predictions about the text What's Whole in Whole Language? 

(Goodman, 1986), Donna reveals her own beliefs when she states: 

The section on the whole language teacher will probably 
emphasize the importance of believing in what one is doing and of 
preparing carejully to do it. I would think a whole language teacher 
would have to be alert to ever-changing possibilities, flexible, 
encouraging, positive, creative, and all the rest of it. (D-5) 

This belief about what she thinks a whole language teacher will find important does not 

appear to change in her journal. Rather, it is reinforced and enhanced as she becomes a 

whole language teacher who acts on her beliefs, first making some minimal changes in 

her creative writing class and then making radical changes in her English HI class. 

Donna's prediction of the text is verified as she reflects on it and makes personal 

connections with her own teaching practice in her creative writing and drama classes and 

with her students' learning in those classes. Donna discovers that the beliefs that she has 

predicted for whole language teachers are the beliefs she puts into practice in those 

classes. She does not offer specific details about the creative writing class before she 

starts her first whole language project, but it appears her reading and the course have 

reinforced her classroom practice and encouraged her to make minimal changes. In 

Project Journal I she presents an account of henelf as a whole language teacher who has 

responded to the interests and concerns of her students and carefully prepared a 

classroom environment where she can "be alert to ever-changing possibilities, flexible, 

encouraging, positive, creative, and all the rest of it" 
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When IDonna rejects the mastery learning controls that she finds in conflict with 

her belief system, she completely changes her practice in the English HI class, but she 

does not change her beliefs: 

Goodman and others have struck a chord in me that I think has 
always been there. I am quite happy to work with students rather than 
trying to pull them into some dimension they aren't ready for. And yet, I 
had been led to believe it was my duty to "pull." I am now, thank God, 
being relieved of some of that burderu (See Project Journal II, part A for 
current classroom practices). (D-73) 

Donna rejects the belief system that was imposed on her by her district's emphasis on 

mastery learning when she becomes aware through the whole language teaching and 

learning course that it does not fit her own belief system. Donna has come to know the 

learning theory related to each of these belief systems and has decided to do what she 

believes in rather than what her district has told her to believe in. 

This decision is also evident in Donna's journal entries regarding curriculum 

guides. Her first entry indicates her perception that the guides must be "very general to 

allow for student-generated activities" and requests my confirmation, "Right?" (D-13). 

Three weeks later Donna indicates she has acted on her beliefs when she found them 

consistent with mine (K-13) and consistent with the theory she is learning. Again the 

belief statement does not appear in Donna's journal entry until after she has acted on it. 

She writes in response to Insult to Intelligence. 

I feel almost subversive. But then, in the present atmosphere, 
perhaps good teaching really is a subversive activity as the book implies. 

I have to watch myself in that I tend to react very strongly to some 
things/ideas, and I don't want to throw the baby out with the bath water, 
or do a 180  ̂turn too fast and have chaos as a result. In my case, I guess 
the turn is not really 180  ̂but a kind of crystallization of things I already 
believed orfelt in my bones. 

I'm following your suggestions in preparing the curriculum guides 
for 2nd quarter, at least my own. Working with my department staff on 
this will take time, something we have very little of at the moment. 
(D-49/D-50) 
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Further discussion of the changes Donna makes in her curriculum guides will be 

presented in Chapter 5 within a detailed analysis of a problem-solving conversation 

between £)onna and myself, one that we mutually pursued for the full eleven weeks of the 

course. 

While reading What's Whole in Whole Language?, Donna writes: 

I'm intrigued by Goodman's emphasis on risk-taking as an 
absolute requirement for whole-language learning. At present, it seems 
to me that by the time most kids reach high school, risk-taking in a 
classroom is the last thing they're willing to do. They worry about 
appearing 'stupid.' 

And it's difficult to get some of them to read at all—expository, 
narrative, anything. On the other hand, some of the big kids still like to 
be read to. (D-17/D-18) 

Donna presents her third belief statement within the journal entry requested in 

response to the Return to Know/Question "occasion for having wonderful ideas." She 

first connects the theory she has been reading about to a class discussion, then makes her 

belief statement in the form of "I don't believe," and concludes by connecting with her 

personal experience: 

The discussion of risk-taking on the part of kids for whom things 
have been fairly easy relates to Goodman's comments on the subject of 
risks. The classroom environment must be one in which a person feels 
safe enough to take risks. I also thought the point that kids need to 
understand that there is more than one right answer was very important. 
I don't believe there's anything more likely to stop the thinking process 
than the concept of one right answer to everything. Life isn 't like that! 

My own learning process seems to respond well to original 
brainstorming followed by reading followed by analysis of our original 
lists and questions. I don't feel threatened in any way by this process, so 
that makes it okay to take risks. The extent to which we've discussed 
several points this evening will help me retain the concepts. (D-30) 

Donna acts on this belief during her second project when she changes the English 

ni classroom environment in which she had "imposed my well-structured plans [made] 

before I ever saw them" (D-77) into a classroom environment where it is safe for her 

students to take risks. The effects of this change are detailed in Donna's Project n 
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Journals. Donna's beliefs do not change during this course. Rather, they are reinforced 

and supported by the theory she reads and by her personal experiences learning in the 

risk-free learning environment of the whole language course. 

Donna has been deeply influenced by the constructivist learning theory presented 

by Goodman, Smith, and Torbe. She has many wonderful ideas while reflecting on their 

theories that she chooses to try putting into practice in her classroom. These fiirther 

changes in theory and practice will be explored in the following section. 

Change as Inquirj': Having Wonderful Ideas and Trying Them Out 

Donna's deep personal concern for her students as learners and her desire to make 

a difference in their lives drives her inquiry throughout the course. In her first journal 

entry, she responds to Crow Boy with "Sometimes...! tend to forget that the right teacher 

can actually change the course of a child's life," and poses her first question, "How can I 

possibly let that fact slip?" She enters the course "seeking reinforcement for her own 

natural instincts," finds peers who share her concern for students and their self-esteem 

and immediately connects with the fact that "the right teacher can actually change the 

course of a child's life." What wonderful ideas does Donna have that help her change the 

course of the lives of her students? 

Change: Evaluation 

Donna begins her inquiry about evaluation when she writes 

/ guess my biggest question at this point is how whole language 
evaluation can be transcribed onto the computer grade sheets that we use 
at the secondary level. Pm all far kid watching and consider it a valid 
means of evaluation. But how do I boil it all down to a spot (made with a 
No. 2 pencil) on a sheet? (D-12) 

1 respond, "A truly valid concern." I have no answers or even suggestions for her 

on this one. Donna pursues the topic of evaluation by noting page numbers in the 
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Goodman text where she finds information on evaluative suggestions and record-keeping. 

She connects Frank Smith's views with those of the inservice speaker and expresses her 

concerns about standardized tests in the following entry; 

Kay Cessna's comments about appreciating and celebrating 
diversity really hit home with me. We Ve tri«k so hard in the last 50 years 
or so to standardize human beings. Thank goodness that so far we have 
failed. And yet, feeling this way, I've been on the brink of falling imo the 
standardization trap myself. Scary. (D-35) 

When Donna shares the Learners' Manifesto in class, she stimulates a lengthy 

discussion about standardized testing. She continues thinking about the topic while 

reading Insult to Intelligence and she notes: 

Two other things from this chapter — How can fantasy be marked 
right or wrong? It can't. That's one of the beauties of it. And, 
"Educational testing is the opposite of the way people behave, learn, and 
are evaluated in clubs" (p. 142). (D-49) 

"Written language is for ideas, action, reflection, and experience. 
It is not for having your ignorance exposed, your sensitivity bruised, your 
ability assessed" (p. 179). (D-59) 

Donna offers evidence that she is still seeking and perhaps even finding solutions 

to her evaluation concerns. One evening after I had shared some ways I have used 

writing folders for record keeping and self-evaluations. Donna slips the following into the 

middle of an exit note, 

/ see possibilities for doing more with writing folders with the 
older kids. Certainly they can keep a record there ^what's published 
and perhaps strengths. (D-68). 

There's no interaction with me regarding Donna's ongoing inquiry about 

evaluation until the last three weeks when she starts presenting in her journal entries the 

evaluation changes she is making in her Learning Club project: 

D-77 ...I told them that I wanted them to develop a portfolio of writing 
by the end of the quarter. 

D-84 ...And I think I'll have them answer some evaluative-type questions 
after the big book project to see if they've discovered anything 
about themselves and from observing other students in the process. 
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I can also get a sense of how each kid feels about the whole thing, I 
think. 

K-84 I like that plan. Involve them in the evaluation. 

D-91 This is deficiency report week so some of the rest of the kids 
are getting antsy. Two of the 4 or 5 who have done virtually 
nothing during the past 4 weeks are irate with me because of their 
percentages (earned daily in class by reading, writing, drawing, 
typing, working on the book, etc.). I explained all this at the 
beginning of the quarter, but they don't like the consequences. I 
tell myself that this is only the fiKt month of my experiment, that 
eventually most of them will get the picture. 

K-91 How do you work this? Do you write in a % each day? Did 
you tell them their percentages before the 4 weeks were up? And 
for some, this is the first time they've been given this kind of 
responsibility in school. 

D-93 One of the do-nothings told me last week "it" was just too 
tempting to come in and do nothing. He said he liked it better 
when there was an assignment each day. But he didn't do anything 
then either. I see two things operating here. He's putting the 
responsibility for his behavior "out there" somewhere, and he's not 
engaged in his own education at all. I can only hope that later he 
changes his mind. 

K-93 I hope so too. You may have to help a kid like that a lot more. 

Would it work to have kids like that turn in their own 
percentage at the end of the period — with a why statement, 1 feel 1 
participated % because I ? ... 

They've had so much time to establish their bad habits. I'm 
sure it will take a long time to break them. 

D-97 I've prepared an evaluation sheet for the kids to do Monday. I 
plan to bring those to class with the book, whatever condition it's 
in. 

(Note added to the bottom of the page.) ...Fm pleased with the 
evaluations also. 

Though it is not clear just what Donna is doing with "percentages," it is evident 

that she has found a way to transcribe "engagement in learning" onto the computer grade 

sheets. Her decision to prepare "some evaluative-type questions to see if they've 

discovered anything about themselves and ftom observing other students in the process" 
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proved very effective. She did, indeed, "get a sense of how each kid feels about the 

whole thing" and so did all of us when Donna shared her project. 

Donna, I really appreciated your presentation [of project in 
class]. ...And the evaluations were so revealing. Those kids appreciated 
the opportunity you gave them to take responsibility for their own 
learning. (K-104) 

Donna's "wonderful idea" to change her form of evaluation has been successfiil. 

She has worthwhile information to share with parents, teachers, and administrators. She 

has also found a form of evaluation that will contribute to healthy self-esteem as the 

students are encouraged to "invest themselves in their own learning." 

Change: The "Respect Mode" 

Donna's first wonderful ideas are related to respecting the learners. In one of her 

first journal entries (D-8), written while reading What's Whole in Whole Language?, 

(K. Goodman, 1986) she perceives the role of the whole language teacher to be one of 

enabling learners "to become willing participants in their own education" by respecting 

students as individuals who are able to learn when allowed to determine personal learning 

objectives and to choose methods to actively pursue those objectives. As she reflects on 

her own teaching practice (D-11), Donna discovers that when she is "in the respect mode" 

she "sets up cooperative relationships and atmospheres" and she feels better and is more 

relaxed and happy. She connects this with her drama and creative writing classes and 

realizes that not only is she more comfortable and involved, her students are too. She has 

found reinforcement for her own natural tendencies. She acts on these wonderful ideas 

throughout the course. 

As Donna realizes she is in the "respect mode" most often in her drama and 

creative writing classes, she feels confident enough to try out her wonderful ideas and 

initiates her first whole language project in the creative writing class. She builds on her 

own strengths, her natural tendencies, and allows her students to pursue their own 
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concerns, to have their own wonderful ideas. She demonstrates her respect for these 

learners in a number of ways. The project itself grows out of student complaints and 

concerns about school and enables them "to become willing participants in their own 

education." Her wonderful ideas include allowing the students to choose their topics, 

choose their form of written presentation and choose their groups to work in. She also 

encourages discussion and collaboration. When the students become so involved in the 

project that they decide to take it to the School Board, Donna is there to support them and 

encourage them and demonstrate her respect for them. Surely she has helped develop 

healthy self esteem in each one of them. 

Donna's successful experience trying out her wonderful ideas in the creative 

writing class results in personal reexamination of herself as a teacher and of the learning 

atmosphere she creates. She uses her journal for reflection on the contrasts between her 

creative writing class and her English in class. Her inquiry is never explicitly stated 

"Why am I in the 'respect mode' in creative writing class and not in English m?" but that 

inquiry is implied throughout her responses to Frank Smith's (1986) Insult to Intelligence. 

Her growing awareness that when she respects the students as learners, she creates 

cooperative atmospheres in which they thrive empowers her to make the drastic changes 

she makes in the English ni class. 

As Donna realizes that she is not in the respect mode, but rather in the control 

mode as the English in teacher, she has the wonderfiil idea to drop control and set aside 

all the mastery learning principles she has been implementing. She starts one of Frank 

Smith's learning clubs and creates another classroom with a cooperative atmosphere 

where her students can leam together and build self-esteem. 
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Change: Incorporating Socializing 

As Ctonna reflects on the Goodman (1986) text and herself as a whole-language 

teacher, she shares her concern that socializing is a top priority of most of her students 

and states her awareness that when socializing is incorporated into classwork students are 

more enthusiastic. Then she tentatively initiates her inquiry to find more ways to 

incorporate socializing with learning and anticipates finding out more in class (D-27/28). 

Donna finds many ways to incorporate socializing with learning as she reads about Frank 

Smith's (1986) learning clubs in Insult to Intelligence. Her growing awareness that she 

ah^ady has a drama club and a creative writing club where students are learning 

effectively and collaboratively gives her the confidence to try out these wonderful ideas 

by creating the learning club in her Biglish in class and inviting her students to join it. 

Her journal entries (starting in D-67) about Climate for Learning (Torbe, 1981) and her 

purchase of In the Middle (Atwell, 1987b) for future use (D-90) offer fiuther evidence 

that she pursued this inquiry throughout the course. 

Three key questions drive Dotma's inquiry as a classroom teacher-each one 

directly related to the concerns she expresses while reflecting on her readings and on her 

teaching practice. How can I be a kid-watcher and grade with a spot on a computer grade 

sheet? How can I demonstrate respect for my students in all of my classes? How can I 

incorporate socializing so that my students can have more enthusiasm for learning? She 

has many wonderful ideas as she reads various authors, writes in her journal and actively 

participates in the whole-language course. As Donna tries out the wonderful ideas in her 

classroom she makes significant changes in her teaching practice, creates a learning 

environment where everyone has a chance of learning, and invites all of her English III 

students to join the learning club where they can socialize while engaged in the 

collaborative writing project 
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The success of Donna's changes in teaching practice is evident in two ways: the 

changes Donna experiences in her own attitudes and feelings about teaching and learning 

and the changes her students experience in their attitudes and feelings about learning and 

themselves as learners. 

Change: Attitudes and Feelings 

Donna states in her self-evaluation at the end of the course that "the class has 

allowed me to...understand more clearly some of my own frustrations as a teacher..., and, 

last but not least, renew my hope that I can go on and still contribute (D-105)." Topic 

analysis does not reveal either of these as a specific topic, but as I pursued the topics that 

were readily identified, 1 was intrigued by Donna's inclusion of statements about her 

feelings and her recurring use of the word hope. According to Staton and Peyton, "the 

value of studying natural human discourse is to gain an understanding of this deeper level 

of relationship between the words themselves and the actions being performed by those 

linguistic statements" (1988, p. 255). I found both Donna's frustrations and her renewed 

hope embedded in her statements about her feelings. 

Donna expresses her feelings freely throughout the dialogue, mostly in the context 

of her concems about her students, their self-esteem and their learning. She notes that 

one of the reasons she decided to take the course is because her own attitude needs 

improvement As she reflects on her teaching practice, she frequently makes connections 

between her own feelings and attitudes and those of her students. As Donna personally 

identifies with the ideas and concepts expressed by authors Goodman and Smith, and by 

inservice speaker Cessna, she becomes convinced that she should "drop the role of 

controller" and "work with people and see what happens, where things go" (D-59). 

Listen as Donna expresses her emotional involvement in the following excerpts from the 

first weeks of class (Boldface emphases added.): 
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Oct. 3 
It felt good to me, reading Goodman, to be reminded of the 

importance of respecting the learner. Ifind when Fm in the respect mode 
that things go much more smoothly and I feel much better, more relaxed 
and happy than when I put on my "traditional" teacher hat. I think that's 
because my natural inclinations are to set up cooperative relationships 
and atmospheres rather than competitive situations or dictatorships. Pd 
make a lousy top sergeant. (D-11) 

Oct. 10 
I sptend a lot of time trying to encourage students to value their 

own experience. Most of them simply don't believe me. It's sad. Ah, yes. 
"Patience," says Goodman. Okay. But also yes, the scars are deep. 
Constant reassurance. (D-20) 

...That was four years ago and "I'm still working on my attitude 
which still needs improvemem. I have some tremendously rewarding 
experiences with kids, and those have kept me going so far. But I've felt 
the need for something more, which is one of the reasons I took this class. 
(D-26) 

Today I find my whole language tendencies flowering mostly in 
creative writing and drama. These are the classes with which I am most 
comfortable and involved. I think that has to be because the approaches 
I use there are most natural for me. I also find the kids are more involved 
a r u l  h a p p i e r  t h e r e  t h a n  i n  E n g l i s h  c l a s s e s .  2 + 2  =  4 .  

...One thing that bothers me... is that, in general, my students 
come to school to socialize. That is the top priority of the majority. 
Learning is somewhere down the list. To the degree that the socializing 
aspect can be incorporated into classwork (and there are probably more 
ways to do it than Fm seeing), they tend to approach it with some 
enthusiasm. 

Otherwise— (D-27) 

Oct. 17 
Fm often caught (or feel that I am) between the need to make 

things "tough" for those who are going on very soon to the tough world of 
college and the professions, etc., and the need to allow my st^ents to be 
comfortable and happy and interested in their learning. Being aware of 
some of the kinds of situations they'll run into, I feel responsible to help 
them learn how to deal with firustrations of that kind. And yet, as Smith 
says, it must all somehow be meaningful to kids. As Kay Cessna pointed 
out, we're trying to cope with all these conflicting messages from society. 
(D-37) 

Oct. 24 
Ch. 4 ~ I emerged from this chapter (and the next 2 as well) feeling the 
chains of "precisely controlled programmatic instruction" tightening 
around me. Fm anxious to get into Chapter 7 where I assume Smith will 
get into some antidotes to all this control by outsiders. (D-46) 
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As Donna constructs her personal knowledge of mastery learning as a controlling 

theory of learning that is contributing to her negative attitude and to the negative attitudes 

of her students, she seems to be realizing that applying mastery learning principles in her 

classrooms is the source of her frustration because they do not represent a viable way for 

her to provide meaningftil learning opportunities for her students. She anticipates that 

Smith will offer some solutions to free her from those controls and allow her to break out 

of those chains. 

Nov. I 
Two essential characteristics of good teachers: "They are 

interested in what they teach and they enjoy working with learners. 
Indeed, they are learners themselves" (p. 171). 

I think there's hope for me. I have always seen myself as a 
learner. From students I have learned what a distributor looks like, how 
to clean a fish. Fve had motorcycles, pistons, etc., in my classroom. 
Where I've found myself in a bad emotional place (as I have been, for the 
most part, in this dist.) is where I've allowed myself to get caught up in 
the bureaucracy and have forgotten what it is I do best. 

...Drop the role ofcomroller 

I hate the feeling of "having" to be in control of everything. Fd 
much prefer to work with people and see what happens, where things go. 
Delightful stuff happens when I do that.... 

"By example, a few dedicated people can achieve remarkable 
results," says Smith. Okay. Have, demonstrate the courage of your 
convictions. Donna. (D-56/D-59) 

I loved the section on being honest with students. I did a great 
deal of this kind of talk with my creative writing class when we were 
designing our project. I was glad Smith reinforced my instinct that it 
was the right thing to do. I'll do more. I've always had that inclination, 
but then, sometimes, I've felt guilty after doing it. Strange. (D-63) 

Obviously, I very much enjoyed Smith's book. I was very close to 
walking out the school district door when I wandered into class and into 
Smith. I had allowed myself to get stuck in a groove I didn't like and 
couldn't seem, by myself, to find a way out. It's amazing how fast 
barnacles can collect on the old bulk without outside stimulation of the 
right kind. 
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Now, knowing that there are others who feel as I do, I can 
continue awhile longer. When problems arise, I can seek solutions 
again, instead of just feeling defeated.... (D-63) 

Nov. 7 
The discussion of the opportunity for freewheeling thinking 

around a topic reminds me of mastery learning's "birdwalking" concept 
and what a no-no it is in that system of teaching. The constant pressure 
to stay on a particular track (always one determined by the teacher) is 
exhausting. Students are given little opportunity to examine their own 
reactions to a topic or time to make their own connections. This is not 
the way learning occurs outside school. (D-67) 

Nov. 14 
Reflecting on the "reflection" handout-

Goodman and others have struck a chord in me that I think has 
always been there. I am quite happy to work with students rather than 
trying to pull them into some dimension they arenH ready for. And yet, 
I had been led to believe it was my duty to pull." I am now, thank 
God, being relieved of some of that burden. (See Project Journal II., 
part A for current classroom practices).... (D-73) 

Teacher Change Results in Student Change 

The excerpts above highlight the depth and breadth of Donna's feelings and 

attitudes as she responds to her reading and makes direct connections with her own 

students as learners and herself as a teacher. Her frustrations with teaching and her 

concerns about her students have become clearly linked to the mastery learning concepts 

she has been trying to follow with her English m students. Donna's reflection on her own 

feelings and attitudes results in her decision to drop the controls of mastery learning and 

become a collaborator as she starts a Learning Club for her English IH students. 

Donna has expressed changes in her thinking, new understanding of mastery 

leaming theory and theoretical support for her own beliefs about teaching and learning as 

she has been perceiving, ideating, and presenting in her dialogue journal, i. e. as she has 

been coming to know whole language theory. Donna's new understanding that mastery 

leaming theory is the source of her frustrations with teaching and her students' negative 
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attitudes about learning causes her to become a risk-taker and make some drastic changes 

in her teaching practice. She can and does try out her wonderful ideas in her English HI 

classroom, a unique place to present her new knowledge about teaching and learning. 

This final section of Chapter 4 allows us to experience from Donna's perspective the 

changes she makes in classroom practice. As her story unfolds through these excerpts 

from her dialogue journal entries after she starts the new learning club, we experience 

with her the effect of those changes on her students' attitudes (Boldface emphases added). 

Project Journal II, Part A for Nov. 14 
Background: My 5th hour regular English III class was a disaster from 
day one of this school year. In terms ^behavior and attitude, it was the 
worst class Vd had in 15 years. I h^ my plans when the school year 
began arul imposed my well-structured plans on this group before I ever 
saw them. They were hostile to me, to each other, they wouldn't listen 
and some wouldn't function at all. I realized I had to do something to 
try to turn things around, that I could not survive an entire school year 
this way.... 

The first week (a short week because of parent-teacher 
conferences) left me wondering if anything would happeru I was fighting 
panic, knowing intellectually that they needed time, time to become 
involved through attraction rather than coercioru This was one reason I 
wrote nothing about it last week. I really didn't know what to say. 

This week things began to happen. There's so much, Fll never be 
able to put it all down. I would say, at this point, that there are maybe 
only 3 or 4 students who are not fiilly engaged in reading, writing, 
drawing, something. Pm confident now that even these will come around 
in due course because they are surrounded by other students who are 
actively engaged. I operate as consultant, as part of the audience, as the 
"wow!" reaction that everyone needs from time to time, as provider of 
pencils, paper, felt-tips, crayons. They have stopped insulting each other 
arul me, for the most part. The atmosphere is relaxed, congenial, 
cooperative. 

Ay an example of how things go, I'd been waiting for 7-8 d^s for 
this one kid to do something. He has ability, but spends all his time 
talking. I suspected earlier that the physical act of writing was difficult 
for him. Friday, in class, he began dictating a story to a girl who writes 
easily and well. The story got finished (they would brook no 
interference), and all of this occurred with no prompting from me. 

Another thing I've noticed is that they've stopped complaining 
that they can't work with "all this noise" (as they did first quarter). The 
noise is still there, but it's productive, involved, cooperative noise. 
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They're working on things they have chosen to do, they're appreciative of 
each other's work (giving each other strokes in the process) arid 
interested. The lack of hostility and the interest and sense of 
accomplishment make the "noise" okay. 

Fm almost afraid to hope that this turnaround will continue on a 
sustained basis, but I think it can.... (D-77) 

Projea Journal II, Pan B Nov. 21 
A moment to decompress. How do I feel about 5th hour's "big 

book''? 
There are still too many students using most of their class time 

unproductively from my poim of view. But these are some of the same 
people who were unproductive first quarter as well. Okay. They still 
don't see themselves as writers or as members of the writer's club. Why 
should they after eleven years in the public schools? (D-81) 

I must be patient It will take time. I bite my tongue and go on, 
simply asking from time to time if they have anything ready for the book, 
yet, or if they would like to put something in anonymously (this relieves 
some of them). If you don't see yourself as a member of the writer's 
club, why would you put your name on a piece of writing for all the 
world to see? (D-82) 

Another problem I have is my inability to understand how 
someone can sit in class and do nothing for several days in a row. That 
would drive me nuts. I've watched a few students at a time do this, as we 
all have, for years, and it blows my mind. Again, I bite my tongue. 
Everyone has a Nov. calendar in his folder with deadlines and key dates 
written on it. And still this morning were the shocked questions from a 
few, "Well, when do you want this stuff?" "What do you want from me?" 
Again I find this kind of total lack of awareness from 17-year-olds 
difficult to understand. ...(D-83) 

Now to the positive. At least 80% of the class is doing fine, not 
perfect, but fine. 

The editors met with the layout crew this morning to try to get 
some ideas for organizing the book and for dealing with the cover. One 
of the boys ...(D-84) 

Project Journal II, Part C Nov. 28 
Last week wasn't very productive. Two editors were gone on a 

field trip Tues., and we had only 25 minutes of class Wed. Typing is still 
being finished up and retyping needs to be done, but editors and layout 
guys met this morning and organized the material. I believe a title was 
selected, and one of the editors is going to work on the preface tonight. 
The book will appear in some form or other next Monday. The guidance 
office is sending in a guest speaker Friday, so that's a day gone, but the 
kids will do the best they can under the conditions they're stuck with. 
(D-90) 
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It's very hard for me to be patient^ but I must focus on the many 
positive aspects-the end of the hostilities, the involvement and partial 
involvement of many kids, the cooperation I see here and there, the ideas, 
the smiles, arid the fiirrowed brows of thought. (D-94) 

Project Journal II, Part D Dec. 5 
We continue to lurch along. One boy has volunteered to take the 

whole business home and finish it if class time runs out. I hope that isn't 
necessary because it's a major, major responsibility. When we only have 
one copy of everything and one book, if something happens to it —... 
(D-96) 

More on the room—the place is so crowded with student desks, 
there's no place to set up a card table, much less a writing center. And 
having this many big kids, many with volatile personalities, in this kind of 
space is self-defeating, to say the least. (D-97) 

D. did take the book home, and he finished it. How neat, neat, 
neat! I'm pleased with the evaluations also. (Note added to the bottom 
of the page.) 

Donna's wonderful idea to drop the role of controller (D-59) and start a 

collaborative learning club is the catalyst for dramatic change in her English in 

classroom. She has met all four criteria gleaned from Smith (1986, pp. 182-185). Instead 

of focusing on grades, the students are developing their own portfolios. Instead of the 

teacher trying to coerce the students into learning, she has provided an enterprise that 

invites them to get involved and she has conscientiously resisted pressuring them and 

focused on encouraging them to take responsibility for themselves and for supporting 

their peers. Instead of providing restrictions, she has offered options, materials, positive 

reactions, and understanding that this is no easy task. Instead of being in charge herself, 

she has provided opportunities for the students to take responsibility for editing and 

publishing the big book. Instead of controlling the project and the students and the 

products, she has treated each student with respect and has expected each one to engage 

in learning. 

Donna took a big risk with that English HI class and both she and her students 

benefited tremendously. When she shared her project with the whole language class she 
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credited the course, the sharing by other teachers, and me for giving her the courage to 

put her beliefs into practice. She said that she had done many of these things in the 

seventies, but with her current district's emphasis on mastery learning, she had moved 

away from them and started teaching to the skills and standardized test She expressed 

pleasure with her changes and her intent to continue to implement whole language in her 

classroom. The student evaluations she shared were really impressive. The students truly 

valued the opportunity she had given them to engage in meaningful use of language and 

literacy. (Instructor's Journal, 12/5) 

Exit journal for class 12/12 
I'm sorry to miss class tonight, but my kids' appearance at the 

board meeting takes top spot. ... 

A story — TTie kid in 5th hour who called me af- b— and 
who has been great at ripping off things, brought me a broken pencil the 
other day (just the lead was broken). The pencil sharpener is non-
Junctional in that room, so I gave him a fresh one and kept the one with 
the broken lead. At the end of class, he brought the second one back. I 
asked him if he'd retrieved the broken one, and he said, "Oh, that's 
yours." He^s slowly turning around as have several others. It is, as I've 
said before, a different atmosphere. 

I'm sure there are those hardnosed folks who would say I've 
copped out with this bunch, that I should have found a way to force them 
to do what 1 had planned for them to do. I don't see it that way, and I 
should have no trouble defending myself should the need arise (the big 
book is now on the principal's desk). 1 see so many good things 
happening with individuals. (D-106) 

Chapter 4 has presented the course as it is revealed through the journal of one 

teacher. Donna. Following Donna's main topics of interest throughout the dialogue 

journal has revealed a picture of her unique personal construction of knowledge as she 

perceived new concepts, rediscovered old beliefs, pursued inquiry to address her concerns 

about her students as learners and herself as a teacher, and as she tried out wonderful new 

ideas in her classroom. Etonna has reconnected with herself as a teacher who does make 

a difference in the lives of her students. 
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In her self-evaluation. Donna summarizes the value she feels this course has been 

to her personally: 

Self-Evaluation 12/12 
I began class in a depressed sort of twit. Another school year had 

begun with a new principal and the new requirement of quarterly 
curriculum guides. We were (and still are) having more meetings than 
ever before and being handed so many rules and regulations I was 
spacing out too many of them. Our principal is well intentioned, but 
many of us had the feeling that we had less and less control of our own 
time and decisions. In addition, the same unmotivated kids showed up, 
my fifth hour class was giving me a daily metaphorical headache, and I 
was wondering how or why I should continue in this situation. 

The class has allowed me to do several things: look at what's 
happening around me with new eyes, gather in my fi-ee-floating thoughts 
and put them into coherent form, make the connection between my drama 
and creative writing classes (ongoing whole-language experiences) and 
my English classes, understand more clearly some of my own frustrations 
as a teacher, increase my admiration for my elementary colleagues, and, 
last but not least, renew my hope that I can go on and still contribute. 
(D-105) 

The next chapter. Chapter 5, includes Donna's substantive topic, her Role as Chair 

of English Department which has two corollary topics, Administrators and English 

Teachers. The focus is on the mutuality building discourse found in the interactions 

between teacher and instructor and will offer some answers to the second major question: 

2. How will the instructor utilize the dialogue journal/learning logs to facilitate the 

ways in which she collaborates and negotiates with the teachers in their efforts to 

become whole language teachers? 

Further answers will be presented in a reflective analysis describing how I came 

to know teaching as providing occasions for the having of wonderful ideas and describing 

my planning to provide occasions for engaging the teachers in using their dialogue 

journal/learning logs. An analysis that compares and contrasts those occasions with the 

instructional strategies that define a transactional curriculum (Goodman, et al., 1986) will 

include discussion of the effectiveness of those strategies and will offer additional 

answers to this question. 
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CIIAPTFRS 

VVrrOI.K r.ANXUJAGK: INSTRIJCTINC; AND RES FARC 11 INC. 

This study is a descriptive interpretive study of teachers interacting with their 

instructor as they come to know whole language theory and apply it in their classrooms 

during a graduate education course. It focuses on the use of dialogue joumai/leaming 

logs as a means of helping the teachers: examine their own beliefs about children, 

learning, and teaching; consider relevant theory and research; and change their teaching 

practice. 

The dialogue journal/learning logs used for this study are authentic products of 

the graduate teacher education course, "Whole Language; Learning and Teaching." 

They are filled with the course experience firom each learner's point of view. They 

include the instructor's point of view as she dialogues with the teachers. Chapter 4 

presented an indepth analysis of two of the four substantive topics pursued in just one of 

those journals to provide some answers to the first major question of this study. 

This chapter provides some answers to the second major question; 

2. How will the instructor utilize the dialogue joumai/leaming logs to facilitate the 

ways in which she collaborates and negotiates with the teachers in their efforts to 

become whole language teachers? 

The first section of this chapter places the study in the context of the course. 

Whole Language: Learning and Teaching, through a reflective analysis describing how, 

as instructor, [ rely on my knowledge base as a whole language teacher of children and on 

my personal opportunities to experience occasions for having wonderful ideas to plan this 
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course for teachers. The second section presents some personal reflections on the inquiry 

process and my role as the instructor researcher. 

Several types of discourse are found in the dialogue journal/learning logs of the 

teachers who participated in the course. The third section presents examples of mutuality 

building discourse and problem solving discourse as Donna and I first engage in mutual 

conversations and then focus our discussion on the problems inherent in our mutual 

concerns about curriculum and change. Two mutual problem discussions are excerpted 

from Donna's substantive topic, her Role as Chair of the English Department which has 

two corollary topics. Administrators and English Teachers. (See Chapter 4, Tables 2 

through 6, for detailed breakdown of her substantive and corollary topics.) 

The final section of this chapter will re-examine the occasions for the having of 

wonderful ideas and present those teaching strategies used with the dialogue 

journal/learning logs that are consistent with a transactional curriculum for coming to 

know whole language and that engage the teachers in two more types of discourse, 

reflective discourse and descriptive discourse. Though the emphasis will be on my 

collaboration and negotiation with Donna, the discussion will include information 

gleaned during the initial analysis of the other six teachers as well as excerpts fi-om their 

journal entries. 
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Providing Occasions For Having Wonderful Ideas 

Teachers have wonderful ideas when they experience a setting 
that suggests wonderful ideas -different ideas to each of them— as they 
are caught up in intellectual problems that are real to them, the problems 
they encounter every day in their own classrooms. They get involved in 
inquiry when they have an opportunity to solve some of those problems. 
They are active learners who are stimulated by opportunities to engage in 
activities, projects and discussion while collaborating with one another. 
A supportive instructor accepts all the teachers' ide^, and builds their 
confidence to try out some new ones. 

a finee elaboration of E Duckworth (1973, p. 267) 

The reflective description presented in this first section includes my planning for 

providing occasions for having wonderful ideas and my intentions and expectations for 

using the dialogue journal/learning logs with my students as an integral part of those 

occasions. 

Knowing the Learners 

Providing occasions for having wonderful ideas requires knowing as much as 

possible about the learners involved. As I begin planning the course, Whole Language: 

Learning and Teaching, I consider what I know about the local educational setting which 

includes about ten small schools in three districts within a 45 mile radius. I grew up in 

District B and taught there for one year many years earlier, before moving to Alaska. 

Ten years prior to this course, I lived in District A and taught Title I reading there for 

two years and again moved to Alaska. We recently returned to this area where my 

husband has been teaching math in District A High School for the past year while I have 

been at the University of Arizona working on my doctorate. 

I arrange a meeting with the principal from District A who is responsible for my 

invitation to teach the course there. She was a second grade teacher when I taught Title I 

and is now encouraging her teachers to try whole language. I am pleased to find out she 
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plans to take the course. She has presented a few inservice writing workshops for her 

district and is encouraged that some teachers are implementing writing process in their 

classrooms. Several teachers have expressed interest in the course, but she does not think 

enough will register to justify the course to the college. The three districts share a history 

of sponsoring extension courses and making them available to one another for the 

convenience of teachers, so the principal will send fliers to districts B and C advertising 

the course. She shares with me her perspective on the local educational setting. 

None of the districts has any official commitment to whole language, but District 

A is exploring the possibility. Districts A and B have prefirst and T-1 (transition-first) 

programs that lean toward whole language. However, both districts use behavioral 

assessments to determine which students will be placed in those programs. All of the 

districts have tied their reading programs to basal series and their writing programs to 

spelling and language workbooks. All of them impose standardized testing on all 

students every year. The behaviorist, reductionist view of teaching and learning is the 

dominating force. 

The Colorado Council of the International Reading Association sponsors a 

reading conference each year that regularly features numerous whole language speakers, 

workshops, and presentations. All three districts send their Chapter 1 reading teachers to 

the conference and encourage classroom teachers to attend. The principal, a leader in the 

local IRA Council, is also making arrangements for me to make a presentation 

introducing whole language at the September meeting of the local IRA Council. She 

anticipates a good turnout as many members have expressed interest in whole language. 

She hopes my presentation will encourage some to take the course. 

Given this background information, I plan the course for a group of teachers who 

are curious about whole language, but know very little about the philosophy or the theory 

underiying it I wonder if they know just how different it really is fix)m their traditional 
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programs. I hope all of them will be able to identify some aspect of themselves and their 

own best teaching practice with whole language. I believe it is my responsibility to plan 

a course that will help each one make meaningful connections between their own 

teaching practice and whole language. 

Myself as a I^amer 

This is my first time to teach a whole language course so I spend time reflecting 

on my own learning experiences, remembering the occasions I have had for having 

wonderful ideas, the occasions that influenced me as a whole language teacher. The 

earliest occasions I remember are my undergraduate preschool education courses. The 

instructor integrated course lectures with practical experiences and observations each 

week in the preschool at the college lab school. 

The instructor of the courses. Alberta Reitze, met with us in the afternoon and 

taught the three year olds in the morning. She related everything in her lecture sessions 

to our experiences in her preschool setting. We learned lots about young children as she 

engaged us in observation, related instruction about child development directly to the 

young children in her classroom, and explained why she provided the program she did. 

She emphasized the interrelatedness of social, emotional, physical, and intellectual 

growth. Her program was one that suggested innumerable wonderful ideas to children 

and provided them with opportunities to actively engage in exploring them. 

Likewise, Reitze's college courses provided innumerable occasions for us as 

future teachers to have wonderftil ideas about children and their natural pursuit of 

learning. It was a particularly relevant learning experience for us because the preschool 

provided the context for making sense of her theoretical view of children and their natural 

ability to learn in an active play environment 
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I recall my second occasion for having wonderful ideas that influence my views 

toward whole language— teaching a summer headstart program in Alaska that 

emphasized an active play environment and fi^uent field trips out into the community. 

These children had limited experiences outside their homes, so we provided firsts—first 

time to eat in a restaurant, first time to ride on an elevator, first time to flush a toilet, first 

time to do so many things that are taken for granted by most children and teachers. First 

times stimulate wonderful ideas, and these children especially enjoyed carrying them out 

The children assigned to my group that summer were bright Native Alaskans who 

had already been failed in (or by) rigid, sit still, be quiet kindergarten programs. Yes, 

they were poor; most of their homes had only a cold water tap fi'om the rain barrel, no hot 

water, no bathrooms. It was while these children were actively engaged in building boats 

in the block area and painting pictures in the art area, that I became aware of the rich 

home and community experiences they had in spite of their poverty. I began to realize 

how many wonderful ideas they already had finom their personal lives as children of 

Indian fishermen. They knew lots more about seine fishing and the life-cycle of salmon 

than I did- The concepts related to fishing were firsts for me, a person who couldn't tell a 

salmon fi-om a halibut when I first began teaching there. Though their language skills 

were less developed with respect to typical "school language," they had extensive 

vocabularies related to their world in the fishing village. Unfortunately what they knew 

had never been allowed into their kindergarten classroom and they had been unable to 

make connections between what they knew and what the teacher wanted them to know. 

These children who had already experienced school as a place for failure were 

initially much less willing to carry out their new ideas than were those who had not yet 

been in school. Their first school experience had begun destroying their curiosity and 

confidence. (I am reminded of them when I meet teachers who are reluctant to try new 

things, even when they have opportunities.) 
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This learner-centered teaching experience contributed to my developing whole 

language philosophy. I learned to value children's ability to learn language naturally 

when they had opportunities to use language rather than sit still and listen to the teacher. 

I brought my home experiences to that headstart classroom, too, because I had two young 

sons who showed me daily how easy it is to learn language. As a mother, I naturally 

engaged in kid-watching and responding to my children's interests and language. My role 

as a mother positively influenced my role as a teacher as I learned from, with, and about 

children both at home and at school. 

The administration and board of that district decided to build an open school to 

replace the dilapidated one that served the community of those headstart children. They 

believed all children, regardless of socioeconomic or ethnic background, to be learners if 

given appropriate opportunities so they hired a principal to implement a learner-centered 

program. Bill Ellis started by offering a course based on the belief that all teachers are 

learners, too. He taught us the way he wanted us to teach children. There were no 

grades; learning cannot be measured. There was no textbook; we chose our own reading 

material from his library or found it elsewhere. There were no tests; the real test would 

come when we tried our wonderfiil new ideas in our classrooms with real kids. The 

course taught by the school principal provided many occasions for having wonderftil 

ideas and contributed much to my whole language philosophy as it introduced a holistic 

view of teaching and learning in primary classrooms, one that was very compatible with 

my preschool and headstart experiences. 

Ellis challenged all the teachers in this program to question traditional education 

and to consider possible reasons for the failure rate of our minority students. He 

challenged us to consider children as learners and to be learners ourselves. The course 

was rooted in personal inquiry about a common theme, children and education. He 

showed a film on the British Infant School and I was impressed with the multi-age 
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grouping and the rich experience-based learning environment provided for children. I 

thought of those headstart youngsters and I knew they would never have experienced 

failure if they had attended a school like that I wanted to know how teachers created 

learning environments like that and how they taught five, six, and seven year olds 

together. 

The spirit of inquiry-that's what Ellis instilled in me during that first class. He 

did not say, "This is how you will do it" when he showed the film. He said, "This is a 

possibility..." "This is what you might do..." "This is what you could do." I said, "This is 

what T will do, but how do I do it?" He said, "I don't know. I never did it But here, 

maybe these books will help you." That was the beginning of my personal inquiry and 

determination to leam how to create a classroom environment in which all children could 

leam. T began reading his books about the British Infant School: Inside the Primary 

School (Blackie, 1971) and Informal Schools in Britain Today: An Introduction 

(Featherstone, 1971). 

I took that first course to renew my teaching certificate and by the end of it I had 

made a commitment to team-teach in a multi-age classroom as part of this new program. 

I wanted to take a field trip to England and visit these marvelous schools first hand but 

that was out of the question so I ordered some books and visited them vicariously. Mary 

Brown and Norman Precious (1969) and Lillian Weber (1971) provided comprehensive 

tours of The Integrated Day in the Primary School and of The English Infant School and 

Informal Education. Through their work I was introduced to the Piagetian view of 

discovery learning and T started bringing concepts from the British Infant School to my 

classroom in Ketchikan, Alaska. Questioning what I was doing and noticing what the 

kids were doing provided a framework for trying new strategies in my classroom. 

Teaching became an ongoing attempt to pose and seek answers to my own questions 

while stimulating children to pose and seek answers to their own questions. 
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The spirit of inquiry was fostered in me when I was exposed to a new concept, the 

integrated day as child-centered education for schoolagers. The open-endedness of the 

course enabled me to seek answers to my own questions. Subsequent courses led to 

collaborative learning as members of our teaching teams for the new building developed 

child-centered curriculum for our multi-age classrooms. Our understanding of children 

as active learners deepened as we took Piaget in the Classroom (Schwebel and Raph, 

1973). We became committed to providing a learning environment in which all could 

learn and we integrated the curriculum by developing open-ended themes of interest to 

the children. We believed that the children needed to bring into the classroom that which 

was meaningful to them and that we should build on their interests in order to provide 

opportunities to leam how to read, write and compute. We developed a program that 

challenged children to become involved in meaningful activity which enabled them "to 

discover, interiorize, and build their understandings for (them)selves, not merely copy 

them" (Schwebel and Raph, 1973, p. 30) fi"om textbooks and worksheets. We valued 

language development as it "reflects, emanates from, and ties back into the total 

intellectual functioning of the child" (p. 30). We learned to equate intellectual 

development with Duckworth's (1973, p. 271) "having wonderful ideas and feeling 

confident enough to try them out" and to provide "occasions for wonderful ideas..., (i.e.) 

accept(ing) children's ideas (and) providing a setting that suggests wonderful ideas to 

children—different ideas to different children—as they are caught up in intellectual 

problems that are real to them" (p. 267). 

We teachers also learned through inquiry, experimentation, and discovery. We 

learned by doing, by being active learners, by having the confidence to carry out our 

wonderful ideas in our classrooms. We planned curriculum so our children could do the 

same. When our plans worked for the children, we kept on using them. When they did 

not work for the children, we revised them or threw them out As we learned to provide 
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occasions for the having of wonderful ideas, our students had them. Because our district 

administration and our principal/instructor provided occasions for the having of 

wonderful ideas, we teachers had them. 

Making Connections: Planning Occasions 

My understanding of teachers as active learners has grown from my 

understanding of children as active learners and my awareness of myself as an active 

learner. Just as I have applied this Piagetian view of learning to my classrooms for 

children, I apply this view to my courses for teachers. Teachers need comparable 

opportunities to "learn by doing" so I plan a course to challenge them to become involved 

in meaningful experiences that enable them "to discover, interiorize, and build their 

understandings" (Schwebel and Raph, 1973) about teaching and learning for themselves. 

I realize that most of the teachers who will take my course have not experienced 

learning about teaching as a personal process of inquiry and discovery. 1 believe they 

construct knowledge in a personal way just as children do, through their own experience. 

Thus, 1 anticipate some of them have constructed a "follow the teacher's guide/use the 

workbook" knowledge of teaching and learning and leave all classroom decisions to 

people outside their classrooms. They feel they have no control and consequently no 

responsibility. They teach what and how they are told to. They credit the textbook or 

basal series when learning happens and blame the learner when learning does not take 

place. Teaching for them is defined as covering the material and learning as sitting 

quietly and "being covered," Evidence that teaching and learning have taken place is 

demonstrated by right answers on worksheets or tests. Their experience in Districts A, B, 

and C supports this view of teaching and learning. 

Other teachers who take the course may have constructed a "motivation" 

knowledge and view teaching as collecting clever ideas, cute "tricks of the trade," to add 
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interest and spice to curriculum they "have to" deliver. They don't question the source of 

the content They see themselves as having no control over that, but they do feel they 

have some control over method of delivery and accept the responsibility to motivate their 

students to learn. I want the teachers in my course to have a personal experience of 

learning through inquiry instead of just collecting some new ideas to try in their 

classrooms. I want them to focus on the learners in their classrooms. 

I believe that if I want the teachers who take this whole language course to have 

wonderful ideas and have the confidence to carry them out, certain aspects of my 

personal learning occasions should be incorporated into the curriculum. I believe 

administrative support is helpfiil, but acknowledge that my Alaskan experience is rare 

and probably will not be duplicated here in Colorado. 1 believe all teachers are learners, 

that they will have wonderful ideas when I provide a setting that suggests wonderful 

ideas. Influenced by my personal learning reflections, I plan occasions that will 

challenge teachers to focus on all children as natural learners, to collaborate with one 

another and with me, to pursue personal inquiry about teaching and learning, and to use 

their own classrooms as the context for connecting whole language theory with practice. 

Providing Resources 

Providing resources is an essential aspect of planning the setting. I need a wide 

variety of professional articles, books, and children's literature if each teacher is to have 

ample opportunity to pursue personal inquiry. 

I want to establish a common base for the teachers and myself to build fi-om so I 

select What's Whole in Whole. Language? (Goodman, 1986) as a basic text for this 

course. I believe it will stimulate discussion and thinking because this informative, 

readable, and practical book is short enough that even the busiest teacher should be able 

to find time to read it early in the course. It presents a broad overview of the whole 
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language philosophy and its underlying theory and research. This short text offers few 

teaching strategies, but I expect it to stimulate the teachers to pose questions regarding 

their own classroom practice. It's brevity will ensure plenty of time for teachers to read 

other articles and books in search of answers to their personal questions. 

What's Whole in Whole Language? provides teachers with a basis for examining 

the language learning environment they are providing for children. I anticipate that one 

or two in this course may find they are already whole language teachers and others may 

feel bewildered or resistant because their understanding of teaching and learning has not 

been concerned with meaningful learning activities. Most will be somewhere in between 

these two extremes. 

I place an order for What's Whole in Whole Language? with the bookstore 

manager who also agrees to order five copies each of several other books. 1 send for 

several copies of occasional papers ft-om the Center for Language and Literacy at the 

University of Arizona to make available for teachers to purchase. 

I have files of articles about reading process and writing process that I previously 

made available for courses in those areas. I peruse them, select those articles teachers 

have found most useful, ensure there are five copies of each per file folder, and prepare a 

few new folders with articles that have been published more recently about whole 

language. I plan to add more and share books fi-om my personal professional library as I 

become aware of the questions the teachers raise and the issues they express interest in. 

Contract Grading 

I believe the occasions for having wonderfiil ideas should not be constrained by 

grades or tests so I write a tentative contract to give the teachers at the first session. Most 

of the requirements are open-ended to increase their options for personal involvement I 

trust the teachers to make choices and follow through effectively. 
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TENTTATIVE GRADING CONTRACT FOR 
WHOLE LANGUAGE LEARNING AND TEACHING 
3 CREDITS 
KAREN PACKARD, INSTRUCTOR 

Please fill out and turn in two of these at the end of the semester. I will 
return one copy for your records and keep one for mine. 

I have met the requirements as noted below for a final grade of .. 

Signed 

C~Did you attend all classes and participate in all activities? 
Did you read What's Whole in Whole Language? 
And respond to it in your dialogue joumal/leaming log? 
Did you read handouts and make journal/log entries about them? 

B~AII requirements for C plus 
Did you develop and complete a classroom (large or small group) project? 

Describe in one sentence: 

Did you make journal entries throughout the project to turn in weekly to 
instructor for response? 

Did you share your project with the class? 

A-AII requirements for C and B plus 
Did you read an additional text, a series of articles on a specific topic, or a 
series of articles by a whole language author and make journal entries? 

Title or theme; 
Did you use these entries to contribute to class discussion? 
Did you review your journal entries and write a self-evaluation of your 

personal growth and development in this course? 
Please attach your self-evaluation to this contract. 

Figure 2 Tentative Grading Contract 

Using Dialogue Joumal/I>eaming I.ogs 

I believe that involving teachers in learning experiences they might want to adapt 

for use in their own classrooms is worthwhile. I enjoyed using dialogue joumal/leaming 

logs both as a participant and as a teacher-leader in the Alaska Writing Consortium. I 
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recall my appreciation of the brief responses of the teacher/leader responsible for my 

section of the Summer Institute. Her notes added a personal touch that let me know she 

read what I wrote and turned in to her. I decide to use dialogue journal/learning logs 

because I anticipate that the written conversations will help me collaborate with each 

teacher personally. I plan to use them in a variety of ways. 

Exit Notes 

I plan to allow at least five minutes at the close of each class session for the 

teachers to write exit notes in their journals. I ask the teachers to write a brief reflection 

on a highlight of the session or the most important insight gained as a teacher. I 

encourage them to request any resources they might need and to ask questions if they 

want something clarified. 

Crow Boy 

I want to end the first class session by reading Crow Boy and asking the teachers 

to write a personal response to it as an exit note. Crow Boy (Yashima, 1955) is a 

children's book that demonstrates a teacher's respect for the uniqueness of a "different" 

child and commitment to build on the strengths of that child as a learner and as a meaning 

maker. I anticipate that the teacher's responses to Crow Boy will be easy ones for me to 

respond to as we begin the dialogue journals. 

Response to Readings 

While with the Alaska Writing Consortium, T particularly enjoyed teaching a 

seminar that met every other week for an entire school year. The teachers in the seminar 

had all participated in a summer institute and were implementing writing process in their 

K-12 classrooms. They wrote journal entries about their classroom experiences and I 

wrote back to them. T felt T really got to know each one through this form of "teacher-
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Ed 579: Whole Language Learning and Teaching 
Karen V. Packard, Instructor 

Whole Language Learning Journal Guide for Reading What's Whole in Whole 
Language? 

You will use your journal entries for class discussion and will turn them in 
to me for my written response. There is no right/wrong way to react to your 
readings. Some sections will have a more personal impact on you and your 
teaching situation than others. Your entries as you react to this text will 
influence the project you decide to do for the class and will influence the 
presentations I make to the class. 

Read the first half of text for next week (pp. 5-42) and the last half for the 
following week (pp. 43-79). 

Please put the title, date, and your name on each entry. 

BgfStS reading 
Write an entry in response to the title—What do vou think is whole in 
whole language? 

Write your prediction about this text. What do you think Ken Goodman will 
tell you about whole language? What questions do you think he will answer 
for you? 

Look at the Contents page. Make a prediction about the focus of each section 
or write a question you have that you hope will be answered by each section. 

While reading each section 
Respond in your journal as you read— 

Are your questions being answered? 
Did you predict this author? 
Is there anything new here? 

Jot any new questions as they come to mind. 

After reading each section 
Reflect on your classroom practice and how Ken Goodman's view might affect 
that practice: 

What will you continue to do? 
Is there something you want to begin changing? 
Is there something you want to know more about? 

Do you have more questions? Jot them down. 

If you disagree with Ken Goodman, tell why. 

Figure 3 Journal Guide for Reading 
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watching" as I sought to support their efforts in shifting from a product-centered view of 

classroom writing to a process-centered view. It was through this seminar that I began to 

value reflection on one's teaching practice as a way to think about the effects of various 

teaching strategies and to consider changes to facilitate the learning of one's students. 

I want the teachers to write personal responses to their reading selections 

throughout the semester. To involve them in both the required text. What's Whole in 

Whole Language?, and the journal, I prepare a journal guide to hand out the first night 

(see Figure 3). 

Entries During Class 

After a presentation of new information or a group activity, I somerimes request 

journal entries. These written responses often become the basis for small group 

discussion. 

For example, after I elaborate on Goodman's (1986, p. 8) lists of what makes 

language very easy or very hard to leam, I ask the teachers to "Reflect on what's easy and 

what's hard about language learning in your own classroom. Is there anything youH do 

differently now? What will you continue to do?" 

After I involve teachers in writing strategies such as prewrites and fastwrites, I 

ask them to respond to the experience, "How did you feel about it? Can you adapt or use 

this strategy in your own classroom? How do you think your students will feel about it?" 

Classroom Projects 

As the teachers become involved in classroom projects, they are to write journal 

entries telling me about them. I suggest an informal entry, "Tell me about your project 

each week, tell me what you're doing, ask any questions you have, tell me what resources 

you have and/or need. Share anecdotes about your students or classroom observations." 
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What We Know/Questions We Have 

Certainly, these teachers bring varying degrees of interest and background 

knowledge about whole language to the course. I decide to start the first session with the 

know/question strategy that had been introduced in a writing process course I took 

several years earlier. It is open-ended and easily adapted to different content areas. I 

provide large pieces of butcher paper and magic markers and ask each group of four to 

five teachers to write two headings at the top: 

What We Know About Whole Language Questions We Have About Whole Language 

I ask them to write down everything anyone in their group states that he/she 

knows or questions about whole language. T acknowledge that some know lots more than 

others about whole language. Their statements may well stimulate the questions from 

those to whom whole language is a new concept I urge them to record all questions, no 

matter how trivial they may think they are. Participating in this activity engages 

everyone in meaningful discussion with other teachers. I plan to have each group share 

their chart with the rest of the class. From these charts I learn about the teachers' points 

of view and use that information to plan further relevant learning experiences. 

Later I print a composite of the charts for further discussion after everyone leads 

What's Whole in Whole Language? I ask them to revise these lists in small groups, 

deleting questions they can answer and adding a know statement, adding new things they 

now know, deleting any misconceptions they had at first, and adding any new questions 

they have. We share these with the whole class. 

I ask the teachers to write a journal entry reflecting on this experience of knowing 

and questioning. Is it helpful or not? How can you use it in your own classroom? What 

content areas would it work best in? I have them share their reflections first in small 

groups and then ask volunteers to share with the whole class. 
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Experiencing the Occasions 

My role as instructor is to create an environment that encourages the teachers to 

engage in thinking and learning. I support the learners by making suggestions, offering 

resources, recommending references, dialoguing in journals, stimulating inquiry, and 

guiding the teachers to pose their own questions and seek their own answers. 

A classroom of teachers becomes stimulating and interesting when they bring 

their own ideas and experiences into it I encourage them to bring their own classrooms 

with them, to talk about their students, to think about their students, to share their 

students work, to share their concerns about their lives as teachers. T try to establish a 

risk-taking environment that challenges teachers to get involved and frees them from 

worries about being right or making mistakes. The classroom is a social context for 

learning with one another. I occasionally lead the group by making a presentation on a 

specific topic, but most of my teaching strategies are designed to involve the learners in 

actually doing something, usually together. I want them to experience the pleasure of 

collaborating with others, to experience the enjoyment that goes with sharing ideas. 

I believe that an education course should be practical as well as informative so I 

provide occasions that the teachers can adapt and take into their own classrooms. I 

anticipate that as the teachers experience occasions for having wonderful ideas in a 

collaborative environment they will desire to provide similar occasions in their own 

classrooms and they will gain the confidence to pose and solve problems in order to do 

so. 

From my researcher perspective, I review these occasions for having wonderful 

ideas as they are revealed in the dialogue journal/learning logs of this study and 

determine the various types of discourse that each occasion elicits. 
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Re-Experiencing The Dialogue Journal fLearning Logs 

Donna's dialogue journal/learning log was the most extensive and most complex 

of all the journals analyzed, so it was used as a prototype for this study. Excerpts from 

the other journals are used in the last section of this chapter to illustrate the various forms 

of discourse and to support my contentions. 

The analysis of seven dialogue journal/learning logs reveals that each of the 

informants has had a unique learning experience. Each teacher has come to know whole 

language in a personal way. Just as no ways of knowing were the same at the beginning 

of the course, no ways of knowing were the same at the end. Each teacher has revealed 

some wonderful ideas; some have revealed lots of wonderfiil ideas in their journals. All 

have enjoyed sharing their wonderful ideas throughout the course. The journals and the 

stories of the teachers and their change toward whole language are deeply embedded in 

the context of the course. 

Reflections on the Inquiry Process of This Study 

This study has given me an opportunity to reflect on my own teaching practice, 

both as instructor of this course and as a teacher of children. Various logs and journals 

have been an integral part of my curriculum for years. My decisions to revise their use 

have involved reflection on particular groups of students in particular learning contexts 

and on ways the journals might facilitate their learning. My revision of journal/log usage 

has been in essence the act of a teacher/researcher experimenting with new strategies, 

carefiilly observing the learners' responses, and changing the strategies accordingly. 

Keeping journals/logs has been over the past twenty years one of the few 

activities I have required ail of my students to participate in, so it has been essential to me 

that my students find them personally meaningfiil. The original daily log books used 

with 5,6, and 7 year olds were authentic records from each student's point of view of 
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what had been learned that day as well as authentic records of each student's written 

language development We shared the experience as I took dictation and/or listened to 

them read their entries so even those original ones involved dialogue between student and 

teacher. I was engaged in both the process of using the learning logs and the process of 

regularly analyzing them for growth and progress in writing ability. They also served as 

a source of knowledge about student interests and attitudes. It was easy to have a 

meaningflil parent-student-teacher conference with a log book at the center of our 

discussion. 

It was a natural transition for me to take the learning logs into the college 

classroom and extend their use to serve as dialogue journals as well, but as the course 

instructor I have been involved only in the process of using the journals for ongoing 

communication with my students. As a researcher, I find my immersion in them as 

products for the purpose of analysis very different from my immersion in them while 

participating in the process. Prior to this study I had never read a whole learning 

log/dialogue journal through from beginning to end. I just assumed they were working 

because I felt a sense of communication with the teachers and a sense of getting to know 

each one personally. 

This study has given me a unique opportunity to stand beside myself, the 

instructor, and observe both myself and my students through the eyes of the researcher. 

After my initial immersion in and coding of each of the seven journals, I wrote a narrative 

about that teacher in my researcher's field notes. I wrote a second narrative after color 

coding for perceiving, ideating and presenting and added more information after 

identifying topics based on the teacher's self-evaluation. I wrote notes and questions in 

the margins of the journals for revising the narratives as I gleaned more information. I 

also searched through my instructor's journal for information on specific teachers and/or 
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the learning experiences they wrote about. This immersion in each teacher resulted in 

further additions to and/or revisions of the field note narratives. 

I find myself as a researcher fascinated by the wealth of information that is in 

these journals - each one presents its own unique person to discover, each with very 

personal ways of coming to know whole language. All of the teachers used their 

dialogue journal/learning logs throughout the course, but none of them wrote as 

frequently nor as fiieely as Donna did. Their entries all included evidence that supported 

their self-evaluations. The topic analysis (Shuy, 1982; Staton, 1988a) used for this study 

corroborated most of their assertions about what they had learned in the course, that is, 

the changes in their thinking and/or teaching practice. Numerous questions surfaced as I 

read the journals and I determined to pursue inquiry about several of them as I 

reevaluated the teaching strategies I used. I was surprised to find very little evidence of 

change in the journal of one teacher. This anomaly became the focus of further inquiry in 

the study as I began wondering why the journals worked so well for Donna, but not for 

Virginia? What would I now do differently as an instructor to assure that each teacher 

could have an experience more like Donna's? 

I found that topic analysis offers much more insight to written conversations than 

I had anticipated. While analyzing our dialogue, I engaged in much more intensive 

comparative analysis (Glaser and Strauss, 1967) than I had originally anticipated. As I 

moved back and forth comparing and contrasting the discourse in Donna's journal with 

that studied in Dialogue Journal Communication: Qassroom, Linguistic Social and 

Cognitive Views (Staton, et al., 1988) I found that Donna and I had established mutual 

interests and had maintained mutual conversations over time that allowed for our mutual 

construction of knowledge. I began wondering how 1 could ensure the building of 

mutuality between myself and every teacher with whom I joumaled? 
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Through the journal Donna reflected on her own teaching practice and pursued 

her personal inquiry based on the concerns she had about her students, so I found myself 

wondering what teaching strategies supported these two very important aspects of coming 

to know whole language? What made it easy for Donna to use her journal for reflection 

and inquiry? What could I do to make it easier for all of my students to use their journals 

for reflection and inquiry? 

Identifying Types of Discourse 

Various types of discourse are found in the dialogue journal/learning logs of the 

teachers who participated in the course. The following sections will examine four types 

that are prevalent in the journals, will identify key features of each of them, and will 

demonstrate the instructor's use of them to facilitate the ways in which she collaborates 

and negotiates with the teachers in their efforts to become whole language teachers. Two 

forms of discourse of special interest to this study are characterized by extended dialogue 

in which both participants, the teacher and the instructor, maintain and build on a topic 

over time. The first is mutuality building discourse or mutual conversations and the 

second is problem solving discourse or mutual problem discussions. Both were revealed 

through the discourse analysis and demonstrate unparalleled opportunity for the instructor 

to collaborate with the teachers in their efforts to become whole language teachers. 

The third and fourth forms of discourse of special interest to this study, reflective 

discourse and descriptive discourse, were written in response to the instructor's teaching 

strategies for using the journals. They will be presented within the section that redefines 

the occasions for having wonderful ideas as specific strategies for engaging the teachers 

in a transactional curriculum for coming to know whole language teaching and learning. 
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Mutual Conversations 

A form of discourse found in the sixth graders' dialogue journals is mutuality 

building discourse or "mutual conversations" as Kreeft Peyton (1988, p. 183) has chosen 

to call them. These are conversations in which both participants are equally engaged in 

maintaining and advancing the same topic by seeking and contributing information and 

opinions. Mutual involvement in a topic is evident in the "linguistic features of the 

interaction. First, there is some repetition and paraphrasing of each other's contributions. 

...Second, there is juxtaposition of the pronouns / and you in reference to the same 

activity" (p. 193). 

The excerpts used in this section have been selected to demonstrate our building 

of mutuality ft-om our first encounter in class and our first conversation in Donna's 

journal. The pronouns in all of the excerpts have been boldfaced for emphasis. 

These mutual conversations are illustrated on Figure 4 with arrows demonstrating 

the movement fi-om the initiator of an idea or piece of information or question to the 

recipient Only some of the topics that are initiated by one participant and responded to 

by the other are included here. Sometimes a series of ideas are expressed in several 

different interactions and the response appears later in the conversation and seems to be 

disconnected from the topic(s) in that particular interaction. Topics in the interaction that 

are not pertinent to this analysis of building mutuality are not included in Figure 4. (See 

p. .58 for explication of the nesting of topics commonly found in written interactions.) 

Donna's contributions to the conversation are presented in the left column. My responses 

written during the following week are in the right column. 

Donna's first entry (See Figure 4.) in her dialogue journal is an exit note written in 

response to the first class and to the book T had read aloud about Crow Boy (Yashima, 

1955) and his very sensitive teacher. Etonna expresses her sense of collegiality with the 

others in the class using the inclusive pronoun we to express shared concerns for their 
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students' self-esteem and for reinforcing one another's natural inclinations to do what they 

feel is best for their students, thereby resisting the pressure to put less important things 

first Donna may or may not have been including me, but my response that "we do need 

each other" suggests that 1 view myself as an equal participant in the group. Adding 

"don't weV to the statement is my invitation to engage in fiirther discussion about these 

issues. 

My son Matt found his social niche in Donna's drama class the previous year so F 

remind her that she is "the right teacher" for him. I have implied that she may well have 

"changed the course of his life." Although his situation is not as critical as that of Crow 

Boy, his adjustment to a new high school would have been much more difficult without 

Donna and her drama club that is open to all. As I said earlier, this is the first time I have 

met Donna. My husband. Bob, and T are both pleased that our son. Matt, is involved in 

drama club for the second year. 

While reading What's Whole in Whole Language?, (K. Goodman, 1986) during 

the first week of the class. Donna expresses her personal understanding of the text and I 

respond on a personal level with " You've got it." 

When Donna adds that learners need choice and personal objectives, and 

expresses approval of Goodman's view of technology, I respond,"/ think yoj/lrf like Frank 

Smith's Insult to Intelligence" (K-9). Little did I know just how much she would like it 

and how exactly right it would be for her. I had recently been reading the book and had 

already suggested it to Donna and others in her Know/Question group when they 

included technology on their charts and in their discussion during the first course session. 

Donna accepts my suggestion, borrows the copy I take to class, and begins reading it as 

soon as she finishes What's Whole in Whole Language? 

Donna surprises me with her complaint that all district teachers have been forced 

to take the mastery learning course, but this reinforces my sense that she will like Smith's 
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Donna's journal entries written during first week 
and turned in at end of second session 

First Qass and Crow Boy 

I felt good about the first class meeting, 
as if I were among kindred spirits. Not that 
I believe we will all agree with each other 
at all times and on all issues. But we seem 
to be motivated by the same basic concern 
for kids, and we share a sense of the impor
tance of developing healthy self-esteem in 
our students. Most of us seem to be 
seeking reinforcement for our own nai 
inclinations in a world driven by "the 
bottom line," the measurable result, (D-l) 

Crow Boy carries a heavy message. 
Sometimes, in the blizzard of memos and^ 
the meeting of deadlines, I tend to forget 
that the right teacher can actually change 
the course of a child's life. How can I 
possibly let that fact slip? (D-2) 

The key to the whole program seems 
to be enabling people to become willing 
participants in dieir own education. (D-8) 

...then the person in charge must allow each 
learner to choose the best method to carry 
out his objectives.... 

My prediction for section five was ri 
I was pj^cularly interested in Goodnwili's 
comments on technology. (D-9) 

Given the burgeoning emphasis on 
testing in the cUstrict and the fact all di^ct 
teachers have been forced to take m^ery 
learning courses, Goodman's comments are 
quite relevant. (D-10) 

My journal responses written during ttie second 
week and returned at beginning of third session 

We do need each other, don't 
we? (K-1) 

You've certainly contributed to 
att's success in adjusting to our 

move to Florence. Thanks a bunch! 
(K-2) 

1 '̂vegotiL (K-8) 

I think you'd like Frank Smith's 
Insult to Intelligence. (K-9) 

Have you really? How long 
;b? (K-IO) 

I bet you liked Friday's inservice 
speaker (on self-esteem) as much as 
Bob did. I wish I could have heard 
her (Kay Cessna). (K-13) 

D-29, D-35, D-37, D-42 

Figure 4 Excerpts to Illustrate Mutual Conversations 
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from 1^2, K-10, K-I3 

Donna's journal entries written during second week 
and turned in at end of third session 

After - I haven't really been ignoring th/ f-
questions relating to my classroom 
practices although I'm sure it appears Aat 
way. .,.(D-26) 

...Learning is somewhere do^H^^st Ti! 
the degree that the socializing asjM^cauil 
incorporated in classwork (and tWei^ 
probably more ways to do it tha 
seeing), they tend to approagWfwth; 
enthusiasm.... (D-27) 

There's more, but 111 sa'^fcstlo/lati 
Undoubtedly some of the^ topic} 
come up in class. (D-21 

Yes, I did enj^ Kay (^ssruf \z^ Friday 
- very much. I'Il/\^te mpre on h<!r later. 
(D-29) 

week 
sponses written during ttie third 
umed at beginning of fourth session 

:tions on Journal Guide 
for Reading What's Whole in 

?/g Language? see below) 

think this is a key. And I think 
you/d like Atwell's In the Middle. 

, Torbe's Climate for Learning. 
(K{27) 

Your journal is precisely the 
id of self-reflection intended by 

/the assignment I'm not committed 
to format.. 

I hope you'll find my approach 
to response groups helpful... 

Donna's journal ^°es wrtt^ during thi/6 week 
and turned in atend of fdudn session, 

My journal responses written during the fourth 
week and returned at beginning of fifth session 

First, a coyt)le of r^po/ises^o your 
respon 

Thanks for 
seem to have a 

I took maste: 
and spring of'8: 

mment Hean^I 
rel^onship. ... 

ing in the fall of/84 
•31) 

Kay Cessna's comments about 
appreciating and cflebrating diversity Really 
hit home with ma ... (D-35) 

...As Kay Cessna pointed out, we'reArying 
to cope with all these conflicting m^sages 
from society. (D-37) I 
...I had listened to the perceptive lady 
[Cessna] from the State Dept of Ed. talk 
about our problems in education.... (D-42) 

Figure 4 continued Excerpts to Illustrate Mutual Conversations 
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book. Donna has introduced the topic of mastery learning, but it would probably not 

have become the dominant focus of the spedfic "movement" or phase of her journal, the 

teaching/learning relationship controlled by mastery learning, if she had not read Insult to 

Intelligence: The Bureaucratic Invasion of our Classrooms (Smith, 1986) and discussed 

Smith's views with me in her journal and with her peers in focus group meetings. 

My inclusion of "Ib&iyou liked Friday's inservice speaker (on self-esteem) as 

much as Bob did. I wish I could have heard her (Kay Cessna)" (K-13) is a latent response 

to Etonna's concern for the self-esteem of the learner (D-1). It seems an insignificant 

comment and yet it establishes our mutual interest in the self-esteem of learners and 

provides one answer to the unspoken question, "Why are we having this discussion?" 

(Shuy, 1982; Staton & Kreeft, 1988). 

In the excerpts discussed so far, Donna and I are just beginning to build mutuality 

as illustrated in Figure 4. I am the primary one to use the pronouns I and you in 

juxtaposition: "I think you'dWkt Frank Smith's Insult to Intelligence" and "/bet you liked 

Friday's inservice speaker as much as Bob did." I have not actually done any repeating or 

paraphrasing in my response to her first week's journal, but I have indicated that I 

received information initiated by Donna that is of interest to me for further discussion. 

By incorporating Donna's proposition, that self-esteem is of real concern to her, into my 

knowledge of her, I am able to make the connection with the inservice presenter. 

The significance for this as a basis of building mutuality is evident because Donna 

specifically mentions Kay Cessna four more times: first) at the end of the second session 

she acknowledges that she read my comment when she promises in her exit note to write 

more later (D-29); second) & third) she keeps that promise the following week when she 

makes connections between Smith's text and Cessna's talk and shares them with me 

(D-35, D-37); and fourth) finally she introduces her first whole language project with 

reference to Cessna's influence (D-42). Each repetition represents mutual conversation 
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even though I do not respond directly to any of them. Donna has incorporated my 

awareness of the speaker into her knowing and is elaborating for my mutual 

understanding. This also confirms my assessment that she did h'ke the speaker and that I 

would have, too. If T had heard Cessna's talk, I probably would have responded directly 

to one or more of these four remarks. (See Figure 4 above.) 

In the second week's journal both of us engage in some repetition and 

paraphrasing, evidence that we are both becoming more comfortable with these written 

conversations and that we are establishing some mutual areas of interest for further 

discussion. Donna responds to the assignment I had given the teachers using a "Journal 

Guide for Reading What's Whole in Whole Language?'' In her journal entries written 

during the second week and turned in at the third session. Donna responds to the "Before 

reading each section" suggestions and to the "While reading each section" suggestions. 

She then reads the suggestions for; 

After reading each section — 

Reflect on your classroom practice and how Ken Goodman's view might 

affect that practice: 

What will you continue to do? 

Is there something you want to begin changing? 

Is there something you want to know more about? 

Do you have more questions? Jot them down. 

If you disagree with Ken Goodman, tell why. (From "Journal Guide for 

Reading What's Whole in Whole Language?" For complete guide see 

Figure 3.) 

Donna responds,"/ haven't really been ignoring the questions relating tomy 

classTTOom practices although Pm sure it appears that way" (D-26). Repetition and 

paraphrasing of the journal guide are evident in this explanation. Thus Donna implies her 
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expectation of mutuality in our dialogue and then responds to the questions (D-26 

through D-28). I share her expectation of mutuality in our discussions when I assure her 

that her response to the assignment is "precisely the kind of self-reflection intended" 

(K-28). Donna and I both engage in repetition, paraphrasing and the juxtaposition of 

pronouns in these examples as illustrated in Figure 4 above. 

Donna perceives an important principle of whole language as she reflects on her 

own students and connects socializing with learning and T respond with my opinion that 

"this is a key" and recommend some books written by teachers who value social aspects 

of learning. "My approach to response groups" does involve social interaction of 

students, but I do not elaborate on this here, since I plan to involve the teachers in 

response groups when I introduce writing process in a future class session. My comment 

responds to both of the topics Donna has introduced, connecting socializing with learning 

and "topics that will come up." The repetition and paraphrasing of each other's 

contributions and the juxtaposition of pronouns in this mutual conversation are both more 

evident as we reexamine these excerpts, from D-26 through K-28, with the juxtaposed 

pronouns boldfaced for emphasis on Figure 4 above. 

Though Donna has not written the word yoii, it is implied in two of the above 

statements: "... although I'm sure it appears that way {to you\" (D-26); and 

'...Undoubtedly some of these topics will come up in class [because you will address 

them, or because you will give us more opportunities for discussion]. Again I have 

juxtaposed / andyow when f state, "I thmkyou'd like Atwell's fn the Middle. Also, 

Torbe's Climate for Learning." There is further evidence of our mutual understanding 

when much later in the semester Donna reads Climate for Learning (Torbe & Medway, 

1981) and responds to it in her journal (D-65 through D-72). Donna also notes near the 

end of the semester that she has purchased the Atwell book "because it has enough 

substance to keep me going through next semester and the years beyond" (D-90). 
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Donna adds a unique feature during the following week to the journal she submits 

at the next session. Donna's "responses to responses" (D-33) contributes significantly to 

our ongoing mutuality-building discourse. She continues to make a spedfic effort each 

week to sustain our dialogue over time by answering questions or acknowledging 

comments I had written in the journal returned to her the previous week. Her first 

"responses" are to my "responses," K-2 and K-10. They include the paraphrasing noted 

above as characteristic of mutual conversations. 

D-31 First, a couple of responses to your responses. Thanks for the 
Matt comment He and I seem to have a good relationship. As I 
told Bob last year, "Matt's Vfatt and I'm me, and it seems to be 
working. Don't know why." 

I took mastery learning in the fell of'84 and spring of'85. 
Others took it the year before and still others the year after. I've 
more or less ignor^ it since I completed the course, but when 
we're formally evaluated, it always comes up. My feilure to follow 
the rules hasn't caused me any problems with my evaluations, yet. 
(Smith, p. 76-79 Note: this is Donna's reference.) 

Throughout these first journal entries Donna and I both use our conversation to 

build rapport with one another. This establishes a firm foundation for engaging in the 

second form of extended discourse, the discussion of problems. The discourse analysis 

reveals that during the first week's journal entries Donna also initiates a discussion of the 

problems she encounters with curriculum guides. The following section will focus on 

that discussion. 

Mutual Problem Discussion: Curriculum Guides 

When Donna perceives the need to change the curriculum guides, we engage in 

problem solving discourse (Kreeft, 1988) or a mutual problem discussion as Staton 

(1988c) prefers to call this form of dialogue. The discourse analysis methods used by 

Staton for analyzing the discussion of problems, whether or not they are solved, are used 

here to provide evidence of systematic change in our written interactions and to point to 
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changes in the perceptions of each of us as we interact in a discussion of two problems 

related to changing curriculum. Figure 5 illustrates the mutual incorporation of 

propositions presented by Donna, who is also chair of the English department, and by 

myself, the instructor. The propositions that originate with Donna and are incorporated 

by me are highlighted with a double-underline. The propositions that originate with me 

and are incoiporated by Donna are highlighted with a single-underline. 

Figure 5 schematizes the overall movement of our discussion with arrows that 

connect related contributions and move from the initiator of an idea or piece of 

information to the recipient. It contains the complete text of our problem discussion 

regarding curriculum guides, highlighted with a double-underline, and the beginning text 

of the problem discussion regarding Donna's "speaking out" about curriculum change, 

highlighted with a single-underline. These diagrams show graphically the degree of 

communication that occurs in these discussions about curriculum problems of mutual 

concern. 

The purpose of the analysis in this section is to explore what happens when the 

two of us engage in this particular discussion about Donna's problem writing curriculum 

guides. 

In journal entry D-13, Donna both poses the problem and suggests the solution 

and then she seeks confirmation for this idea with her query, "Right?" Donna is writing 

this in response to Goodman (1986) as she contrasts his learner-centered view of 

curriculum with her principal's teacher-centered view of curriculum. The principal has 

imposed his view on the teachers by requiring them to write curriculum guides to show 

him that they are teaching. This is apparently a very real problem for Donna. She 

appears to concur with Goodman's view as she proposes her own solution to keep the 

guides general so the students can actually generate the curriculum. She wants to know 
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Donna's Journal Entries written during First Week and 
turned in at end of Second Session 

D-13 
curriculum guides, which we are 
now being forced to prepare at the 

generated activities. Right? 

to D-i 

My Journal Responses written during the Second Week 
and returned at beginning of ttiird session 

K-13 ̂  ̂gM^^^te^mustemgh^^ 

thinking rather than recalling facts: 
using language to leam rather than 
learning language skills. Teacheri 
like you must speak out and 
participate in developing those 
curriculum guides—keep them 
relevant. 

, D-87 
Donna's Journal Entries written during Second Week and 
turned in at end of Third Session 

D-21 I like New Zealand's broad aims 
for secondary language programs. 
I can incorporate these into our 
English Etepartment's major goals. 

D-22 I'd like to see the Quebec 
curriculum guide... 

My Jdumai Responses written during the Third Week 
and ^turned at beginning of Fourth Session 

You should volunteer for the 
reading curriculum committee. 
I bet the curriculum director would 
listen to vou. Maybe vou could 
even get them to look at combining 
reading and English—actually doing 
a language arts curriculum that 
includes reading. The current state 
of separateness is ridiculous. 

Donna's Journal Entries written in the Exit Note and 
turned in at end of Fourth Session 

D-43 I'm glad to have the writing 
process notes. They give me 
something handy and concrete to 
use in case I have to explain things 

administrator or to other 
teachers. ItH also help with 
curriculum guides. 

f My J^mal Responses written during the Fourth Week 
and/etumed at beginning of Fifth Session 

Do you have the "California 
Handbook?" 

to D-44 

to D-5S (See Figure 6) 

Teacher's Proposition Incorporated by instructor in her reasoning about the problem 
Instructor's Proposition Incorporated by teacher in her reasoning about the problem 

Figure 5 Text of Mutual Problem Discussion 
Regarding Curriculum Guides and "Speaking Out" about Curriculum Change -

Donna's Role as Chair of the l^glish Department 
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Continuation of Donna's Journal Entries written in ttie 
Exit Note and turned in at end of Fourth Session 

D-44 Speaking of curriculum. I'll 
glad to talk with the cum'culur 
director about the English/r^i^ing 
split I don't know if that 
committee is already formj^. In^ 
any event I'll try to plao^the seej 

Donna's Journal Entries written during^urtti Weeic and 
turned in at end of Fiftti Session 

D-50 I'm following your sugEestions 
in preparing the curriculum guides 
for 2nd quarter, at least my own. 
Working with mv department st 
on this will take time, somet 
we have very little of at the 
moment 

from K-13 

fmK-2S 

K.-43 

!^nt'nuation of r^ Journal Responses written during the 
' Fourth Week ai^retumed at beginning of Fifth Session 

Gc 

My Jeumal Responses written during the Fifth Week and 
re^ed at beginning of Sixth Session 

k.-50_ S. attended my inservice 
jresentation and seemed very 
receptive to whole language. 

Donna's Journal Entries written during Fifth Wee)l 
turned in at end of Sixth Session 

and 

D-56 No. I don't have the "California 
Handbook." 

My Jpumai R&8f|k)nses written during the Sixth Week and 
returlted atji^inning of Seventh Session 

to K-78 

to D-89 (See Figure 6) 

^^h^s^^^siriOT Incorporated by instructor in her reasoning about the problem 
Instructor's Proposition Incorporated by teacher in her reasoning about the problem 

Figure 5 continued Text of Mutual Problem Discussion 
Regarding Curriculum Guides and "Speaking Out" about Curriculum Change -

Donna's Role as Chair of the English Department 
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what I think about her "wonderful idea" and invites me to help her solve her problem 

when she asks, "Right?" 

I confirm Donna's wonderftil idea to "allow for student-generated activities" and 

then elaborate on her topic by presenting my suggestions that "They (the curriculum 

guides) must emphasize process rather than product; active thinking rather than recalling 

facts; using language to learn rather than learning language skills" (K-13). This 

elaboration is a direct extension of Donna's meaning and supports her as a teacher 

learning how to cope with the problem of making her curriculum guides support her 

students' learning and still satisfy her principal. 

r add complexity to the problem Donna has posed with my proposition, "Teachers 

like you must speak out and participate in developing those curriculum guides—keep 

them relevant" At the time I thought Donna was talking about district English or 

language arts curriculum guides, but she is talking about long-range lesson plans the new 

principal has required each high school teacher to write. My perception is that we are 

discussing the planning of district curriculum and hers is that we are discussing the 

curriculum guides that her principal requires each teacher to do every quarter. I have 

inadvertently posed a different, yet definitely related problem. The discourse analysis 

reveals that there are actually two mutual propositions interacting here: 1) Donna's 

preparation of required curriculum guides and 2) my suggestion that she "speak out" 

about district curriculum. 

As she reads What's Whole in Whole Language (K. Goodman, 1986) the next 

week Donna establishes curriculum guides as an ongoing concern when she notes her 

interest in New Zealand's broad aims (D-21) and Quebec's curriculum guides (D-22), 

She maintains the topic when she expresses her pleasure in having the writing process 

notes she has taken during class (D-43) the third week. Donna's persistence in proposing 

various ways to pursue her inquiry has been incorporated into my knowing and this time I 
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think of a document on writing process which might help her with the curriculum guides 

she is writing so I ask if she has the California Handbook (K-43). She expresses interest 

in the California Handbook (California State Department of Education, 1983) when she 

answers my question about it during the fifth week. 

Donna's personal problem preparing curriculum guides appears resolved the 

fourth week when she states, "I'm following your suggestions in preparing the 

curriculum guides for 2nd quarter, at least my own" (D-50). Donna has incorporated my 

reasoning about the problem into her solution of it. Neither of us mentions preparing 

curriculum guides again and her needs appear to be met so this ends our discussion of the 

problem she had posed concerning writing curriculum guides. My elaboration of that 

proposition to propose that she "speak out" regarding curriculum change will be the focus 

of the next section. Our conversation about this second proposition is sustained for the 

next ten weeks of the course. 

Mutual Problem Discussion: "Speaking Out" about Curriculum Change 

Discussion during the third class session about the district's reading curriculum 

committee coupled with my misunderstanding that Donna's curriculum guides are being 

developed by an English curriculum committee result in my assertion: 

You should volunteer for the reading curriculum committee, / bet 
the curriculum director would listen to you. Maybe you could even get 
them to look at combining reading and English—actually doing a 
language arts curriculum tlm includes reading. The current state of 
separateness is ridiculous, (K-28) 

The analysis reveals that I am maintaining the "speaking out" aspect of curriculum 

change and Donna is maintaining her inquiry regarding curriculum guides with her 

comments about New Zealand's broad aims and Quebec's curriculum guide. At this point 

it does not appear that either of us has incorporated into our own knowing the other's 
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understanding of the problem we are actually discussing. However, each contribution to 

this dialogue builds on a previous contribution of the other writer. 

Further repetition and paraphrasing typical of mutuality building discourse is 

evident in my suggestion that Donna get involved in her district's committee and in this 

additional comment referring to Donna's participation in the class discussion about 

integrating the district's reading curriculum with it's language arts curriculum. Our roles 

here are becoming those of equal colleagues, rather than those of instructor and student 

While engaging in the discussion regarding the problem of curriculum guides 

during the third week, Donna begins to incorporate my proposition that she "speak out" 

with the phrase "in case T have to explain things to an administrator or to other teachers" 

(D-43). She maintains her primary interest in the curriculum guides and then 

incorporates my proposition that she use her influence with the curriculum director: 

Speaking of curriculum, Vll be glad to talk with the curriculum 
director about the English/reading split. / don't know if that committee is 
already formed. In any event, VU try to plant the seed. (D-44) 

Donna has not yet "spoken out," but she has expressed her willingness and indicated she 

will "be glad to." She has evidently been reading my responses in the journal returned to 

her at the beginning of class that evening and is eager to pursue our discussion for she 

writes this response in her exit note at the end of class. This deliberate reduction of the 

time lapse between our journal entries is further evidence of Donna's mutual interest in 

the topic and her desire to keep our conversation alive. My response, "Good," implies 

approval and encouragement and indicates that I have no new information to offer. 

After Donna has begun resolving the problem of preparing her own curriculum 

guides (D-50), it appears that she may be ready to turn her attention to the related 

problem of "speaking out" that I had posed three weeks earlier. She does not, however, 

make any specific or immediate commitments when she states, "Working with my 

department staff on this will take time, something we have very little of at the moment" 
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(D-50). I incorporate the information she has shared into my knowing and offer new 

information about one of the English teachers, "S. attended my inservice presentation and 

seemed very receptive to whole language," (K-50) suggesting that here is at least one 

high school English teacher who may share her concerns. 

The first partof our conversation that began with my proposition that Donna 

"speak out" about curriculum change is presented on Figure 5 (K-13) as the part of the 

conversation with a single underline. Figure 6 presents the continuation of that 

discussion when, two weeks later, Donna reports that she has "spoken out" to her 

principal (D-65 and D-66). Now she has incorporated my first proposition into her 

reasoning and she elaborates with a full description of their discussion, including 

pertinent new information that "his daughter is in a whole-language 2nd grade classroom 

and loves writing. So he can see the benefits." 

My first response (K-65) incorporates Donna's new information about the 

principal's daughter and informs her that "T think it must be L.'s then." I offer no 

elaboration here because L. is a second grade teacher taking the course who has been 

sharing with us lots of books her students have been writing and I know Donna will 

understand why her principal is pleased with his daughter's whole language experience. 

In her exit note journal entries Donna has consistently expressed her appreciation of the 

projects L. and others have been sharing since the beginning of the course. My second 

response (K-66) to Donna's journal entry acknowledges and approves her "speaking out" 

and expresses my personal view, "Connecting with administrators through their kids can 

be enlightening." 

In her journal on the seventh week, Donna reports her success with her class 

projects and her plans to use them for support "in the upcoming curriculum discussions" 

(D-78). I agree wholeheartedly and wonder if she has talked to the curriculum director 

yet (K-78). Donna may or may not be talking about district curriculum discussions, 
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though certainly I appear to think she is. The following week she writes a lengthy entry 

describing student reactions to her learning club (only the closing portion of D-86 is 

included on Figure 6), expresses her amazement "at how difficult we've made the finding 

of a meaningful context for language in public education," and reveals: 

Vve called an English Dept. meeting for tomorrow. The principal 
will meet with us and Vm going to begin to ease into some of these topics. 
(D-87) 

Vfy response is a supportive and encouraging "Good for you" followed by a 

request for more information, "I'm curious." Though my responses to Donna are brief, 

they do demonstrate mutual interest and encourage Donna to continue to share her 

experiences. She knows I am listening and she knows 1 share her concerns about 

changing the curriculum and improving educational opportunities for kids. Donna 

responds to my curiosity with the longest entry in our discussion about this problem. She 

has clearly "spoken out" on a lot of issues related to the changes she is making in her 

classrooms, changes she hopes others in the English Department will also choose to 

make: 

Also, our department meeting with the principal went well, I 
thought. / stated everything in "/" messages—"/ am going to spend mv 
budget pennies on a classroom library:" "Pm going to spend m\ pennies 
on more xeroxing for publications:" "I'm going to become more project, 
emerprise. performance-oriented so that kids can see some sense in what 
they're doing." etc. S. rejuses to give up her grammar exercises, and / 
assured her / didn't mean to suggest that she should. But I also said the 
research shows there is little transfer from those ejcercises to writing or 
speaking improvements. We all discussed the problem of using revision 
groups with juniors and seniors when they haven't grown accustomed to 
them at lower levels. I explained that all I way doing was looking for 
ways to help mv students become more engaged in their own learning 
because I couldn't eniov teachine if most of them were not. I think maybe 
some doors were cracked open. I can't be a dictator because I don't like 
to be treated that way, and I think that approach just makes things worse. 
These people are my colleagues and they're bright, capable people. 
They're also willing to listen. We're fortunate as a department in that 
respect. (D-89, emphases added) 
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from E)-44' 

Donna's journal entries) 
seventh session 

tten during sixth weei( and turned in at end of 

D-65 Item one: I h^an interesting visit with my 
principal during^ck time at parent-teacher 
conferences. He c^ie to talk to me about a 
student, and I tumeothe conversation around 
whole language without calling it that. As it 
out, his daughter is in a^ole language 2r\< 
classroom and loves writing. So he can si 
benefits. 

from K-I3 

)nses written 7tti weei( and 
at beginning of 8tti session 

I think it must be 
L.'s then. 

urns 
'grade 
the. 

D-66 He asked me when the stud^it gets around to 
correct filing, punctuation, etc^nd I told hjr 
they do it when they see the need, j^st as he i 
just as I do, and everyone else who ^ntuall 
does those things correctly. We talke^boilt 
cooperation vs. competition and several oyer 
problems in education. It was a good ses^n.' 
I'm glad it happened. 

Donna's journal entries written during seventh week and turned in at e 
eighth session 

D-78 .... If the whole thing (book for project 
comes to fruition, as I intend, it will give i 
something concrete to use in the upcominj 
curriculum discussions, 

D-79 as will the creative writing "Within The^ Walls" 
project, and, I hope, the creative writing/local 
history project which is just beginning 

I in at end of Donna's journal entries written during eighth week and tume 
ninth session 

D-87 I've called an English Dept. meeting for 
tomorrow. The principal will meet with us ani 
I'm going to begin to ease into some of these 
topics 

to D-89 

K-66 Good. Connecting 
with administrators 
through their kids 
can be veiy 
enlightening. 

My responses written 8th week and 
returned at beginning of 9th session 

'K-78 Indeed it will. 
Have you talked to 
the curriculum 
director yet? 

responses written 9th week and 
etumed at beginning of 10th session 

-87 Good for yoa 
I'm curious. 

Figure 6 Continuation of Text of Mutual Problem Discussion 
"Speaking Out" about Curriculum Change -

Donna's Role as Chair of the English Department 
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from K-50 

from K-78 

from K-87 

Donna's journal entnes written during nintti week and turned 
tenth session 

D-89 I haven't talked with the curriculum dirator, 
yet, mainly because the principal assures me she is 
about to start work on curriculum, and will begin 
with language arts, and will be meeting with us. 
But the year is nearly half gone and I have a 
feeling she's still swamped by her new job. HI 
pick my moment. 

Also, our department meeting with the 
principal went well, I thought I stated everything 
in T messages—"I am going to spend my budget 
pennies on a classroom Ubraiy;" "I'm going to 
spend my pennies on more xeroxing for publica
tions;" "I'm going to become more projec^ 
enterprise, p^ormance-oriented so that kids can 
see some sense in what they're doing," etc. S. 
refuses to give up her grammar exercises, and I 
assured her I didn't mean to suggest that she 
should. But I also said the research shows there is 
little transfer from those exercises to writing or 
speaking improvements. We all discussed the 
problem of using revision groups with juniors and 
seniors when they haven't grown accustomed to 
them at lower levels. I explained that all I was 
doing was looking for ways to help my students 
become more engaged in their own learning 
because I couldn't enjoy teaching if most of them 
were not. I think maybe some doors were cracked 
open. I can't be a dictator because I don't like to 
be treated that way, and I think that approach just 
makes things worse. These people are my 
colleagues and they're bright, capable people. 
They're also willing to listen. We're fortunate as a 
department in that respect. 

mes written 10th week and 
fetumed at beginning of 9th session 

K-89 And cracks 
almost always 
widen, don't they? 
It sounds like a good 
meeting. No one 
got out the sealant 
or padlocks, did 
they? Though they 
might have if you 
had taken the 
dictator stance.... 

Figure 6 continued Continuation of Text of Mutual Problem Discussion 
"Speaking Out" about Curriculum Change -

Donna's Role as Chair of the English Department 
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Donna's journal entries written during tenth week and turned in at end of 
eleventfi session 

D-101 I believe the principal is gradually coming 
around to a philosophical place that will allow and 
encourage some major changes in our teaching 
approaches and other curriculum matters. At a 
meeting Thurs. morning we talked a lot at>out our 
kids' n^s, their lack of self-esteem, cooperation 
vs. competition, etc. Also mentioned was teacher 
self-esteem, a key concept in the whole picture. 
Anyway, I have a feeling things are beginning to 
jell around the edges. There are definitely some ' 
possibilities for effecting change. I'm encouraged 
and excited about that 

D-104 Had a discussion with another English teacher 
today about how our kids are spoonfed throughout 
the system and have no idea how to take 
responsibility for their own learning. Also talked 
wift another about getting our kids more engaged. 
I'm laying groundwork. 

responses written 11th week and 
returned at beginning of 12th session 

K-101 I am, too, Donna. 
What a difference it 
can make for kids to 
view them as 
thinking people and 
lifelong learners. 

K-104 My smile gets 
bigger and bigger as 
I read your journal. 

What a solid base 
you have to stand on 
as you plant the 
se^ for change in 
your department, in 
your school and in 
your district No 
one can tell you it 
can't be done! 

Donna's journal entries written during eleventh week and turned in at endon^»IWTand^al session 

D-106 When H. and I took the kids to Denver Thurs. we had precious time to 
talk. She's definitely in my comer and is looking for help and focus, too. 
We agree that our students' self-esteem is in the basement and should be a 
top priority item. We came up with some project/enterprise ideas that would 
give kids a potential audience for their endeavors. She eavesdropped on 
another meeting where the principal was present the other morning. She 
grinned at me and said, "He sounded just like you." I told her Td been 
working on him slowly and gently and that his daughter was in a whole 
language classroom, which helps. 

A story — The kid in 5th hour who called me a f— b—and who has been 
great at ripping off things, brought me a broken pencil the other day (just the 
lead was broken). The pencil sharpener is nonfunctional in that room, so I 
gave him a fresh one and kept the one with the broken lead. At the end of 
class, he brought the second one back. I asked him if he'd retrieved the 
broken one, and he said, "Oh, thafs yours." He's slowly turning around as 
have several others. It is, as I've said before, a different atmosphere. 

I'm sure there are those hardnosed folks who would say I've copped out 
with this bunch, that I should have found a way to force them to do what I 
had planned for them to do. I don't see it that way, and I should have no 
trouble defending myself should the need arise (the big book is now on the 
principal's desk). I see so many good things happening with individuals. 

After my various experiments this year, I should be in a position to speak 
with some authority. Thanks so much, Karen. 

Figure 6 continued Continuation of Text of Mutual Problem Discussion "Speaking 
Out" about Curriculum Change - Donna's Role as Chair of the English Department 
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Dorma intersperses tier "speaking out" which I have underlined in the above journal entry 

with statements about other participants in the meeting. She mentions only one teacher 

by name, the one I had brought into the discussion earlier, thus demonstrating that she has 

incorporated my proposition into her understanding and offering new information that she 

wants me to know. That is, attending the inservice workshop I had presented for the 

school district and "seeming very receptive to whole language" (K-50) does not mean that 

S. is ready to give up her grammar exercises. 

Donna concludes the above entry with her thought that "maybe some doors were 

cracked open" and expresses her awareness that though she might dictate change in the 

English curriculum, she doesn't think it would work with these "bright, capable, people" 

who are "willing to listen." I incorporate Donna's terminology in my response that 

"cracks almost always widen" and I share her perception that had she acted like a dictator, 

she probably would have met with resistance. 

Donna continues our problem discussion by sharing her success stories in her 

journal entries over the next two weeks. Donna has "spoken out" to her principal and to 

fellow English teachers so she reports the success of her endeavors and I share her 

excitement 

D-101 I believe [the principal] is gradually coming around to a 
philosophical place that will allow and encourage some major 
changes in our teaching approaches and other curriculum matters. 
At a meeting Thurs. morning we talked a lot about our kids' needs, 
their lack of self-esteem, cooperation vs. competition, etc. Also 
mentioned was teacher self-esteem, a key concept in the whole 
picture. Anyway, I have a feeling things are be^nning to jell 
around the edges. There are definitely some possibilities for 
effecting change. I'm encouraged and excited about that 

K-101 I am, too. Donna. What a difference it can make for kids to 
view them as thinking people and lifelong learners. 

D-104 Had a discussion with another English teacher today about how 
our kids are spoonfed throughout the system and have no idea how 
to take responsibility for their own learning. Also talked with 
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another about getting our kids more engaged. I'm laying 
groundwork. 

K-104 My smile gets bigger and bigger as I read your journal. 

What a solid base you have to stand on as you plant the seeds 
for change in your department, in your school and in your district 
No one can tell you it can't be done! 

Of special note is the fact that here in the eleventh week of the course 1 use the 

same phrasing, "as you plant the seeds for change," that Donna used in her exit note seven 

weeks earlier when she stated, "Speaking of curriculum, /7/be glad to talk with the 

curriculum director about the English/reading split I don't know if that committee is 

already formed. In any event, /'// try to plant the seed" (D-44). 

Our mutual concern for the self-esteem of students was established in K-13 when 

I brought the high school inservice speaker on self-esteem into our conversation in 

response to Donna's first journal entry that "we (the kindred spirits at the first class 

meeting) share a sense of the importance of developing healthy self-esteem in our 

students" (D-1). Apparently this recurring topic linking self-esteem with learning is an 

ongoing answer to that unspoken question, "Why are we having this discussion?" (Shuy, 

1982; Staton & Kreeft, 1988) That topic surfaces in D-101 and again in the final entry: 

When H. and I took the kids to Denver Thurs, we had precious 
time to talk. She's definitely in my comer and is looking for help and 
focus, too. We agree that our students' self-esteem is in the basement 
and should be a top priority item. We came up with some 
project/enterprise ideas tha would give kids a potential audience for 
their endeavors. She eavesdropped on another meeting where the 
principal was present the other morning. She grirmed at me and said, 
"He sounded just like you." I told her I'd been working on him slowly 
and gently ard that his daughter was in a whole language classroom, 
which helps. (D-106) 

Donna has not only had wonderful ideas for changing the curriculum in her 

classroom, she has felt confident enough to try them out and even her most reluctant 

students are beginning to respond. She shares one more student success story (See D-106 

on Figure 6) and expresses confidence in her ability to defend herself if need be for 
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changing from a curriculum driven by mastery learning to a curriculum "broken open" 

(D-76) with learning clubs. 

I'm sure there are those hardnosed folks who would say I've 
copped out with this bunch, that I should have found a way to force them 
to do what L had planned for them to do. I don't see it that way, and / 
should have no trouble defending myself should the need arise (the big 
hook is now on the principal's desk). I see so many good things 
happening with individuals. (D-106) 

Donna's final statement indicates progress has been made toward finding solutions 

to the problem of "speaking out" Donna's sense of accomplishment is evident when she 

states: 

After my various experimems this year, I should be in a position 
to speak with some authority. Thanks so much, Karen. (D-106) 

Donna's "Thanks so much, Karen" acknowledges the collaborative nature of the 

relationship we have developed during the course. 

This mutual problem discussion regarding "speaking out" about changing the 

curriculum has been maintained for the entire semester. While Donna was coming to 

know whole language teaching and learning through the three movements analyzed in 

Chapter 4, her role as Chair of the English Department has also changed. Our mutual 

sharing of new information and our mutual building of the understanding of one another 

has resulted in Donna taking a leadership role for speaking out and changing the English 

curriculum in her own building with intention to do the same on the district's curriculum 

committee. Our early establishment of mutual interests about which to have mutual 

conversations appears to have bridged the constraints caused by the two week intervals 

necessary to complete the written interactions between us. This also seems to have 

enabled us to become engaged in the more complex mutual discussion of problems that 

lasted for so long. 

Kreeft Peyton (1988) asserts there are many similarities between mutual 

conversations and problem solving discourse, for in both types the participants work 
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together towards a goal, with each one seeking information and giving information, 

expressing opinions and responding to opinions, sharing responsibility for maintaining 

and advancing the topic. 

In the sixth grade dialogue journals she analyzed, Kreeft Peyton found there was 

equah'ty of the participants in mutual conversations, but the roles of "teacher" and 

"student" were obvious in problem solving discussions. Though Donna's role of "teacher 

as student" and my role as "instructor" are evident in the curriculum guide portion of 

these discussions that Donna and I have, our roles are those of equal colleagues as we 

pursue the topic of "speaking out" about curriculum change for the rest of the semester. 

We assume the "roles of two colleagues sharing a mutually interesting topic" (Kreeft 

Peyton, p. 184), an atypical relationship for college instructor and student 

Our engagement in mutual conversations and mutual problem discussions was not 

limited to those analyzed above. Our written interactions throughout the journal are 

characterized by mutual interest in the topics discussed Both of us are actively engaged 

in learning together, in co-constructing knowledge as we communicate with each other. 

"Extensive communication with another individual, where ideas are shared and developed 

in an atmosphere of mutual respect and attention, is the key to a relationship in which 

mutual learning can take place" (Kreeft Peyton, 1988, p. 2(X)). In this way the journal 

discussions have also been instrumental in helping Donna learn how to change her 

teaching practice. Such personal ongoing communication on numerous topics of mutual 

interest is impossible in the context of the classroom where there are numerous 

participants in each conversation. 

The dialogue journal/learning log provided a unique opportunity to personalize 

instruction. This analysis of our mutuality building conversations established a deep 

understanding of why I like to use dialogue journal/learning logs with the teachers who 

take my courses. These mutual conversations and problem discussions provide an 
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unparalleled opportunity for me, as the instructor, to collaborate and negotiate with the 

teachers in their efforts to become whole language teachers. 

The final section re-examines the occasions for having wonderful ideas and 

identifies specific teaching strategies for engaging the teachers in a transactional 

curriculum for coming to know whole language learning and teaching. Of special interest 

are those strategies that elicited two other types of discourse found in the journals, 

reflective discourse and descriptive discourse, each of which provides opportunities for 

the instructor to collaborate and negotiate with the teachers as they come to know whole 

language theory and practice. Included in this section are journal entries written by each 

of the seven teachers whose journals were analyzed for this study. 

Revisiting tlie Occasions for Having Wonderful Ideas: 

A Transactional Curriculum 

This section examines the instructor's specific teaching strategies for engaging the 

teachers in using the dialogue journals. The strategies to be discussed are categorized as 

those that are specific for the perceiving phase, those that are specific for the ideating 

phase and those that are specific for the presenting phase of coming to know whole 

language teaching and learning. Some journal entries written in response to each of those 

strategies have been selected to illustrate the uniqueness and diversity of the teachers and 

their journal experiences. The instructor's contributions to the dialogue further illustrate 

the ways I collaborate and negotiate with the teachers. 

"When a personal knowing cycle of perceiving, ideating, and presenting is 

postulated, then there should be a similar cycle in the general teaching strategy for 

helping children to know," state Goodman, Smith, Meredith, and Goodman (1987, 

p. 339) by way of introducing their transactional theory. Their premise is that "the actual 
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cuiriculum is the set of transactions between the teachers' planned curriculum interpreted 

through teaching and the students' personal responses of knowing to that teaching" 

(p. 339). 

After spending considerable time examining the dialogue journal/learning logs for 

personal expressions of perceiving, ideating and presenting as the theoretical lens for 

interpreting the substantive topics introduced and maintained by the teachers who took 

my course, I have come to see the journals as written records of some of the transactions 

each learner had with the teaching strategies I used throughout the course. Because a 

personal knowing cycle of perceiving, ideating, and presenting was postulated for 

analyzing the teachers in this study, it became evident that a similar cycle in my general 

teaching strategy should exist for helping teachers come to know whole language. 

Consistent with transactional theory, my premise is that the actual curriculum of 

the Whole Language Teaching and Learning course is the set of transactions between my 

planned curriculum interpreted through my enactment of those plans and the teachers' 

personal responses of knowing to those learning experiences. The actual curriculum is 

different for each teacher. Basing the analysis of my teaching strategies in the constant 

comparative system developed by Glaser and Strauss (1967), I examine the teaching 

strategies evident in the course outline, course handouts and my instructor's journal to 

determine the extent to which the course, "Whole Language Learning and Teaching," can 

be defined as a transactional curriculum, one that acknowledges and supports the three 

phases of coming to know, that is, perceiving, ideating, and presenting as described by 

Goodman and his colleagues (1987). 

As I examine the course fix)m a transactional perspective, I first describe the 

general teaching strategy for coming to know whole language teaching and learning. 

Then I describe the specific strategies used with the dialogue journal/learning logs that 

are central to this study. To illustrate the role of the dialogue journal/learning log in 
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supporting each of the three phases, I present some examples of the teacher's transactions 

with those strategies as revealed in their journal entries . 

A General Strategy for Coming to Know Whole l^anguage Teaching and I.earning 

The course description, which was used in the district's fliers advertising the three 

credit graduate course, states the purpose of the course: 

This course will provide an opportunity for teachers to better understand 

current theory and research that supports the whole language philosophy. 

Effective strategies for developing a whole language program will be presented. 

Teachers will be expected to utilize insights gained by implementing a whole 

language project in their classrooms. Collaborative learning will be facilitated as 

teachers share their experiences and insights with one another. Dialogue 

journal/learning logs will be kept by the teachers and the course instructor with a 

focus on examining beliefs and assumptions about learning and teaching. 

The general strategy of supporting each learner's personal knowing cycle is 

implicit in this statement The perceiving phase of becoming aware of new whole 

language concepts is stimulated by presentation of theory, research, and teaching 

strategies. The ideating phase of developing those concepts is supported by opportunities 

for collaborative learning during course sessions and trying out new concepts in one's 

own classroom. The phase of presenting new concepts is supported as the teachers share 

their understandings and classroom projects. This sharing with one another nourishes the 

personal knowing cycle of each teacher for what is one teacher's presentation is often 

another teacher's new perception and enhances yet another's ideation. 

The examining of beliefs and assumptions about learning and teaching in the 

dialogue journal/learning log occurs as the teachers express their personal perceiving, 

ideating, and presenting and the instructor responds to these personal expressions of 
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coming to know wiiole language. The dialogue joumal/leaming logs are, therefore, an 

integral part of the general teaching strategy. Dialogue journals offer me a chance to 

monitor the ways my students perceive and cope with the course content (Goodman, et 

al., 1987, p. 102). Their entries help me to know where they are coming from, their 

values, and their personal views of teaching and learning through all three phases. 

Thus the cyclical nature of personal knowing is encouraged and supported 

throughout the course. Next f examine spedfic teaching strategies to make more explicit 

this general strategy of personalizing curriculum and instruction. 

Specific Teaching Strat^ies for the Perceiving Phase 

of Coming to Know Whole Language Teaching and laming 

Teaching strategies for the perceiving phase of a transactional curriculum provide 

confrontations that arouse feelings, spark curiosity, raise questions, and activate 

discovering processes of the learners (Goodman, et al., p. 339). The perceiving phase is 

activated when something from the learner's "past experience reaches out and pulls in the 

(new concept or experience) for closer view and consideration" (p. 99). The perceiving 

phase can be observed when the teachers in this study begin discussing their perceptions 

in their journals. The journal entries provide opportunities for me "to monitor the ways in 

which [the teachers] perceive and cope with what they encounter, to push the [teachers] 

to examine and to consider their perceptions, and to assist in what may be difficult 

accommodations" (p. 101). This assistance is called "building perceptual bridges." In 

this section I present those teaching strategies that provide confrontations for the 

perceiving phase. 

Exit Notes 

Exit notes are brief five minute journal entries that have potential for engaging 

teachers in the perceiving phase as well as for providing opportunities for me "to monitor 
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the ways in which [the teachers] perceive and cope with what they encounter." 

Unfortunately, I rarely remembered to allow time for these general responses at the end 

of each class period and my suggestion to do them at home was rarely followed. 

However, when [ made specific "exit note" requests for responses to What We 

Know/Questions We Have (below) and Crow Boy (below), most of the teachers did them 

at home because there was insufficient time in class that first night 

What We Know/Questions We Have 

The first conftx)ntation of the course was the activity (described on p. 163) in 

which teachers worked together in small groups during the first session to complete and 

share with the whole class a chart based on the headings: 

What We Know About Whole LaoQuaae Questions We Have About Whole Language 

This confrontation set a collaborative tone for the course and generated a lot of 

discussion. Feelings were aroused and, presumably, curiosity was sparked, as expressed 

in the journal responses to that activity written by Bill (B), Stephanie (S), Virginia (V), 

and Donna (D): 

f found that there are a wide variety of whole language le vels to 
learn from by all the responses that came out. I felt good about what I 
could add to what I know about whole language; however, when I heard 
others, I realized that I had a lot to leam. (B-19) 

I'm excited about this class because I feel this approach makes 
more sense than the traditional approach. I find comfort in knowing not 
everyone is familiar with the varied aspects of this approach, I like all 
the teacher sharing that took place. Fve found teachers are my best 
learning source. They widerstand my concerns and offer their expertise 
eagerly. (S-1) 

I really enjoyed this class. We did an open-ended activity with 
our table. The best part was no pressure to work with strangers and no 
one was put on the spot. I also enjoyed the free discussion during the last 
part of class. (V-2) 

/ felt good about the first class meeting, as if I were among 
kindred spirits. Not that I believe we will all agree with each other at all 
times and on all issues. But we seem to he motivated by the. same basic 
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concern for fads, and we share a sense of the importance of developing 
healthy self-esteem in our students. Most of us seem to be seeking 
reinforcement for our own natural inclinations in a world driven by "the 
bottom line," the measurable result. (D-1) 

Crow Boy 

Listening to Crow Boy (Yashima, 1955) served as a confrontation for most of the 

teachers. Feeh'ngs were aroused and expressed when they were asked to write "a personal 

response" to the book as part of their first journal entry. 

Stephanie's response focuses on her past experience that "reaches out and pulls in" 

Crow Boy "for closer view and consideration." Her personal Crow Boy experience was 

so moving that I asked her to share it with our class: 

Crow Bov touched me deeply. In first grade my family moved to 
Denver where I was enrolled in a Catholic schml. My kindergarten year 
had been heaven. I loved every minute. I can remember very vividly 
many of the things we did. Everyone was my friend. First grade was 
different. / knew all my prayers - Sister liked that - but f got my "m" and 
"n" conjiised. (They sounded the same to me.) We were given a stack of 
2" X 3" cards to memorize each week Well, besides moving, my mother 
had her 6th child a month before school started (In Sept.). We'd moved 
to Denver so my father could specialize in thoracic surgery. He was 
never home - night or day. Mom couldn't care for six kids, a house, a 
dog, laundry, etc. and find time to work with me in reading. So, the 
oldest child (then in 3rd grade) was supposed to help me learn my cards. 
Somehow I couldn't get them. She. grew tired and I kept accumulating 
more and more foreign word cards. I was shy; 1 stood against the wall 
at recess; I was scared of the big city people. (1 was always cautioned 
of kidnapers.) In short, I was a CROW BOY. Then my fourth grade year 
we moved back to our hometowrL (Dad had finished his residency.) 
From day one the kids remembered me. 1 was special and smart and 
friendly because that's how they remembered me. In Catholic school 
we'd been doing worksheets we didn't do 'til 5th and 6th grade at the 
public school. I went from "quiet dummy" to "smart" Stephanie as 
quickly as / had gone from "smart" Stephanie to "quiet dummy." I'll 
never forget that and I'd pray I am a more compassiorwte teacher for 
having this experience. (S-2) 

Janet's response is a reflective one as she expresses her beliefs and feelings about 

teaching: 

I am a firm believer in spending whatever amount of time it takes 
to get every child in my class to "fall in love" with me. Lil̂  Mr. Isobe, I 
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try to take the time to discover each child's essence. Each child, not 
unlike Chibi, needs to know they have worth. In order to discover each 
child, ! make a considerable time investment. I also believe "we need to 
stop hurrying children. Our school days require time. Time to wonder, 
time to pause, time to look closely, time to s^re, time to pay attention to 
what is most imponant. In school we must give children the time they 
need to learn. To hurry through the days, to hurry though classes, grades 
and a timetable of achievements, is contrary to the nature of children and 
will do irreparable damage to their minds and souls" (Chip Wood). / 
think my beliefa (anyway 1 hope they are) are very compatible with the 
whole language approach to learning. Because the curriculum comes 
from the child (at least it should), rather than rushing to reading tables 
fiill of workbooks and dittos, J have time to let my children leam 
naturally about what they're interested in, 

I think the WHOLE in whole language means the. whole child. It 
encompasses and addresses the child socially, emotionally, mentally and 
physically, not just academically. It doesn't separate the child at school 
from the child outside of school. It uses everything the child brings to 
school as a learning tool 

I'm hoping Ken Goodman recognizes the need for children to 
"play" as a teaching/learning tool rather than just a relief from learning. 
I believe, for children, play is learning - - it is the work of childhood. I 
hope he teaches me how to extract the curriculum naturally from the 
children. Regarding the text, so far, so good - - I feel like I'm on the 
right track so far. (J-1 through J-3) 

This first page of Janet's journal illustrates perceiving, ideating and presenting. In 

her first entry, Janet reflects on her personal belief, theory, and practice as she identifies 

with Mr. Isobe, the teacher in Crow Boy who cared about his student and valued his 

uniqueness. Janet responds with, "Each child, not unlike Chibi, needs to know they have 

worth," and elaborates on her belief that time and caring are essential. She shares a quote 

from early childhood educator Chip Wood as a statement of her personal belief. Through 

the story she connects with her expectation that whole language is compatible with her 

beliefs about learning "because the curriculum comes from the child" and "I have time to 

let my children leam naturally about what they're interested in." Then Janet moves right 

on to her predictions about What's Whole in Whole Language? and perceives whole 

language in relationship to what she already knows about children, about child 

development, and about reading and hopes that Goodman values play as "leaming...the 
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work of childhood" and that he will "teach her how to extract the curriculum naturally 

from the children." 

Donna's response to Crow Boy was also a reflective one. Though her feelings are 

not explicit, they appear to be aroused: 

Crow Box carries a heavy message. Sometimes, in the blizzard of 
memos and the meeting of deadlines, J tend to forget that the right 
teacher can actually change the course of a child's life. How can J 
possibly let that fact slip? (D-2) 

Virginia's brief reflection indicates her feelings are aroused, but she offers very 

little elaboration: 

Crow Bov had a lot of inside meaning. I felt for the child who is 
often termed different, that child who is often overlooked. Thank God for 
the special person who discovers that child and brings out their best. (V-2) 

Bill's response, however, is not a reflection and he indicates no arousal of 

feelings: 

The book (Crow Bov) seemed a little slow as far as interest level, 
but really had a good point to focus on at the end. (B-19) 

Stephanie, Janet, Donna, and Virginia all used reflective discourse for responding 

to Crow Boy . The reflective discourse in each case included I statements. Each of the 

longer journal entries elicited comments from me that began establishing mutuality. 

To Stephanie, I responded: 

Vm sure you are. What a dreadfiil way to learn compassion, 
though. Don't you shudder to think what might have happened to you if 
you hadn't moved back? 

Would you share this experience with our class ? I think it would 
"open some eyes." (K-2) 

To Janet, I responded: 

/ feel like you are, too. This class won't be so much 'new'for you 
as it will be reinforcement and ejaension of knowledge—a validation of 
who you are. 
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/ bet you would like Yena's articles on the Roots of Literacy. 
Also: Developmeruallv Appropriate Practice: Birth to Agg 8 and "Why 
Not Treat them All as Gifted?" (K-3) 

To Donna, I responded: 

You've certainly contributed to Matt's success in adjusting to our 
mow. to Florence. Thanks a bunch! (K-2) 

By failing to respond to Virginia and Bill, I missed an opportunity to begin 

establishing mutuality. I might have written to Virginia, "Do you have a child like that in 

your classroom? I bet you are the special kind of teacher who brings out the best in each 

child." I could have responded to Bill with, "l wonder whatyow mean by "good point?" 

Does this story say anything personally to you as a teacher?" 

What's Whole in Whole Language? 

From the perspective of a transactional curriculum, What's Whole in Whole 

Language? (Goodman, 1986) provides numerous confrontations, sparks curiosity, raises 

questions, and activates the discovering processes (Goodman, at al., p. 339) of the 

teachers who read it It effectively presents enough research-based theory about children, 

language and language learning to provide teachers with a basis for examining the 

language learning environment they are providing for children, to consider changes they 

might want to make toward whole language, and to pose further questions for themselves. 

Goodman makes it clear throughout the book that he believes that teachers must be 

learners, too; they must never stop trying to make sense of their world. 

Confronting the teachers with What's Whole in Whole Language?, one of my first 

teaching strategies, engaged them in developing their personal conceptions of whole 

language. Though the text itself served as a series of confrontations, the "Whole 

Language Learning Journal Guide for Reading What's Whole in Whole Language?" (for 

complete guide see Figure 3) extended those confrontations with specific teaching 
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strategies for the perceiving phase, for the ideating phase and for the presenting phase. 

The guide suggested reading and responding to the first half of the text during the first 

week (pp. 5-42) and reading and responding to the last half during the second week 

(pp. 43-79). Because giving the teachers a copy of the guide is a teaching strategy that 

supports the perceiving and ideating phases of coming to know, specific strategies found 

within it will necessarily be discussed within each of the phases as they are presented 

here. 

Whole Language Learning Journal Guide for Reading What's Whole in Whole. 

Lan^uaee?: Perceiving Phase 

The perceiving phase is supported by the request for prediction "Before reading 

each section" followed by the request to respond "While reading each section." This 

provides ongoing conft-ontation to guide each teacher's use of the dialogue 

journal/learning logs. The questions challenge the teachers to personalize their 

transaction with the text and to become engaged in developing their personal conceptions 

of whole language. The teachers' responses to the questions offer opportunities to "build 

perceptual bridges" for them as I respond in their journals. 

The following entries were written while the teachers were reading the text. In 

the original handwritten journals, each teacher's entry is a continual one and my 

responses are written in the margins as I read, thus creating an interaction with the 

teacher. The journal interactions are presented here in a side by side format most similar 

to the actual journals with the teacher's response to the text on the left and my instructor's 

responses to the right of the teacher's. 

Clyde is a middle school teacher of history and current events. He ran his own 

business for a number of years, recently renewed his teaching certificate, and has been 
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back in the classroom for only two or three years. He poses numerous questions as he 

responds to the text I attempt to bridge his understanding by answering some directly 

and by confnsnting him with more questions to draw him back to his personal experience 

as a teacher and as a learner. The building of mutuality is also evident here in Clyde's use 

of we, in my frequent use of you, and in my juxtaposition of pronouns, all of which are 

highlighted in the journal excerpts: 

How do we get grades for these students? 
How do we know if they are mastering the 
material or not? Many students, if allowed, 
will con their teacher if there is not a good 
way to evaluate what they've learned. Are we 
trying to say that all tests are wrong? (C-14) 

/ still haven't been shown that basals are 
all bad. (C-15) 

I do agree that once children are labeled 
they tend to live out that label. It seems to be 
a selfjulfilling prophecy that they'll always be 
in a certain group. 

A child should be allowed to go as far as 
he or she can and not be inhibited because 
they belong to a certain reading group. It 
seems to me that once a child is put in a 
certain group (and especially the slow 
groups) that they rarely are able to get out of 
that group because they are never flowed to 
try to keep up with the faster students. (C-16) 

All standardized 
reading tests, yes. 
What do they tell you 
about a child? How 
do you give grades? 
How much do your 
tests determine the 
grade? Would you 
get more out of my 
class if I gave you a 
test? And even more 
if J gave you more 
tests? (K-14) 

Ken is really 
focusing on reading 
basals - have you 
used a good one? 
(K-15) 

These decisions 
are based on tests and 
basal structures. 
(K-16) 

Virginia, a second year teacher, responds "While reading" the first chapter by 

referring to her prediction written "Before reading" and then expressing some confusion 

she has about the text: 
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/. - My reaction to: Whole language: The Whole language 
easy way to language development. learning is from 

whole to part. Any 
My prediction was almost right on the dot. teaching of parts must 

This section also talked about using a child's be in tfw context of 
environmem and not hampering their efforts, the whale. Isolated 
- At this point - Vm conjused about parts are meaning-
something: 1 felt whole language was broken less. (K-9) 
into several parts that when united make the 
whole - this section discussed the traditional The parts are 
teacher making things more conjusing and there but do whole 
harder to leant because they split it up into language teachers 
parts. (V-9) Then it mentions whole teach them or provide 
language is made up of many parts ?? ? holistic situations in 
(V-10) which kids can learn 

them? (K-10) 

Virginia continues to express her confusion as she responds to the second chapter; 

She does not appear to have a whole language view of teaching and learning nor does she 

appear to have a clear grasp of phonics instruction when she talks about "hav(ing) to 

break up the letters for recognition & the sounds for comprehension (V-11)." I ask some 

questions for clarification and attempt to build some perceptual bridges. (The text of 

V-11 and K-11 can be found on p. 278 with further explication.) 

Virginia does not respond to any of the really difficult questions, perhaps because 

this discussion is too complex for the week long intervals between writing and getting a 

response firom me. She does, however, choose to respond in the margins to the questions 

I ask in K-12 and K-14, presented below in the third column. Her responses added to the 

journal in this manner do not become as direct a part of the ongoing dialogue as do 

Donna's "response to responses." I probably never saw them until I revisited the journal 

as a researcher. 
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We still do personal words & 
Invented Spelling & Big Books, 
Rookie Readers, predictable print 
etc.—all along. (V-12) 

3 - My reaction to: Language 
Learning: How does it happen ? 

Question: "Keeping children 
from making mistakes is a sure 
way to make them feel insecure 
and to inhibit their ultimate 
development." - Can you repeat 
what they say, yet use the proper 
wording - Not making a deal 
about it? (V-13) 

... - This section also related to 
my question on the last page. 
Vm still unsure - my students 
write and read and do without 
knowing letters or their sounds. 
But 1 still feel we need to leam 
our letters. Right now they are 
just symbols without meaning 
once we break them down - the 
children take off like rockets 
with their new discovery. (V-14) 

What are Rookie 
Readers? I haven't 
heard of them? 
Would you bring 
some? 

Have you made 
any big books with 
your students? 
Please bring them in 
to show the class. 
(K-12) 

Little 
Books 

Yes 

Not yet. 
Vm going 
to try 
something 
new. 

Yes, that's the 
natural, most helpful 
way to respond. 
(K-13) 

How do you explain 
the child's use of 
scribble? Isn't that 
a symbol loaded 
with meaning—the 
child's meaning, 
though not conven
tionally spelled? 
What meaning does 
a letter have? 
What is a letter a 
symbol of? What is 
the meaning of A ? 
orB? (K-14) 

Writing 

Symbol 

Bill, a first year teacher who has a Chapter I program in an elementary school, 

also responds to the first chapter by connecting with his prediction statements as he 

writes: 

Something I realize now but didn't before when / was predicting 
the author is thm the student is the focus of whole language. 1 was 
thinking more of myself and not the student at that time. 
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The chapter somewhat compared to my focus from the content 
page. It gave me reasons to teach W. L and reasons not to teach the 
tr îtional style. I tend to agree with W. L because you can't teach 
children something unless they're interested.... (B-1) 

Bill has perceived an extremely important aspect of whole language when he 

realizes that "the student is the focus." I missed a wonderful opportunity to build 

mutuality and to "build bridges" with him by affirming his perception with,"/ see you 

have discovered an important key to whole language." 

Specific Teaching Strategies for the Ideating Phase 

of Coming to Know Whole Language Teaching and framing 

The ideating phase of coming to know is the thinking phase during which the 

learner attempts to assimilate or accommodate the new perceptions or ideas. Teaching 

strategies that support the ideating phase assist learners in finding problems to be solved, 

raise appropriate questions to help learners organize their thinking, pose clarifying 

questions to encourage consideration of past experience, and provide opportunities for 

concepts to become realized as they are put to work in actual situations (Goodman et al., 

1987, pp. 340-341). 

Whole Language Learning Journal Guide for Reading What's Whole in Whole 

Langua^el: Ideating Phase 

While analyzing Donna's journal for topics, I noticed that some of her most 

insightful entries were those written when she was asked to reflect on what she had read 

or done and connect that reflection to herself as a teacher. I began to see these requests 

for reflection as teaching strategies specific to the ideating phase. "The moment that 

individuals begin to talk and to think about what they have perceived, the phase of 

ideating has begun. We must come to terms with what has been perceived" (Goodman et 

al., 1987, p. 102). The "Journal Guide for Reading What's Whole in Whole Language?" 
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(Figure 3) suggests that after reading one should "reflect on your classroom practice and 

how Ken Goodman's view might affect that practice: What will you continue to do? Is 

there something you want to begin changing? Is there something you want to know more 

about? Do you have more questions? Jot them down. If you disagree with Ken 

Goodman, tell why." 

In How We. Think: A Restatement of the Relation of Reflective Thinking to the 

Educative Process, John Dewey (1933) asserts, "The better way of thinking... is called 

reflective thinking: the kind of thinking that consists in turning a subject over in the mind 

and giving it serious and consecutive consideration (p. 3)." Donna's reflections written 

after her reading during the first week of the course and after her reading during the 

second week of the course are presented here in their entirety just as she wrote them to 

illustrate reflecting as ideating or thinking while in the process of writing. The first was 

dated Oct 3 and was written in response to "Goodman, pp. 5-42:" 

After -It felt good to me, reading Goodman, to be reminded of the 
importance of respecting the learner, I find when Fm in the respect mode 
that things go much more smoothly and I feel much better, more relaxed 
and happy than when I put on my "traditional" teacher hat. I think that's 
because my natural inclinations are to set up cooperative relationships 
and atmospheres rather than competitive situations or dictatorships. Vd 
make a lousy top sergeant. 

Harking back to my opening comments on the class, I think we 're 
here because, to varying degrees, we want the kind of educational world 
Goodman describes. We want the whole language concepts that we 
already accept to be validated. 

I guess my biggest question at this point is how whole language 
evaluation can be transcribed onto the computer grade sheets that we use 
at the secondary level. I'm all for kid watching and consider it a valid 
means of evaluation. But how do / boil it all down to a spot (made with a 
No. 2 pencil) on a sheet? 

It also seems to me that curriculum guides, which we are now 
being forced to prepare at the secondary level, must be very general to 
allow for student-generated activities. Right? (I>-11 through D-13) 

Dewey (1933) explains that 
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Reflection involves not simply a sequence of ideas, but a co«-sequence—a. 

consecutive ordering in such a way that each determines the next as its proper 

outcome, while each outcome in turn leans back on, or refers to, its predecessors. 

The successive portions of a reflective thought grow out of one another and 

support one another, they do not come and go in a medley. Each phase is a step 

from something to something... definite units that are linked together so that there 

is a sustained movement to a common end. (pp. 4-5) 

Donna's second reflection, dated Oct 10 and written in response to the rest of 

"Goodman, pp. 43-79," grows out of and supports the first There is sustained movement, 

not only in these two reflections, but in all of them to the end of her journal as she 

becomes a reflective practitioner. 

After - I haven't really been ignoring the questions relating to my 
classroom practices although Fm sure it appears that way. 

I've been thinking, as I read Goodman, of my 16+ years of 
teaching. I believe what I did early on was to keep moving, somewhat 
naturally and somewhat because of the reading I did. toward approaches 
that resembled whole language teaching. I didn't know what it was, but I 
kept trying. 

When I moved to Colorado, I couldn't find a teaching job right 
away and so began writing articles for publication, something I had 
wanted to do for years anyway. The pay was lousy, but I had a good time 
and received a marvelous education. Then the job here opened and I 
took it, more out of financial necessity than anything else at that point. 
That was four years ago and Pm still working on my attitude which still 
needs improvement. I have some tremendously rewarding experiences 
with kids, and those have kept me going so far. But I've felt the need for 
something more, which is one of the reasons I took this class. 

Today I find my whole language tendencies flowering mostly in 
creative writing and drama. These are the classes with which I am most 
comfortable and involved. I think that has to be because the approaches 
I use there are most natural for me. I also find the kids are more involved 
and happier there than in English classes. 2+2 = 4. 

I don't have many quarrels with Goodman. But one thing that 
bothers me, as a secondary teacher, (and maybe this occurs because we 
don't have universal whole language approaches at the lower levels), is 
that, in general, my students come to school to socialize. That is the top 
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priority of the majority. Learning is somewhere down the list. To the 
degree that the socializing aspect can be incorporated in classwork (and 
there are probably more ways to do it than Pm seeing), they tend to 
approach it with some emhusiasm. Otherwise— 

There's more, but Pll save it for later. Undoubtedly some of these 
topics will come up in class. (D-26 through D-28) 

In these reflections Donna has initiated substantive topics and corollary topics that 

she pursues throughout the course. She has expressed concerns about her students 

attitudes about language and learning and her own attitude toward teaching. Though she 

connects positively with Goodman's views, she is deeply concerned about the 

expectations of her school district She has revealed herself as a caring teacher who is 

really searching for validation of her natural tendencies and who can define herself as a 

whole language teacher in drama and creative writing classes, but not in English classes. 

She initiates personal inquiry and begins thinking about changing the curriculum guides 

and changing student evaluation to fit with whole language. Everything she says is 

connected to her opening statement on Oct 3 about how good she felt "to be reminded of 

the importance of respecting the learner." (D-11) Donna's reflections presented in the 

context of this dialogue journal become the catalyst for the changes she makes in her 

teaching practice. Smith (1983) asserts: 

Ideas that never would have seen the light of day are bom in this dynamic 

interaction called 'writing'. We do not even know what we are capable of thinking 

unless we begin to manifest ideas in some observable way. When ideas are on 

paper we can do more than just contemplate them; we can work on them, mold 

and manipulate them, and build up a structure of new thought as complex and rich 

as a picture built up on canvas by an artist who started with little more than a 

generalized intention. Writing is truly creative, ifwe allow it to be." (pp. 79-80) 

Donna is not the only teacher who moves into the ideating phase when she 

responds to the reflective questions that invite connecting one's own teaching practice 
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with Goodman's philosophy of whole language. All of the teachers did, though some to a 

lesser degree than others. 

My responses to Donna were not included above because they were discussed at 

length in Chapter 4 and earlier in this chapter. However, as I present the dialogue entries 

of other teachers, I will use the format most similar to the actual journals with the 

teacher's reflections on the left and my responses on the right as though written in the 

margin. It is important for the reader to keep in mind the fact that each teacher's entry is 

initially several paragraphs long and is not influenced by my comments which are written 

in the margins during the following week. Though my comments may influence the 

teacher as we maintain dialogue over time, they cannot influence the teacher's transaction 

with the text at the time he/she is writing. 

Janet, a transition-first teacher, also begins coming to terms with her perceiving as 

she responds to the reflective questions that invite connecting one's own teaching practice 

with Goodman's philosophy of whole language. She, too, initiated personal inquiry in her 

reflection after reading Goodman. Janet is seeking confirmation of herself as a whole 

language teacher and initiates her inquiry to learn more about whole language 

assessment, a substantive topic she pursues throughout the course. 

1 highlighted the areas in the book which 
support all my own personal biases. I am 
delighted to see, as 1 go back through to respond Nothing like 
to my readings, that there is so much highlighted. official validation 
J especially like seeing in print that the type of of your biases, 
teacher I have evolved into has merit. (J-5) right? (K-5) 

I believe in organizing my room so that I am 
not an information-giver but just one more 
resource for the children to use for gathering their 
own information. I really love being the 'monitor, 
co-reader, facilitator, cheerleader, the official kid-
watcher. 



I make informal assessments all the time, but, 
Vm very imerested in the Reading Miscue 
Inventory that was mentioned in the book. Would 
it be appropriately used with six year olds? (J-6) 

And what about the writing information that 
Ken mentioned on page 41? (J-7) 

/ keep an on-going file of the children's work 
so I can chart progress ~ the parents always enjoy 
the book we rriake at the end of the year for a 
keepsake album. But - it would be nice to have an 
acntal charting of the children's' progress that 
actually addresses any of their concerns. (J-8) 

Our T-1 program has become a whole 
language ejcperiment for the children identified to 
be 5 7/2. All of the theories and truths that Dr. 
Goodman backs are almost all found in our 
developmemal backgrounds - you know, the ones 
that tell us what's good for kids. 

To begin with a few years ago when we were 
researching programs and trying to develop a cur
riculum - we couldn't find a textbook/workbook 
program that used a developmemal/hands on 
technique. Having been a first grade teacher that 
was bound to a reading table, and a former 
kindergarten teacher who already h  ̂seen that 
children learn not from books butfrom their 
environment, 1 was eager to try T-I. I was (along 
with my other four pioneers), however, not eager 
to adopt a basal for our new program. (J-9) 

We felt safe about a whole language approach 
to teaching cmd were allowed by the distria not to 
adopt a basal because our program was designed 
to primarily give the children rich experiences and 
time. (J-10) 

As in any quality curriculum, our curriculum 
developed from the needs of the children, (J-11) 

It can be. 
(K-6) 

See the Kid 
Watching Guide. 
(K-7) 

Do you keep 
anecdotal 
records? (K-8) 

That's how I 
felt about the 
opportunity to 
join a K-2 team 
and use the 
integrated day 
approach. Have 
you read 
anything on the 
British Infant 
School? (K-9) 

How do they 
justify denying 
rich experierwes 
and time to the 
regular first 
graders? (K-10) 

I like that. (K-11) 
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It turned out that whole language is exactly Do you think 
what the children needed and demanded. The the lads in the 
children and I share the planning of our days regularfirst 
around "real problem-solving, real ideas and real grade program 
relevaru issues. "All of my children appear to be are also "trial 
"trial and error, risk-taking learners." (J-12) and error, risk-

taking learners?" 
(K-12) 

Janet initiates mutuality building discourse when she states "you know, the ones 

that tell us what's good for kids" and I continue to build mutuality I had initiated in K-3. 

Perhaps Janet's personal sense of affirmation while reading the text, perhaps her own 

sense of professionalism, perhaps something I said or did in the first session frees her to 

assume a collegial relationship during this first week's journal entry and to begin co-

constructing knowledge with me. Mutuality is established by each of us in these first 

interactions and is maintained throughout the semester. I build perceptual bridges by 

affirming her biases, answering her questions and seeking more information. As I 

connect her T-1 experience with my own K-2 experience "pioneering" a program based 

on the integrated day of the British Infant School, I question first her district's treatment 

of first graders and second her own thoughts about first graders. 

When individuals "let their preconscious reactions emerge, they will permit vague 

ideas, memories, speculations, and feelings to be expressed to themselves. The mind 

wanders freely in and out and around the subject, sometimes holding an imaginary 

conversation with a finend or an opponent It is called in popular parlance 'mulling over 

an idea.' The language belonging to the idea is expressed" (Goodman et al., 1987, p, 339-

40). At the time Lynn, a Chapter I teacher, wrote her first journal entry, the idea of a 

conversation with me was probably more "imaginary" than real. She certainly expresses 

the language belonging to her wonderful idea that these children might respond well to "a 

whole language unit" At this point Lynn does not commit to any decisions either. She 
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freely writes down her thoughts as they pop into her mind, connecting directly with 

specific students, and initiating her inquiry, "How would they respond to a whole 

language unit?" She expresses her transaction with the text as she begins mulling over 

the possibilities and starts coming to terms with how specific changes toward whole 

language might affect the students she works with: 

As I reread this chapter my 5th grade group 
keeps popping into my head. (L-1) A more com
plicated lot you seldom find. First (or last) 
there's Brandi - hearing loss, vision problems 
(no glasses, of course.) reading at begirming 2nd 
grade level biu loving to read. (L-2) 

Then John - maybe at 3rd grade level if I can 
coerce him into reading - bad attitudes plus I 
Then Joey - sweet, cooperative, hard worker. 
Ffe'd thrive on whole language. And Roberta -
too quiet, moody, seldom smiles or responds. 
Findly, Mike - the best reader in the group -
doesn't want to be in Chapter I. They miss 
English to come to me so I could justify a lot of 
writing. And their classroom reading teacher 
could care less what J do with them - just get 
them out of his way I 

How would they respond to a whole language 
unit? For my sanity's sake Vd have to keep it 
fairly structured for a while because John would 
do nothing otherwise. 

First, Vll list all the themes in their basal 
units so I can prove correlation for good ol' Dr. 
Allingtoru (L-3) Then PU survey the kids to see 
which units they show the most imerest in. Then 
Vll collect books, from all the libraries, that 
could relate to the most popular topic. I can 
choose a few and read to them at first, form one 
or two groups to read together. Some can go it 
alone with the stipulation that they're reading! 
VU have them keep learning logs. Write the last 
10-15 minutes of each class. 1 could conference 
with one each day during that writing time. I'll 
require them to produce one edited piece each 
week? month? quarter? Better see where their 
writing skills are (I'm afraid to guess). (L-4) 

Which chapter? 
(K-1) 

Can't you get 
help fi-om the 
Lion's aub? (K-2) 

Who is he or 
she? (K-3) 

Have you read 
No Better Way to 
Teach Writing? 
(K-4) 
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Could you use. 
the word processor 
each day for 
writing? (K-5) 

/ like the tape recording idea. Merrilee or 
Joan could tape one each day. Reading aloud 
once a week would be a good idea and a good 
evaluative tool for me and for them. Greatfor 
conference time. 

1 hate to drop my vocabulary program. It 
helps them but maybe I can re-incorporate it 
later. Maybe they could keep a vocabulary log 
as they read. That could get very complicated. 
How about a card-ring for each or a word bank? 
That might help their writing - spelling? 

Mike and John might like the idea of working 
together. They're a good pair because Mike 
keeps John on track and the threat of losing Mike 
gets John in gear. They like the computer. 
Maybe 1 could let them make their own Square 
Pairs game and TSS data for their word bank 
words. (L-5) Good thinking skills and sentence 
writing. We could save them on a theme unit 
disk for other kids to use before they read a book 
on that theme. That would give them a purpose. 

I also could get these guys into word 
processing for their editing. I think I'd better 
assign them a place to be each day at first, 
though, and then loosen up gradu l̂y and let 
them tell me where they ne  ̂to be. 

Let's see - tape, conference, computer, 
writing, reading, choose books, editing, project 
(art, drama etc.) 

Maybe that's presuming they're guilty of 
goofing off before they've had a chmce. I'll 
compromise - I'll assign tape and conference 
days and they can choose the other 3 days. Ifl 
see they're blowing it, then VU step in. (L-6) 

I think ru use their folder slots as mailboxes. 
I'll have to assign a slot for each of us too. I 
have a feeling John may enjoy the mailbox idea. 
Who can tell about John ?! ? 

Lynn has focused first on her most difficult group of children and reflected on 

specific characteristics of each one. Obviously a "kid watcher," she connects with her 

students in response to the text, expressing concerns about the older ones that may be 

This has 
always worked best 
forme. It takes 
less time to direct 
if and when kids 
don't make wise 
choices. (K-6) 
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addressed through changes in her program. There is an advantage for her here, in that her 

experiences with these Chapter I students during the previous year provide special 

insights as she considers changes in her teaching practice. As Lynn perceives various 

ways to implement "a whole language unit" she relates the text suggestions directly to her 

students by ideating about what aspects of whole language she might implement in her 

Chapter I program and how those students might respond. 

My responses to Lynn are tentative, probably because she is, I am not sure yet 

that she understands writing process nor do I feel she is asking for help or I probably 

would have written, "/ thinkyoatf like No Better Way to Teach Writing." I express 

mutual understanding of her dilemma when she states, "If/ see they're blowing it, then 

/'// step in," and I encourage her with, "This has always worked best for me. It takes less 

time to direct if and when kids don't make wise choices." 

Lynn turned in the lengthy journal entry above with a short note dated ten days 

later. Apparently she has added some writing to her program, but she does not indicate if 

it is based on the themes or units she had written about earlier. She doesn't mention a 

single student by name. 

10/20 You have me 
Vve been doing a lot of written conversation curious. What 

with my kids. My 4th graders became angry happened to John, 
when we had to stop. I discovered that any Brandi, Mike, 
"storybook" has a problem - so, "What was the Roberta, Joey. 
problem in this story ?" is a great beginning What theme did 
question. (L-7)? they choose? J 

have lots of hooks I 
can share if 1 know 
your theme. (K-7) 

I establish mutual interest in Lynn's students and her whole language unit with my 

final comments when I truly was curious because so much might or might not have 

happened during the ten days between her entries. Lynn did accept my offer and 

borrowed many children's books from me to supplement a variety of themes, each of 
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which grew from student interests. She continued to write about her students and their 

involvement in those units for the rest of the semester. 

Bill responds to the text after reading each of the first five sections and is not 

always clear when he switches fix)m response while reading to response after reading: 

My classroom is set up exactly the 
way this section defines a whole language 
classroom to be. However, 1 do need a 
mail room, J do need to change my 
writing center around and provide a little I like to use themes and 
more writing material. learning centers and will 

share some in class. Have 
How can literature units be set up for you read Hooked on 

whole language? Are there examples for Books? Which big books 
this? (B-12) do you have? (K-12) 

If tests aren't good to use then why 
are we basing all ourfacts on them ? Who benefits from 
(B-14) tests? (K-14) 

When does or will conventional With first attempts to 
spelling begin? (B-15) represent sounds with 

letters. (K-15) 

1 will continue to watch students as f Do you keep anecdotal 
have been. (B-16) records? ^-16) 

I will have the kids make notebooks to 
fill with writing materials. Standardized tests and 

student assessment by a 
If testing is out how do you grade knowledgeable teacher are 

them on skill or do you just by-pass it? very different things, 
(B-18) aren't they? (K-18) 

Bill's responses to the text indicate he is reflecting on his beliefs and practice as he 

generates numerous questions. He initiates his personal inquiry about teaching reading 

with literature and teaching writing in these first dialogue journal/learning log entries. 

My responses to Bill attempt to build perceptual bridges for him with brief statements or 

questions. I took a copy of Hooked on Books: Program and Proof (Fader and McNeil, 

1968) to the next class session to share with him and he did start an individualized 

reading program in his Chapter 1 room. 
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Viigima's response to the text as a whole demonstrates little ideating. She does 

not mention the confusion she had shared while reading (above) and she now states that 

that portion of the book "seemed to drag a little (maybe because I knew some already)." 

There is no evidence in Virginia's journal entries that she has come to terms with those 

new concepts she perceived and did not understand while reading. There is no evidence 

that r succeeded in helping her build any perceptual bridges. Viipnia may have resolved 

those issues during the course, but she does not write about doing so. 

- M\ overall view of the book; 
The first section or half of the book gave some 

usefiil info, hut it seemed to drag a little (maybe 
because I knew some already). The second half of 
the book was much more informative, ft got into 
more details and hard nose information which will 
help enhance my program. As I read on 1 came 
up with new ideas as things were suggested. 

My ideas about whole language now, as 
compared to before the text. 

- In college, I had several reading classes hut, 
my most interesting reading class was on whole 
language. We were even allowed to use what we 
were learning with the lab school children. I used 
big books with preschool through third grade and 
I was able to compare responses. I really enjoyed 
whole language and felt 1 knew it all. As / did 
more and more classroom experience in different 
schools, at different levels with different teachers, 
I picked up things 1 thought worked well and 
collected as I went along. That is the way I set up 
my present program. As I stated before, I'm doing 
a lot of whole language in my classroom and 
wasn't aware of it until this class. Now that Vve 
read the hook J feel proud (V-24) that what I'm 
doing is correct and has a purpose and I also feel 
polished. (V-25) I now have a better knowledge 
of whole language. (V-26) 

(Note: K-24and 
K-25 were 
written between 
the lines and 
above each of the 
words V. had 
underlined.) 

justifiable! 
(K-24) 
also justifiable! 
(K-25) 

Good. Now 
what do you want 
to know more 
about? (K-26) 

Though Viipnia makes a connection with her college experience, Virginia's 

reflections are general and reveal little understanding of whole language. She says she is 
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"doing a lot of whole language" and feels "proud" and "polished." I affirm her self-

assessment with "justifiable" and "good" and confront her with, "Now what do you want 

to know more about?" 

The dialogue journal/learning log guide for reading What's Whole in Whole 

Language? supports the ideating phase of each teacher as they reflect on their own 

classroom practice and consider how they might change to become more whole language. 

With the exception of Oyde and Virginia, each one poses problems to solve or inquiry to 

pursue. Donna is wondering about evaluation, curriculum guides and incorporating 

socializing with classwork. Janet connects what she has been reading about whole 

language with her own early childhood background and identifies herself as a whole 

language teacher. She expresses interest in learning more about writing and assessment. 

Lynn makes specific connections with her students as she thinks about a wide variety of 

ways to meet their individual needs and begins solving the problem of changing her 

Chapter T reading program. Bill has many questions and is particularly interested in 

organizing his first classroom for reading and writing. Only Virginia seems satisfied with 

the way things are in her own classroom and so fails to initiate personal inquiry about 

whole language. Clyde takes more time reading the text and raises a number of questions 

while reading, but does not directly pursue inquiry based on any of them. He fails to 

write a journal entry after reading the text so he engages in no written reflection 

connecting his teaching practice with the whole language concepts presented in the text 

Return to What We Know/Questions We Have 

The confrontation activity of making charts about What We Know and Questions 

We Have was extended two weeks later when T compiled the charts and gave that 

information to the teachers in the same small groups. The task was to reconsider the two 
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lists based on their reading and any new information they might have about whole 

language: "What changes do you need to make? Do you want to change something you 

know? Did any of your questions get answered?—Add a 'know' statement Do you have 

any new questions to add?" I asked each group to start with their own list and then cover 

any otliers they wanted to. I had them report their changes back to the whole class. 

Then T requested a learning journal entry: "Reflect on this experience of knowing 

and questioning. Is it helpful or not? How can you use it in your own classroom? What 

content areas would it work best in?" I gave them a few minutes to write and asked them 

to share at their tables and then with the whole group. Initially people were reluctant to 

speak up before the whole group so I asked them to tell about something interesting that 

someone else at their table had shared. This provides validation for those who are 

reluctant to speak up and ensures that a wider variety of ideas are shared. 

This teaching strategy of returning to the know/questions supports the learner's 

involvement in both ideating and presenting while engaged in the task. Further ideating 

and presenting are supported when the learner writes reflectively about the experience. 

Donna presents information about the experience, recalls a new perception about 

editors and ideates about it, and continues presenting information interspersed with 

ideating: 

Small group discussions followed by whole-group talk stimulates 
me. Your comment about writers being straightened out by editors 
helped me realize how far education has become from the real world. 
Secretaries straighten out their bosses' communications, etc. It probably 
falls to those cf us who care about "correct" language and who've 
learned it easily to take care of the technicalities for those to whom it is 
less important and less interesting. And it's probably always been this 
way, so what's all the shouting about? 

In our group we wondered if formal education on the scale we are 
attempting it in this country has ever been attempted before in the history 
of the world. We decided that our efforts are probably unprecedemed, 
and therefore, difficult to assess. 
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The discussion of risk-taking on the part of kids for whom things 
have been fairly easy relates to Goodman's comments on the subjea of 
risks. The classroom environment must be one in which a person feels 
safe enough to take risks. I also thought the point that kids need to 
understand that there is more than one right answer was very important. 
I don't believe there's anything more likely to stop the thinhng process 
than the concept of one right answer to everything. Life isn't lilx that'. 

My own learning process seems to respond well to original 
brainstorming followed by reading followed by analysis of our original 
lists and questions. 1 don't feel threatened in any way by this process, so 
that makes it okay to take risks. The extent to which we\e discussed 
severalpoims this evening will help me retain the concepts. (D-29-30) 

Though Etonna's reflection on the know/question activity is very lengthy, my 

response is brief and is written midway through hers, extending her comment about our 

country's efforts to deliver formal education: 

They are. I think we*re the only nation which tries to educate all 
for 13 years without separating out the elite. —except maybe Canada. 
(K-29) 

Bill appears to be becoming more comfortable with sharing his thoughts on paper. 

I feel this session has been very productive. I had many questions 
answered through group discussion and through thinking about what Vve 
read. This session has expanded on my current ideas and brought me 
many more. Jumping into Whole Language is very scary and sometimes 
confijsing. However, the continuous class discussion and risk taking will 
help broaden my students' reading and writing skills. (B-21) 

I foil to respond at all. I could have written,"/ know what you mean. Please tell 

me more about what you find scary or confusing. Maybe I can help." 

Clyde, the middle school teacher, was one who posed many questions when his 

group first engaged in the know/question exercise, frankly stating that he had never heard 

of whole language prior to the flier advertising the course. Now that he is discovering 

answers to his questions, he finds whole language is appropriate to his older students and 

is consistent with his personal philosophy of education. 
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This exercise has been very helpjul to me. It 
has helped me to see that the whole language 
approach is very usefiil for older pupils. It is 
beginning to answer some of my questions about 
what whole language really is. And your 

I can see the need for finding the level of 
interest and building on it. The people who gave 
some of their ejcperiences showed me that what 
they are doing is making learning fttn. (C-7) 

description of the 
time lines sounds 
fiin and relevant. 
What a worthwhile 
project. (K-7) 

I respond to Qyde's comment about the other teachers making learning fun, by 

connecting it with the time line project he had presented during sharing time at the 

beginning of class that same night. I know very little about Clyde as a teacher, but have 

attempted to "build a bridge" between his reflection on the learning experience and his 

teaching practice. I could have responded to his first paragraph with, "Now what 

questions do you have?" 

Virginia appears to be developing confidence in her own knowledge base about 

whole language. Though she indicates some curiosity, she is not explicit about her 

personal inquiry. 

/ feel this activity was helpful because I had 
the opportunity to discuss my ideas, feelings, and 
questions with others. I learned the questions I 
had weren't dumb, I wasn't alone in my ques
tions, and I knew more than some and I was able 
to teach - which gives me a positive attitude. It 
also made me evaluate my knowledge of the 
program and force myself to come up with 
aspects 1 would like to hww more about. (V-4) Which are? (K-4) 

I could have built mutuality with Virginia by responding, TdWke to know more 

about the aspects you are interested in. I could probably suggest an article or two that 

you'd find helpful." 

Stephanie reflects on herself as a learner as she writes about her experience with 

What We Know and Questions We Have about Whole Language. 
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Vm sure you are learning. 

Your journal while reading is 
a list, too. I wish you had tried 
the before, during & after^us. 
The reflection involved in it helps 
learning and results in the dia
logue aspect of dialogue journals. 

Try it with an article or other 
book, would you ? You do have 
the guide, don't you? 

Thanks for sharing your house 
books. They were deligh^U! 
Kids are so clever!! Especially 
when teachers like you let them 
be. (K-6) 

My /, you statement in response to Stephanie's topic of learning is a mutuality 

building one. Stephanie had taken notes in her journal rather than responding to What's 

Whole in Whole Language? (1986) as I'd suggested in the guide. I had just read those 

journal entries and found nothing to respond to so here I connect her statement about 

being a "list" person with those notes and encourage her to use the guide when she reads 

another article. I close with another mutuality building statement about the books she had 

made with her students and shared in class that night. She responded later by using the 

reading guide with an article. 

Janet finds this know/question experience worthwhile and builds her own bridge 

between that experience and the interaction with others in the class as they learn 

collaboratively through discussion and sharing time. In essence she summarizes the 

experience for everyone: 

This activity was worthwhile in that it served as a checklist to 
define what has been clarified in the last two weeks. I had a much better 
understanding of what the items meant tonight than I did two weeks ago. 
This might be because of all the interaction the class members have had 

For me it was helpful to write 
down what I knew & what 
questions / had—I found I knew 
more about whole language than I 
thought. I was also able to clarify 
some foggy areas in my under
standing of whole language. 

Vm a "list" person & I found 
it beneficial to check the lists & 
see my questions being answered. 
(I feel Vm learning.) (S-6) 
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recently - / feel like I know all of them better after having listened to 
them, / appreciated all the great Ueas everyone shared at the beginning 
of class tonight. / got lots of new ideas to steal and implement in my 
room. (J-16) 

These brief reflections provide evidence that returning to What We Know and 

Questions We Have is a worthwhile teaching strategy. The teachers are aware that they 

are learning and they are aware that they are learning with one another. They are having 

a positive collaborative learning experience. The teachers did not connect this experience 

with their own classrooms so next time I will ask them to write about their own learning 

experience for a few minutes. After they have had the opportunity to reflect on their own 

experience, I will ask them to write about classroom application. All of the teacher's 

responses provide opportunities for me to engage in mutuality building discourse to 

encourage them to share their thinking with me, I will be more intentional about building 

mutuality as I respond to teachers in the future. 

Becoming Reflective Practitioners 

My new Language Arts (65:7) arrived on November 5. The theme of the issue 

was The Reflective Practitioner. Anzul and Ely reported that when they introduced the 

reflective mode to their students, they met with resistance to their expectation that the 

students think for themselves and make decisions and choices about their own learning. 

I had similar concerns about some of my students. After reading most of the articles in 

the journal, I decided to make the following hand-out (Figure 7) for my class to 

encourage them to do more reflection. I explained that I had noticed that some people 

were taking notes rather than writing reflectively and this issue Language Arts had 

renewed and extended my awareness of the importance of reflection for changing one's 

teaching practice. 
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from Language Arts, Editor David Dillon's letter to readers: 

We see reflective practitioners becoming aware that their behavior does 
not match their explicit intellectual understanding and thus shifting their 
behavior to create a closer match. (We can call this movement "changing 
oneself.") On the other hand, we also see practitioners becoming aware of 
their implicit, true, theories by reflecting on their behavior. (We can call 
this "discovering oneself.") In both cases we see practitioners striving for 
awareness, an awareness v\̂ ich seems to prompt a movement toward 
harmony or congruence in their professional lives—and ultimately, 1 think, 
a sense of serenity and peace. This reflective awareness is such a vital key 
because it seems to be the only thing that really makes a difference in our 
lives. The awareness of what we are actually doing, of what we actually 
understand, gives us the choice, the power, of actually doing something else. 
Without awareness we are truly trapped and incapable of choice. With it we 
are enabled to grow without limits. 

I believe that reflective awareness... is also the heart of critical thinking, 
particulariy the key aspect of change or transformation in one's life. 

A major purpose of our dialogue journals in this class is to provide a vehicle 
for that reflection. As you share your reflections with me and I share my 
responses with you, we grow and leam together. For me, personally, that's 
what teaching is all about.— 

EXIT NOTE: 
In the preface of What's Whole in Whole Language? Ken Goocfrnan 

states: 
More than anything else, a whole language program is an educational pro
gram conducted by whole language teachers. Perhaps this book will help 
them to recognize and define themselves. 

1 believe that each of you is a good teacher who has nnany of the qualities of 
whole language teachers. 

Reflect on yourself, your classroom practice, your belief system— 
What do you recognize so far that defines you as a whole language teacher? 
What do you do or know that is compatible with Ken Goodman's view of whole 

language? 
What do you want to change in order to beconre more whole language? 

Figure 7 Journal Guide for Reflection 
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As she responds to the handout. Donna is coming to terms with two conflicting 

views of teaching, "pulling" students through the curriculum with intent to guarantee that 

they master learning and "working with students" with intent to support them by 

providing learning opportunities that "make ultimate sense to the kids." 

Reflecting on the "reflection" handout-

Goodman and others have struck a chord 
in me that I think has always been there. I am 
quite happy to work with students rather than 
trying to pull them into some dimension they 
aren't ready fttr. And yet, I had been led to 
believe it was my duty to "pull. "lam now, 
thank God, being relieved of some of that 
burden. (See Project Journal II, part A for 
current classroom practices). In the future I 
hope to integrate reading, writing, speaking, 
thinking into whole-learning activities, 
projeas, and climates that make ultimate sense 
to the kids. That's my goal. Progress will be 
gradual, and there will be glitches along the 
way, but those are part of it. (D-73) 

K-73 And oh so 
many kids will 
benefit'. 

K-74 [Written 
along the side] After 
reading "Project....," 
I have to say that's 
not what I call 
gradual'. 

Lynn's journal entry reveals the changes that she has implemented in her Chapter I 

classroom since her first response to What's Whole in Whole Language?: 

What do J recognize so far that defines me as a 
whole language teacher? 

I no longer isolate skills the "remedial 
reading" way - no more worksheets on long-
short sounds, etc. I approach my studems as 
learners, not just readers or just writers. I 
find myself doing more verbal "stuff" with my 
kids and more purposejUl writing. I find 
myself less concerned with controlling my kids 
and more concerned with motivating them. 
I'm giving them more choices, more freedom. 

What do I know that's compatible with Ken 
Goodman's view of whole language? 
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/ know it's more fim and exciting for me. 
It's a lot of work, butso_ rewarding. I know 1 
can't go back to the other way of teaching. 

What do / want to change ? 

I want to become more involved in writing. 
I need more knowledge of the literature 
available. I need to plan a little better - but 
more flejdbly and more creatively. (L-12) 

You can now say 
that you are a whole 
language teacher, 
can't you? You were 
well on your way 
before this class, bur 
as you say, "There's 
no turning back 
now." Enjoy I 
(K-12) 

Lynn is clearly aware of what she is and is not now doing in her classroom. She 

also understands why she has chosen to make the changes she has made. She is shifting 

her behavior to create a closer match to her intellectual understanding of whole language. 

Bill writes more reflectively while writing this response to the Goodman text than 

he did in his earlier responses. He is still in the process of assimilating and 

accommodating whole language concepts to his more traditional view of teaching and 

learning. 

Classroom Practice: Being a first year 
teacher I found through my W. L class that 
part of my classroom set up was whole lart-
guage and other parts weren't. Because of my 
W. L class I was able to turn my classroom 
imo one reading/writing approach instead of 
many. I feel this practice has been both bene
ficial to myself and to my studems. (B-25) 

Belief System: Teaching Chapter I, I feel W. 
L has many facets that will help students to 
become better readers and writers. Just letting 
them choose books they want to read and 
stories they want to write is an improvemem 
from the regular classroom. Whole language 
is a very good approach to teaching my 
students because everything is a focus at their 
tested grade level (th  ̂work at their pace and 
choose materials they're ready for) instead of 
the grade level according to their age. (B-26) 

Tell me more about 
this. (K-26) 

And choice also 
provides for interest 
level, doesn't it? 
(K-26) 
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Whca defines "me" asaW.L Teacher: 

I feel that I have made a transition to a 
whole language teacher by using the ideas 
Jrom Ken Gorman and fi-om our class. / 
think that "fi-ee choice" and staying away fi'om 
hasals and workbooks is a start. B-27 

However, there are many things that I still 
need to study and continue practicing before ! 
can state, "I'm a whole language teacher." 

Some major things that f do that are 
compatible with Ken Goodman's view are 
conferencing, novel writing, read alongs, 
reading and using tapes to talk into and read 
stories or books into. (B-28) 

/ want to change in order to become more 
W.L: 

I want: 
1) more reading time. 
2) *Kids to rely on others instead of me all 

the time with questions concerning 
writing. 

3) Improvement on conferencing. (B-29) 

An excellent start 
K-27. 

You're well on 
your way toward 
whole language. 
(K-28) 

You'll make it. 
(K-29) 

Bill's honest self-assessment of his teaching practice and beliefs as he currently 

understands whole language reveals that he is coming to terms with a holistic view of 

reading and writing, but still has traditional ideas about standardized testing and grade 

levels. He is sustaining his personal inquiry about managing a classroom to support 

readers and writers engaged in the process of reading and writing. 

Virginia does not reflect on her students, her understanding, nor on her teaching 

practice. Again she only "mentions" her whole language teaching practice. There is no 

evidence here that she is thinking reflectively and engaging in any con-sequential 

ordering of ideas about whole language. 
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Reflection on What's Whole in Whole 
T/tnoun^p Comment on Ken Goodman's 
statement. 

As Vve mentioned before, I do a lot of 
whole language in my room. / have had a lot 
of experience with whole language. / feel / am 
a good teacher and whole language rnakes 
teaching easier and more exciting. The book 
made me realize I was more of a whole 
language teacher than / thought. It encour
aged me to do more. J feel more people Like the first 
should be informed of the whole language grade teacher you 
approach. So many judge it without knowing were telling me 
it. (V-32) about? (K-32) 

The hand-out challenged Donna, Lynn and Bill to engage in reflective writing in 

their journals. Each of them maintains the same focus of inquiry begun in their earlier 

reflections on the Goodman text Though Virginia may have reflected on her classroom 

practice before writing, she does not write reflectively and she does not initiate any 

inquiry. I could have repeated the questions on the hand-out or stated,"/ am glad you 

have been encouraged to "do more." Would you please tell me more about what 

doing and how and why you're doing it / would like to know how your students are 

responding to the new things you are trying in your classroom." Or I could have 

connected with her final statement and asked, "What specific things could you tell others 

about what>'o« are actually doing in your classroom that would inform people about 

whole language? What things have you quit doing because they are not whole 

language?" 

Leslee Reed, the teacher in Kreeft Peyton's (1988b) study, never initiated a new 

topic with a reflective question, but rather asked reflective questions in response to topics 

initiated by the students. My reflective questions in the "Journal Guide" and in the 

reflective practitioner hand-out are open-ended ones that ask the teachers to reflect on 

their own practice, so consequently the teachers introduce their own topics to reflect on. 
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Reed asked more reflective questions in her students' journals in the spring than in 

the fall. Kreeft Peyton surmises that it is only after mutuality and trust have been 

established that reflective questions "provide a way of mutually seeking new ways of 

thinking" (p. 177). It seems equally likely that my students reflect freely in their dialogue 

with me only after we have established mutuality and trust in our instructor/teacher 

relationships. Here is ftirther reason for me to be more intentional about establishing 

mutuality in my earliest journal responses. 

Reflections on "Firsts" 

When collaborating on the What We Know/Questions We Have charts, all of the 

teachers voiced questions about teaching writing so T decided to involve them in some of 

the experiences I valued ft-om the Alaska Writing Consortium. From a transactional 

perspective, each of these experiences supports the perceiving phase of coming to know 

writing as a process of making meaning. As they engage in writing as process the 

teachers are conft-onted with a totally different view of writing than the traditional one 

that good writers produce perfect finished products and good teachers of writing must 

teach children how to spell, punctuate, and produce sentences using the "correct" parts of 

speech. When I request the teachers to write dialogue journal/learning log entries 

reflecting on those same writing process experiences, I am using a teaching strategy that 

is specific to the ideating phase of coming to know writing process. 

The teachers who took the course had had little or no experience with writing 

process so I introduced writing process by engaging them in a prewriting experience 

called "Firsts." I asked them to "jog their memories" and make lists of some "firsts" in 

their lives, suggesting first date, first day of school, first trip. We shared our lists and 

added ideas suggested by one another. Then I said, "Now we're going to do a fastwrite. 

Just write down everything that comes into your mind about the topic. It's okay to 
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ramble. This is just a way to get the thoughts out of your head, a way to connect with 

that memory. Pick one of the firsts—maybe the one that surprised you most that it came 

to mind—and put a star beside it Now do a festwrite on that topic. Just let your thoughts 

flow right onto the paper. Don't stop to erase or change anything right now. Capture 

every thought about that topic that comes to mind." T wrote right along with them, 

modeling the role of the teacher as life-long learner that I believe is essential for 

successful whole language teaching. 

After 5-10 minutes of festwriting we shared the pieces orally at each table. 

Individuals could read or tell about the memory, thus filing them to avoid reading their 

rough draft if it were too great a risk, but still engaging in the process of sharing what 

they wrote about Only positive comments about their own writing or any one else's were 

allowed. I suggested, "Thank you for sharing" as an opening response. This prewrite, 

fastwrite, and share experience was a confrontation that supports the perceiving phase of 

coming to know writing as an active process rather than a finished product The ideating 

phase was supported when I asked them to write a learning log entry about this 

introductory experience of prewriting and fastwriting about "Firsts." 

After class that night, I read through all of the reflections and wrote in my 

instructor's log, "These are so powerful that I want to compile them for anonymous 

handouts for next week." I typed the dialogue journal/learning log entries of each of the 

teachers and at the top of the first page I wrote: 

Memo to my class: 
Your responses to our first prewrite and fastwrite experiences 

were so interesting and diverse thm I feel you would all appreciate 
knowing how others felt. There is so much you^ve expressed here that 
relates to teaching and learning. I've kept these anonymous since / 
didn't get permission from anyone to share. I tried to delete specifics that 
might "give away" the writer. The short line separates individual's 
entries. 

Karen 
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This memo builds mutuality while asking the teachers to consider their own 

experience in relationship to that expressed by their peers. The handout included three 

pages of entries. Below is a sample that illustrates the variety of thoughts and feelings 

expressed: 

I do fastwrite activities with my classes and read mine aloud to 
encourage them to do the same. The point is, I guess, this was not my 
first time. I found the writing of the others in my group delightful 
because they captured the voice and detail of the childhood experiences 
they wrote about. It made their work immediate and 1 thought both had 
great possibilities for JUrther writing. 

I never did anything like this (that I remember) when I was in school. All 
of it I've picked up from reading, workshops, etc. It's a shame that we 
had to wait till we got out of school to begin to feel good about writing. 

The feedback was scary (even though I knew it was going to be positive) 
because this was a part of my life I way peeling away. But afterward it 
was fine. It also helped me to read it aloud. I ended up changing the last 
word because it just came out different when I shared it. 

I'm going to try having my kids share their writing more. It makes it 
more intimate and warm. 

I had somewhat of a difficult time with my list—I noticed my list was 
much shorter than others at my table. As others shared, certain 
comments fit with my memories arid I could lengthen my list. 

I felt very uneasy doing this activity. It served to make me more 
empathetic for the kids who are asked to share their writing—/ don't 
think that having the situation be risk-free makes it any easier for me to 
want to share my writing—I wonder if it makes it easier for my children. 
I wonder if I had had more experiences like this as a child if I would feel 
better about sharing? I wonder if I'm reluctant to share because I didn't 
have good experiences or positive feedback as a child? I wonder? 

I was nervous the minute you said we had to share what we wrote. Even 
as an adult, my self-concept isn't what it should be. I hope that through 
my teaching, caring and sharing with my kids, that I give them a little of 
the firm base they need to do a lot of their "firsts" in first grade. What a 
responsibility, but what a joy!! 

And from an exit note: 

I woir interested to hear adults talking about their reactions to writing 
and sharing. These anxieties, even though I heard all kinds of special 
writing abilities in what they read, speak for themselves. (Excerpts fi-om 
course handout that included all of the teacher's reflections.) 
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These journal entries confirm for me, the instructor, that engaging these teachers 

in the process of brainstorming "firsts," fastwriting about a "first," and sharing their 

writing has been a valuable one. They confirm for me, the researcher, that these teaching 

strategies are specific to the perceiving phase of coming to know writing as a process. 

They have aroused a wide range of feelings as the teachers are confronted with a novel 

experience that challenges them to be writers and responders in a positive and 

collaborative learning situation. These reflections capture their thoughts while they are 

thinking them and demonstrate the effectiveness of written reflection as a teaching 

strategy specific to the ideating phase of coming to know writing process. 

When I ask my students to reflect on specific class experiences such as this one, 1 

provide an opportunity for them to build their own bridges between their new perceivings 

and their personal knowledge bases. When I provide opportunities for them to discuss 

their ideations with one another, I provide opportunity for them to build bridges 

collaboratively. 

The cyclical nature of this coming to know curriculum was fostered when I 

compiled the reflections and gave them back for more discussion. The discussion 

generated by these reflections supported even more ideating, especially about the need to 

change writing instruction within a whole language program that integrates reading and 

writing across the curriculum. The teachers were espedally interested in learning how to 

teach writing so that their own students would not experience similar frustrations and 

fears. So many questions were posed and so much interest expressed, I decided to devote 

more of our class time to writing. I involved the teachers in a different prewrite, 

fastwrite, share experience during each of the next three sessions. I turned the sharing 

time into a response to meaning conference by demonstrating the value of asking 

questions to help the author clarify his/her meaning. I emphasized the importance of 

separating response conferences from editing conferences so that both teachers and 
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students make a clear distinction between writing as the meaningful expression of ideas 

and concepts and writing as a product to be read by others and therefore worthy of the 

time and effort it takes to edit for spelling and other mechanics. 

Myself as a Writer / Mvself as a Teacher of Writing 

Writing about myself as a writer and about myself as a teacher of writing is 

another teaching strategy I learned in the Alaska State Writing Consortium. It is designed 

to help teachers make connections between themselves as individuals who engage in 

writing and themselves as teachers of writing. The directions are simple: "Write a 

journal entry, two actually. Write one about yourself as a writer and then write a second 

one about yourself as a teacher of writing." 

The teachers shared their entries in the small groups at their tables. Then I asked 

for volunteers to share with the whole group. I noted in my instructor's journal: "This 

was such a dynamic discussion, I wish I had had a tape recorder. This resulted in lack of 

time to do other things, but Fm sure other things could not have been any more 

productive." 

The following excerpts fi'om the journals of the teachers in this study will 

demonstrate how they built bridges for themselves as they reflected on themselves as 

writers and on themselves as teachers of writing. Included are my responses written 

when I read their journals the following week, some that build mutuality, some that 

attempt to help them build bridges, some that do both. 

Donna surprises me with the revelation that she is a published author of articles 

for English teachers. (Note: Because I erred when I first numbered the interactions in 

our dialogue, I have added the letters (80a, 80b, 80c) to what was first coded as a single 

interaction, I>-80.) 
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Myself as Writer and as Teacher of Writing 
Vve thought of myself as a writerfor probably ten 

years or so, maybe since my first published article in 
the bulletin of Kansas Assoc. of Teachers of English, 
On the other hand, 1 must have thought of myself that 
way earlier or I wouldn't have written the article. At 
any rate, I have no problem calling myself a writer 
now after 80+ publications. (D-8&) 

The striking thing about this is that I never did see 
myself this way in school, even when my journalism 
teacher emered my interview with a former governor of 
Kansas in some sort of contest. That's not to say I 
didn't enjoy writing, but 1 don't remember ever thinking 
of myself as a writer. 

And if I didn't identify as such, then it's no wonder 
most of my studems don't think of themselves in that 
way. I suppose, as teachers of writing go, I'm more 
aware of the struggles and jears than some teachers 
might be. (D-80b) 

Vve gone out on the limb and experienced rejection 
time after time. I know how that feels. There are 
things I can share with kids about the writing 
experience that perhaps don't always occur to most 
other teachers. And yes, I do write with my kids, not 
all the time, but enough, I think, that they understand 
that the process is important to me, is part of my life, is 
what 1 do. (D-80c) 

Wow! 
That many! 
1 bet we 
should have 
some of your 
writing in 
our class 
file. (K-80a) 

Vm sure 
you are. 
(K-80b) 

Oh, how 
I wish I'd 
had a 
teacher like 
you, (K-80c) 

I readily identify with Janet's statement that she is not a writer. Janet has already 

shared so many writing projects done by her children that it is easy to affirm her sense of 

personal growth as a teacher of writing with a mutuality building statement 

I'm not a writer. I only write letters -
actually they are short notes stuck in cards -
I'm a card-sender, not a writer. The only other 
writing I do is writing "love-memos" to my 
husband and children. They go like this -
"Please remember to take Gracie to the vet for 
her Parvo shot today. Thanks - / love you with 
every fiber of my being! L Janet" That's all 
there is to my own personal writing. 

My professional "teacher of writing" side is 
much more imeresting. (J-30) / strive to create 

I feel the same 
way—my ability to 
teach writing far 
exceeds my ability to 
write BUT for my 
students' sake, that's 
great. They'd sure 
suffer if it were the 
other way around. 
(K-30) 
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an environment and atmosphere at school that 
creates very personal, very wonderjul, very 
progressive, very succes^l. very happy young 
writers. Vm taking in all the great ideas f can 
from you, the people in class, the textbook, the 
articles Vm reading, the monographs,... I feel 
like Vm showing as much growth as a teacher 
of writing as are my children at school 
becoming writers. (J-31) 

I feel you are, 
too. The things you 
share with our class 
each week are so 
creative and so 
diverse. Thank you 
for offering so much 
...(K-31) 

Bill does not finish his sentence about himself as a writer, so I complete it with 

my own value statement about fiieewriting. 

I) Me as a writer 
I feel that writing comes easier for me 

when I write comically rather than seriously. 
I feel so much like writing from a kid's point 
of visual perception that I look back at things 
when 1 was little and compare them to now 
and write. However, writing doesn't come 
that easy to me. In fact it too much of a 
challenge rather than enjoyment at times. 
Writing on the spot is different because my 
brain hasn't had the time to process all the 
information given and write right after 
because to me everything needs to be just 
right and thought out. I gmss you could say 
Vm a person (B-23) 

2) / feel that the writing process for a child is 
importaiu to me because it informs me on 
what that child is feeling and skills they need 
to work on. As a teacher of writing I go 
against almost everything I feel as a writer 
myself. I try to push writing as a process of 
enjoyment instead of lengthy, boring, time-
taking misspelled words on a thin piece of 
wood that's white. I push this because I never 
felt that and 1 don't want my own students to 
feel the same way. J feel writing is important 
but I feel the child /las to have the need to 
write and not the pressure to write, (B-24) 

who needs to learn 
how freewriting can 
help him clarify his 
thoughts. (K-23) 

So many of us 
can apply differem 
standards to our 
students than we do to 
ourselves. Are you 
trying to change the 
standards for 
yourself? I find that 
after a fastwrite my 
thinking about the 
piece to make it better 
is more focused and 
more ej^ctive. I sure 
need lots more 
practice. (K-24) 

Stephanie's reflections reveal how important her personal journal writing is to her 

and how much she values her students' writing experiences. I appreciate her, both as a 

writer and as a teacher of writing. 
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Av a Writer 
Writing — hmm — I love to write! I love to 

putmy feelings in words. It's therapeutic. 1 
write about trauma, joy, confiision, sorrow, 
lostness,— I write about life! And through my 
writing / learn and grow. ! have a small library 
of journals & when 1 go back & read what J did, 
how I handled pain, I realize 1 am growing & / 
smile — sometimes its hard to read sad things 
Vve written— but Vm gentler to myself for 
reading them. Thus, my writing teaches me 
compassion for myself- this is important since 
Vm critical with myself. (S-38) 
As a Teacher 

a teacher I encourage writing 
enthusiastically - Simply because 1 like it so 
much. I don't respond in a critical way - rather I 
respond to the ideas, thoughts, or feelings 
expressed. 1 learn more ̂ out my students 
through their journals and the dialogue that goes 
on as they write in them. (S-39) They take me 
back to a time when F was small — Those joys, 
worries, fears, insecurities, & momems of 
anticipation, I write with the students, we all 
share & feel good about ourselves as our writing 
expresses a part of who we are. (S-40) 

How beautiful. 
I wish you had 
shared this with the 
class. (K-38) 

Listening to the 
kids while they 
write gives you 
real insights as to 
who they are and 
how they think. 
(K-39). 

Pm glad you 
write with them. 
Mot many teachers 
do that. (K-40) 

During the discussion based on these journal entries Virginia expressed a lot more 

unhappiness about her writing experiences in school settings than she had written about 

in her journal. Her teachers focused on mechanics and correctness and she had few if any 

opportunities to express herself as a writer in school. She also shared that she had always 

had trouble with spelling. 

Me as a writer: 
I enjoy writing when the result is releasing 

tension. However, I was turned off by having 
one of those "Red Ink" teachers. Instead of 
expressing excitement for how much I'd written, 
she cut me down for how I wrote. 
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Me as a teacher of writing: 
Because of my experiences with writing I 

have learned to be more relaxed when working 
with my students, 1 use writing as a form of 
emotional release for children and I don't cut 
down their work. J want them to be encouraged 
to write & write & write & write.....(y-36) 

But you said so 
much more when 
you talked about 
this. Vm not going 
to ''red ink" your 
writing. (K-36) 

My response to Virginia is meant to encourage her to express herself as much in 

writing as she had expressed herself verbally in class. Asking questions would have been 

a better way to encourage her to be more descriptive and less vague. Virginia's reflection 

implies she has learned to be more relaxed and encouraging with her students because she 

now thinks she would be a better writer if her teachers had put away the "red ink" and 

gotten excited about how much she could do. 

Clyde shares his recent college experience and expresses his lack of self-

confidence. I respond with a comment that bridges his written statement to our 

discussion after class that night 

Me as a Writer: 
J didn't realize until later in life that I really 

could be a writer. It always seemed to me that 
others could do a better job. 

I started enjoying writing when I was a 
freshman in college. We did humor, fiction, 
realistic fiction, true stories, biographies, etc. 1 
started getting into it until we were supposed to 
write a humorous piece. 1 wrote something that 
was a mystery, but humorous as well. The 
instructor didn't share my humor. This 
dampened my emhusiasm, but not completely. 1 
believe I can write and enjoy it although Vm not 
as confident as I should be. (C-36) 

Me as a Teacher of Writing: 
Although lama social studies and current 

events teacher, I still have opportunity to help 
kids with writing projects. I like to have them sit 
back and meditate. Let their minds imagine and 
just roll on. 

Which, as I 
said when we 
talked after class, 
is probably due to 
that demeaning 
experience you had 
with the teacher 
who didn't 
appreciate your 
left hand. (K-36) 
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I try to get them to come up with an original 
report, etc. 1 will give them a grade on their 
rough draft. / try not to scare them with grades Good grades 
because I think this would stifle some creativity, can foster crea-
(C-37) tivity. (K-37) 

Clyde is building some bridges for himself between his personal experiences 

learning to write, his personal experience teaching writing, and this new experience with 

writing process. His concern about grades was shared by others in class discussion as 

well as in some journal entries. I was able to suggest using a point system when one 

values student effort and creativity and wants to encourage engagement in the process of 

learning. Points can be given for writing a first draft, points for revising and writing 

another draft after listening to the questions of peers in a response group and/or the 

questions of the teacher, and more points for editing and producing a final drafL Points 

can also be given for participating in response groups and editing groups. Teachers own 

all the points in the world and can fteely give them to students for the things they value 

and want to encourage students to value. 

At the end of class, Qyde continues to pursue the topic of writing in his exit note. 

Exit Note: 
In sharing our writing 1 enjoyed how one 

wrote with so many descriptive adjectives. It 
showed me even more how you can really convey / appreciate 
your feelings through writing. your faithjiilness 

with the exit notes. 
A nother wrote about deep feelings about a Your contributions 

very personal thing, the death of his brother. to our discussion 
The scene was very graphic, but I could see that about writing were 
writing also helps us to get a handle on some insightjul. Thanks. 
very deep feelings. (C-38) (K-38) 

Clyde continues thinking about his writing experience in class and writes another 

journal entry at home which he turns in the following week. It is an extension of the exit 

note he had turned in at the end of class. 

In doing our writing from the topics we put on the chalkboard, I 
felt that first giving the positive response was a way to make me feel 
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better. It didn't make the writing so threatening. I was able to take the 
constructive criticism in the form of a question more easily than another 
way because it really wasn't as much of a threat. (C-39) 

One can assume that ideating has been happening in Clyde's head between entries 

and this additional entry is evidence that this writing process experience has supported all 

three phases of coming to know writing process, perceiving, ideating and presenting. 

Writing piDcess has become a mutual topic of interest and a focus for change toward 

whole language in Clyde's classroom. 

The teacher's journal entries reflecting on themselves as writers and on themselves 

as teachers of writing demonstrate Yetta Goodman's assertion: 

Teachers reflect on their own development as they see their practices and plans 

reflected in their students' responses to learning. If individual learners are 

confident and knowledgeable enough, they will know how their own learning is 

working for them. Reflecting on their own learning is empowering. (1989, p. 13) 

Response to Readings 

I provided a wide choice of reading materials for the teachers to choose from as 

they determined their personal inquiry for the course. I suggested specific articles and 

books as the teachers shared their interests, concerns or questions. I encouraged the 

teachers to respond to their readings in their dialogue journal/learning logs and to use 

their responses for class and small group discussions. 

Donna's journal entries were the lengthiest and the most reflective. They are 

discussed and analyzed extensively in Chapter 4. The topics that were of most interest to 

her recur throughout her journal. They are the topics related to her personal inquiry. All 

of the teachers responded to the articles and books they read in much the same way, but 

none of them wrote as much as Donna did. Their briefer entries contain less ideating and 
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reflection, though most of them do write about the connections they make between what 

they read and what they do or plan to do in their classrooms. 

Bill pursues his interest in writing and conferencing with students in the following 

journal entries. 

Writing Conference: Glenda L Bissex 

When I read this / felt inspired because there 
were things about conferencing I had not been 
doing and should have. It opened my eyes on 
how short and easy a conference can be to a 
teacher and a student. Something / do and was 
excited to read about was the focus on only one 
particular skill at a time. (B-31) 

BGNRS KN RITEVNNKNDGRN 

Having this sheet really opened my eyes to 
all the writing stages in my Chapter I program. 
This is so true because after reding it, it corres
ponded with my students many from a first grade 
writing style up to my fourth and even sixth 
grade writers. This is information I feel every 
elementary teacher should have. I feel because 
my studems are writing in this fashion all the 
way up to sixth grade my peers should receive it. 
upon your permission, of course. (B-32) 

Now We Want to Write! 
by Jan Turbil 

It's too bad I couldn't read a book like this in 
college to better prepare me for a reading and 
writing program. Something I liked about this 
book is that a lot of it was covered in our class 
which helped clarify some information that may 
have been confiising to me. A lot of things 
caught my attention in this book. However, I 
think the teachers added comments were very 
meaningful. 

Something that was very beneficial to me was 
all the many examples given on how to approach 
the writing process and how things can be 
organized both for the teacher and child. Vve 

That really is 
important. I hope 
I said that when 
we were going 
through writing 
process—one skill 
at a time makes it 
manageable for 
both the learner 
and the teacher. 
(K-31) 

You have my 
permission—just 
keep my name on 
it. It represents a 
lot of kid watching 
and reading. 
(K-32) 
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found this book to be a very good resource for 
my Chapter / program and any other class I may 
teach. I feel this would be a very good resource 
book for any teacher. Ifeel Chapter 5 is the best 
chapter for me to go back to all the time for 
teacher and student information. I could go on 
and on but I feel that this book really covers and 
backs everything you've taught in class. 

P. S. I've been really changing my room to the 
point where the students have files to pull 
information for a writing conference. I've found 
that part of my structure is coming from the 
information awf examples in this book. (B-34) 

Bill's use of mutuality building discourse has greatly increased firom the beginning 

of the semester. He is also reflecting more on himself as a learner and as a teacher. His 

choice of reading materials was guided by my efforts to build perceptual bridges from his 

interest and inquiry about writing process. 

SpeciHc Teaching Strategies for the Presenting Phase 

of Coming to Know Whole Language Teaching and Learning 

Teaching strategies for the presenting phase of a transactional curriculum provide 

the learners with opportunities to work through their ideas and present them in oral or 

written language or in other symbolic forms (Goodman, et al., 1987, p. 125); 

opportunities to engage in problem-solving situations in which they "can test and rehearse 

their conceptual learnings" (p. 125); and opportunities to apply their knowledge in new 

situations (p. 341). "The experience of knowing, of coming to terms with the world, is 

not complete without opportunities to present one's conceptions, and teachers must see 

that these times for presentation are available and fiilly used" (p. 125). In this section I 

will examine specific teaching strategies used with the dialogue joumal/leaming log to 

support the presenting phase of coming to know whole language. 
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Classroom Projects 

The dialogue journal/learning log teaching strategy that most effectively 

supported the presenting phase of coming to know whole language was encouraging the 

teachers to write about their classroom projects. 

Three teaching strategies provided specific opportunities for the teachers to 

present their own reconstructed concepts about teaching and learning whole language. 

The first opportunity occurred when they tried out their new ideas by doing a classroom 

project with their students; the second was when they presented their projects to the other 

teachers during sharing time at the beginning of each session and/or during the last two 

course sessions; and the third was when they presented descriptions of those projects to 

me in their dialogue journal/learning logs. 

Donna actually did two projects while taking the course. The first was with her 

creative writing class and the second with her junior English class. She wrote extensively 

about each one, presenting the first one to me in her journal with the titles, Journal for 

Project No. I, part A and part B. She gave Part A the subtitle, "The joys &. sorrows of 

trying to sustain a whole language project on 45 minutes a day" (see pp. 100-103). A 

month later she presented her second project in four parts, A-D, submitting one part at 

each of the last four sessions of the course (see pp. 142-144). Her entries about these 

projects are descriptions of the concepts diat she "tests and rehearses" first in the creative 

writing class where she finds herself most whole language and second in the English 

class where she finds herself least whole language. The second project has many more 

problems to solve than the first. Donna presents not only the problems, but also the 

solutions as she dialogues with me. 

Most of Lynn's journal entries were about her students and their responses to her 

whole language teaching strategies. 
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Last Wednesday Elizabeth and Tara (3rd) rejused to Kids do 
play on the computer. They wanted to finish their Liza choose to 
Lou tales. (L-13) We've thoroughly anatyzed the pat- work at 
tern of Liza Lou. They're really into getting the phtem learning, 
right. It's a riot to see them work together. Elizabeth is don't they? 
really on fire - full of ideas. She has her Uza Lou going (K-13) 
to the Kelly's with a can of tomato juice (no, Fm not sure 
why!) and wrapped it in a blanket so it won't get cold. 
So now the swamp bat will try to suck the "baby's" blood 
and get his teeth stuck in the can! Tomorrow I get to see 
how she disposes of him! Tara's getting the bobcat to 
attack something (maybe honeycomb or something goo
ey) that's wrapped in paper like meat. She's struggling a 
little, but she and Elizabeth help each other. 

My 5th graders are going strong on an Indian 
alphabet book Jon, the difficult one to motivate - has 
been running around asking people to tell him words 
about Indians that begin with "X." He announced that 
there is no Indian word that starts with "X" because he 
looked in the encyclopedia and it isn't there! I love it! I 
couldn't pay this kid to crack a book and now he's 
digging through World Book! (L-14) 

They've been brainstorming all their Indian ABC's 
and we're ready to start with their books as soon as Fm 
sure they see the pattern of the word and the explanation 
in the Cowbov Alphabet. Probably tomorrow. The boys 
are especially into this project. We'll see how the girls 
do. 

I bet 
My first graders read Round is a Pancake last week they can 

& now they've finished drawing & writing "round is a read it, too. 
..." stories, they wrote their own - they're not too bad (K-I5) 
for remedial 1st graders - very creative. (L-15) Last 
Wednesday, they took a field trip to the zoo with their It's neat 
regular class, so we wrote an "A-round the Zoo" bulletin when you 
board. (L-16) Today we chose another shape and each can connect 
of them will turn their clippings of that shape from with the 
magazines imo a shape book. Our next unit is "I Can classroom 
Ride It" - then 7 Can Read It." We're going to work on like this. 
logos, labels, etc. that they can read, then books, etc. (K-16) 

The openendedness of the journal entries makes it possible for the teachers to tell 

me about applications they make outside their classrooms, too. Lynn takes her whole 

That's 
wonderful! 
(K-14) 

language interests home to her own sons and then presents their experiences: 
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An interesting thing is hap
pening at home. My kids are 
keeping journals and I let the 5 
year old Just draw in his and then 
he dictates his stories. My 13 
year old got mad and said it was 
unfair. So I told him to draw, but 
he had to write. This kid hates to 
write. Great ideas, great mind - -
Well, he drew a fantastic dragon 
and began writing a super fantasy 
story. (L-17) He reads Tolkien 
by the ton! I read the first page 
and loved it and said so. The next 
day he wrote 8_pages! (L-18) 

Drawing is an invitation to 
write which is so often forgotteru 
Vm glad this is working so well 
with him. (K-17) 

It worked the other way 
around with my son. When he 
was in second grade he asked at 
log book time, "Do I have to draw 
a picture?" I said, "Of course 
not, you can use the time for 
writing and he began filling the 
page with words. He, too, loved 
Tolkien - not in second grade 
though. (K-18) 

And I build perceptual bridges and mutuality by presenting my personal experience with 

my son in response to her experience with her son. 

When Lynn presents another classroom anecdote, I encourage her to share her 

analogies with the class, thus using the journal to encourage her to engage in presenting 

her new understandings to other course participants. 

P. S. Today my 6th graders (and 1) did response 
groups for the first time. It was great! We only got 
through two pieces in 35 minutes. The kids responded 
so well. I used the analogy of making chocolate chip 
cookies and what a disaster it would be if you put the 
chocolate chips in first. It really seemed to help them 
understand the Writing Process. They thought "re
sponse" would be criticizing each other and finding 
mistakes until I asked them how they could correct my 
spelling if I read it to them. They looked so relieved! 
(L-20) — 

You 
really should 
share this 
and your 
other anal
ogy with the 
class next 
time. (K-20) 

Lynn tests and rehearses her new understandings when she engages her students 

and her children in whole language experiences and then deepens her understandings as 

she presents to me in her journal. She is also called upon to present her new 

understandings to her principal and her aides so that they, too, can come to know about 

whole language. Our relationship is a collegial one here as Lynn discusses her problems 
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and expresses her personal satisfaction in solving them. She is becoming a more 

thoughtfiil practitioner as she presents her new understandings to her aides and then to 

me. 

My Whole Language bent has caused some 
interesting repercussions in administrator 
teacher relationships. My principal has 
expressed some concerns about my "goals and 
objectives" and my closure of projects and 
units lately. It's strange (but typical) that any 
problems I have had are blamed on "whole 
language" and not on the amount of time Fve 
had to spend out of the classroom for the last 
2 weeks on stupid administrative "busy-work" 
for Chapter One! (L-24) Some good came 
out of it, though, I spent some time analyzing 
what I was doing and what my aides are doing 
and why. I felt very good about it when I 
finished! But it also helped me adjust a few 
things to give kids more individual attention. 
It also pointed out a need for better commu
nication with my aides - we need to sit down 
and plan together. I really have to think 
about telling them the whys of what we're 
doing. (L-25) 

Have you had a 
chance to discuss this 
with your principal? 
(K-24) 

Helps you learn 
what you're about, 
doesn't it? (K-25) 

Lynn is clearly applying her new knowledge in her classroom and thoughtfully 

assessing the effectiveness of her teaching strategies. As she presents "the whys of what 

we're doing" to her teacher aides and to her principal, she further develops her own 

understanding. 

Project Letter 

During the eighth session I acknowledged that I did know what projects some 

teachers were engaged in, based on their journal entries and their presentations during 

sharing time, but I expressed my concern that many of them had written littie or nothing 

in their joumals about their projects. I reminded them that there are numerous ways to do 

a project and that the tentative contracts I had given them the first night required a 
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classroom project and some journal entries about it for a grade of B (see Figure 2). 

During the subsequent discussion some teachers expressed the frustration they were 

having with deciding just what to do for a project Virginia said that while previous 

college instructors had said choices should be provided for children, this was the first 

time she had had a college instructor expect her to make choices and decisions about her 

own learning. 

Not all teachers wrote about their whole language projects and classroom 

experiences as freely as Donna and Lynn, so I determined to engage them in a journal 

discussion and I requested a specific journal entry from all of the teachers. I actually 

asked for a "Dear Karen,... letter" to be written in their journals by each of them and 

provided time in class for writing it. My prompt was: "Tell me about your whole 

language project: what you are doing ; how are the kids responding ; include 

any questions you have ; list any resources you need ". 

Neither Bill nor Virginia have written about their projects in previous journal 

entries. Now each one writes a short journal response, identifying his/her project, but 

giving few details. 

Karen, 
My project will be from a big book. The book 

will be Hairy Bear. Students will be read to and 
they will read along when ready. The book will 
be copied on a xerox machine and students will 
have to put the pages in order. They will paint a Sounds good. 
picture connecting to the story. Then they'll Will you use art or 
dictate what the picture is and Til write on the drama or any other 
bottom what they scad. Next, they'll dictate a bear books? 
story about Hairy Bear. (B-30) (K-30) 

Neither of them answers my questions nor do they engage in written dialogue about their 

projects. I do not pick up on that as their instructor. I should have stated again "Tell me 

more about your project next week. I want to know what you are doing and how your 
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kids are responding. Though both Bill and Virginia later present their projects in class 

they never do present in their journals any description of their projects nor of their 

students' involvement in those projects. 

Karen, 
You and I have already talked about my 

project. What I plan on doing this week and 
next is to read Goldilocks and the Three Bears to 
each class and then show them a picture book 
about a little bear and three people. (Deep in 
the Forest by Brinton Turkle] I plan on doing 
this with kindergarten, transitional-first and first 
graders. I will vary the whole language project 
according to the ability level I'm looking 
I plan on doing the fi)llowing: fijrward to your 

K- Draw a picture fi-om one of the two report in class. I 
stories we wor/xd on - ril take dictation am also wondering 
on the back., if you feel this has 

T-1 Draw pictures for a story about Little positively 
Bear. Child will dictate story. influenced your 

1st - Write your own Goldilocks or Little fellow teachers ? 
Bear story. (V-38) (K-38) 

Virginia's project, as later reported in class, proved to be too time consuming and 

too ambitious for a full-time classroom teacher. Apparently she was patterning it on a 

practicum experience she had had as an undergraduate when she used big books in 

classrooms. As an instructor/researcher I can look back and see that I should have asked 

her to focus on her own classroom, question her own practice, and do something different 

there for her whole language project 

On the other hand, Stephanie shares a different literature extension or writing 

project or student-authored publication almost every class session. She is not one of the 

teachers I was concerned about, but she presents in her letter confirmation that she is 

presenting whole language to her students on a regular basis. 
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Karen, 
/ wrote you earlier telling you this is my 

first year teaching Chapter 1. My project 
was to try to incorporate as much whole 
language iruo my program as I felt comfort
able with). I have been sharing throughout 
the class sessions and have gotten some 
super ideas from others who have shared 
their projects. I've also written about them 
in my journal. 

/ think the sharing time is Great! 
Stephanie (S-41) 

Stephanie, 
You've contributed 

tremendously to the 
"greatness" of sharing 
time. Collaboration is 
as essential for whole 
language learning [for 
teachers J as it is for 
kids. 

Pm looking forward 
to your final sharing. 

Karen (K-41) 

Sharing Time 

Most course sessions opened with Sharing Time when the teachers presented 

projects and activities they had done in their classrooms. The teacher's journal entries 

often express the value they place on this teaching strategy, usually in general terms, as 

Stephanie does above and as Qyde does below: 

I received some help in being able to find more resources for 
helping my age group. I appreciated this. (C-37) 

Donna's entries are also general, but she presents her conceptions about the other 

teachers so frequently that Admiration for Colleagues in the Course becomes a 

substantive topic of mutual interest (see Tables 2-6 in Chapter 4). 

Tonight / appreciated the shared projects and being introduced to 
more neat books. / like seeing teachers excited about something they're 
doing. (D-29) 

Janet also values the opportunity to learn from others when she writes: 

...I appreciated all the great ideas And thank you for your 
everyone shared at the beginning contributions. They were 
of class tonight. I got lots of new significant and much appreciated. 
ideas to steal and implement in May I borrow the Olympic chart 
my room, (J-16) to share in Denver at the CCTM 

conference? I would like a copy 
of your observation form. Did 
you design it yourself? (K-16) 
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My response to Janet's entry about the evening's sharing time affirms her as a 

whole language teacher. I establish a coUegial relationship with her by asking to 

incorporate the Olympic chart she did with her students into my whole language and 

math presentation at the upcoming Colorado Council of Teachers of Mathematics 

conference. 

When another teacher shares information gleaned from her reading. Bill values 

her handout enough to write about it in his journal. 

A Checklist For Parents 
This information is very vital 

to parents and school systems. It 
gives a psychological view for Yes, it does. Give Frank Smith 
parems and signs parents should and his book. Insult to 
look for in the classroom and Intellieence as the source and 
school. I really liked this handout give copies to parents. Maybe 
because it provided me with they'll begin questioning 
information that I should have to classroom arid school practice. 
work with parents. It kind of K. 's husband is on District B's 
gives me an advantage over most accountability committee so she 
other teachers. (B-33) has him reading the book. (K-33) 

Discussion was an important aspect of sharing time at each session. Each 

teacher's presentation was valued by the others. There were often questions posed by 

others who wanted to try the same project Sometimes I challenged the teachers to 

suggest adaptations that were age appropriate for their grade levels. Always these were 

risk-free sharing times because the participants valued one another's efforts. Further 

discussion often occurred when the teachers presented specific new ideas in their journals 

in response to the hand-outs shared by their peers, but journal entries about sharing time 

were usually general statements of appreciation. Both the sharing time and the journal 

entries about the sharing time demonstrate that "discussion is the most common means 

for presenting one's conceptions to be tested against the ideas of others" (Goodman et al., 

1987, p. 120) and the entries about sharing time fiirther demonstrate that it is a highly 

valued part of the whole language learning and teaching course. 
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Findings 

Close examination of my notes regarding the college course, "Whole Language: 

Learning and Teaching," reveals that it has a transactional curriculum. The dialogue 

journal/learning logs are an integral part of the general strategy of supporting each 

learner's personal knowing cycle by personalizing curriculum and instruction. The 

occasions for the having of wonderful ideas can be categorized as teaching strategies that 

support the three phases of coming to know, perceiving, ideating, and presenting 

(Goodman et al., 1987). 

Those teaching strategies that particularly supported perceiving were the ones that 

confi-onted the learners with something that aroused feelings, sparked curiosity, raised 

questions, and activated their discovering processes (Goodman, et al., 1987). The 

dialogue journal/learning log responses to Crow Boy (Yashima, 1955) revealed aroused 

feelings. The responses to participating in What We Know/Questions We Have and to 

reading What's Whole in Whole Language? (Goodman, 1986) revealed evidence that 

those confi*ontations had supported the perceiving phase of the learners who wrote about 

their feelings, expressed their curiosity, voiced their own questions, and shared their 

personal discoveries in their dialogue journals. 

The "Journal Guide for Reading What's Whole in Whole Language?" (Figure 3) 

encouraged the teachers to become personally involved with the text by writing 

predictions before they began reading and by writing responses while they were reading. 

The specific suggestion to look at the table of contents and write a prediction about each 

section appeared to be the least helpful. Some wrote as they noted new concepts or found 

answers to their questions. The suggestions to write questions before reading that they 

hoped would be answered and to write new questions while reading were helpful for 

engaging most of the teachers in personal inquiry. Those who posed questions directly 
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related to their own classrooms or their own students also wrote about the answers they 

found while reading. 

The specific teaching strategies that supported ideating have two things in 

common. They engaged the teachers in reflection on teaching and learning and they 

engaged them in personal inquiry. The "Journal Guide for Reading What's Whole in 

Whole Language?" (Figure 3) supported the ideating phase by asking the teachers to 

reflect on their own classroom practice and how Ken Goodman's view might affect that 

practice. The questions I used to guide reflection when writing journal entries after 

reading each section helped the teachers build for themselves perceptual bridges between 

the new concepts presented by Goodman and the knowledge they were already applying 

in their classrooms. These questions challenged the teachers to personalize their 

transactions with the text and to become engaged in developing their personal 

conceptions of the new concepts they had encountered. Their reflection firequently 

included personal inquiry to which I usually responded with suggestions for further 

reading. Most, but not all, continued to respond to other reading materials in the same 

way. 

The teachers' reflections on the collaborative learning experience of returning to 

the charts labeled What We Know About Whole Language and Questions We Have 

About Whole Language provided evidence that the teachers valued this experience of 

learning with each other. All of the teachers' responses provided opportunities for me to 

engage in mutuality building discourse that encouraged them to share their thinking with 

me. None of them connected this experience with their own classrooms. Next time I will 

request two separate entries, the first one reflecting on their own learning experiences and 

the second one reflecting on their own teaching practices. 

The handout I used to challenge the teachers to use their journals for becoming 

reflective practitioners was effective for supporting the ideating phase of coming to know 
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whole language teaching and learning. It drew the teachers back to the Goodman text 

and challenged them to make connections with their own classroom practice. Writing 

journal entries while reflecting on their experience of prewriting, fastwriting, and sharing 

a "First" in their lives supported each teacher's learning as he/she made connections 

between his/her feelings about this writing process experience and other personal 

experiences with writing. Writing about themselves as writers and themselves as teachers 

of writing also generated lots of ideating. All of these opportunities to think on paper 

helped them build perceptual bridges for themselves and provided opportunities for me to 

build perceptual bridges for and with each teacher in the class. 

The teachers' responses to their further readings included some reflection. Many 

of their entries provided opportunities for building perceptual bridges. Those who 

continued to focus on questions they had posed or concerns they had expressed about 

their own students or teaching practice made the most connections between the new 

concepts they were reading about and changes they could actually make in their 

classrooms. 

The presenting phase of coming to know whole language learning and teaching 

was supported by my practice of involving teachers in classroom projects. The teachers 

presented their new concepts to their own students by engaging them in whole language 

projects in their classrooms. They also presented their projects to their peers during 

sharing time throughout the semester and/or at the end of the course. Requesting the 

teachers to write about their projects in their dialogue journals each week was a specific 

teaching strategy to support the presenting phase of coming to know whole language. 

Donna's entries about her classroom projects were lengthy descriptions that included 

reflection. Lynn's, though shorter included reflection as did Janet's. Stephanie's ongoing 

descriptions of the projects she shared almost every week at sharing time presented the 

most information about what was actually happening. Stephanie rarely wrote about the 
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effect on her students, but frequently included positive comments ^ut her students 

during her oral presentations in class. Bill described his classroom more during the later 

part of the semester. Qyde and Virginia wrote very little about their own classroom 

experiences. 

My concern that some teachers were neither writing about projects nor presenting 

them at sharing time resulted in my request for the project letter. I gave class time for 

writing the letter and all of the teachers did write about their projects during that time. 

The entries by Bill (B-30) and Virginia (V-38) presented above include neither reflection 

nor inquiry in spite of the prompts. They never did write about these projects or their 

students' responses to them. They never answered the questions I posed to them in my 

response to their project descriptions. The following week, though, Bill connected his 

responses to articles directly to his students and to his teaching practice. Apparently, the 

request for the project letter and/or the ensuing discussion increased his awareness of my 

expectations for journal entries about his classroom. 

Sharing time, a very effective teaching strategy specific to the presenting phase of 

coming to know whole language, entered the journals incidentally. Sometimes teachers 

wrote comments about the projects others had shared. Sometimes teachers wrote about 

the handouts they received when others shared copies of excerpts from books they had 

read or copies of articles they felt others would appreciate. There was evidence in the 

journal entries that the teachers valued the sharing time as an important part of the course. 

They learned from the presentations of others and from the dialogue generated by the 

presentations of others. 

The teachers' journal entries about their classroom projects and about sharing time 

support the contention of Goodman et al. that "Presenting is both the culminating phase 

of knowing and the beginning of it, for every presentation offers something new to be 

perceived and considered. The phases of knowing are thus cyclical" (1987, p. 121). 
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Having Wonderful Ideas 

An indepth analysis of Donna's dialogue with me as she came to know whole 

language was presented in Chapter 4. The excerpts above offer glimpses into the minds 

of the other teachers as they were perceiving, ideating, and presenting their personal ways 

of coming to know whole language. An indepth analysis of each of the teachers is 

beyond the scope of this study. A vignette of each of those six teachers is presented in 

this section. 

There is no evidence in her journal that Virginia has come to know whole 

language as more than some activities to do. She learned to use big books in one of her 

undergraduate courses and is using them in her own classroom. However, she does not 

write about how she uses them nor how her students respond to them. She expresses no 

understanding in her journal of the teacher's role in supporting children as they construct 

literacy for themselves. She still has a transmission view of teaching and believes she has 

to present specific skills. At this stage she seems to be collecting other teacher's 

wonderful ideas rather than having wonderful ideas of her own. Her sensitivity to 

children is a strength to build on. As indicated elsewhere she needs more support in order 

to learn how to reflect on her students as learners and on her own teaching practice. 

Clyde's wonderful idea is to find out that his beliefs about involving kids in 

creative history and current events projects are consistent with the whole language 

perspective. He learns more about the value of language and collaboration in learning. 

He decides that writing is fun and should be experienced in a joyful, successful manner 

and states that he wants to provide more "writing to learn" experiences for his students. 

He appreciates the writing response groups I introduce and adapts them for student 

responses to one another's speeches and posters. Clyde reads several historical novels for 

children and indicates interest in adding appropriate children's literature to his history 
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units. He appears to find whole language more and more consistent with his own 

teaching philosophy as he moves through the course. 

Bill is a first year teacher teaching Chapter 1 for the first time. He begins 

applying whole language by giving children choices right away in his classroom and by 

initiating an individualized reading program for his older students. He states early in the 

semester that he wants to "go toward a book approach rather than skill building" in his 

first grade program, but does not try using a big book until near the end of the semester. 

When he first perceives writing is an integral part of whole language, he implements a 

process writing program with positive results. He begins questioning "reading levels" 

and assessment at the end of the course and expresses interest in learning how to use 

miscue analysis. Bill is developing a whole language philosophy and is making steady 

progress toward whole language throughout the course. 

Most of Stephanie's dialogue journal entries are about her classroom, where she 

combines her personal love of literature with art, drama, and creative writing to provide 

integrated reading experiences for her Chapter I students. Her own creativity is evident 

as is her ability to stimulate her students to be aeative. Stephanie takes to heart the 

whole language focus on authenticity and includes reading recipes to cook, reading 

directions to get things done, writing books to be read by others and writing letters to 

pen-pals. Stephanie finds this whole language class offers theoretical support for many 

things she has done previously just because they were fun and her students enjoyed them. 

By the end of the course she feels confident that she can now "justify" her teaching 

practice because she has learned that "natural learning is purposeful, meaningful, 

positive, and fun." 

Lynn had been exposed to whole language at the Colorado Council of the 

International Reading Association conferences and started the course anticipating that it 

would give her the time and support necessary to make some lasting changes in her 
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Chapter I program. Lynn's wonderful ideas for changing her teaching practice grow out 

of relating the text directly to her students, that is, ideating about what she might do 

differently that would help them. Lynn completely restructures her Chapter I program, 

focusing on her students' interests. She organizes centers so that the children have many 

choices and she incorporates lots of writing. In every journal entry, except one, she 

discusses writing. She uses literature for exploring various genre and for patterns to write 

pattern books. She learns to teach skills in the context of each child's own writing. Lynn 

reevaluates her role, her aides' roles, her need to help them understand why she is making 

changes and why she is having them do different things as they work with the students. 

Bubbling with enthusiasm, she shares her progress in class from the beginning. Lynn 

succeeds in changing her program and knows she will keep on focusing on children and 

learning will "never go back." 

Janet was becoming a whole language teacher before starting the course. 

Throughout the course she shares a wide variety of wonderful ideas as she carries them 

out in her classroom—ideas that provide occasions for her children to have wonderful 

ideas about language and literacy and about themselves as readers and writers. She 

decides to become a "kid-watcher" and engages in personal inquiry to find a variety of 

ways to assess children's literacy development that are helpful to her and to them; ways 

that are consistent with her understanding of learning. She uses my invented spelling 

assessment with all of her students and finds it useful for observing their progress. She 

reads a lot of articles and develops literacy folders that inform her, her students, the 

parents of her students, and her administrators. She completes the course confident that 

she has grown professionally and has a stronger theoretical basis for the changes she is 

making in her classroom. 

Each teacher is coming to know whole language in a unique, personal way that 

involves learning from one another, from their reading, from their students and from 

dialoguing with me in their journals. 
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REsearching 

In this chapter I have investigated my role as instructor from three theoretical 

perspectives: as a reflective practitioner, as a researcher of discourse analysis, and as a 

more knowledgeable REsearcher (Berthoff, 1987) who revisits the data. 

First, I reflected on myself as a teacher of children and as an instructor of 

teachers. This reflection helped me to contextualize the study by raising my conscious 

awareness of the impact on me of Duckworth's (1973) theory that learning occurs when 

teachers provide occasions for having wonderful ideas in a setting that encourages the 

learners to try out those wonderful ideas. This theoretical base for teaching and learning, 

grounded in Duckworth's (1987, p. xi) experience working with Piaget has undergirded 

my professional development for over twenty years. 

Second, I investigated the mutual conversations Donna and I had had and gained a 

deeper understanding of the importance of building mutuality as I dialogue with my 

students. We established mutuality in our first dialogue journal entries because Donna 

expressed her concerns about her students and I shared those concerns. Establishing 

mutuality was not something I set out to do as an instructor, but it happened. I found out 

how valuable it was when I returned to the journals as a researcher. Our first mutual 

discussion of Donna's concerns about her students' self-esteem established a mutual 

interest about which we could begin learning together, co-constructing knowledge as we 

communicated with each other. Kreeft Peyton asserts, "Extensive communication with 

another individual, where ideas are shared and developed in an atmosphere of mutual 

respect and attention, is the key to a relationship in which mutual learning can take place" 

(1988, p. 200). The dialogue journal provided the opportunity for discussions that were 

impossible during the class sessions where there were many participants in the 

conversation. While many concerns were aired and discussed during class time. Donna's 
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personal concerns were the ones that she wrote about and the ones that I responded to. 

Our discussions about them were instrumental in helping Donna engage in reflective 

inquiry about her own teaching practice and find effective ways to change it 

The third perspective I bring to this examination of myself as an instructor is that 

of a more knowledgeable REsearcher (Berthoff, 1987). This last phase of revisiting the 

occasions I provided for the having of wonderful ideas and comparing and contrasting 

them with the transactional curriculum described by Goodman et al. (1987) has allowed 

me to use coming to know as the theoretical lens for looking again at my own 

instructional practice. My new knowledge of mutuality building discourse offers yet 

another theoretical lens for looking at my own instructional practice. These lenses 

together have been helpful for 

REconsidering what is at hand, ...(for) looking and looking at what happens, 

...(for) think(ing) about the information [1] have, ...(for) interpret(ing) what goes 

on when students respond to one kind of assignment and not to another, or when 

some respond to an assignment and others do not, ...and then for interpret(ing) 

[my] interpretations. (Berthoff, 1987, p. 30) 

Throughout this phase of the analysis, the anomaly of Virginia's lack of change 

toward whole language was on my mind. Those teachers who questioned the most, 

reflected the most, and changed their practice the most were also the most experienced 

teachers. Donna, Janet, and Lynn each focused on the students in their classrooms to 

build their own perceptual bridges as they initiated and pursued reflective inquiry. 

Stephanie reflected less in her journal than the others and when she did reflect, it was 

more on herself as a learner than on her students as learners. She used more descriptive 

language as she wrote each week about the many whole language projects and activities 

she and her students were involved in. Almost every week during sharing time she 

presented something new she had done with her students. Clyde, Bill, and Virginia wrote 
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more about the concepts in the text and did not build perceptual bridges to their own 

students. They rarely reflected on their teaching practice or on their students and pursued 

less inquiry than the more experienced teachers, especially at the beginning of the 

semester. It appears they needed more guidance to engage in reflective inquiry and 

become reflective practitioners. 

I engaged in more mutuality building discourse with the teachers who changed 

more. Their early expression of concerns directly related to their own students, seems to 

have been the catalyst for personal inquiry and change. I shared their concerns by 

engaging in mutuality building conversations and by building perceptual bridges for 

them. Their concerns became the topics of mutual interest that enabled us to co-construct 

knowledge. For this reason I need to find a way to help all teachers focus on concerns 

about the learners in their classrooms. 

The questions I posed to guide reflection in the "Journal Guide" and in the 

reflective practitioner hand-out were open-ended ones that asked the teachers to reflect on 

their own practice, and, in effect, to "build perceptual bridges" between What's Whole in 

Whole Language? (Goodman, 1986) and their own classroom practice. Consequently, 

the teachers introduced their own topics to reflect on and posed their own questions to 

seek answers to. 

Kreeft Peyton's conjecture that it is only after mutuality and trust have been 

established that reflective questions can "provide a way of mutually seeking new ways of 

thinking" (1988b, p. 177) appears to be supported by the dialogue in the journals of my 

students. These teachers reflect freely in their dialogue with me only after we have 

established mutuality and trust in our instructor/teacher relationships. For this reason I 

need to be more intentional about establishing mutuality in my earliest journal responses. 

Through these dual lenses of discourse analysis and transactional theory, I 

discovered that many of my responses that built mutuality also "built perceptual bridges" 
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between what the teachers knew or questioned and what I knew and between what they 

knew or questioned and further reading that I thought might be helpful. 

In the final chapter I will review this descriptive, interpretive study through its 

sequence of sub-studies and conclude with suggestions for improving my use of dialogue 

journal/learning logs in subsequent college courses. 
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CHAPTER6 

WHOI.E r.ANGUAGE: RESEARCH REFT.ECTTONS AND INSTRUCTION 

This study is a descriptive interpretive study of teachers interacting with their 

instructor through written discussion as they come to know whole language theory and 

apply it in their classrooms. The specific practice examined in this study is that of the 

college instructor and her use of dialogue journal/learning logs as a means of helping 

teachers examine their own beliefs about children, learning, and teaching; consider 

relevant theory and research; and change their teaching practice. These dialogue 

journal/learning logs are authentic products of the graduate education course, "Whole 

Language: Learning and Teaching." 

Mishler (1990) describes interpretive and inquiry-based studies as "a sequence of 

different stages ... which may be viewed as sub-studies building progressively on each 

other" (p. 436) with the purpose of understanding how individuals interpret events and 

experiences. Such nonexperimental studies locate methods for systematic study in the 

world of practice and may be meaningful only to those who share that world of practice. 

This study has given me a unique opportunity to stand beside myself, the 

instructor, and observe both myself and the teachers who took my course through the 

eyes of the researcher as we interact in our world of practice. In this context, I find 

myself continually reflecting on myself both as an instructor and as a researcher. 

Consequently, I have come to value reflective inquiry as an integral part of coming to 

know both instructing and researching. I have also come to value reflective inquiry as 

instrumental in helping the teachers come to know whole language theory and put it into 
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practice. Those who engaged in reflective inquiry about topics of personal concern 

established a basis for our collaboration through ongoing dialogue. 

Brause & Vfayher, (1991) define professional research as "a highly structured, 

public activity in which we reflect on specific practices." They assert. 

One outcome of such studies evaluates the validity of the principles or theories on 

which we formulate our practice. ...(W)e subject our specific classroom practice 

to scrutiny—to bring to a level of consciousness the implicit theory which is 

influencing our decision-making. Research involves either identifying or 

evaluating the theory(ies) undergirding our practices. Classroom research then 

focuses on identifying or evaluating the 'method in our madness' as it effects our 

students' learning, (p. 46) 

In the following section, as I review and reflect on the sequence of sub-studies 

(Mishler, 1990) that build progressively on each other to make up the whole of this 

investigation of my practice of using dialogue journal/learning logs with teachers, I will 

identify the theoretical focus of each sub-study. 

The final section of this chapter will present the changes I believe would improve 

my use of dialogue journal/learning logs with teachers in the future. 

Reflecting on the Sub-studies 

The initial observations, that is, my first sub-study (Mishler, 1990), began when I 

first read Dialogue Journal Writing as a Communicative Event (Staton, Shuy, Peyton, & 

Reed, 1982). I soon purchased Dialogue Journal Communication: Classroom, 

Linguistic, Social, and Cognitive Views (Staton, Shuy, Peyton, & Reed, 1988) and began 

reading. Staton was a researcher who thought when she first saw the dialogue journals 

that Leslee Reed kept with her sixth grade students, "There is something interesting going 
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on here in these journals." I was fascinated by her research and the world of practice it 

revealed and I thought as she had, "there is something interesting going on in the dialogue 

journals I keep with the students in my college courses, too." T found a few articles by 

college and university instructors telling how they used journals with their students and I 

found a few research studies, none of which seemed to be a model I might use or a study 

I might replicate. 

At that point, I was particularly interested in supporting teacher change toward 

whole language. I knew the teachers in my "Whole Language: Learning and Teaching" 

course had changed their practice, but I really had no idea if that change could be found 

in their dialogue journal/learning logs. I told the teachers on the last night of the course 

that I was considering analyzing journals for my dissertation study and asked them to let 

me use theirs. All agreed to do so on the consent forms T developed based on Staton 

(1983). Some had their journals with them that night and gave them to me so I began 

informally comparing and contrasting (Glaser and Strauss, 1967) that set of journals with 

Staton's set Though my journals were written with adults on a weekly basis and hers 

were written with fifth and sixth graders on a daily basis, there were enough similarities 

that I felt her work offered sufficient guidance for discourse analysis of my set of 

dialogue journal/learning logs. 

As I completed the rest of the course work in my doctoral program I reviewed a 

number of teacher as researcher guides and studies and wrote a paper on the topic. My 

personal interest in teacher as researcher was piqued by the possibility of actually 

studying dialogue journal/learning logs as authentic products of my own classroom so I 

became an instructor/researcher, collected the rest of the journals from the teachers, and 

began formally engaging in the inquiry process. I brought to the study my constructivist 

view of learning as "the having of wonderful ideas" (Duckworth, 1973, 1987) and 

teaching as "providing occasions for the having of wonderful ideas." I also brought to the 
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study my own "wonderful idea" that my new philosophical stance of learning as "coming 

to know" (K. Goodman, E. Smith, R. Meredith, and Y. Goodman, 1987) would be an 

appropriate lens through which I might view the teachers' thinking and learning. I 

immersed myself in Staton's study, and decided to apply topic analysis (Staton, 1988a; 

Shuy, 1982) to each journal seeking to identify topics as the organizing unit for analysis. 

I began describing the approach to the analysis and determined the questions that would 

guide the inquiry; 

1. What demonstrations of perceiving, ideating, and presenting will be evident in the 

dialogue journal/learning logs as these teachers come to know whole language? 

2. How will the instructor utilize the dialogue journal/learning logs to facilitate the 

ways in which she collaborates and negotiates with the teachers in their efforts to 

become whole language teachers? 

The second sub-study involved immersing myself in the data as a researcher, 

selecting the seven informants, and then copying and organizing their journals for 

analysis. Staton's study remained the model, but the journals were characterized by one 

major difference. Those that Staton analyzed contained entries written on a daily basis by 

the children and their teacher. The dialogue was maintained in a consistent back and 

forth tum-taking manner. The journals that I was preparing for analysis contained entries 

written on a weekly basis. The teachers wrote their entries and turned them in. During 

that week, I would respond to each of them while they wrote another set of entries. Their 

second entries and my first responses were exchanged at the second class meeting. When 

they responded directly to any of my comments, I did not receive their response until a 

week later. The tum-taking of our discourse was much less direct than that analyzed in 

the Staton study. I wondered if there would be any maintenance of mutual topics over 

time. 
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I drafted several dissertation proposals and found it very difficult to fit an inquiry-

based proposal into the university's experimental format I was encouraged by Denny 

Taylor's (1993) advice for researchers engaging in qualitative studies: trust your 

intuitions, follow through on them, see what happens. I kept rereading Mishler's (1990) 

article and moving on with sub-studies which fit my world of practice. 

During the third sub-study I determined the analytical methods, applied them first 

to one journal, refined them, and then used them to examine the other six journals. I 

color-coded for perceiving, ideating, and presenting so that I could use "coming to Icnow" 

(Goodman, et al., 1987) as a theoretical lens for trying to understand the thinking and 

learning process of each teacher. As I immersed myself in each journal, I began writing 

two kinds of informal field notes: first, notes and questions in the margins of each 

journal and second, narrative descriptions of each teacher in my researcher field notes. 

The journals did contain evidence of each learner's thinking, of personal decision making 

and of implementation of whole language in his/her classroom. I wondered just what I 

had done as the instructor that supported these teachers as learners. I hoped that Staton's 

topic analysis of the journal entries would truly "provide a glimpse into the minds of 

these [teachers! and allow us to hear their unique voices" (1988a, p. 3) as they attempted 

to understand whole language and apply it in their classrooms. I continued to use the 

researcher's field notes as a place to record my intuitions, my thoughts, the connections I 

made with theory, my own wonderfiil ideas, and the questions that were continually 

surfacing. These notes became an invaluable part of the study. 

I wrote a reflective description of the various ways I have used learning logs, 

journals, and dialogue journals in my kindergarten through university classrooms. 

Regardless of the age of the learners or of the specific focus of the journals, they have 

always served as a means of "leamer-watching" for me. This brought to a conscious level 

a number of pedagogical decisions and practices I had engaged in over the years. In 
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retrospect, I see that with this reflective description I started making a written record of 

myself as a reflective practitioner (Schon, 1983) both in primary classrooms and in 

teacher education classrooms. 

r contextualized the study with an indepth reflective inquiry of my own 

pedagogical roots and how I came to know learning as having wonderful ideas and 

teaching as providing occasions for having wonderful ideas. This focus on my world of 

practice provided a conscious awareness that helped me identify and evaluate the 'method 

in my madness' and make explicit the constructivist theory that has guided my teaching 

practice for years. Thus, I continued my role as reflective practitioner and learned more 

about myself as an instructor and how I supported the learning of my students, regardless 

of their age. 

My knowledge of discourse analysis was limited to material I could read: 

Cicourel, (1980); Erickson, (1982); Kates, (1980); Keenan & Schieffelin, (1976); 

Shuy, (1982); Staton, (1988a); Staton & Kreeft, (1988); Staton etal., (1982); and 

Staton et al., (1988). My first efforts at topic analysis were tentative. Keeping in mind 

that 1 had begun this study intending to search for patterns that indicate the frames of 

intentions (Agar, 1980) the teachers brought to their journal writing, I relied intuitively on 

the notes I had taken in the margins while coding the journals. My discovery that one 

teacher's self-evaluation could be supported by the identification of substantive and 

corollary topics proved to be an effective way to identify topics pursued over time in each 

of the teacher's journals. Now the inquiry that guided the study was more closely tied to 

my world of practice: Would the teacher's "wonderful ideas" be expressed through 

sustained topics in their journals as they perceived, ideated, and presented them in 

dialogue with me? Would these topics provide answers to questions I have regarding 

change in the teachers' beliefs, theory, and teaching practice? 
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The fourth sub-study, an in-depth analysis of Donna, a high school English 

teacher, was so revealing and complex that I determined to use it as a prototype case 

study. The topic analysis revealed teaching and learning as substantive topics discussed 

throughout by Donna and myself with special interest in teaching as it affects learning. 

These substantive topics were addressed in three basic movements or themes within 

which there was a dominant focus (Staton & Kreeft Peyton, 1988) on topics that are 

corollary to both teaching and learning. The three movements evident in Donna's journal 

are, first, her experience of coming to know whole language teaching and learning which 

began as she read What's Whole in Whole Language? (K. Goodman, 1986); second, her 

ongoing experience of coming to know controlled or mastery teaching and learning 

which was advocated by her district and disparaged in Insult to Intelligence: The 

Bureaucratic Invasion of our Classrooms (Smith, 1986); and third, her experience of 

coming to know teaching and learning within learning clubs as advocated by Smith 

(1986). Donna engaged in reflective inquiry based on the concerns she had about the 

students in her classes. She demonstrated throughout her journal the value of reflecting 

on her teaching practice as it affects the learners in her classrooms. 

As an instructor/researcher I have learned to value this written discourse as it 

"reflects, emanates ft-om, and ties back into the total intellectual functioning" (Schwebel 

and Raph, 1973, p. 30) of the teacher. Donna ft-eely expressed her concerns, her beliefs, 

her attitudes, her thoughts, her questions. Many of her entries were spontaneous 

expressions written while she was thinking; others were expressions of thoughts she had 

been having—things that had been on her mind as when she wrote to me about the boy 

who had not joined the history club (see below). We were connected by our mutual 

interest in one another's stories about teaching and learning. 

The discourse analysis reveals that there is much more going on in the dialogue 

journal/learning logs than just getting to know my students. Through written reflection 
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Donna connected theory with her own teaching practice in ways that only Donna could 

have. It is as though we can actually see her construction of knowledge as we follow 

various topics through the topic analysis and see the connections she makes with her 

students as learners, herself as a learner, her peers as learners, even her daughter as a 

learner. The most powerful connections seem to be those that include herself as a teacher 

who cares about her students: cares about their learning, cares about their self-esteem, 

cares about their attitudes, cares about their relationships with one another. 

Consistent with Piagetian theory, Donna was constructing her knowledge about 

whole language teaching and learning fium within. Topic analysis allows us to see the 

ongoing construction of knowledge as she connects a specific topic with first with one 

thing and then another. For example, when one of her students could not see the point of 

learning history because his parents are "doin* okay" without it. Donna thought about 

Frank Smith's learning clubs and later wrote in her journal: 

I was reminded of Smith's remarks on learner's clubs today 
(Thurs.) when a big kid in one of my English classes said to the counselor 
who was there, "/ don't see why we have to take history. My mom and 
dad don't know anything about thai stuff, and they're doin' okay." In the 
club he belongs to, history isn't important. And he doesn't identify with, 
or "hang out," with peers who like history. (D-33) 

This very personal connection between Smith's learning theory and her own student was 

on her mind so much that a little later she wrote about it again and noted that "this 

incident really seared my brain." She quoted from Irtsult to Intelligence, "Our club 

memberships are our identity" - Smith (p. 48). Donna's journal entries included a 

collection of quotes as she perceived new information to add to her knowledge about 

learning clubs. 

Donna decided to try out this new concept, learning clubs, by presenting it to 

others so she made copies of Smith's Learner's Manifesto (see p. 117) to take to class 

and told about the same student She stimulated a discussion about learning and testing 
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that consumed most of a class period and generated learning log entries by several of her 

colleagues. 

Donna often had "wonderful ideas" while writing about new concepts presented in 

the texts she read. She also wrote in her journal about the connections she made with the 

learning club environments she already had established. What a wonderful idea it was to 

realize that she already had a drama club and a creative writing club! She noted the 

criteria of learning clubs as defined by Smith (1986, pp. 182-185) and had the wonderful 

idea to "drop the role of controller" in her English fTT class. 

Donna's beliefs did not change during the course. Instead they were reinforced 

and supported by the theory she read, the reflections she wrote, the dialogue we engaged 

in, and the experiences she had during the occasions I provided for having wonderful 

ideas. Donna's "wonderful ideas" were expressed through sustained topics in her journal 

as she perceived, ideated, and presented them in dialogue with me. Analysis of our 

discussion pertaining to these topics did reveal change in Donna's understanding of 

mastery learning theory and in her understanding of the learning theory that supports 

whole language and Smith's collaborative learning clubs. 

When Donna gained confidence to try out some of those new ideas, she changed 

her English ITT class from one in which students were controlled by mastery learning 

theory to one in which students were liberated by invitations to join the I^eamers' Club, to 

pursue writing topics that interested them personally and to choose the form of writing 

they wanted to use. The students accepted her invitations and some also became editors, 

layout people, typists, and illustrators so they could publish a book that included writing 

from all of them. She shared the experience with me in her journal, complete with both 

successes and failures. Her journal entries clearly describe the change in her teaching 

practice and in her evaluation practice and the positive effects of that change on her 

students' attitudes and learning. Donna credited the course, the sharing by other teachers, 
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and me for giving her the courage to put her beliefs into practice so that she could make a 

difference in the lives of her students. 

As a researcher I was excited to find that the topic analysis made it possible to 

find evidence that Donna and I had pursued discussion of topics over time, in spite of the 

constraints of weekly entries. Though I did not pursue indepth analysis of any other 

journals, I did investigate them enough to identify topics that corroborated most of the 

assertions made by the teachers in their self-evaluations of themselves as learners and 

teachers participating in the course. I was surprised to find very little evidence of change 

in the journal of one teacher. This anomaly caused me to wonder why the dialogue 

journal/learning logs worked so well for Donna, but not for Virginia? What could I do 

differently as an instructor to assure that each teacher taking my course could have an 

experience more like Donna's? 

Through the journal Donna reflected on her own teaching practice and pursued 

her personal inquiry based on the concerns she had about her students. It was in her 

reflective entries, when she expressed concerns about her students or expressed concerns 

about the effect of mastery learning theory on her teaching practice, that Donna posed 

questions and initiated personal inquiry. It was in her reflective entries that Donna made 

connections between new concepts and her students or made connections between new 

concepts and her own teaching practice. It was when Donna reflected on those 

connections and on her concerns that she expressed her own thinking or ideating most 

freely. When Donna wrote reflectively she expressed her wonderful ideas and gained 

confidence to try them out with her students in her classroom. 

Staton et al. (1988) identified four types of discourse in their set of dialogue 

journals that seemed to be evident in my set: mutuality building discourse, problem 

solving discourse, reflective discourse, and descriptive discourse. It appeared that Donna 

and I had established mutual interests and had maintained mutual conversations over time 
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that allowed for our mutual construction of knowledge. I decided to re-examine our 

written dialogue more carefully, searching for the linguistic features that indicate mutual 

interest in an idea or piece of information expressed by the other participant in the 

conversation (Kreeft Peyton, 1988). 

The fifth sub-study began with that re-examination of our dialogue looking first 

for the juxtaposition of pronouns that are typical of mutuality building discourse (Kreeft 

Peyton, 1988). I found evidence that both of us engaged in mutuality building discourse 

from the very first written interaction. Donna shifted fix)m the pronoun I to w<? in her first 

entry and I responded with we, including myself as one of her "kindred spirits" who 

"seem to be motivated by the same basic concern for kids and [who] share a sense of the 

importance of developing healthy self-esteem in our students." I built mutuality by 

juxtaposing the pronouns I and you in response to five of Donna's comments in her first 

week's journal, sometimes with an implied / and sometimes with an explicit I. In the 

thirteenth interaction I wrote a second response to Donna's concern about developing 

healthy self-esteem, "I bet you liked Friday's inservice speaker (on self-esteem)." 

When Donna read my journal responses during class one week later she wrote that 

she had enjoyed the speaker and would write more later. She did not have time to pursue 

the topic, but she built mutuality by adding that note establishing her mutual interest in 

the topic. When she returned to the subject during her next weekly journal, she 

introduced a unique feature, "response to your responses," in which she paraphrased my 

comments as she responded to them. Donna continued to build mutuality by writing 

"responses to your responses" on a weekly basis throughout the semester. Donna and I 

repeatedly incorporated one another's propositions into our knowledge of the other's 

interests and concerns, continuing to build rapport with each other throughout the 

semester. Donna's ongoing entries titled "responses to responses" added a special 

dimension to our dialogue. 
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Further analysis of Donna's substantive topic, her Role as Chair of English 

Department, revealed evidence of mutual problem solving discourse (Kreeft, 1988) or 

mutual problem discussions as Staton (1988c) prefers to call this form of dialogue. These 

discussions, which we maintained for several weeks, were characterized by systematic 

change in our written interactions as we discussed the problems. Changes in the 

perceptions of each of us were evident as we interacted and incorporated each other's 

propositions with mutual interest in solving the problems. Our early engagement in 

mutual conversations appears to have bridged the constraints caused by the two week 

intervals that were necessary for completion of our written interactions and enabled us to 

become engaged in the more complex discussions of mutual problems. 

Our mutual conversations and problem discussions appear to be contributing 

factors to Donna's extensive use of her journal. As we established mutual interest in 

several aspects of learning and teaching, each new interest added another dimension to 

the unspoken question, "Why are we having this discussion?" (Shuy, 1982; Staton & 

Kreeft, 1988) and both of us became more involved in our conversations. I used 

mutuality building discourse when I suggested further reading to Donna in response to 

her expressed interests and inquiry: think you'^/like Frank Smith's Insult to 

Intelligence" (K-9) and "I think this (idea of yours)\s a key. And / think you'd like 

Atwell's In the Middle. Also. Torbe's Climate for Learning" (K-27). Donna 

demonstrated mutual interest by following my suggestions and by writing numerous 

journal entries while reading those books. 

I found that topic analysis offered much more insight to written conversations 

than I had anticipated. While analyzing our dialogue, I engaged in much more intensive 

comparative analysis (Glaser and Strauss, 1967) than I had originally anticipated. As I 

moved back and forth comparing and contrasting the discourse in Donna's journal with 

that studied in Dialogue Journal Communication: Classroom, Linguistic, Social and 
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Cognitive Views (Staton, et al., 1988) I found that Donna and I had established mutual 

interests and had maintained mutual conversations over time that allowed for our mutual 

construction of knowledge. I began wondering if! had built mutuality between myself 

and every teacher with whom I joumaled? 

Kreeft Peyton asserts "Extensive communication with another individual, where 

ideas are shared and developed in an atmosphere of mutual respect and attention, is the 

key to a relationship in which mutual learning can take place" (1988, p. 200). Both 

Donna and I were actively engaged in learning together, in co-constructing knowledge. 

As we communicated with each other about topics of mutual interest we developed an 

atmosphere of mutual respect The journal discussions were instrumental in helping 

Donna learn how to change her teaching practice. There was no opportunity for such 

personal ongoing communication in the context of the classroom where there were 

numerous participants in each conversation. 

Consistent with Vygotskian theory, Donna was constructing knowledge in the 

social context of the course. She shared her new understandings with her peers during 

class discussions and with her own presentations. She also learned from her students as 

she listened to them and observed them, connecting what they were saying and doing to 

the theory she was learning about When she shared her understandings and observations 

with me in the journal, the journal provided another social context for learning through 

which Donna could internalize her own intellectual development When she shared her 

understandings with me, I was able to respond to her in her zone of proximal 

development (Vygotsky, 1978), and extend or elaborate on the understandings she 

expressed. 

The dialogue journal/learning log provided a unique opportunity to truly 

personalize instruction and the analysis of our mutuality building conversations 

established for me a deeper understanding of why I like to use dialogue journal/learning 
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logs with the teachers who take my courses. These mutual conversations and problem 

discussions provide an unparalleled opportunity for me, as the instructor, to collaborate 

and negotiate with each of the teachers in their efforts to become whole language 

teachers. 

Coming to Know Myself as an Instructor 

During the sixth sub-study my questions became more focused on my use of the 

journals as I reflected on the inquiry process itself and considered possible explanations 

for the lack of evidence of change in Virginia's journal as well as the clear evidence of 

change in Donna's journal. Using mutuality building discourse with Donna had happened 

naturally, I wondered if I had established mutuality with the other teachers in their 

journals? lespecially wondered if I had established mutuality with Virginia? Because I 

had found mutuality building discourse to be a vital part of the dialogue between Donna 

and myself, I searched for evidence that I had used mutuality building discourse with all 

of the teachers. I found that I began building mutuality with most of the teachers in my 

first responses to their journal entries and that over time I built mutuality with all of them. 

I wondered if I could ensure the building of mutuality between myself and every teacher 

with whom I joumaled and found myself noting mutuality building responses that I might 

have made that would have helped establish mutuality in the earliest journal interactions I 

had with each of the teachers. 

I knew I had included reflection and encouraged inquiry within the occasions I 

provided for having wonderful ideas, but I felt I needed to re-examine those occasions 

from a different perspective. A point made by Goodman, Smith, Meredith, and Goodman 

kept recurring in my mind: "When a personal knowing cycle of perceiving, ideating, and 

presenting is postulated, then there should be a similar cycle in the general teaching 
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strategy for helping children to know" (1987, p. 339). I found myself wondering if I had 

a general teaching strategy for helping my students to know? I wondered if I could 

identify any teaching strategies that supported perceiving, ideating, and presenting? I 

also wondered what teaching strategies made it easy for Donna to use her journal for 

reflection and inquiry? What teaching strategies supported reflection and inquiry by all 

of the teachers in their journals? What could I do to encourage all of my students to use 

their journals for reflection and inquiry? 

Goodman et al. (1987) base their transactional theory of education on their 

premise that "the actual curriculum is the set of transactions between the teachers' 

planned curriculum interpreted through teaching and the students' personal responses of 

knowing to that teaching" (p. 339). I decided to revisit the occasions I had provided for 

having wonderful ideas to identify those teaching strategies that supported perceiving, 

ideating, and presenting and to reconsider the teachers' dialogue journal/learning log 

responses to those occasions searching for evidence that the curriculum was a 

transactional one. T was able to categorize the occasions I provided for having wonderful 

ideas as specific teaching strategies that supported perceiving, ideating, and presenting as 

the teachers wrote in their dialogue journal/learning logs. The journals were found to be 

an integral part of the general strategy of supporting each learner's personal knowing 

cycle as each one expressed his/her own perceiving, ideating and presenting while 

engaging in this transactional curriculum. 

A discussion of the effectiveness of each of my instructional strategies for 

engaging the teachers in the use of their dialogue journal/learning logs is presented in 

Chapter 5. In the following section, I will present suggestions for changes in my first 

strategies that I believe would enhance the use of the journals in future courses. The 

changes are based on my concerns about Virginia, the teacher who revealed no evidence 

of change in her teaching practice as she wrote in her dialogue journal/learning log. It is 
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my hope that these changes would engage all teachers in the reflective inquiry that would 

lead to change in their classroom teaching practice and help them to become reflective 

practitioners. 

Improving Teaching Strategies for Coming to Know 

Whole Language Teaching and Learning 

Reading Crow Boy to the teachers and involving them in producing and 

discussing the charts about What We Know/Questions We Have were teaching strategies 

that activated the perceiving phase of coming to know whole language teaching and 

learning during the first session of the course. These strategies confronted the teachers 

with new experiences that they could connect with past experiences and "pull in for 

closer view and consideration" (Goodman, et al., p. 99). Their journal entries provided 

opportunities for me "to monitor the ways in which [they] perceived and coped with what 

they encountered, to push the[m] to examine and to consider their perceptions, and to 

assist in what may be difficult accommodations" (p. 101). This assistance is called 

"building perceptual bridges" and was usually offered with mutuality building discourse. 

The perceiving phase can be observed when the teachers in this study wrote their 

first journal entries. Listening to Crow Boy (Yashima, 1955) supported perceiving by 

arousing the personal feelings of most of the teachers as they related to both Crow Boy 

and his teacher, Mr. Chibi, who valued this child and supported his learning by building 

on his strengths. Writing responses to this confiDntation with a teacher who cared 

enough to find a way to meet the needs of a child "at-risk of school failure" provided the 

teachers with an opportunity to make connections with their personal experience as 

learners and/or as teachers. It was an especially good choice for the exit note at the end 

of the first session because most of the teachers wrote reflective responses which elicited 
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responses from me that began building mutuality (Kreeft Peyton, 1988) and building 

perceptual bridges (Goodman et al., 1987, p. 101). 

Establishing mutuality early in our dialogue journal discussions appears to 

encourage the teachers to express their personal responses of knowing, that is, their 

personal transactions with the text and with me. Those teachers with whom I began 

building mutuality and building perceptual bridges in response to their first entries, were 

the teachers who made the most change toward whole language. Now that I understand 

their importance, I will intentionally engage in both building mutuality and building 

perceptual bridges when I respond to the first journal entries of my students. When 

Virginia wrote, "Crow Bov had a lot of inside meaning. I felt for the child who is often 

termed different, that child who is often overlooked. Thank God for the special person 

who discovers that child and brings out their best" (V-2), I could have begun establishing 

mutuality and building bridges to personal experience by responding, "Do you have a 

child like that in your classroom? I bet you are the special kind of teacher who brings out 

the best in each child." 

When Bill responded to Crow Boy with, "The book seemed a little slow as far as 

interest level, but really had a good point to focus on at the end" (B-19), I could have 

begun establishing mutuality and building bridges to personal experience with Bill by 

responding with,"/ wonder whatyow mean by 'good point'? Does this story say anything 

personally to you as a teacher?" 

The teachers who expressed concerns directly related to their own students in 

their earliest journal entries changed their teaching practice more than their colleagues. 

Concerns about their own students seems to have been the catalyst for personal inquiry 

and change. Those who posed questions directly related to their own classrooms or their 

own students also wrote about the answers they found while reading. I shared their 

concerns by engaging in mutuality building conversations and by building perceptual 
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bridges for them. Their concerns became the topics of mutual interest that enabled us to 

co-construct knowledge. For this reason I need to find ways to help all teachers focus on 

concerns about the learners in their classrooms. 

The dialogue journal/learning log responses to What We Know/Questions We 

Have (described on p. 163) included some expressions of feelings and curiosity as well as 

personal discoveries of collegiality, but did not include specific statements of personal 

knowing or questioning. This teaching strategy would be appropriately extended to the 

journals if I requested that each teacher select from the group charts some specific 

knowing statements and some questions of personal concern or interest to record in their 

journals. This would engage each one more directly with the personal inquiry I have 

come to value as an important part of coming to know through dialogue journal/learning 

logs and would give me a better sense of where each teacher is coming from so that I can 

better anticipate their perceptions and build perceptual bridges for them (Goodman et al., 

1987, p.lOl). 

From the perspective of a transactional curriculum, What's Whole, in Whole 

Language? (Goodman, 1986) provided numerous confrontations for the teachers who 

read it It effectively engaged them in developing their personal conceptions of whole 

language by sparking their curiosity, causing them to raise questions, and activating their 

discovering processes (Goodman, et al., p. 339). The text presented theory and research 

about children and language and provided the teachers with a basis for examining the 

language learning environments they were providing for their students and determining 

changes they might want to make toward whole language. Goodman makes it clear 

throughout the book that he believes that teachers must be learners, too; they must never 

stop trying to make sense of their world. I gave the teachers the "Whole Language 

Learning Journal Guide for Reading What's Whole in Whole Language?" (for complete 
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guide see Figure 3) to support their use of their dialogue journal/learning logs. Changes 

to improve the guide can be found on Figure 8 and are discussed below. 

The perceiving phase was supported by the request for prediction "Before reading 

each section" followed by the request to respond "While reading each section." This 

provided ongoing confrontation to guide each teacher's use of the dialogue 

journal/learning logs. The questions challenged the teachers to personalize their 

transactions with the text and to become engaged in developing their personal 

conceptions of whole language. The teachers' written responses to the questions offered 

opportunities for me to build mutuality with them and to build perceptual bridges for 

them as I responded in their journals. 

The prediction guide, however, could be improved by connecting the questions 

the teachers record while participating in What We Know/Questions We Have with 

fiat's Whole in Whole Language? (Goodman, 1986). The least effective portion of the 

guide was "Look at the Contents page. Make a prediction about the focus of each 

section or write a question you have that you hope will be answered by each section." 

It would be improved by changing it to 

Before reading 

Consider the questions you recorded in your journal after making the 

charts with the headings, What We Know About Whole T -an^napp, and 

Questions We Have About Whole Language. Can you apply any of those 

questions directly to your classroom or to one of your students? Can you 

add any questions that are directly related to your classroom or to one of 

your students? Look at the Contents page. Write a prediction about 

which section(s) might provide you with answers to your questions. 

Write any other questions that come to mind that you hope will be 

answered in any of those sections. (Figure 8 below.) 
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Ed 579: Whole Language Learning and Teaching 
Karen V. Packard, Instructor 

Dialogue Journal/Learning Log Guide for Reading What's Whole in Whole 
Language? 

You will use your journal entries for class discussion and will turn them in 
to me for my written response. There is no right/wrong way to react to your 
readings. Some sections will have a more personal impact on you and your 
teaching situation than others. Your entries as you react to this text will 
influence the project you decide to do for the class and will influence the 
presentations I make to the class. 

Read the first half of text for next week (pp. 5-4Z) and the last half for the 
following week (pp. 43-79). 

Please put the title, date, and your name on each entry. 

Before reading 
Write an entry in response to the title—What do vou think is whole in 
whole language? 

Consider the questions you recorded in your journal after making the charts 
with the headings, What We Know About Whole Lanauaaand Questions We 
Have About Whole Language Can you apply any of those questions direct^ to 
your classroom or to one of your students? Can you add any questions that are 
directly related to your classroom or to one of your students? 
Look at the Contents page. Write a prediction about which section(s) might 
provide you with answers to your questions. Write any other questions that 
come to mind that you hope will be answered in any of those sections. 

While reading each section 
Respond in your journal as you read— 

Are your questions being answered? 
Did you predict this author? 
Is there anything new here? 

Jot any new questions as they come to mind. 

After reading each section 
Reflect on your classroom practice and how Ken Goodman's view might affect 
that practice: 

What will you continue to do? 
Is there something you want to begin changing? 
Is there something you want to know more about? 

Do you have more questions? Jot them down. 

If you disagree with Ken Goodman, tell why. 

Figure 8 Revised Journal Guide for Reading 
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If Virginia had been asked to focus earlier on personal questions about her own 

students and their learning and/or on her own teaching practice, I would probably have 

had a better sense of where she was coming from and might have been better able to build 

perceptual bridges for her when she expressed some confusion (V-9, on p. 205) while 

reading What's Whole in Whole Language? I responded with some questions which she 

answered, but there is no evidence that Virginia ever came to terms with those new 

concepts she misperceived while reading. There is no evidence that T succeeded in 

helping her build any perceptual bridges to dispel her confusion. She expressed further 

confusion in V-11 (p. 206). 

2. - My reaction to: Language: What & 
Why? 

This section broke language up and 
explained that it is a system of symbols which 
we use to communicate. We may use many 
different ways to communicate because we 
leam it for survival. Many children learn 
more than one language. 

- This section has me conjiised - it briefly 
mentioned something that mMe me wonder. 

- Vm in a wondeifiil position in which I 
have set up my own program in T-1. I have 
collected many ideas from other teachers, 
differem districts, and things Vve learned in 
school with ejcperience. I feel Vve got a 
really good program going. I didn't know 
most <rfit was whole language. However, I 
found that my children need to take things a 
little slower. I can't give it to them all at 
once. 1 have to slowly add new things, falso 
have to break up the letters for recognition & 
the sounds for comprehension or th '̂re 
overwhelmed and confiised. Is this wrong ? 
When I do that am I leaving the. whole lang. 
approach? 

My children are developmentally young 
and need to take things slowly and portion by 
portion. Row can I do it differemly ? (V-11) 

Are you spending 
more time on "letters 
for recognition and 
sounds for compre
hension" or more time 
on personal words, 
invented spelling. 
etc.? 

(Isolated) "skills" 
do have to be 
introduced slowly, but 
not sequentially. 

I think the most 
important thing is that 
we don't restrict their 
reading and writing 
ejcperiences to the 
skills they've learned. 

After a child can 
read Brown Bear 
it's much easier for 
him/her to understand 
instruction regarding 
"the sound of'B'." 
(K-11) 
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Clearly, Virginia has experienced cognitive dissonance while reading the text. 

Goodman et al. assert, 

A good curriculum is constantly confronting learners with experiences that they 

must assimilate or accommodate. The teacher's role is to monitor the ways in 

which pupils perceive and cope with what they encounter, to push the pupils to 

examine and to consider their perceptions, and to assist in what may be difficult 

accommodations. (1987, p. 101) 

Again, there is no evidence that I succeeded in building perceptual bridges for 

Virginia. I should have suggested further reading to her as I did with Donna and others. 

"I think you would like "How Sister Got into the Grog" (Chomsky, 1975) or the articles 

that are in the file by Vera Milz. You can check out or buy her occasional paper, Young 

Children Write: The Beginnings Or I could have recommended Turbiirs( 1982) 

No Better Way to Teach Writing! a book that was on the recommended reading list or I 

could have given her a copy of the handout that goes with my presentation of my own 

classroom-based research on invented spelling. It has an extensive list of readings, many 

of which were available in the article file I provided. As instructor researcher, I can see 

that the optimum time to suggest these readings was right at this point of disequilibrium. 

A few weeks later when I made the BGNRS KN RIT presentation and provided the list of 

readings, Virginia decided to read Gay's (1975) What Did I Write?, a book on the list that 

she said she had purchased for an undergraduate course but had never read. Reading that 

book earlier could have increased her understanding and might even have influenced her 

course project 

Virginia continued to state her lack of understanding in V-14. We did not sustain 

these topics of confusion with ongoing dialogue. I failed to monitor sufficiently the way 

Virginia coped with her misperceptions and confusion and there is no evidence that she 

actually made this complex accommodation in her thinking. 
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If Donna's "Response to Responses" had been an ongoing part of Virginia's 

journal we would probably have maintained this topic when she responded to my 

responses. I might have helped her build some perceptual bridges and she might have 

sorted out her confusion and come to terms with her misperceptions. A journal guide 

expectation to "Respond to Responses" would have given Virginia and I the opportunity 

for more discussion to help her perceive these whole language concepts more accurately. 

Through ongoing discussion we could have co-constructed knowledge as Donna and I 

did. 

The specific teaching strategies that supported ideating in the dialogue 

journal/learning logs have two things in common. They engaged the teachers in personal 

inquiry and they engaged them in reflection on teaching and learning. In How We Think: 

A Restatement of the Relation of Reflective Thinking to the Educative Process, John 

Dewey (1933) asserts, "The better way of thinking... is called reflective thinking: the 

kind of thinking that consists in turning a subject over in the mind and giving it serious 

and consecutive consideration (p. 3)." He explains that 

Reflection involves not simply a sequence of ideas, but a co/i-sequence—a 

consecutive ordering in such a way that each determines the next as its proper 

outcome, while each outcome in turn leans back on, or refers to, its predecessors. 

The successive portions of a reflective thought grow out of one another and 

support one another, they do not come and go in a medley. Each phase is a step 

from something to something... definite units that are linked together so that there 

is a sustained movement to a common end, (pp. 4-5) 

The "Journal Guide for Reading What's Whole in Whole Language?" (Figure 3) 

invited the teachers to reflect on their teaching and on the new concepts in the text "The 

moment that individuals begin to talk and to think about what they have perceived, the 
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phase of ideating has begun. We must come to terms with what has been perceived" 

(Goodman etal., 1987, p. 102). 

Leslee Reed, the teacher in Kreeft Peyton's (1988b) study, never initiated a new 

topic with a reflective question, but rather asked reflective questions in response to topics 

initiated by the students. She asked more reflective questions in her students' journals in 

the spring than in the fall. My reflective questions in the "Journal Guide" and in the 

reflective practitioner hand-out were open-ended ones that asked the teachers to reflect on 

their own practice, so consequently the teachers introduced their own topics to reflect on. 

Kreeft Peyton surmises that it is only after mutuality and trust have been established that 

reflective questions "provide a way of mutually seeking new ways of thinking" (p. 177). 

It seems equally likely that my students reflect freely in their dialogue with me only after 

we have established mutuality and trust in our instructor/teacher relationships. Here is 

further reason for me to be more intentional about establishing mutuality in my earliest 

journal responses rather than depend on my natural inclinations. 

Clyde, Bill, and Virginia wrote more about the concepts in the text and did not 

build perceptual bridges to their own students. They rarely reflected on their teaching 

practice or on their students and pursued less inquiry than the more experienced teachers, 

especially at the beginning of the semester. It appears they needed more mutuality 

building and more guidance to engage in reflective inquiry and become reflective 

practitioners. 

Donna, Janet, and Lynn wrote their most insightful entries when they reflected on 

what they read and connected their reflections to themselves as teachers and/or to their 

students as learners. Each of them expressed personal concerns about their teaching or 

their students, posed pertinent questions and initiated personal inquiry to find solutions to 

those concerns. Through their reflective entries they made connections between new 

concepts and their students or made connections between new concepts and their own 
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teaching practice. There is much evidence that they were engaging in con-sequential 

ordering of their ideas about whole language as they built perceptual bridges for 

themselves. When they wrote reflectively they expressed their own thinking or ideating 

most freely. As they expressed their wonderful ideas, they gained confidence to try them 

out with their students in their classrooms. 

My second specific request for reflecting on What's Whole in Whole Language? 

was made in the form of a handout (Figure 7) after I read the Language Arts journal that 

featured articles on becoming reflective practitioners and decided that the teachers in my 

course would benefit from more reflection. I asked them to: "Reflect on yourself, your 

classroom practice, your belief system—What do you recognize so far that defines you as 

a whole language teacher? What do you do or know that is compatible with Ken 

Goodman's view of whole language? What do you want to change in order to become 

more whole language?" 

Virginia did not reflect on her students, her understanding, nor on her teaching 

practice. Again she only "mentioned" her whole language teaching practice. There is no 

evidence here that she was thinking reflectively and engaging in any con-sequential 

ordering of ideas about whole language. 

Reflection on What's Whole in Whole 
Lantfuaee comment on Ken Goodman's 
statement. 

As rve mentioned before, I do a lot of 
whole language in my room. I have had a lot 
of ejcperience with whole language. I feel / am 
a good teacher and whole language makes 
teaching easier and more exciting. The hook 
made me realize J was more of a whole 
language teacher than I thought. It encour
aged me to do more. I feel more people 
s^uld be informed of the whole language 
approach. So many judge it without knowing 
it. (V-32) 

Like the first 
grade teacher you 
were telling me 
about? (K-32) 
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Though Virginia may have reflected on her classroom practice before writing, she 

did not write reflectively and she did not initiate any inquiry. I need to be sure that when 

I request reflection and don't get it, I respond by repeating the questions on the hand-out 

In response to Virginia I could have stated, "/am gladyoi/ have been encouraged to "do 

more." Would you please tell me more about whatyow're? doing and how and why you're 

doing it / would like to know how your students are responding to the new things you 

are trying in your classroom." Or I could have connected with her final statement and 

asked, "What specific things could you tell others about ^Nhztyou are actually doing in 

your classroom that would inform people about whole language? What things have you 

quit doing because they are not whole language?" 

In conclusion I have developed a second journal guide (Figure 9) to be distributed 

for use after the teachers finish using the first one. It would help to establish my 

expectation for journal entries to be turned in on a weekly basis. It includes "Response to 

Responses" to encourage teachers to engage in more mutual discussion of topics over 

time. It includes the quote on reflection that I used before, but does not restrict the 

request for reflection to What's Whole in Whole Language ? as the other one did. I feel it 

would help all of the teachers who take my course to use their journals for more reflective 

inquiry and would also result in entries that I could more readily respond to as I 

intentionally build mutuality and build perceptual bridges. 

From a Vygotskian perspective the dialogue journal/learning logs serve as 

mediators for thinking and learning as the teachers respond to new concepts by 

connecting them with their students or their teaching practice and discussing their ideas 

with me. The journals provide for a social level of learning through which each 

individual can internalize his/her own intellectual development When they share their 

understandings with me, I have the opportunity to respond to each one in his/her zone of 
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Ed 579: Whole Language Learning and Teaching 
Karen V. Packard, Instructor 

Weekly Dialogue Journal/Learning Log Guide for Reflecting 
on Articles and Books and Classrooms and Learning and ... 

Response to Responses 
Please take time each week to choose at least one response I wrote in your 

journal and respond to it. This will facilitate the intent of the journals to be 
ongoing discussions between you and me. 

Becoming Reflective Practitioners 
from Language Arts, Editor David Dillon's letter to readers: 

We see reflective practitioners becoming aware that their behavior does 
not match their explicit intellectual understanding and thus shifting their 
behavior to create a closer match. (We can call this movement "changing 
oneself.") On the other hand, we also see practitioners becoming aware of 
their implicit, true, theories by reflecting on their behavior. (We can call 
this "discovering oneself.") In both cases we see practitioners striving for 
awareness, an awareness which seems to prompt a movement toward 
harmony or congruence in their professional lives—and ultimately, I think, 
a sense of serenity and peace. This reflective awareness is such a vital key 
because it seems to be the only thing that really makes a difference in our 
lives. The awareness of what we are actually doing, of what we actually 
understand, gives us the choice, the power, of actually doing something else. 
Without awareness we are truly trapped and incapable of choice. With it we 
are enabled to grow without limits. 

I believe that reflective awareness...is also the heart of critical thinking, 
particulariy the key aspect of change or transformation in one's life. 

A major purpose of our dialogue journals in this class is to provide a 
vehicle for that reflection. As you share your reflections with me and I 
share my responses with you, we grow and learn together. For me, 
personally, that's what teaching is all about.— 

For each journal entry 
Please put the date and your name on each joumal entry. 
Include the title of each article or book. 
In response to class, to readings, to discussions with others (in or out of 

class), to your own students, to any language activities you do with your 
students, write reflectively considering: 

What does this mean to me as a teacher? 
What would this mean to my students? 
What does this say about changing my classroom practice..? 

...tomorrow? 

...over time? 
Are my questions being answered? 
Is there something I want to know more about? 

Jot any new questions as they come to mind. 

Figure 9 Weekly Journal Guide 
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proximal development, "in the distance between the actual developmental level as 

determined by independent problem solving and the level of potential soIving...in 

collaboration with more capable peers" (Vygotsky, 1978, p. 86). Responses in the zone 

of proximal development extend or elaborate on the understandings expressed by the 

teachers. When we sustain topics over time and engage in mutual problem discussions 

about them, we co-construct knowledge. 

From a Piagetian perspective the dialogue journal/learning logs serve as a series 

of "occasions" where the teachers can construct and reconstruct knowledge for 

themselves as they pose their own questions and seek answers to them. Through 

reflection they actively engage in the process of assimilation, that is, absorbing the new 

concepts into the knowledge base they already have. "Piaget regards it (assimilation) as 

our most fundamental process of learning and growth, which indeed goes on for the rest 

of our lives. However, assimilation is always being modified by an accompanying 

process of accommodation" (N. Isaacs, 1961 in Weber, p. 173), that is, actually changing 

what one knows because the new knowledge is incompatible with the old. This 

assimilative-accommodative-reaccommodative process is driven by curiosity, a personal 

desire to learn, so my role is to help each teacher to consider what he/she thinks, to 

stretch to make connections, to consider other possibilities. My interaction with the 

teachers begins with the open-ended questions I suggest in the "Journal Guide for 

Reading What's Whole in Whole Language?" (Figure 3) which, in effect, creates a zone 

of proximal possibilities in which they actively pursue their own inquiry. Though I have 

knowledge to share, I am more interested in supporting their discovery of answers to their 

own questions. When they share their understandings with me and I respond by 

suggesting possible resources or by asking more questions that I do not have the answers 

to, I am responding in the zone of proximal possibilities. 
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Vygotsky emphasized the social aspects of learning in collaboration with others 

and Piaget emphasized the individual's personal and active pursuit of learning. The 

dialogue journal/learning logs analyzed in this study contain evidence that my 

instructional practice supports learning in both the zone of proximal development and the 

zone of proximal possibilities. 
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APPENDIX A 

TEXT OF THE CUMUT.ATTVE DIAI.OGUE BETWEEN DONNA AND KAREN 

D-1 First Class and Crow Boy SepL 26 

I felt good about the first class meeting, as if I were among kindred spirits. 
Not that I believe we will all agree with each other at all times and on all issues. 
But we seem to be motivated by the same basic concern for kids, and we share a 
sense of the importance of developing healthy self-esteem in our students. Most 
of us seem to be seeking reinforcement for our own natural inclinations in a world 
driven by "the bottom line," the measurable result 

K-1 We do need each other, don't we? 

D-2 Crow Boy carries a heavy message. Sometimes, in the blizzard of memos and 
the meeting of deadlines, T tend to forget that the right teacher can actually change 
the course of a child's life. How can r possibly let that fact slip? 

K-2 You've certainly contributed to Matt's success in adjusting to our move to 
Florence. Thanks a bunch! 

D-3 Goodman, pp. 5-42, for Oct 3 

Before - Whole, in the title, suggests to me every area of life in which language is 
used, or, all areas of life. 

K-3 And all sorts of language? 

D-4 I expect that Goodman will explain how a whole language approach can be 
used to achieve all the major aims of education. He will attempt to calm 
misgivings and fears of people who work within a very traditional atmosphere. 
He will provide examples of how the approach works in various subject matter 
areas and suggest interdisdplinary benefits as well. T imagine he will supply 
ideas for evaluation in keeping with the whole language approach. 

The contents suggest that Goodman will discuss the ease with which a whole 
language approach fits into the child's natural way of learning. For section two, 
Goodman may deal with what aspects of language are learnt and taught and 
why. Section three should explain how language learning happens. Section four, 
T hope, will explain how one can mesh a whole language approach with any style 
of school. Section five will explain the "whole" in whole language. Section six 
should, among other things, address the current problem of illiteracy in our 
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society. Section seven may deal with the importance of helping the student invest 
part of himself in his learning process. I'm especially interested in what Goodman 
has to say about the current state of language arts. From my vantage point, the 
patient seems anemic, if not terminal. 

K-4 I am really discouraged here where things are so stagnant compared to 
Alaskan education. You would have liked our writing project 

D-5 The section on the whole language teacher will probably emphasize the 
importance of believing in what one is doing and of preparing carefully to do it I 
would think a whole language teacher would have to be alert to ever-changing 
possibilities, flexible, encouraging, positive, creative, and all the rest of it 

While - My prediction for section one was feirly accurate. The ease with which 
people learn when they a reason to do so contrasts markedly with the 
difficulties of trying to learn on someone else's agenda. The application of adult 
logic to the educational process is painfully obvious everywhere. And, as 
Goodman implies, that application has formed the foundation of billions of dollars 
in business, so--. 

In section two I was particularly interested in Goodman's analysis of the 
reasons for learning language. My prediction, though very general and sketchy, 
proved correct A person's response to his basic desire to communicate and the 
gradual shaping of that response by society are obvious, now that I read about 
them, but they aren't often considered together as part of the same process. 

K-5 True. 

D-6 I appreciated being reminded of the value of each person's system of symbols, of 
"registers," of the language techniques each person has learned to serve his needs. 

In section three I was particularly interested in the point that when a child 
utters a single word (or sound) or two, a whole concept is implied. As I thought 
about it, I realized that, of course, it's true. It remains true into adult life when 
people, especially those who know each other well, communicate with single 
words, or even single sounds that aren't words. 

K-6 I hadn't thought about adults, too. You're right 

D-7 In the subsection on speech and literacy events, I was struck by the word 
"participants." Yes, people will learn language skills from participating in these 
events. 

K-7 You're the only one who has put that in the journal. 

D-8 The key to the whole program seems to be enabling people to become willing 
participants in their own ^ucation. 

K-8 You've got it 
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D-9 If that fortunate circumstance can occur, then the person in charge must allow 
each learner to choose the best method to carry out his objectives.... 

Section four didn't exactly conform to my prediction in that Goodman writes 
about how things should work across the curriculum and what teaching 
approaches should predominate, but not how to achieve these ends. 

My prediction for section five was right I was particularly interested in 
Goodman's comments on technology. 

K-9 I think you'd like Frank Smith's Insult to Intelligence . 

D-10 Given the burgeoning emphasis on testing in the district and the fact all 
district teachers have been forced to take mastery learning courses, Goodman's 
comments are quite relevant 

K-10 Have you really? How long ago? 

D-11 My own view of phonics has been that a person needs something to hang onto 
when "the going gets tough." Since we have, as youngsters, many more words 
available to us (in listening and thinking vocabularies) than we can read, I believe 
sound clues can help in gaining meaning from a reading passage. Fm glad 
Goodman allows phonics, kept in proper perspective, in the whole language 
approach. 

After- It felt good to me, reading Goodman, to be 
reminded of the importance of respecting the learner. I find when I'm in the 
respect mode that things go much more smoothly and I feel much better, more 
relaxed and happy than when I put on my "traditional" teacher hat I think that's 
because my natural inclinations are to set up cooperative relationships and 
atmospheres rather than competitive situations or dictatorships. I'd make a lousy 
top sergeant 

K-11 So would I. 

D-12 Harking back to my opening comments on the class, I think we're here 
because, to varying degrees, we want the kind of educational world Goodman 
describes. We want the whole language concepts that we already accept to be 
validated. 

I guess my biggest question at this point is how whole language evaluation 
can be transcribed onto the computer grade sheets that we use at the secondaiy 
level. I'm all for kid watching and consider it a valid means of evaluation. But 
how do I boil it all down to a spot (made with a No. 2 pencil) on a sheet? 

K-12 A truly valid concern. 

D-13 It also seems to me that curriculum guides, which we are now being forced to 
prepare at the secondary level, must be very general to allow for student-
generated activities. Right? 
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K-13 Right - They must emphasize process rather than product; active thinking 
rather than recalling facts; using language to learn rather than learning language 
skills. Teachers like you must speak out and participate in developing those 
curriculum guides—keep them relevant 

I bet you liked Friday's inservice speaker (on self-esteem) as much as Bob did. 
I wish r could have heard her (Kay Cessna). 

D-14 2nd class Exit Note 
Oct 3 

"School is the only place where kids are expected to do things correctly on the 
first try." I hadn't thought of this one. 

I enjoyed the discussion of easy versus hard, looking at the books, and seeing 
kindergarten journal results. If s b^n a long time since I've looked much at little 
kids' books, and some of the ones we looked at were great I also liked hearing 
other teachers talk about some of their own favorites. 

I remember the time my daughter brought home one of her first grade readers 
and was reading aloud from it to me. All at once she stopped and said, "Mother, 
I'm embarrassed." She summed it up well. On her own she was a Peter Rabbit 
fan, read the Harriet Tubman book dozens of times, and was very fond of the 
Phantom Toll Booth. Rudyard Kipling's Just So Stories and Dr. Suess books were 
also favorites. 

K-14 This is a language story you should share with the class. 

D-15 T still like the "mixed up" nature of the class and think that will continue to be 
an asset 

K-15 I do, too. 

D-16 Thanks for the reading process discussion. It helped my perspective. 

K-16 Good. 

D-17 Goodman, pp. 43-79 for class 10/10 

While - I'm intrigued by Goodman's emphasis on risk-taking as an 
absolute requirement for whole-language learning. At present, it seems to me that 
by the time most kids reach high school, risk-taking in a classroom is the last 
thing they're willing to do. They worry about appearing 'stupid.' 

K-17 Sad! 

D-18 And it's difficult to get some of them to read at all—expository, narrative, 
anything. On the other hand, some of the big kids still like to be read to. 

K-18 Why do you think that is so? 
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D-20 I agree that a student's level of confidence is all important, especially in using 
writing to communicate. 

Goodman's comments on teachable moments have merit This concept holds 
across the curriculum and requires alertness on the teacher's part The double 
agenda is difficult to juggle. 

Hmm. On p. 55 and 56 Goodman talks about the same students I mentioned 
above. One girl told me recently she can't remember anything she reads. And 
many of my students won't put pen to paper if their composition doesn't spring 
fiilly developed into their head first 

I ^nd a lot of time trying to encourage students to value their own 
experience. Most of them simply don't believe me. It's sad. Ah, yes. "Patience," 
says Goodman. Okay. But also yes, the scars are deep. Constant reassurance. 

I can see that whole language teaching and learning could act as a prevention 
tool for language problems. Unfortunately, we're not quite there yet 

K-20 And if the district continues to adopt basals and impose them on teachers, 
youH never get there. 

D-21 I like New Zealand's broad aims for secondary language programs. T can 
incorporate these into our English Department's major goals. The evaluative 
suggestions on p. 61 are helpW. ["...use of observation, formal and informal 
tests, parent and student conferences, school records, checklists, questionnaires, 
inventories, and tapes of oral language. Self-evaluation is inte^lly involved in 
the process and is encouraged."] I'd like to visit the David Livingston School in 
Winnipeg. 

I agree that teachers and kids are the ones who create the whole language 
classroom. The necessary synergy can only develop from the people directly 
involved. Teacher peer sup^rt groups sounds like a good approach for 
encouraging teachers to use whole language methods. 

An odd thing leaped out at me. The mention of humanistic/scientific 
principles in choosing materials, etc., could actually be a problem in itself in 
Florence. A certain segment of our population is easily upset at the use of words 
such as humanism, global, etc. It annoys me that T have to spend two seconds 
thinking about this, but the fact is, I ̂  have to. 

K-21 Some folks see "red," don't they? 

D-22 I'd like to see the Quebec curriculum guide and Marek on evaluation. 

K-22 I have it for sale - $3.65 - and to borrow. I forgot to tell about these last week. 

D-23 Wow! "Being a whole language teacher raises the level of professional 
authority and responsibility." Of course, it does. I think this might frighten some 
teachers. 
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K-23 Does it frighten administrators, too? 

D-24 A lot of people don't like the unpredictable. 

K-24 It requires thinking, doesn't it 

D-25 The record-keeping advice on p. 76 is important stuff, especially if we're ever 
to reduce the reliance on standardized tests: folders, tapes, anecdotes, reading 
selection record, photos, parent correspondence. 

Support and study groups resemble what we are and will be doing in class. 
Just the fact that we're together once a week for awhile will help. 

K-25 This kind of thing is built into most writing projects, too. 

Tucson has TAWL - Teachers applying Whole Language. They do a lot of 
neat things together. 

D-26 Yes, some kids do demand the grammar books, which they hate, but which 
they've come to associate (equate?) with "English." 

After - 1 haven't really been ignoring the questions relating to my classroom 
practices although I'm sure it appears that way. 

I've been thinking, as I read Goodman, of my 16+ years of teaching. I believe 
what I did early on was to keep moving, somewhat naturally and somewhat 
because of the reading I did, toward approaches that resembled whole language 
teaching. I didn't know what it was, but I kept trying. 

When I moved to Colorado, I couldn't find a teaching job right away and so 
began writing articles for publication, something I had wanted to do for years 
anyway. The pay was lousy, but I had a good time and received a marvelous 
education. Then the job here opened and I took it, more out of financial necessity 
than anything else at that point That was four years ago and Tm still working on 
my attitude which still ne^ improvement I have some tremendously rewarding 
experiences with kids, and those have kept me going so far. But I've felt the need 
for something more, which is one of the reasons I took this class. 

K-26 I hope it's helping. 

D-27 Today I find my whole language tendencies flowering mostly in creative 
writing and drama. These are 3ie classes with which I am most comfortable and 
involved. I think that has to be because the approaches I use there are most 
natural for me. I also find the kids are more involved and happier there than in 
English classes. 
2 + 2 = 4. 

I don't have many quarrels with Goodman. But one thing that bothers me, as a 
secondary teacher, (and maybe this occurs because we don't have universal whole 
language approaches at the lower levels), is that, in general, my students come to 
school to socialize. That is the top priority of the majority. Laming is 
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somewhere down the list. To the degree that the socializing aspect can be 
incorporated in classwork (and there are probably more ways to do it than Tm 
seeing), they tend to approach it with some enthusiasm. Otherwise— 

K-27 I think this is a key. And I think you'd like Atwell's Tn the Middle. Also, 
Torbe's Climate for Laming. 

D-28 There's more, but I'll save it for later. Undoubtedly some of these topics will 
come up in class. 

K-28 Your journal is precisely the kind of self-reflection intended by the 
assignment I'm not committed to format [of the journal guide] but have found 
most adults don't get involved [in reflection] without specific directions—of 
course, some don't with them. There's nothing more boring to read than 
someone's notes. 

I hope youH find my approach to response groups helpful—and it will take 
patience with those turned off ones. Their past school ex^riences have so 
carefully turned them off. 

Thanks for sharing in class. I think its reassuring to teachers [of elementary 
and middle school] to find a high school teacher who isn't telling them what must 
be covered before kids get to high school. 

You should volunteer for the reading curriculum committee. T bet the 
curriculum director would listen to you. Maybe you could even get them to look 
at combining reading and English-actually doing a language arts curriculum that 
includes reading. The current state of separateness is ridiculous. 

Would you be interested in going to NCTE in SL Louis in Nov.? Its a 
marvelous experience. Karen 

D-29 Class response [Return to Know/Questions] October 10 

Yes, I did enjoy Kay Cessna last Friday ~ very much. IH write more on her 
later. 

Tonight I appreciated the shared projects and being introduced to more neat 
books. I like seeing teachers excited about something they're doing. 

Small group discussions followed by whole-group talk stimulates me. Your 
comment about writers being straightened out by editors helped me realize how 
far education has become fi-om the real world, ^cretaries straighten out their 
bosses' communications, etc. It probably falls to those of us who care about 
"correct" language and who've learned it easily to take care of the technicalities 
for those to whom it is less important and less interesting. And it's probably 
always been this way, so what's all the shouting about? 

In our group we wondered if formal education on the scale we are attempting 
it in this country has ever been attempted before in the history of the world. We 
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decided that our efforts are probably unprecedented, and therefore, difficult to 
assess. 

K-29 They are. I think we're the only nation which tries to educate all for 13 years 
without separating out the elite. —except maybe Canada. 

D-30 The discussion of risk-taking on the part of kids for whom things have been 
fairly easy relates to Goodman's comments on the subject of risks. The classroom 
environment must be one in which a person feels safe enough to take risks. I also 
thought the point that kids need to understand that there is more than one right 
answer was very important I don't believe there's anything more likely to stop 
the thinking process than the concept of one right answer to everything. Life isn't 
like that! 

My own learning process seems to respond well to original brainstorming 
followed by reading followed by analysis of our original lists and questions. I 
don't feel threatened in any way by this process, so that makes it olay to take 
risks. The extent to which we've discussed several points this evening will help 
me retain the concepts. 

D-31 Smith. Insult to Intelligence, etc. For 10/17 

First, a couple of responses to your responses. Thanks for the Matt comment 
He and I seem to have a good relationship. As I told Bob last year, "Matt's Matt 
and I'm me, and it seems to be working. Eton't know why." 

I took mastery learning in the fall of'84 and spring of'85. Others took it the 
year before and still others the year after. IVe more or less ignored it since I 
completed the course, but when we're formally evaluated, it always comes up. 
My failure to follow the rules hasn't caused me any problems with my 
evaluations, yet (Smith, p. 76-79 Note: this is Etonna's reference.) 

Smith, Ch. One 

As luck would have it just as I was about to finish the first chapter, I stopped 
and picked up Tuesday's Rocky Mountain News, wherein Reader Rabbit appeared 
in an article on high tech learning. I couldn't believe it! The clip is in the bwk. 

K-31 I didn't get to see the article you brought Is it all favorable? I suppose so. 

D-32 Smith's first chapter alternately sickened and inspired me. His descriptions of 
the various skills programs make my stomach queasy, as did his discussion of 
why R-bbit and similar programs [to control and monitor student learning] are so 
popular with administrators and others. His evaluation of what's wrong with the 
program ~ little relationship to the way anyone learns about anything, no 
reflection of normal reading, writing, or language, generally programs designed 
by people who only know how to write the programs, and the denial of 
opportunities to learn or see any sense in what is being learned gave me some 
bolstering specifics. 

K-32 Have you written a letter to the editor yet using Frank's arguments? 
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D-33 I guess I was inspired because someone is calling attention to the vpy real 
threat this sort of thing poses and is warning teachers to beware of the invasion. 
..The perspective of the alien explorer ("honeycombed fragments" hang in my 
mind) is wickedly devastating. "Instead of thinking that failings of students 
reflect what they have not learned, we should regard these failings as what they 
have been taught" (p. 17). Enough said. 

Ch. Two "The Learners' Club" 

1 was reminded of Smith's remarks on learner's clubs today (Thurs.) when a 
big kid in one of my English classes said to the counselor who was there, "I don't 
see why we have to take history. My mom and dad don't know anything about 
that stuff, and they're doin' okay." In the club he belongs to, history isn't 
important And he doesn't identify with, or "hang out," with peers who like 
history. 

...I've been annoyed and frightened by B. F. Skinner ever since I first 
encountered him. He reminds me of Brave New World (which I regularly get into 
trouble with parents for teaching). I agree with Qiomsky that language is too 
rich, too complex, to be regarded as "habit-learning." 

...Funny that Skinner said he did not understand Chomsky's writing. 

K-33 Maybe not enough drill and practice? 

D-34 "When learning is successful, it is totally inconspicuous" 
(p. 27), says Smith. "Tt is only when we deliberately ^ to learn (or teach) 
something that does not make sense that learning is difficult" (p. 29). 

D-35 Kay Cessna's comments about appreciating and celebrating diversity really hit 
home with me. We've tried so hard in the last 50 years or so to standardize human 
beings. TTiank goodness that so far we have feiled. And yet, feeling this way, I've 
been on the brink of felling into the standardization trap myself. Scary. 

I love the conclusion to this chapter — "Every child has the awesome power 
of making sense of cultures that do not yet exist" 

K-35 I do too. 

D-36 Ch. Three -

A key paragraph on p. 43 - "Teachers are effective when they make 
themselves understandable to the learner, no matter how little the learner knows, 
not when they overwhelm the learner in the vain hope that understanding will 
eventually follow. It is the teacher's responsibility tQ ^ comprehensible, not the 
student's to comprehend." 

K-36 Wow! That's not the way schools seem to be operating. 

D-37 I'm often caught (or feel that I am) between the need to make things "tough" 
for those who are going on very soon to the tough world of college and the 
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professions, etc., and the need to allow my students to be comfortable and happy 
and interested in their learning. Being aware of some of the kinds of situations 
theyll run into, I feel responsible to help them learn how to deal with frustrations 
of that kind. And, yet, as Smith says, it must all somehow be meaningful to kids. 
As Kay Cessna pointed out, we're trying to cope with all these conflicting 
messages from society. 

T was struck by Smith's remarks about the effect of deciding one is not a 
member of a certain club on 

Whoops! I'm repeating myself. 
But this incident really seared my brain. 
(Note in the margin at top of next page.) 

learning. An interesting thing happened in my 5th hour class Thurs. One of the 
counselors came in to talk with the kids about their future, the rest of high school, 
plans for after high school, etc. One of the big boys asked her, "Why do we have 
to take all that history junk? My mom and dad don't know any of that stuff, and 
they do okay." His sense of "club" was obvious. Somewhere Smith also says that 
most students won't learn to talk like teachers because they don't see themselves 
as teachers. Touche. 

So I guess my question here is how far do I try to go in giving kids choices for 
functioning in varied situations later on? If they won't learn a particular thing 
now because they don't see themselves as ever having to function in that way, 
then my energy is probably wasted. 

K-37 True 

D-38 Time to reconnoiter, and, at the same time, try to block out the conflicting 
messages. 

"Our club memberships are our identity" - Smith (p. 48) 
(Note added to the left margin.) 

Richard Wanderman: "Maybe making mistakes, a part of learning that we are 
taught to avoid, is so central a part of the Teaming process that our culture in its 
avoidance of mistakes will perish for lack of new ideas, new adaptations...a part 
of human nature that's being slowly destroyed: the enjoyment of learning and 
creating" (p. 52). 

K-38 That's scary, isn't it? 

D-39 (I'm going to make copies of the Learners' Manifesto [Figure 1 ].) 

D-40 Karen, Fm going to stop this here because I'll just go on and on if I don'L 
...I'm finding so much to think about and making so many connections... 

D-41 Journal for Project No. I, part A, Oct 10-14 for class 10/17 
Creative writing class- 2 sophomores, 15 juniors and seniors 
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Subtitle: The joys and sorrows of trying to sustain a whole language project 
on 45 minutes a day. 

K-41 That must make it really difficult 

D-42 I read creative writing journals at home on Saturday, Oct 8. In many of them, 
I found complaints about school, about grades, about being penalized for thinking, 
and the problems assodated with preserving one's integrity. The day before, I had 
listened to the perceptive lady [Kay Cessna] fiDm the State Dept of Ed. talk about 
our problems in education. 

On Monday morning I introduced the general topic of school to the class after 
I handed back their journals. The discussion took off and went on briskly until T 
suggested, with about 10 minutes of the period remaining, that they do a 5-minute 
automatic writing with school as a starting point and see what happened. 

These writings produced great kernel ideas, of course, as I knew they would. 
We discussed these on Tues. On Wed. they formed small groups to decide what 
topic areas they would like to deal with and to select forms of writing in which to 
present their ideas. We continued the group work through the class period on 
Friday. Some groups have completed their projects and placed them in the folder 
for typing, some have not So far, we have a pwm, letters-to-the-editor/school 
board, a question page, a survey questionnaire in progress, some cartoon 
characters, and a piece of devastating short prose. 

One problem F observed is that with the 45-minute time available to work each 
day, if s difficult for some groups to sustain their momentum. 

Another problem is that creative minds are often also playful minds (they 
almost have to be). They will play with ideas endlessly and some have difficulty 
making the commitment to a certain form of writing and getting started. In this 
particular group the boys (5 of them) are having this problem. One boy is doing 
some marvelous drawings as the group talks, but they all become so fascinated 
with what he's doing, they have not yet start^ on their writing project I 
suggested that the drawings certainly could be incorporated into their project 111 
see what happens on Monday. 

K-42 What a neat project I would have difficulty with 45 min. periods, too. I'm 
looking forward to your sharing of the project with our class. 

I really enjoy reading your journal. Your words flow so beautifully.... 

D-43 Class response 10/17 

I found the shared concerns on many topics—standardized testing, grades, etc.-
-of interest ... I hope to be able to present my creative writing class project next 
week. 
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D-43 I'm glad to have the writing process notes. They give me something handy 
and concrete to use in case I have to explain things to an administrator or to other 
teachers. Itll also help with curriculum guides. 

K-43 Do you have the "California Handbook?" 

D-44 Speaking of curriculum, Fll be glad to talk with the curriculum director about 
the English/reading split I don't know ifthat committee is already formed. In 
any event, Fll try to plant the seed. 

K-44 Good. 

K-45 And thanks to you for bringing copies of Frank's "Manifesto." 

Lots of food for thought I want to come back to it again later. 

D-46 Frank Smith (continued) For 10/24 

Ch. 4-1 emerged from this chapter (and the next 2 as well) feeling the chains of 
"precisely controlled programmatic instruction" tightening around me. I'm 
anxious to get into Oiapter 7 where I assume Smith will get into some antidotes to 
all this control by outsiders. ... 

D-47 Near the end of this chapter, Smith points out the paradox of the people most 
concerned with students' welfare and learning being the ones that confuse them, or 
most interfere with their learning. Ironies abound in the modem world.... 

Ch. 5 - This chapter helped me clear up some of my foggy feelings about 
phonics. Because of various childhood diseases floating around when I entered 
first grade, I spent only three months in school that year. And yet I did quite well. 
I've always b€«n under the impression that my trouble-fi^ee survival of that year 
happened because the teacher did a good job of teaching us phonics early in the 
year before everyone started getting sick. Now I think it was probably b^ause my 
parents had already invited me into the literacy club before I started school and I 
only lacked about four months being seven years old when I entered. There was 
no such thing as kindergarten at that time. To give credit where it's due, my first-
grade teacher broke her back that year making home visits to all those sick kids. 
But I just think now, after reading Smith, there's more to the story than time spent 
in a schoolroom. "Real language doesn't have holes in it" (p. 119). No, it doesn't 

K-47 I think your revision of how you learned to read is accurate. The first year I 
taught first grade I thought it was our wonderful phonics program that worked so 
well. A similar revision took place as I learned. 

D-48 Ch. 6 - Again the emphasis on control. "The assumption is that someone outside 
the classroom can make better decisions than the teacher in the classroom" (p. 
12.5). 

My kids complain about teachers who put volumes of notes on the board for 
them to copy. I tell the kids they do that because they were taught to do that 
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Add to teacher education the tyranny of testing, and teachers are really forced 
to look for creative ways to unlock the handcuffs. 

By the way I have Walter Karp's article, "Why Johnny Can't Think." It's been 
a while since I've read it but as I remember one of the "bottom lines," he said that 
people in power really don't want a literate, thinking public. Such an educated 
mass of people would ask questions and would be difficult to control (there's that 
word again). Again, the paradox: We say we want a literate, well educated 
populace and then do everything we can to keep them from becoming just that 

K-48 Would you copy it for me? I've heard of it but haven't read it. 

D-49 Two other things from this chapter — How can fantasy be marked right or 
wrong? It can'L TTiat's one of the beauties of it And, "Educational testing is the 
opposite of the way people behave, learn, and are evaluated in clubs" (p. 142). 

Well, two more things yet -Goodman's "idealism" as implying that such 
people are not facing the "fects of life." And, "Things are not going to get better. 
The testers are even more ambitious for the future" (p. 167). 

I feel almost subversive. But then, in the present atmosphere, perhaps good 
teaching really is a subversive activity as the book implies. 

K-49 In 1978 or '79 the Colorado Commissioner of Ed. spoke at a Parent 
Involvement Conference for Title I/Bilingual Ed. and told parents how to get 
involved in hiring "loyal subversives." l^yal to the ideals of education and loyal 
to the students, but subversive if need be to assure that every child had the 
opportunity to learn. 

D-50 I have to watch myself in that I tend to react very strongly to some 
things/ideas, and I don't want to throw the baby out with the bath water, or do a 
180® turn too fast and have chaos as a result In my case, I guess the turn is not 
really 180® but a kind of crystallization of things I already believed or felt in my 
bones. 

I'm following your suggestions in preparing the curriculum guides for 2nd 
quarter, at least my own. Working with my department staff on this will take 
time, something we have very little of at the moment 

D-51 Journal for Project I, Part B. School Week, Oct 17-21 for 10/23 

The boys did finally write a very short dialogue on Monday to include in the 
booklet Only three of the five were in class that day, so they worked better. 
Later in the week, these three also did several illustrations for the booklet They 
seemed quite pleased with themselves about that One of the boys designed the 
cover (voluntarily) as well. The other two boys have been absent so much they 
hardly figure into this project at all. 

Two girls worked on the preface page, which I think is excellent Others 
typed copy during class, and, with many flurries of activity, we completed the 
booklet after a fashion on Friday. The copy machine did not make very good 
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copies of some of the pages, so we'll have to try a different machine to make the 
rest of our copies. 

D-52 It might help to know also that during this two-week period, the art 
department sent over some drawings for the kids to write responses to. Those 
have also been completed and are now being typed or hand lettered. I guess the 
point is that, given our fragmented schedule of 45 minutes a day, we actually 
accomplish^ a good deal. 

K-52 That's for sure. 

D-53 I have no doubt that the booklet (title selected by the entire class) would have 
been better had there been larger blocks of time available to work on i^ but I'm 
not unhappy with the result This is an awfully good bunch to work with. 

K-52 That title [ Within These Walls ] is powerful. It says so much. 

D-55 Response to fast-write experience 10/24/88 

I do fast-write activities with my classes and read mine aloud to encourage 
them to do the same. The point is, I guess, this was not my first time. I found the 
writing of the others in my group delightful because they captured the voice and 
detail of the childhood experiences they wrote about It made their work 
immediate and I thought both had great possibilities for further writing. Mine 
may, too, but probably other topics on my list look more promising. 

I never did anything like this (that I remember) when I was in school. All of it 
I've picked up from reading, workshops, etc. It's a shame we had to wait till we 
got out of school to begin to feel good about writing. 

K-55 Begin - key word for me. I feel cheated by my school writing experiences. 

D-56 Exit: Another good class. I was interested to hear adults talking about their 
reactions to writing and sharing. These anxieties, even though I heard all kinds of 
special writing abilities in what they read speak for themselves. 

Smith, Chapters 7, 8, and 9 For class 11/1 

Ch. 7 - "Good teaching: The Practical Alternative" 

I want to spend a lot of time on this one. Smith says good teachers "create 
environments in which everyone has a chance of learning" (p. 169). 

Ah - "Students could learn much more in the schools we have today, if the 
teachers and students were trusted." (p. 169). 

Two essential characteristics of good teachers: "They are interested in what 
they teach and they enjoy working with learners. Indeed, they are learners 
themselves" (p. 171). 

I think there's hope for me. 
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K-56 Of course there is! 

D-57 I have always seen myself as a learner. From students I have learned what a 
distributor looks like, how to clean a fish. IVe had motorcycles, pistons, etc., in 
my classroom. 

K-57 And more hope for your students than for many! 

D-58 Where I've found myself in a bad emotional place (as I have been, for the most 
part, in this disL) is where I've allowed myself to get caught up in the bureaucracy 
and have forgotten what it is I do best 

K-58 This book was really meant for you, wasn't it? 

D-59 Geez! The quote fi'om an administrator - "Why is everyone reading in this 
room? Hasn't anyone got any work to do?" (p. 175). 

"Written language is for ideas, action, reflection, and experience. It is not for 
having your ignorance exposed, your sensitivity bruised, your ability assessed" 
(p. 179). 

Smith's "exemplary teachers" do not rely on "commercial programs, 
prescribed tests, inflexible procedures, or tedious drills to insure that students 
learn" (p. 182). 

The Four Criteria of Learning Clubs (pp. 182-185) 
1. No Grades (the kiss of death) 
2. No Coercion 
3. No Restrictions 
4. No Status (including teacher) 

Drop the role of controller 

I hate the feeling of "having" to be in control of everything. I'd much prefer to 
work with people and see what happens, where things go. Delightful stuff 
happens when I do that 

The resistance movement 

CELT (Center for Expansion of Language and Thinking): All children [can] 
become literate if they [are] treated with respect in a supportive educational 
environment where written language [is] used meaningfully, [change in tense is 
Donna's] (p. 188). 

TAWL - Teachers Applying Whole Language 
Sharon Rich: Whole language is "an attitude of mind which provides a shape 

for a classroom" (p. 189). 

Reading. Writing, and Caring. Cochranes, Scalen^ Buchanan 
"By example, a few dedicated people can achieve remarkable results," says 

Smith (p. 191). Okay. Have, demonstrate the courage of your convictions. 
Donna. 
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K-59 Oh, do, Donna. You are right! 

D-60 Lessons from a Child. 

Lucy Calkin's insight from E)onaId Graves: "teachers should always listen to 
children, responding to what children indicate about their learning rather than 
depending on what a program or test directs should be the next move" (p. 192). 

"One good book is worth 1,000 floppy disks." Susan Ohanian 

Collaborative learning is the key, not easy to establish, but essential—among 
students, between students and teachers, and among teachers. 

I've felt in myself, on occasion, some of the objections to collaboration that 
Smith mentions. But I like the ease with which I'm able to put those aside and get 
on with the task at hand. These objections are simply leftovers from years of 
indoctrination. 

Idea - invite another teacher into class so that teachers can model a discussion 
or debate for students, among other good reasons. 

Tutorials -1 want to try a version of this in my English classes second 
semester. 

D-62 Ch. 9 - "Protecting Children and Schools" 

New York State - critical thinking, a created crisis. Depressing. Our 
sophomores are being given standardized tests (state mandated) Nov. 1 and 2. I'm 
sure that will create a crisis, too. Smith's New York professor says a 27% failure 
rate is "acceptable." What on earth are we doing? 

Programs are used primarily for control. When teachers rely on programs, it 
is because they do not trust students to learn. 

K-62 Nor do they trust themselves to learn from or with their students. 

D-63 Hmm. Is school a consequence of societal competition or a cause of it? 
That's a dandy. 

"Shards of rote learning should never be used as justification for an 
unproductive instructional method" (p. 261). Shards is a good word. 

I loved the section on being honest with students. I did a great deal of this kind 
of talk with my creative writing class when we were designing our project I was 
glad Smith reinforced my instinct that it was the right thing to do. HI do more. 
I've always had that inchnation, but then, sometimes, Fve felt guilty after doing it. 
Strange. 

Collaborate with parents. Yes. We must have their support or we don't have a 
real chance long term. 
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"The responsibility of the present generation of adults is to ensure that the 
brains of the ftiture generation are not destroyed in today's classrooms" (p. 264). 
Smith's conclusion. 

Obviously, I very much enjoyed Smith's book. T was ve^ close to walking 
out tiie school district door when I wandered into class and into Smith. I had 
allowed myself to get stuck in a groove I didn't like and couldn't seem, by myself, 
to find a way out It's amazing how fast barnacles can collect on the old bulk 
without outside stimulation of the right kind. 

Now, knowing that there are others who feel as I do, I can continue awhile 
longer. When problems arise, I can seek solutions again, instead of just feeling 
defeated. I've even devised a plan for what to do if Amendment #6 passes and we 
face lots of faculty cuts. How's that for projecting way out there? But it may 
happen and we may suddenly be back to 6 classes of 35-40, so—. 

Smith's idea that schools (and their outside suppliers) have brought about the 
problems that now plague us as a society is valuable. We must understand that 
more of the same will only intensify those problems. 

K-63 Fve really enjoyed your journal about Insult.. It makes me want to finish 
reading the book. 

I'm so glad this class and Smith's book are giving you much needed support I 
can see how you would feel the way you do. And Florence is ahead of Canon in 
so many ways. 

I feel so fortunate that I taught in Ketchikan and worked with a caring 
administration that knew how to effect change. They freed teachers to think for 
themselves and the teachers rose to the occasion. 

Those of us involved in the open school and implementing the British Iniant 
School model became professionals. Our principal was such an encouraging 
leader. We all collaborated on philosophy and curriculum development The kids 
came first 

You would have thrived in that educational environment You and Bob 
should talk more—challenge that bureaucracy! 

Good luck on your collaboration with other teachers. Try S. Bob said she 
liked my whole language inservice. 

D-64 Class Response 11/1 

Sharing time was good tonight Fm sure it was a long day for everyone, but 
somehow we get a shot in the arm here. 

I think our focus group can manage to "focus" without necessarily all reading 
the same book. We found that we were bringing diverse sources and experiences 
to bear on topics such as rote learning, the importance of meaning for learning. 
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classroom climate, etc., all of which seem to be related. As a kind of conclusion 
this evening, we agreed that first, second and third-grade teachers should be the 
highest paid and b^t teachers in every school district Priorities should be 
established with this particular item at the top of the list and resources allocated 
accordingly. Children should not hate school by second grade. 

Yea for "strong lines." Great idea! 

K-64 Would you like some other Frank Smith stuff to read? 

D-65 Climate for Learning. Etc. ForOass 11/7 

Item one: I had an interesting visit with Mr. Principal during slack time at parent-
teacher conferences. He came to talk to me about a student, and I turned the 
conversation around to whole language without calling it that As it turns out, his 
daughter is in a whole-language 2nd grade classroom and loves writing. So he 
can see the benefits. 

K-65 I think it must be L.'s then. 

D-66 He asked me when the student gets around to correct spelling, punctuation, etc., 
and I told him they do it when they see the need, just as he does, just as I do, and 
everyone else who eventually does those things correctly. We talked about 
cooperation vs. competition and several other problems in education. It was a 
good session. I'm glad it happened. 

K-66 Good, connecting with administrators through their kids can be very 
enlightening. 

D-67 Climate for Learning 

..."The more one gets into a topic the more one is likely to find connections with 
matters one is already interest^ in" (p. 35). 

The discussion of the op^rtunity for freewheeling thinking around a topic 
reminds me of mastery learning's "birdwalking" concept and what a no-no it is in 
that system of teaching. The constant pressure to stay on a particular track 
(always one determined by the teacher) is exhausting. Students are given little 
opportunity to examine their own reactions to a topic or time to make their own 
connections. This is not the way learning occurs outside school. 

"It is a basic task of teaching to create climates and environments in which 
thinking something through, perhaps on paper, can be its own reward, 
conversation can be its own reward and collaborative problem-solving can occur. 
These [active] processes are power^l motivators of learning (p. 38)." 

Just as we have to do our seeing for ourselves, so no one else can give us a 
knowledge of something. "We cannot strictly speaking be given knowledge but 
have to make it for ourselves" 
(p. 38). 
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I can really see how, in most of our educational enterprises, we are missing 
the boat It's related to too much teacher talk, as Goodlad and these authors point 
out, too much teacher control. 

K-67 True. True. 

D-68 Response to Qass 11/7 
In focus group we began by talking about how good readers have become 

good readers when we all spent the early years of school (and beyond) buried in 
rules. We decided good readers become good readers in spite of all this—because 
of parents or having entered the literacy club in some other way. 

D-70 For class - Variety of stuff 11/14 
The upshot of Climate for Learning seems to be that information and ideas 

"get handled" more effectively when students are pursuing communicative 
purposes of their own.... 

I wonder what percentage of people actually participate in the public 
intellectual life of society. I have no valid way of estimating that figure now. 
Then I wonder to what degr^ this percentage would increase if all classrooms 
were designed as described in Climate for Learning, if all students were allowed 
and encouraged to grapple with knowledge in their own way. T like the concept of 
free traffic in information, ideas, and opinions. I suspect the approaches outlined 
in the book would result in our students being more ftilly engaged in their own 
learning. It seems such a waste to me to go trough all these conventional 
motions that we call teaching and learning and have the kids just barely there 
mentally and emotionally. 

D-71 Flitting through my mind as so many things do these days, is a picture of a 
boy with brown eyes racing into creative writing class Friday and saying to me 
before class began, "I need more information." My thoughts, moving at the speed 
of light and basically unformulated, went something like this: Of course you do, 
John. But the beautiful part is that youVe recogniz^ the feet and are willing to 
go after it 

So many little (big) things like this happen in the course of a day or week, I 
wish I could capture tfiem all and reflect before the waves of humanity, bells, 
deadlines, announcements, memos, meetings, etc., wash the marks off the sand. 

K-71 And you could write a book about them. 

D-72 If s one of the ironies/paradoxes of teaching that so much of human significance 
occurs in a system set up to prevent making the most of those occurrences. 

K-72 Wow! 

D-73 Reflecting on the "reflection" handout-

Goodman and others have struck a chord in me that I think has always been 
there. I am quite happy to work with students rather than trying to pull them into 
some dimension they aren't ready for. And yet, I had been led to believe it was 
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my duty to "pull." I am now, thank God, being relieved of some of that burden, 
(See Project Journal n., part A for current classroom practices). In the future I 
hope to integrate reading, writing, speaking, thinking into whole-learning 
activities, projects, and climates that make ultimate sense to the kids. That's my 
goal. Progress will be gradual, and there will be glitches along the way, but those 
are part of it 

K-73 And oh so many kids will benefit! 

K-74 [Written along the side] After reading "Project...," I have to say that's not what I 
call gradual! 

D-75 fn other news, I read Smith's essay on critical thinking ["Learning to be a 
Critical Thinker" in Joining The Literacy Club: Further Essays Into Education, 
Smith, 1988] because that seems to be one of the biggies coming around in 
curriculum development these days. 

Key ideas here are the fallacy of trying to break critical thinking into separate 
skills 

K-75 Isn't that bizarre!?! 

D-76 and that being unable to think about something in a particular manner indicates 
unfamiliarity with the subject matter, not an underlying inadequacy of thought 
itself. 

Apparently one can think critically only about matters one already 
understands. Also, we will not think critic^y about something that bores us or if 
we do not see ourselves as people who think this way. 

"A confused child does not learn" (p. 54). Teachers, products of the same 
system their students now live in, also undervalue their own thought, do not see 
themselves as members of the club of critical thinkers in education. 

Ah, enterprises! Tm slipping into these automatically. Schools as learning 
emporia. Breaking open the curriculum. More later-

All of this article is consistent with what Smith says in Insult ... 

D-77 Project Journal II, Part A for Nov. 14 

Background: My 5th hour regular En^sh in class was a disaster from day 
one of this school year. In terms of behavior and attitude, it was the worst class 
I'd had in 15 years. I had my plans when the school year began and imposed my 
well-structured plans on this group before I ever saw them. They were hostile to 
me, to each other, they wouldn't listen and some wouldn't fiinction at all. I 
realized I had to do something to try to turn things around, that I could not survive 
an entire school year this way. 
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As the second quarter began, Oct 31,... I explained that we would be doing 
things differently. I gave them a list of many different forms of writing and one 
of many different topics, told them they could add to either list as they saw fit I 
told them that I wanted them to develop a portfolio of writing by the end of the 
quarter. The first project, I said, would be a large book of their writings and 
drawings which I would show to the class I am taking, and which would also 
travel to the principal, the creative writing class, and would also be displayed at 
Extravaganza in the spring. Students volunteer^ to act as editors, layout people, 
typists, illustrators, etc. I emphasized that individuals could join any of these 
groups as they wished, that there were no closed "clubs". 

The first week (a short week because of parent-teacher conferences) left me 
wondering if anything would happen. I was fighting panic, knowing intellectually 
that they needed time, time to b^me involved through attraction rather than 
coercion. This was one reason I wrote nothing about it last week. 1 really didn't 
know what to say. 

This week things began to happen. There's so much. 111 never be able to put it 
all down. I would say, at this point, that there are maybe only 3 or 4 students who 
are not fiilly engaged in reading, writing, drawing, something. Fm confident now 
that even these will come around in due course because they are surrounded by 
other students who are actively engaged. I operate as consultant, as part of the 
audience, as the "wow!" reaction that everyone needs fi'om time to time, as 
provider of pencils, paper, felt-tips, crayons. They have stopped insulting each 
other and me, for the most part The atmosphere is relaxed, congenial, 
cooperative. 

As an example of how things go, Fd been waiting for 7-8 days for this one kid 
to do something. He has ability, but spends all his time talking. I suspected 
earlier that the physical act of writing was difficult for him. Friday, in class, he 
began dictating a story to a girl who writes easily and well. The story got finished 
(they would brook no interference), and all of this occurred with no prompting 
ft-om me. 

Another thing I've noticed is that they've stopped complaining that they can't 
work with "all this noise" (as they did first quarter). The noise is still there, but 
it's productive, involved, cooperative noise. They're working on things they have 
chosen to do, they're appreciative of each other's work (giving each other strokes 
in the process) and interested. The lack of hostility and the interest and sense of 
accomplishment make the "noise" okay. 

I'm almost afraid to hope that this turnaround will continue on a sustained 
basis, but I think it can. 

K-77 I know it will! 

D-78 I hope the book is complete (at least in some version) before class is over in 
Dec. I do plan to bring it If the whole thing comes to ftaiition, as I intend, it will 
give me something concrete to use in the upcoming curriculum discussions, as 
will the creative writing Within These Walls project and, I hope, the creative 
writing local history project which is just beginning. 
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K-79 I'm so excited for you and for your students, IVe never known of a teacher to 
do an absolute turnaround mid-semester like that So many just dabble in change 
or wait till the next year (and by then forget). 

Thanks for sharing. You're one of the reasons I'm learning to value journals 
more and more. 

D-80a In class response 11/14 
Myself as Writer and as Teacher of Writing 

I've thought of myself as a writer for probably ten years or so, maybe since my 
first publish^ article in the bulletin of Kansas Assoc. of Teachers of English. On 
the other hand, I must have thought of myself that way earlier or I wouldn't have 
written the article. At any rate, I have no problem calling myself a writer now 
after 80+ publications. 

K-80a Wow! That many! I bet we should have some of your writing in our class 
file. 

D-80b The striking thing about this is that I never did see myself this way in school, even 
when my journalism teacher entered my interview with a former governor of 
Kansas in some sort of contest Thafs not to say I didn't enjoy writing, but I don't 
remember ever thinking of myself as a writer. 

And if I didn't identify as such, then it's no wonder most of my students don't 
think of themselves in that way. I suppose, as teachers of writing go, I'm more 
aware of the struggles and fears than some teachers might be. 

K-80b I'm sure you are. 

D-80c I've gone out on the limb and experienced rejection time after time. I know 
how that feels. There are things I can share with kids about the writing 
experience that perhaps don't always occur to most other teachers. And yes, I do 
write with my kids, not all the time, but enough, I think, that they understand that 
the process is important to me, is part of my life, is what I do. 

K-80c Oh, how I wish I'd had a teacher like you. 

D-81 Project Journal II, Part B for Nov. 21 

A moment to decompress. How do I feel about 5th hour's "big book"? 

There are still too many students using most of their class time unproductively 
from my point of view. But these are some of the same people who were 
unproductive first quarter as well. Okay. They still don't see themselves as 
writers or as membCTS of the writer's club. Why should they after eleven years in 
the public schools? 

K-81 That's a long time in which to be convinced otherwise. 
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D-82 I must be patient. It will take time. I bite my tongue and go on, simply asking 
from time to time if they have anything ready for the bool^ yet, or if they woi3d 
like to put something in anonymously (this relieves some of them). If you don't 
see yourself as a member of the writer's club, why would you put your name on a 
piece of writing for all the world to see? 

D-83 Another problem I have is my inability to understand how someone can sit in 
class and do nothing for several days in a row. That would drive me nuts. I've 
watched a few students at a time do this, as we all have, for years, and it blows my 
mind. Again, I bite my tongue. Everyone has a Nov. calendar in his folder with 
deadlines and key dates written on it And still this morning were the shocked 
questions from a few, "Well, when do you want this stuff?" "What do you want 
from me?" Again I find this kind of total lack of awareness fix)m 17-year-olds 
difficult to understand. Also, I was gone last Friday morning to a workshop, so I 
don't know what happened then. And tomorrow two of the three editors will be 
gone attending a choir function at U.S.C. Today, in the middle of class, someone 
set off the fire alarm, so we all jumped up and went outside. When we came back 
in, the principal announced over the intercom that the alarm was a fialse one and 
that that sort of thing is against the law, etc. I report all this to try to give the 
flavor of the conditions we're trying to work with. 

K-83 I understand. And those conditions are, indeed, an insult to intelligence. 

D-84 Now to the positive. At least 80% of the class is doing fine, not perfect, but 
fine. 

The editors met with the layout crew this morning to try to get some ideas for 
organizing the book and for dealing with the cover. One of the boys decided to 
take the big sketch pad home and paint the cover to make it less slick and to cover 
up the brand name. Most of the typing is done, although there are a few pieces 
being finished by authors that will have to be typed later. I see so many self-
esteem problems in these kids. The boy who did the drawing I thought would be 
great for the cover decided (or said) this morning that he didn't like it He is one 
of the layout people, so T told the layout/editor group if they wanted to see J's 
drawing, they'd have to pry it out of him. They did. This is a kid who writes so 
small I almost need a magnifying glass to read his work, and he spends a lot of 
time throwing things into the wastebasket. He admits he's his own worst critic. 
Another boy hand^ me a poem about war this morning, and said, "Pretty awful, 
isn't it?" I told him no, it wasn't, that I liked it very much, and he let me take it to 
the editors. He said the same thing about the first piece of writing he gave me 
several days ago. He says he doesn't like to write but has done some nice 
drawings for us. 

I'm hoping that when the big book is finished, several of the kids will do some 
individual projects, or perhaps small-group things. And I think IH have them 
answer some evaluative-type questions after the big book project to see if they've 
discovered anything about themselves and firom observing other students in the 
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process. I can also get a sense of how each kid feels about the whole thing, I 
think. 

K-84 I like that plan. Involve them in the evaluation. 

D-85 Overall, I think those with natural leadership ability are using it without being 
domineering or difficult And I think we'll have a pretty neat project out of all the 
chaos. Ill Imow more about that by the middle of next week. 

In my mind I've been contrasting this experience with drama class which is a 
kind of ongoing whole language experience. The kids there understand the 
enterprise, and the whole thing makes sense to them, the context is meaningful. 

K-85 They are members of the drama club, aren't they? 

D-86 When I first introduced the big book idea to 5th hour, one of the boys who 
does very little asked, "Are the other English classes doing this?" I told him mine 
would be in the course of the year. They don't associate this kind of thing with 
English class or at least he doesn't I'm amazed at how difficult we've made the 
finding of a meaningful context for language in public education. 

K-86 I am, too. 

D-87 These should be obvious, but we've made them obscure and esoteric. 

I've called an English Dept meeting for tomorrow. The principal will meet 
with us and Fm going to begin to ease into some of these topics. 

K-87 Good for you. I'm curious. 

D-88 Exit Note 11/21 
Beginning with our Smith focus, we branched out into how do we make (or 

help) kids feel that they are part of something puxposefiil in a society that doesn't 
agree on much of anything anymore. 

We covered a lot of ground in a short time. 

K-88 I bet you did. 

D-89 ForOass 11/28 

1. First, responses to your responses. 
I haven't talked with the curriculum director, yet, mainly because the principal 
assures me she is about to start work on curriculum, and will begin with language 
arts, and will be meeting with us. But the year is nearly half gone and I have a 
feeling she's still swamped by her new job. TH pick my moment 

Also, our department meeting with the principal went well, I thought I stated 
everything in "I" messages—"I am going to spend my budget pennies on a 
classroom library;" "I'm going to spend my pennies on more xeroxing for 
publications;" "Fm going to b^ome more project, enterprise, performance-
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oriented so that kids can see some sense in what they're doing," etc. S. refuses to 
give up her grammar exercises, and I assured her I didn't mean to suggest that she 
should But I also said the research shows there is little transfer fr*om those 
exercises to writing or speaking improvements. We all discussed the problem of 
using revision groups with juniors and seniors when they haven't grown 
accustomed to them at lower levels. I explained that all I was doing was looking 
for ways to help my students become more engaged in their own learning because 
I couldn't enjoy teaching if most of them were not I think maybe some doors 
were cracked open. I can't be a dictator because I don't like to be treated that way, 
and I think that approach just makes things worse. These people are my 
colleagues, and they're bright, capable people. They're also willing to listen. 
We're fortunate as a department in that respect 

K-89 And cracks almost always widen, don't they? It sounds like a good meeting. 
No one got out the sealant or padlocks, did they? Though they might have if you 
had taken the dictator stance. 1 wish some of them would take this class. I wish 
this class would happen again, but— 

D-90 2. I'm certainly glad you decided to keep the class open to upper-level teachers. 
I needed something so badly, and I think I can use the whole-language 
approach/philosophy to come closer to what I feel a classroom should be. We're 
all in this public ^ucation boat together and we must help each other, or well 
sink into the quicksand. 

3. As an offshoot of 2,1 decided to invest in Nancie Atwell's book because it has 
enough substance to keep me going through next semester and the years beyond, 

I've only browsed through the book so far, but enough to know there's plenty 
that I can use. She says something about encour^ng kids to lead literate lives. I 
like that I think that should be perhaps the guiding goal of our whole operation at 
school. 

K-90 I like that, too. Sounds like an invitation to join the literacy club. Have you 
read Clearing the Way by Tom Romano? 

D-91 Project Journal IT, Part C for Nov. 28 

Last week wasn't very productive. Two editors were gone on a field trip 
Tues., and we had only 25 minutes of class Wed. Typing is still being finished up 
and retyping needs to be done, but editors and layout guys met this morning and 
organized the material. I believe a title was selected, and one of the editors is 
going to work on the preface tonight The book will appear in some form or other 
next Monday. The guidance office is sending in a guest speaker Friday, so that's a 
day gone, but the kids will do the best they can under the conditions they're stuck 
with. 

This is deficiency report week so some of the rest of the kids are getting antsy. 
Two of the 4 or 5 who have done virtually nothing during the past 4 weeks are 
irate with me because of their percentages (earned daily in class by reading, 
writing, drawing, typing, worlcng on the book, etc.). I explained all this at the 
beginning of the quarter, but they don't like the consequences. I tell myself that 
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this is only the first month of my experiment, that eventually most of them will 
get the picture. 

K-91 How do you work this? Do you write in a % each day? Did you tell them 
their percentages before the 4 weeks were up? And for some, this is the first time 
they've been given this kind of responsibility in school. 

D-92 Combining reading and writing second semester will help, I think. 

K-92 It should. 

D-93 One of the do-nothings told me last week "it" was just too tempting to come in 
and do nothing. He said he liked it better when there was an assignment each day. 
But he didn't do anything then either. I see two things operating here. He's 
putting the responsibility for his behavior "out there" somewhere, and he's not 
engaged in his own education at all. I can only hope that later he changes his 
mind. 

K-93 I hope so too. You may have to help a kid like that a lot more. [Response in 
marpn was continued on a blank page.] Would it work to have kids like that turn 
in their own percentage at the end of the period — with a why statement, I feel I 
participated % because I . 

Just those kids with down slips. 

They've had so much time to establish their bad habits. I'm sure it will take a 
long time to break them. 

Your publication will have some positive influence on them, too. Seeing what 
peers can do and do do is usually motivating. 

D-94 It's very hard for me to be patient, but I must focus on the many positive 
aspects—the end of the hostilities, the involvement and partial involvement of 
many kids, the cooperation I see here and there, the ideas, the smiles, and the 
furrowed brows of thought 

K-94 And let them know what you see as beneficial. [This too was continued on 
the other page.] 

Yes, do keep focusing on the positive aspects. Keep comparing this quarter to 
last quarter. 

D-96 Project Journal n, Part D for class 12/5 

We continue to lurch along. One boy has volunteered to take the whole 
business home and finish it if class time runs out I hope that isn't necessary 
because it's a major, major responsibility. When we only have one copy of 
everything and one book, if something happens to it — 

To add more to the color of our operations. Wed. morning, when I entered the 
room with my blue plastic tub (I have to run to another building for this one 
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class), a wild argument was in progress between a boy and two of the "tough 
girls" (these kids bring so much baggage to school with them). ...whether one of 
them was going to be sent to PYC by the court. 

K-96 Poor kids. Sometimes you wonder how they survive. What must their homes 
be like? 

D-97 More on the room—the place is so crowded with student desks, there's no 
place to set up a card table, much less a writing center. And having this many big 
kids, many with volatile personalities, in this lond of space is self^efeating, to 
say the least 

I've prepared an evaluation sheet for the kids to do Monday. T plan to bring 
those to class with the book whatever condition it's in. 

(Note added to the bottom of the page.) 
D. did take the book home, and he finished it How neat, neat, neat! I'm 

pleased with the evaluations also. 

D-98 Entry Note- Miscue Analysis 

I think the analysis process is helpful, especially if a student has significant 
reading problems. I especially liked the parts which addressed syntax changes 
and changes in meaning. It helps keep things in perspective. If a student has 
occasional miscues, but they don't alter meaning or syntax, then obviously 
comprehension will be more complete. If a student corrects his miscues, then he 
is comprehending also. 

I've noticed with older kids that sometimes an individual can read aloud fairly 
well but still not comprehend very much of what he reads, aloud or silently. So I 
think the comprehension check or interview, as on the tape, might be an important 
tool even at the upper levels. In feet I like the idea of an oral check of this kind 
better than asking them to read comprehension questions and write answers to 
them. 

D-99 Before I forget, next Monday 111 be leaving class early to attend the Board 
meeting. My kids are presenting the Within lliese Walls project to the Board and 
the drama kids are going to try to heighten the Board's awareness of our facilities 
problems. 

K-99 I wish I could be there with you. I sure hope the Board treats those kids with 
the respect they deserve. 

D-101 I believe [the principal] is gradually coming around to a philosophical place 
that will allow and encourage some major changes in our teaching approaches and 
other curriculum matters. At a meeting Thurs. morning we talked a lot about our 
kids' needs, their lack of self-esteem, cooperation vs. competition, etc. Also 
mentioned was teacher self-esteem, a key concept in the whole picture. Anyway, 
I have a feeling things are beginning to jell around the edges. There are definitely 
some possibilities for effecting change. I'm encouraged and excited about that 
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K-101 I am, too, IDonna. What a difference it can make for kids to view them as 
thinking people and lifelong learners. 

D-102 [The prindpal] put a note in my box saying that he wanted to meet with me 
about some "concerns" he had regarding the survey the creative writing class was 
doing and the drama class visiting the board. The meeting went fine, I thought, 
but he's been bugging the ^rl who will make the drama presentation. She also 
met with [the curriculum director] and the poor kid is getting so many conflicting 
messages, she's about to go nuts. 

K-102 Did she have to meet with these adults by herself? 

D-103 They're obviously very nervous about having the kids appear at the meeting. It's a 
situation they can't completely control, and they don't trust the kids to handle it 
well. I think they'll do fine and it will be a marvelous experience for them. 

K-103 I agree with you, of course. 

D-104 Had a discussion with another English teacher today about how our kids are 
spoonfed throughout the system and have no idea how to take responsibility for 
their own learning. Also talked with another about getting our kids more 
engaged, Tm laying groundwork. 

K-104 My smile gets bigger and bigger as F read your journal. 

Donna, 

I really appreciated your presentation [of project in class]. We all did. Your 
experience represents hope for kids and for education—for teachers, too. 

And the evaluations were so revealing. Those kids appreciated the 
opportunity you gave them to take responsibility for their own learning. 

I like your emphasis on collectively finding ways to involve everyone and to 
support all kids in taking responsibility. You took a big risk and it has paid off in 
so many ways. 

What a solid base you have as you plant the seeds for change in your 
department, in your school and in your district No one can tell you it can't be 
done! 

Not everyone would be able to effect such a drastic change so quickly, but I 
believe everyone can change when they feel the need and have support 

I wish you the best of luck as you go to the Board with your kids. The kids 
deserve the Board's respect and consideration. 

in miss our Monday nights and weekly journals. I've enjoyed getting to know 
you. 

Karen 
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D-105 Self-Evaluation 12/12 

I began class in a depressed sort of twit Another school year had begun with 
a new principal and the new requirement of quarterly curriculum guides. We 
were (and still are) having more meetings than ever before and being handed so 
many rules and regulations I was spadng out too many of them. Our principal is 
well intentioned, but many of us had the feeling that we had less and less control 
of our own time and decisions. In addition, the same unmotivated kids showed 
up, my fifth hour class was giving me a daily metaphorical headache, and 1 was 
wondering how or why I should continue in this situation. 

The class has allowed me to do several things: look at what's happening 
around me with new eyes, gather in my fi-ee-floating thoughts and put them into 
coherent form, make the connection between my drama and creative writing 
classes (ongoing whole-language expCTences) and my English classes, understand 
more clearly some of my own ^strations as a teacher, increase my admiration for 
my elementary colleagues, and, last but not least, renew my hope that I can go on 
and still contribute. 

D-106 Exit journal for class 12/12 

I'm sorry to miss class tonight, but my kids' appearance at the board meeting 
takes top sjwt. 

When you have time, mail my journals to me or send them to school with 
Matt. 

No, I haven't read Romano's Clearing the Way. I plan to copy selections fiDm 
Nancie Atwell for the other English teachers and may order a couple more copies 
when our new money becomes available in late January. 

When H. and I took the kids to Denver Thurs. we had precious time to talk. 
She's definitely in my comer and is looking for help and focus, too. We agree that 
our students' self-esteem is in the basement and should be a top priority item. We 
came up with some project/enterprise ideas that would give kids a potential 
audience for their endeavors. She eavesdropped on another meeting where the 
principal was present the other morning. She grinned at me and said, "He 
sounded just like you." I told her Td been working on him slowly and gently and 
that his daughter was in a whole-language classroom, which helps. 

A story — The kid in 5th hour who called me a f b— and who has been 
great at ripping off things, brought me a broken pencil the other I'xy (just the lead 
was broken). The pencil sharpener is non-functional in that room, so I gave him a 
fresh one and kept the one with the broken lead. At the end of class, he brought 
the second one back. I asked him if he'd retrieved the broken one, and he said, 
"Oh, that's yours." He's slowly turning around as have several others. It is, as IVe 
said before, a different atmosphere. 

I'm sure there are those hardnosed folks who would say I've copped out with 
this bunch, that I should have found a way to force them to do what I had planned 
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for them to do, I don't see it that way, and I should have no trouble defending 
myself should the need arise (the big book is now on the principal's desk). I see 
so many good things happening with individuals. 

After my various experiments this year, I should be in a position to speak with 
some authority. Thanks so much, Karen. 
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